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Authorjs Note 

This manuscript is not in any publishable form; I left 
the University and ran out of the time and ambition to bring 
it to completion~ It badly needs the red pencil of a good 
editor; it also needs the wise comments and questions of 
good reviewers» Because I have not the inclination to 
take these final steps, it remains a manuscript to be 
duplicated primarily for internal use by University 
administrators and faculty~ 

The manuscript also suffers from another failing, but 
one which is not of my own making~ There were no files 
from either the faculty representatives or the athletic 
directors for most of the events I described» The files 
of the University presidents, however 1 were volt®inous; 
as a result, this history is told to a large extent from 
the perspective of those presidential files. There were, 
of course, other sources 1 including the newspapers, the 
participants, and minutes of groups and meetings~ 

There are no footnotes in this manuscript, by my 
conscious decision: All of the materials quoted or cited 
are available, primarily in the Archives of the University 
or in ather public documents. 

There are other chapters that should be written: 
On the rise of r....;omen 1 s athletics, on the history of basket
ball and hockey, on the basketball scandals beginning in 
the early 1970s and running through 1986, on the role 
Minnesota played in ousting Iowa from the Big Nine in the 
early 1930s, and perhips others. 

I am deenlv indebted to several individuals for 
their extensiv~ help: Judge George MacKinnon, Clifford 
Sommer, Pug Lund, Babe LeVoir, ,Julius Perlt, Jaye Dyer, 
Bill Maddux, Harvey Mackay, Max Schultze, and others I 
cannot recall~ A special thanks, too, to Chuck Walcott, 
who reviewed an earlier draft o£ the rnanuscript, and many 
of whose suggestions must yet be incorporated into the text~ 

Finally, a comment that this text was printed on 
a machine which is not programmed ·to do long manuscripts 
and which contained no brackets. This is no reflection on 
Ellen Downing, Paul Giel's secretary, who was kind enough 
to type and print the document~ To Paul, _and ~o Ellen 
and her staff, I owe a great deal for the1r help. 

Gary Engstrand 
October, 1986 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE EARLY YEARS: FACULTY AND STUDENTS 

Student games, in the late 1880s, did not attract any 
formal University involvement when they first began~ As best 
one can tell from the pages of history now available, the 
interest of the facultv in the administration of athletics 
was born on January 13: 1894~ It was on that day that the 
~eneral faculty, in one of their regular meetings, voted 
that a committee of three be appointed to consult with the 

athletic associations of the Universitv with a view to 
faculty representation in the same*u ~ The three faculty 
elected were Charles K~ Babcock (English and history, 
subsequently President of the University of Arizona), 
Frederick S~ Jones (physics, later Dean of the College of 
Engineering), and William Appleby (mining and metallurgy, 
later appointed Dean of Mining)~ This vote can be seen as 
the first step in what eventually became "faculty control," 
because two weeks later Professor Babcock offered a 
resolution concerning athletics which was adopted~ The text 
of the resolution is lost, but a reference to it in the 
Ariel (predecessor to the Minnesota Daily) on February 3 
suggests that he proposed to establish a committee on 
athletics composed solely of faculty members« (The committee 
was appointed and had as members Babcock, Jones, and Conway 
MacMillan (botany)~ The article went on to note that the 
student "athletic officers" protested to President Northrop, 
who «assured them that the faculty would reconsider the 
matter to-day and would do what was right«" The faculty did 
meet on February 3, and as the President had promised, "the 
Babcock resolution in regard to athletics, adopted at the 
erevious meeting, was reconsidered and rejected~" While 

faculty control" was repudiated, faculty interest was 
clearly present* 

Before proceeding, it is worth a few words to look at 
one of the faculty who had a profound influence on the growth 
Of athletics at Minnesota® Frederick S* Jones was one of 
those people* Initially appointed in 1885, he came out from 
Yale to serve as an instructor in physics~ Although there is 
probably no one left alive now who knew Jones, James Gray, in 
his history (The University of ~innesota 1851-1951) 
(hereinafter "Gray"), discusses him at some length~ It was 
Jones who first brought the rugby traditions of Yale to 
Minnesota football, and he coached the team from 1886 to 
1889; a later letter to the ~ pointed to Jones as 
responsible for the first successful endeavors in the game 
here~ Jones is described by Gray as a man of "prevailing 
temperament" with "a fine authoritative rumble in his 
throat~« Jones served as president of the (student) football 
association twice, in 1887 and 1891, and went on to become 
Minnesota 1 s third faculty representative to the newly 
organized group that later become the Big Nine and eventually 
the Big Ten« It was Jones, according to Gray, who brought 



Dr~ Henry Williams to Minnesota, after a trip to Chic&go to 
consult with Amos Alonzo Stagg (who had played with Williams 
at Yale and with whom Stagg had collaborated in writing a 
book entitled Treatise on Foo!pall)4 Williams himself, 
writing for the 1927 History of Minnes?ta._Fo~Jl, described 
Jones as one uwhose name is found inseparable with the growth 
and development of Minnesota football®" The name of Dean 
Jones appears repeatedly throughout the meeting minutes, 
documents, and newspaper articles for the period up to 1906, 
and he must be counted as one of the central figures in this 
story., 

Intercollegiate athletic competition, in 1894, was over 
a decade old, although the competition was not 
"intercollegiate" until 1882, with the first two football 
games against Hamline., There are anonymous "recollections" 
in the Archives which allude to baseball games in 1878, one 
against "Ritchfield*" Through the late 1870s and early 1880s, 
the campus sporting events were primarily interclass games, 
and there were a number of brief editorial comments in the 
Ariel bewailing the lack of organized competition~ The first 
reported attempt at organization is October of 1880: "An 
Athletic Assocation has been formed with a constitution and 
set of officers~~ These associations were formed annually on 
a sporadic basis "to foster athletic sports of all kinds, but 
especially football~" Each time an association was formed, 
it was a student effort, and the principal activities were to 
sponsor a "field day" and to seek out competition with other 
colleges .. 

Even these early efforts included participation of the 
faculty4 The 1882 football teams that played games against 
Hamline had no coach of record, but Professor Thomas Peebles, 
newly arrived in the fall of 1883, was prevailed upon by the 
Players to help them prepare for a game., In 1880 the 
Athletic Association president and officers were students, as 
were they in 1882 and 1883& In March of 1884, however, 
Peebles was elected president., The Arie.]:, on April 23, 1885, 
reported that . ~Professor MacLean" (English language and 
literature) was elected president* In April of 1887 the 
Minneapolis Tribune commented on a recent meeting of the 
Athletic Association and referred to the president F~S~ Jones 
(the same F.,S., Jones described earlier}& The Tribune, in 
October 1887 , reported that Professor H~ P. Judson (history, 
later President of the University of Chicago) had been 
elected president for the following year.. In 1886, 1889, 
1890, and beginning in 1892, the presidents were not faculty 
members; none of the other officers were ever faculty (there 
is no record for 1888).. Until 1922, when the Athletic 
Association voted itself out of existence, the officers and a 
majority of the executive group were students. 

An article in the Ariel on January 7, 1893, provides a 
hint about the problems which had plagued athletic endeavors .. 
Apart from finances, which were recurring, there had 
apparently not been a general athletic assocation® Each 
snort seems to have had its own organization. It is not 
~ 

clear what the responsibilities or activities of the earlier 
associations were, but the most plausible guess is that they 
existed mostly to promote football~ By winter and spring of 



1893 there was agitation to create an umbrella association to 
manage all athletic endeavors. 



On Saturday, April 15, 1893, a new constitution was 
adopted by the Athletic Assocation~ The first three articles 
and the first four sections of Article IV, are lost; the 
Ariel printed the constitution beginning with "Art~ IV~ Sec~ 
5$" That Section 5 introduced a concept which was to define 
the structure of athletic governance on the campus for the 
next 29 years; it was critically important that it survived* 
Section 5 called for "an advisory committee consisting of 

one (student) representative from each department of the 
University and one from the general faculty~s to be appointed 
by the president of the association* The 1893 constitution 
was the first time the faculty were given a formal role in 
the student organization administering athletics~ 

The 1893 document was replaced nine months later by a 
revised constitution and by-laws (which were printed in their 
entirety in the Ariel on January 20, 1894)* An article in 
the Tribune on January 16, 1984, reported on the development 
of the new 1893 constitution; it was drafted by five people, 
none of whom were faculty (and all of whom were students, it 
is reasonable to infer)~ The author commented that the new 
Association could be expected to put athletics on a firmer 
basis by uniting all the sports (football, baseball, tennis, 
and track) and because of the addition of an advisory board~ 
Article VI, Section 1 of the new 1894 constitution read as 
follows: "There shall be an advisory board of athletic 
control consisting of the president, vice-president, and 
secretary of this association Jstudents] and two members of 
the faculty to be chosen by that body~" A 
contemporary view of the advisory board is contained in the 
January 16 Tribune article: 

It has long been thought that, inasmuch as the 
faculty were more or less held responsible for the 
acts of the student body, that they should be 
represented one way or the other& & Q ~ This plan, 
it is believed, is a long step in advance, and 
while it leaves the practical control of affairs 
with the students, will give them the advice of the 
faculty and Jon?] matters where mature deliberation 
is necessary~ 

The faculty constituted 40 percent of the voting members of 
the advisory board~ 

The authority of the advisory board (which became known 
as the Board of Control) was enormous~ Besides being charged 
With "general supervision and control of the athletic 
interests of this institutionn (Article VII, Section 1), it 
also had: responsibility for authorizing all expenditures of 
the association and auditing the accounts of the treasurer 
every three months (or more); power to suspend any manager of 
a sport; the duty to resolve all protests from participants 
in events; and the task of setting, holding, and managing an 
annual field day* 



It is interesting to speculate about the actions of the 
faculty~ On January 27, 1894, as noted previously, they 
apparently adopted a resolution creating an all-faculty 
athletic committee~ But on or about January 18, the members 
of the Athletic Association adopted a constitution giving 
wide powers to a committee with two faculty and three 
students~ On February 2 the students complained to President 
Northrop, and on the next day the faculty reversed itself~ 
At that same February 3 faculty meeting they implicitly 
endorsed the new constitution because "Professors MacLean 
(George E~, English Language and literature) and MacMillan 
were elected as the faculty members of the advisory committee 
on athletics~" One can wonder if the faculty backed down, 
deciding that two of five seats of the advisory board were 
sufficient~ One might also ask what prompted Professor 
Babcock to move to create a faculty committee in the first 
place~ (A report 36 years later alleged that Babcock offered 
the resolution after the Athletic Association got into a 
quarrel with the Fortnightly Scientific Club over the use of 
a room~ That, however, appears to be inaccurate, because the 
faculty meetings were usually at 4:00, and presumably was so 
on the twenty-seventh; the squabble did not occur until about 
6:00 in the evening of the same day~ The minutes of that 
meeting on January 27 do not suggest it was an impromptu late 
evening session called to deal with a crisis~) And one can 
also muse that perhaps the students conceded to the faculty 
resolution by giving two of the Five advisory Board of 
Control seats to them~ Also of interest is the role 
President Northrop might have played in the change of heart 
exhibited by the faculty~ (It was he who usually presided at 
the faculty meetings, and he did so the day after the 
students visited him,.) Unless other sources can be 
discovered, it is unlikely we will know what motivated the 
participants in this early quarrel about who runs athletics~ 

If the faculty were satisfied with two of the five seats 
on the advisory council, they were shortly disappointed~ In 
December, 1894, constitutional amendments were proposed which 
increased the number of student members from three to nine~ 
There is no report on the outcome of the vote on the 
amendments~ But as events will show, the proportion of 
faculty members on the Board of Control shrank in the next 
few years~ Whether or not faculty control was reduced, 
however, is a different matter~ 

What is now the Big Ten Conference is generally 
considered to have been born on January 11, 1895~ In 
response to a call from President James Smart of Purdue, the 
presidents of seven midwestern ~niversiti~s met in Chica~o to 
formulate twelve "rules for tne regulat1on of Athlet1cs~" 
The first rule adopted, and the only one that concerns us 
here, was this: 

1~ Each college and university which has not already 
done so shall appoint a committee on college 
athletics which shall take general supervision of 
all athletic matters in the respective college or 
university, and which shall have all responsibility 
of enforcing the college or university rules 
regarding athletics and all intercollegiate sports« 



Although there is no mention of who should serve on the 
committee, Minnesota, at least, apparently concluded that it 
should be a faculty committee~ On January 21 President 
Northrop reported to the faculty on the Chicago meeting~ On 
February 4, 1895, slightly less than a year after the faculty 
voted to reverse itself on Professor Babcock~s motion, an 
Advisory Committee on Athletics was appointed, consisting of 
five faculty members: MacLean, MacMillan, Jones, Woodbridge 
{F~ J® E~ Woodbridge, philosophy), and Appleby~ Further, 
this committee acted as though it had authority, because the 
faculty, one week later, voted to suspend for one year the 
fifth of twelve rules that had been adopted by the presidents 
(that rule dealt with professionalism)~ On September 21, 
1895, Professor MacLean resigned from the faculty committee 
and was replaced by Frederick Denton (mining). There is no 
note of the appointment of this committee in the Ariel, so it 
is unclear what impact it was expected to have on the 
Athletic Association and its Board of Control« 

On January 18, 1896, the ~riel reported that Professor 
Conway MacMillan had written to the six other universities 
represented in Chicago the previous January to suggest a 
meeting of representatives of the athletic committees from 
each campus® All six reponded affirmatively; the meeting was 
held on February 8, 1896 at the Palmer House« (The record of 
that meeting is entitled "Minutes of the First 
Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Representatives--the 
formal name of the Big Ten Conference--and those minutes 
confirm the role that Professor MacMillan played, so one 
might reasonably conclude that it was Minnesota that actually 
caused the Big Ten to be created~ Professor MacMillan was, 
therefore, Minnesota*s first faculty representative, and is 
so considered by the Big Ten~ MacMillan was also elected 
Permanent chairman of the meeting~ It was the only one he 
attended«) The meeting was devoted to a review of the twelve 
rules adopted by the Presidents in 1895 as well as "Rules for 
the Guidance of Athletic Committees" (appended to the 
"Minutes" of that 1896 meeting referred to previously)~ One 
of th~se rules expressly sought a faculty role in financial 
matters by stipulating that "all athletic association 
accounts shall be audited by committees of the respective 
Universities upon which there is a faculty member of the 
athletic committee®" Once again there is no statement about 
membership on the "athletic committee,~* but the faculty 
committee of five at Minnesota, fulfilling this requirement, 
was distinct from the Athletic Association Board of Control 
--although two of the five faculty also sat on the Board of 
Control and, now, one of them had to be involved in auditing« 
Because the Board of Control already had that responsibility, 
this rule represented no change for the University of 
Minnesota~ On March 9, 1896, Professor MacMillan brought the 
amended rules to the general faculty, where they were 
approved without change~ There was no comment from the 
Ariel~ 

The second meeting of the Intercollegiate Conference of 
Faculty Representatives took place in Chicago on November 27, 
1896« Professor Denton now represented Minnesota (and served 
as secretary to the meeting) and reported back to the faculty 



on the rule changes~ The faculty voted on December 5 to 
accept them~ The Ariel, on December 12, reported on the 
Chicago meeting, the action of the faculty, and commended the 
rules as "admirably adapted to the correction of existing 
evils and it is to be hoped that they will be widely 
adopted~ f~ 

On February 27, 1897, the faculty athletic committee was 
appointed by the (also faculty)· committee on standing 
committees. It had shrunk to three members: Professors 
Denton, Woodbridge, and John Downey (mathematics, and later 
Dean College of Science, Literature, and the Arts). Why not 
Jones is unknown~ Also in 1897, reported by the Ariel on 
December 17, the Athletic Association adopted a new 
constitution~ The duties and powers of the "Board of 
Athletic Control" remained largely the same, but the 
membership was significantly altered. Now there are seven 
students (the three elected officers--constitutionally 
required to be students--and four others chosen by 
Association members}, the two faculty, and two alumni, chosen 
by the "board of directors of the athletic alumni 
association." The Board of Control also chooses the 
treasurer and may pay the appointee a stipend it deems 
appropriate~ Previously the treasurer had been an elected 
officer of the associationi now he is responsible to the 
Board of Control~ 

Two final events before the turn of the century of which 
there is a record bear comment. Early in 1897 eleven 
presidents of state universities met in Madison, Wisconsin 
{including President Northrop)Q Although athletics was not 
the purpose of the meeting, the subject came up~ They 
adopted a resolution that said that ~*Intercollegiate 
Athletics in general, and football in particular, should be 
subjected to more careful and constant supervision" and they 
appointed a committee of three of the presidents to draft 
rules to be recommended to the institutions represented~ 
That committee reported on June 28, 1897* They submitted 
three recommendations, one concerning boards or committees 
having control of athletics, one concerning eligibility 
rules, and one concerning the rules under which certain games 
are played (that is, football)~ With respect to boards or 
committees, the three presidents commented as follows: 

We believe that athletic affairs cannot be 
successfully managed by a board or committee made 
up exclusively of professors, or exclusively of 
students~ Experience seems to have shown that a 
hearty spirit of wholesome cooperation ~ ~ ~ can 
hardly be secured without opportunity for the full 
and free interchange of opinion on the part of the 
various interests involved~ While ultimate 
authority should, in our opinion, rest with the 
Faculty, there should be abundant opportunity for 
every athletic interest to be fully and freely 
heard and considered~ ~ We recommend that 
there be constituted ~at each University *The 
Athletic Board,' whose duty it shall be to 
administer and enforce the rules that may be 
adopted by the University for the government of 



athletics .. 

They went on to suggest that team captains constitute 
the student representation, that alumni be represented where 
practicable, that the faculty membership equal the student 
and alumni together 1 and that the University President serve 
as ex officio non-voting chairman (except that he should vote 
in the case of a tie}® They then asked all eleven schools 
represented in Madison to respond to five questions arising 
from their recommendations» The first question was "Will 
you, if you have not already done so, take action looking to 
administrative or faculty supervision of the make-up of 
athletic teams playing intercollegiate games?" This 
committee report appears to be the first unequivocal call for 
"faculty control" of intercollegiate athletics» Somehow, 
President Northrop discussed the results of the committee*s 
work with the faculty on May 22, a month before the date of 
their report.. The faculty answered all five inquiries 
affirmatively (including administrative/faculty supervision) 
except that they would not apply the rules when having 
"practice" games against schools not bound by the same rules» 

Because the question, as phrased, did not require an 
affirmative answer to the specific suggestion about 
categories and numbers of members on "The Athletic Board," we 
cannot tell if the Minnesota faculty endorsed that concept~ 

There now existed two groups, the faculty committee on 
athletics (last reported, as noted, in February of 1897, to 
have three members} and the Board of Control of the Athletic 
Association, with an overwhelming student majority® The 
faculty committee seems to have dealt with rules and the 
Board of Control with mechanics and money, and it was from 
the faculty committee that Minnesota*s representative at 
Conference meetings was drawn (although he also served on the 
Board of Control)~ While the situation, from this distance, 
appears muddled, in retrospect there was movement toward 
greater faculty control~ 

The second event worth brief note, in 1899, is that the 
Athletic Association rejected a constitutional amendment to 
increase the number of faculty on the Board of Control from 
two to three .. 

Unfortunately, the "Records of the Meetings of the 
General Faculty," in University Archives, stop at the end of 
the 1896-97 academic year~ The available minutes of the Board 
of Control do not begin until 1900, so there is a period 
Where information is scanty~ We can determine this much: 

1~ Professor Woodbridge represented Minnesota at the 
third Conference meeting, in Chicago, in November, 
1897~ At that time the representatives agreed that 
there would be an annual meeting of the 
representatives during the Thanksgiving recess~ 

2~ Professor F~ s. Jones represented Minnesota at the 
fourth Conference meeting in November of 1898 (and 
continued to do so through the academic year 
1905-06)~ At each of these meetings there was 
increasingly detailed discussion of the rules 



governing eligibility for competition~ 

3* The Faculty Athletic Committee, by October 4, 1899, 
was down to two members (Jones and Woodbridge), the 
two faculty who also sat on the Board of Control~ 

In May of 1900, the Daily issued an apologia of sorts~ 
It berated the students for having refused, the previous 
December, to add a third faculty member to the Board 
of Control "without reason or sense," and observed that "what 
the student members of the Board of Control did last fall and 
last spring, we don*t believe amounted to anything at all-
they were hardly ever at the meetings--and the brunt of the 
work was left on the shoulders of Professors Jones and 
Woodbridge~" The reporter also noted that had it not been 
for the efforts of Jones, Denton, and Woodbridge in the Fall 
of 1899, President Northrop might have abolished athletics~ 
The ~ .lauded the support of the faculty at a time when 
students "refused absolutely to back up athletics~" 

As a general comment, it should be oointed out that the 
Board of Control had committees on "~"s, the Field, the 
Banquet, Auditing, etc~, and was actively involved in 
reviewing and approving budgets, personnel, facility uses, 
and every other kind of decision* If the weekly minutes are 
an accurate reflection of the activity, the Board of Control 
was a management committee~ 

It was in November, 1900, that Professor H~ S~ White of 
Northwestern University, Chairman of the Conference, offered 
his resolution which provided: that each school authorize 
its representative to cast votes on measures and rules; that 
the committee on each campus reserves the right to reject any 
specific action of the representatives; that rejection by any 
one committee will cause the Conference to reconsider the 
matter at the next meeting; and that any campus committee 
rejecting the same measure twice will be suspended from 
Conference membership* This became known as the "White 
Resolution" procedure& Interesting, for these purposes, is 
that Professor White's resolution continued this language: 
nResolved, that we recommend to the facul!;L_£_om.rnittees on 
athletics here rept??Sented~ .. * * n {emphasis added).. This is 
the first explicit assertion that the Conference meetings 
consist of representatives of the f§culty~ 

It seems, however, that the Board of Control did play a 
role in the position Minnesota took at meeings of the 
Conference.. At the February 16, 1901, meeting of the Board, 
it was "moved and carried that Professor Jones, as our 
representative, be ins!:_r_uct~q to uphold the conference 
organization of 9 colleges as it now exists" (emphasis 
added)~ One week later, with applications for membership 
pending from Notre Dame, Drake, and Nebraska, the Conference 
voted against expansion~ There is no record of Professor 
Jones's vote, but the Board clearly felt it could direct the 
vote on Conference matters.. What role the faculty committee 
might have played--if it existed--cannot be ascertained* 

Foster, in his history, declares that "the Student 
Athletic Board LBoard of Control] was at the zenith of its 



reign in the early Jl900's] ~ It had long since dropped its 
membership feature, with its $1~00 fee, and had come to 
depend entirely on the spectator for its resources~ It had 
also dropped its responsibility to the student body, except 
in a general way, and had centered its power and authority 
entirely in the Board~n 

On April 4, 1901, in a vote the significance of which 
was not apparent until later, the Regents "voted that 
Professor F~ S~ Jones be faculty supervisor of athletics and 
that the Board {of Regents) recommends that he be paid $300 
Per annum out of funds of the athletic association~" No 
other comment about this vote appears, and there is no record 
that Dean Jones ever received any money~ 

In a step toward a delegation of authority beyond that 
indicated by designating an "athletic supervisor," the Board 
of Control, in January 1902, voted to eliminate team 
managers and consolidate the responsibilities into a salaried 
position ("business manager") and chose Mr~ M~ J* Luby at a 
salary of $1000~ The Board also stipulated that he would "at 
all times be under the direction of the Athletic Board of 
Control and the advisement of the Athletic Director and his 
duties ~ ~ shall be such as they may order and direct~" 
This was one of the earliest steps toward 
institutionalization of management; a month later the Board 
voted to begin meeting only twice a month~ 

Dean F~ S~ Jones tried to resign 
Control and as nfaculty director~~ in 
Regents refused to accept* 

from the 
February 

Board 
1902; 

of 
the 

The Board of Control got in a small wrangle in December 
of 1902 about reappointing Dr~ Williams as football coach, 
but decided to do so and appointed a committee to negotiate a 
contract with him~ {The business manager was reelected at 
the same salary~) The dispute was over a contract provision 
for a specific term as against an indefinite period* Dr~ 
Williams apparently wished an indefinite period, and he sat 
through the Board discussion of his contract. The Minnesota 
Alumni !eekly (12/22/02) covered the subject, and made 
mention of several faults in the football coaching. The 
committee first recommended a five-year contract, after 
talking to Williams, but the Board did not act on it~ 
Finally, on February 2, 1903, the Board voted for a 
three-year contract with Williams beginning September l, 1903 
as football and track coach. It was signed by the President 
and Secretary of the Board--both students~ 

On March 10, 1903, there is a note in the Daill about 
the aooointment of a faculty committee on athletics and 
milita~~ affairs: Professor Jones, Professor Henry Eddy, 
(engineering 1 later Dean of the Graduate School) and 
Professor Frank Wesbrook (bacteriology, later Dean of the 
Medical School)~ 

On December 9, 1903, the Board of Regents again refused 
to accept Dean Jones's attempt at resigning from the Board of 
Control~ Members of the Board of Control and some of the 
coaches had sent a letter on December 7 to the President 



urging him to reject the resignation and to persuade Jones to 
stay on* 

On January 14, 1904, the Board of Control elected F* E~ 
Reed as business manager--whose name, along with that of Dr. 
Williams, appeared on the new stationery of the Association~ 

The Daily reported, the next day, that "Dr~ Williams 
wishes it stated that he does not wish to participate in 
university politics or use any influence in favor of any 
candidates for election to the coming boardM He believes 
such matters should be entirely in the hands of the students, 
and that if his name is used in connection with any candidate 
it is without authority and contrary to fact~" Elections for 
the Board were held in late January~ 



Beginning in 1905, there was increasingly rapid movement 
to confirm and consolidate Hfaculty cont:rolH of athletics~ 
While it appears that effective control was being wielded 
through the influence of Professors Jones and Wesbrook on the 
Board of Control, that informal arrangement was to shortly 
come to an end4 Foster comments that Jones and Wesbrook were 
outstanding* "They were much beloved by both students and 
alumni and were deep in their confidence~ This gave them a 
9reat deal of influence and all athletic problems sought and 
heeded their advice Lsicl~ Up to this time the benevolent 
and friendly attitude of faculty representatives toward 
athletics was one of the brightest spots in all of 
Minnesota's history*" Then, foreshadowing his opinion of 
James Paige, Foster concluded that "their devotion to this 
cause was so outstanding that it magnified the nightmarish 
aspects of what was to follow a few years later«** Foster, 
according to his athlete Julius Perlt, detested Paige 
Violently,. 

On January 4, 1905, the Daily reported on the creation 
of a "Faculty Athletic Council,n with representation from all 
colleges« The purpose of the group was said to have been to 
take action on new rules of the Big Nine Conference~ The 
comrnent was also made that H this is the f i:rst time a body 
representing the faculties of all the colleges has been 
assembled and is regarded by many as a step toward a 
University senate4" If true, the meetings of the general 
faculty must have ceased some time previously~ 

Perhaps one of the more significant steps in the history 
of the University, apart from its impact on athletics, was 
the adoption, by the Board of Regents, of a resolution May 
31 1 1905 1 creating a University Council~ The membership 
consisted of the President 1 the Deans, one faculty 
representative from each college for each 400 students, and 
one representative from the General Alumni Association4 
Included in the five standing committees created by the 
resolution was a Committee on Athletics~ (The creation and 
existence of this Council came as a surprise to the 
University Archivist, and there are no records on any of its 
activities .. ) 

At this point in the review of the evolution of faculty 
involvement in athletics, things get all mixed up with the 
national outcry about violence in football~ It was in 
October of 1905 that President Roosevelt intervened and 
threatened to abolish college football if it were not 
reformed~ That din and hue led, at Minnesota, to a series of 
tumultuous events which signalled the end of student control 
of athletics .. 

Foster gives an overview of the situation at Minnesotar 
as he saw it« 

The situation was bad not only at the National and 
Conference level' it was bad at the local level~ 



Every student membeL of the Board came to power 
after having made a lot of pledges in order to get 
himself elected~ The people to whom these pledges 
were made hovered in the background waiting for 
their cut~ Various ventures struggled for 
benefits« All members of the Board had to face 
election each year, and for that reason served only 
one or two years~ It was exceedingly rare for a 
member to be popular enough to get elected before 
his junior year« By the time the boys learned what 
the score was, they were out of office and a bunch 
of green members were in their places« This made 
the Board more or less ineffective, and allowed 
wily and aggressive coaches and athletic managers 
to become too powerful~ This was especially true 
if they were backed by influential and friendly 
alumni and had several members of their own team on 
the Board to help them pull the strings from the 
background~ Everybody was promoting themselves for 
bigger and better things~ Many college 
organizations and some commercial ventures exerted 
their influence on the course of events~ It was 
much like national politics on a minute scale~ As 
our system flourished there were soon tens of 
thousands of dollars in the Board's treasury~ This 
large fund being totally under student control 
offered all kinds of temptation to graft and 
extravagance. There were a lot of bees buzzing 
around looking for their share of the honey~ 

Our faculty relations were poor because many of our 
brightest minds were not friendly toward athletics« 
They were backed in this by the religious and older 
element of the state, in whose scheme of things 
play had no part~ In fact many of them thought it 
was sinful~ Even the President of the University 
belonged to this group« ~ • The screaming 
headlines [from Roosevelt*s intervention] woke this 
element up- and they gave athletics and especially 
football a very bad time~ 

The salary item for a football coach was a sore 
spot with many faculty men« They could not stand 
the idea of 40% more pay for about 10% of the time 
they put in~ 

In the Midwest, a meeting was held in Chicago on January 
19, 1906, at the call of President Angell of Michigan& It 
was a meeting of the Big Nine, with Dean Jones representing 
Minnesota, to discuss football reform~ Out of that meeting 
there came a number of proposals, the details of most of 
which are not germane here« One, however, led to a major 
eruotion on this camnus: That the football coach be a member 
of ~the faculty, appointed in the usual manner (i~e«, on 
recommendation of the faculty and with regental approval) and 
naid a salarv co~~ensurate with that of other faculty~ The 
Daily, on Ja~uary 23, summarized the changes, noted that the 
Conference action was a recommendation to the faculties of 
the member universities, and said that at Minnesota the 
changes would "be placed before the students for discussion 



before any action is taken .. n - Events which followed showed 
this to be an inaccurate prediction~ 

On January 24, 1906 the Board of Control approved a new 
contract with Dr~ Williams for three years, at $3500 per 
year, beginning September l later that year~ It contained a 
revocation clause: "If the Regents or the State legislature 
abolish the game lfootball] the contract shall be null and 
void .. " 

John Gleason was elected President of the Board of 
Control in early February, 1906.. Foster, who was one of his 
law school classmates, described Gleason as "a popular fellow 
and a good leader~" 

On February 6, 1906, the Daily reported that the 
University Council {not just the faculty committee on 
athletics) would consider the recommendations of the Big Nine 
and that President Angell would be notified immediately about 
the action of the Minnesota faculty.. On February 9, the day 
before the Council was to meet, the Dailv again carried a 
lengthy article, which included comments·f~om Dean Jones to 
the effect that he favored the recommendations but preferred 
that the football coach be a professional« 

Four days later 1 on February 13, 1906, the Daily 
reported that the University Council had approved the 
Conference recommendations, including the requirement that 
the football coach be a member of the faculty and appointed 
routinely~ It continued, saying that "this came as a 
surprise not only to students but to football enthusiasts of 
the whole northwest, who had thought the local powers would 
fail to join in the extreme movement .. a The following day 
there appeared another article, accusing the faculty of 
merely following the lead of Wisconsin, Chicago, Iowa, 
Northwestern, and Illinois in approving the changes* The 
reporter made a number of sarcastic comments, including 
castigating the faculty for not having consulted the 
students .. 

It is necessary to back up four days, to the day before 
the Council met.. On February 9, 1906, the Daily also 
contained an article noting what appears to be, in 
retrospect, the abrupt resignation of Dean Jones as faculty 
representative to the Big Nine and as a faculty member on the 
Board of Control.. Gray, in his history, writes that: 

Dean Jones, who had been for so long the benevolent 
honorary uncle of all athletes, returned from the 
LAngel.l, January 19} Chicago session to find that 
he had become an enemy in the eyes of the student 
group~ He had, they thought, gotten himself undue 
authority in committing Minnesota to the new rules 
without consulting the board of control, on which 
students had had majority power.. Wronged and 
unready to do battle with men who should have 
understood better, Jones resigned .. (at P~ 551~) 

The acrimony or mistrust that Gray alleges existed are not 
reflected in the minutes of the Board of Control, on which 



Jones continued to serve until the end of April~ 

Foster, however, reports that "when Dean Jones came to 
the next LBoard of Control] meeting, following the ~January 
Angell Conference , he found himself in hot water~ The Board 
questioned his having committed Minnesota to the changes made 
when no such authority was given him by the Board~ 

Jones did offer a defense to his support of the rules 
changes in a February 15 Q,~ily article 1 an article which also 
contained another hot rebuke to the faculty~ The author of a 
note to the paper declared that the faculty action was a 
"hysterical" reaction to the "frenzied wave of football 
reform,n reflected a lack of nerve, and that upeople are 
beginning to realize that the faculty won out over student 
sentiment by a masterful * ~ ~ campaign 4 • ~ cleverly 
planned and executed[; J after gaining the students confidence 
that nothing but sane and common-sense action would be taken 
regarding football reform, the astute faculty climbed on to 
the band wagon along with the rest of the Big Nine~n The 
note continued with a description of events~ 

The students were completely off their guard and 
are just beginning to wake up~ It is understood 
that many of the !faculty at the Council meeting] 
were very radical, being inspired by an 
overwhelming desire to reform the sport with a meat 
axe~ The real friends of the game were 
outnumbered, and silenced or bamboozled~ 
Dissatisfaction among the students is practically 
unanimous~ ~ ~ ~ Something must be done. 

The reporter writing the article interviewed Dean Jones about 
the apparent usurpation of the authority of the Board of 
Control. He said: 

It was the only chance we had to save the game~ If 
we had not shown a disposition to reform it here it 
would have been abolished~ At the last meeting of 
the Regents a motion to abolish the game failed of 
passage by a vote of 5 to 4~ All the other big 
nine colleges have adopted these resolutions~ If 
Minnesota had stood out alone it would {have been] 
dropped from the big nine and then where would our 
football be? 

The minutes of the Board of Regents for December 12, 
1905 confirm Dean Jones* assertion~ One could ask why these 
issues were not brought to the Board of Control sometime 
between the January meeting in Chicago and the February 10 
meeting of the University Council, in order to at least 
solicit the views of the students~ The minutes of the Board 
meetings for that period do not contain reference to anv 
discussion~ The Daily raised this very question on February 
16~ But although the students were upset, there was more to 
come to cause them additional dismay~ 

Following the February 15 1 1906, Q~ily interview with 
Dean Jones there were a spate of articles addressing the 
issues* There was to be a "mass meeting" of the students to 



protest the action of the faculty, but it was postponed 
indefinitely (due, one infers, from the apathy of the 
students)~ One reporter called for joint student-faculty 
representation in conferences~ Another article observed that 
it was the faculty (University) council that took the action, 
not the general faculty, wondered how wisely that group could 
deal with athletics, and concluded -- whether accurately or 
not is not known -- that "Minnesota holds the unique position 
of having the subject of football reform settled without 
bringing the matter up either before the student body or the 
faculty proper~'* 

After the individual members of the Conference acted on 
the recommendations of the first "Angell meeting," a second 
meeting was scheduled for March 9, 1906~ The Board of 
Control met on March 6 and passed a motion that Dean Jones 
vote, contrary to the sentiment of the (faculty) University 
Council, for a training table, _against retroactivity in 
certain rules changes, and for a longer football season (8 
games instead of 5)* 

We do not know how Dean Jones voted* We do know that 
the views of the Board did not prevail~ The Da __ ily summarized 
the results of the meeting; all of the changes opposed by the 
Board were adopted* Eight days after the second Angell 
meeting in Chicago, the University Council met and approved 
the recommendations in their entirety, changes which Dr~ 
Williams later described as "a wave of inter-collegiate 
athletic repression*" But the Board of Control was 
overridden on more than the rules changes~ 

Recall that in January, 1906, the Board had approved a 
new contract with Dr* Williams for three years at $3500 per 
Year~ At the same meeting the Council adopted the Big Nine 
rules changes, on March 17, they also chose to exercise the 
authority contained in the recommendation that coaches be 
faculty members appointed after peer review« The Council 
revoked the contract with Williams, reduced it to a one-year 
term, and cut the salary by $1000~ The Daily was outraged; 
the article is worth quoting: 

Clothed with their newly adopted powers, the 
university council turned to the task of making 
clear the way of reformed football at Minnesota~ 

The council took no half way position, they had 
according to their own statements considered the 
matter thoroughly, they rescinded the contract that 
had been adopted~ 

And just what does this action mean--The question 
is not between the paid coach and the faculty~ The 
council members have stated that the coach is 
highly esteemed* Perhaps he is~ It makes little 
difference whether he is or not~ The question is 
one that concerns the Athletic Board of Control and 
affecting them, it becomes a matter of concern to 
every Minnesota student~ 

The athletic board of control acting in good faith, 



as the representatives of the stude11t body, made a 
contract with the athletic coach~ They have not 
seen fit to rescind or change this contract~ 

The question is not shall the coach~s salary be 
$5000 or $500, but it is whether the Athletic 
Board of Control or the Faculty Council shall be 
the power to decide~ The students of Minnesota 
elected men from among th~ir number to act for ·them 
and decide matters pertaining to the athletic 
affairs of the students of the university~ 

We question the right and the power of the Faculty 
Council to say just what that action be--

The issue, interestingly, did not come before the Board 
of Control, which met on March 20, 1906, three days after the 
University Council~ The only action of note was that the 
Board members voted to pay Dean Jones*s expenses for the trip 
to Chicago (as they had done in January as well), expressed 
their thanks for his efforts on their behalf at the Chicago 
meeting, and also expressed their thanks for his service and 
contributions to the Board~ Dean Jones first appeared in the 
records of University athletics on March 6, 1887; he exited 
on April 24, 1906~ (And he left the University in 1909 to 
become Dean at Yale~) 

The faculty were not done~ On March 21 the Dail~ 
revealed that the faculty athletic committee had recommende 
to the University Council sweeping changes in its own charge~ 
The Council accepted the proposals; they are worth reprinting 
in their entirety because they are the genesis of the 
language in the current by-laws of the Twin Cities Campus 
Assembly~ 

The committee on athletics presents the following 
recommendations to the University Council: 
{1) That the Committee on Athletics be increased 

to five members~ 

(2) That two of the five members shall be elected 
by the Committee to serve on the Board of 
Control of the Athletic Association~ 

{3) That the Committee shall elect a subcommittee 
of two members to be known as the Ticket 
Committee~ They shall have charge of all 
tickets and other sources of income and shall 
file with the Treasurer a complete ticket 
report, for each game, showing tickets 
issued, tickets sold, complimentary tickets, 
and unsold tickets, together with a statement 
of the actual cash received~ The chairman of 
this subcommittee shall be one of the two 
faculty members of the Board of Control~ 

(4) That the Committee shall elect a sub
committee of two members to be known as the 
Auditing Committee~ They shall have general 



supervision of all expenditures and no 
athletic bills shall be paid unless approved 
by this sub-committee~ The chairman of this 
sub-committee shall be the second faculty of 
the Board of Control~ 

(5) That the Athletic Committee of five shall 
constitute the eligibility Committee and 
shall decide upon all questions of studentsl 
eligibility to participate in athletic 
sports .. 

(6) That all proposed expenditures after being 
recommended by the Board of Control shall be 
submitted for approval to the Athletic 
Committee and no expenditures shall be made 
and no debts shall be incurred without such 
approval .. 

(7) That the Athletic Committee shall have 
superv1s1on of Northrup Field, the grand 
stands and seats thereon~ Thev ~hall satisfv 
themselves of the safety of all stands befor~ 
allowing them to be used .. 

(8) That the methods of administering in detail 
the business of the Athletic Association 
shall be subject to the approval of the 
Athletic Committee; that this committee is 
given the entire control of University 
athletics subject to the constant rev1s1on 
and ratification of the University Council~ 

This resolution was forwarded to the Board of Regents 
which approved it on May 3, 1906« Dean Jones, interviewed 
March 20 and quoted March 21 in the Dailv, said that the 
resolution would not change the situation, and said (as 
quoted by the reporter): 

For the past seven years, I have had authority from 
the regents to veto any action of the Board of 
Control any time I thought it right and proper to 
do so. But I have never found it necessary to use 
this power and I dontt anticipate that the new 
committee, of which thank goodness, I am not a 
member, will ever have to use its powers« The 
vetoing of Dr~ Williams* contract was done by the 
Council as a whole and not by the jfaculty 
athletic ] commit tee .. 

Dean Jones is apparently referring to the 1901 action of the 
Board of Regents maKlng him "faculty supervisor of 
athletics," although the grant of a veto power was not made 
explicit in minutes or documents now extant .. 

The tumult on the campus continued.. The Daily continued 
to carry a series of articles, using terms that were 
inflammatory and apocalyptic, inveighing against the right of 
the faculty to interfere with the actions of the Board of 



Control~ The President of the Athletic Association, John 
Gleason, called a special meeting of the Association~ The 
meeting took place in late March, 1906, and was billed as a 
debate over student versus faculty control of athletics* The 
morning of the day before the meeting, "in chapel," President 
Northrop talked to the students~ One infers, from the Qaily 
account, that he attempted to be conciliatory and indicated 
he was still open to arguments on the questions* 

The outcome of the frenzy was anticlimactic~ The 
Association passed a resolution that was mild in tone: 1) 
The faculty should not have acted without consulting the 
Association; 2) the University Council should respect the 
Association constitution until it is revised; 3) the 
Association President is to appoint a committee to propose 
amendments to make the Board of Control more responsible to 
the entire Athletic Association (and have them ready in one 
month); 4} the Board is to contact other western universities 
about establishing a league for the supervision of athletics 
(presumably by students, although neither the resolution nor 
the meeting minutes say so); and 5) the Association goes on 
record endorsing the new Big Nine rules except the ones the 
Board of Control had asked Dean Jones to oppose and except 
the one calling for increased faculty control» The committee 
to formulate amendments was also directed to consult with the 
University Council on matters regarding athletics* 

The 
approved .. 
with full 
requiring 
excess of 

committee drew up amendments which were duly 
They were also largely insignificant, having to do 

Association meetings, publicizing of expenses, and 
no employment contract longer than two years, or in 
$500 per season without one week notice~ 

It is difficult not to conclude that the faculty were 
rapidly taking control and that student control was receding 
in the face of the faculty onslaught* While there remained 
one last struggle, the only group that could speak with final 
authority, the Regents, had made it clear that that faculty 
were to hold the reins of power~ The Fourteenth Biennial 
Report of the Board of Regents, for 1905-1906, summarized the 
events arising from the violence in football: 

The steps subsequently taken by the lUniversit~ 
Council and approved by the Board of Regents, were 
intended to reform but not to destroy football* * ~ 
~ The University Council is now the ultimate 
authority directing and controlling athletics as 
the Court of Appeal--though the general direction 
is still in the hands of the students~ The 
Council, in taking into its own hands the ultimate 
authority in athletics, does not intend to 
interfere with the freedom of the students so long 
as that freedom is not used to the detriment of the 
University .. 

As a final comment on this period, it should be noted 
that on November 30, 1907, the representatives to the 
Conference unanimously adopted a resolution which still 
stands as the fundamental law of the Big Ten: "Resolved, 
That it is the sense of this body that membership can not be 



retained in this Conference by an institution which does not 
have full and complete faculty control of athletics~" That 
language, slightly rearranged 1 remains in the handbook of the 
Big Ten Conference~ 

Beginning with the Board of Control meeting on May 1, 
1906, the two faculty members serving on it were James Paige 
and William Brooke (mathematics)~ Apparently Professor 
Wesbrook resigned with Dean Jones« Foster's analysis of the 
evolution of control over athletics at this time is the same 
as the one offered here« "The facultv moved in on the 
Situation and Professor James Paige of th~ Law School became 
all powerful as Faculty Chairman in the new set up~" 

Again, it is necessary to halt in order to look at a 
faculty member who played a commanding role in Minnesota 
athletics« Following the resignation (from athletics) of 
Dean Jones, it was necessary to choose a new faculty 
representative~ Professor James Paige of the Law School 
assumed the role; according to a 1934 University News Service 
review of Paige's career 1 he was appointed by President 
Northrop to the Board of Control and as faculty 
representative« Paige served as faculty representative until 
his retirement in 1934® He also served as chairman of the 
University Council Committee on Athletics, as well as the 
successor Senate Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics, 
until 1922« Gray has only one sentence describing Paige, and 
it is in his somewhat purple prose that he describes Paige~ 
Recounting the upheavals that led to Dean Jones's decision to 
quit, Gray says: 

In the midst of the drama lover control of 
athletics] stood the chairman of the faculty 
committee, James Paige, a man so inflexibly 
dedicated to what he considered to be right that 
his mind became a gladitorial arena in which virtue 
had constantly to be defended against the assault 
of savages~ There was little opportunity in such 
fierce engagements for the exercise of tact and 
many men of the physical education department felt 
themselves to have been injured by Paige's 
surveillance of the most minute of their 
activities~ There can be no question but that the 
university was fortunate to find in so critical a 
moment a faculty guide for athletics whose 
conscience could neither be stretched nor shrunk~ 

Gray goes on to describe the contretemps with John Gleason~ 
the details of which will follow shortly~ 

Service summary quoted Paiqe about his 
his comments lend some credibility to 

Paige said, apparently to the News 
"athletics could be ideal, perfect, 
shame that they should attract so many 

They seem to have that capacity, 

The 1934 News 
views on athletics; 
Gray's observation* 
Service writer, that 
beautiful~ It seems a 
evils to themselves~ 
however, so there must be constant, close supervision~" 

The Senate's eulogy 
more to the picture~ 

for Paige, on October 17, 1940, adds 
He is described as representing "a 



stern insistence upon high standards both in the classroom 
and on the athletic field~" Further, 

"he exemplified the strong sense of duty which he 
sought to inculcate in his students and applied 
rigorously to himself the standards which he 
insisted the students must meet~ It was no 
objection in his mind that faithful discharge of a 
duty might involve unpopularity~ Although 
repeatedly, in his work connected with athletics, 
he faced adverse student and alumni opinion and 
newspaper attack, it was sufficient for him to know 
what the right was and he held to it~ It was his 
good fortune to live to win general approval of 
what he had done in the face of opposition~" 

Also noted in the eulogy, and echoed in the memorial 
resolution of the Senate Committee on Intercollegiate 
Athletics, was Paige~s skillful and faithful management of 
business affairs~ He shepherded athletic funds for many 
years, and it is he who is credited with prompt action in 
Purchasing the land upon which the new stadium could be built 
{Memorial Stadium)~ 

Although Paige died in 1940, there remained, when this 
was written, at least two people who knew and remembered him~ 
One was Maynard Pirsig, both student as well as faculty 
colleague of Paige; another was Robert McClure, one of his 
students in the late 1930s when Paige was officially retired 
but still teaching. Their comments about Paige, when 
interviewed in April, 1983, were strikingly similar~ Both 
described him as a man of high moral and ethical standards, 
stern and gruff in his appearance and demeanor, and 
absolutely rigid in his expectations about adhering to those 
high standards& But both also said he had a soft side; 
McClure said he was a "softie" if you had a sob story--but if 
you didn~t, Paige was unbending~ Both, upon being read 
Gray's description of Paige, laughed and said that was too 
strong. We do not know from whom Gray, writing in 1951, drew 
his impressions of Paige, and Pirsig and McClure are 
recalling a man who was elderly when they knew him (Paige was 
born in 1863 so he retired at 70 or 71 in 1934), but there is 
nonetheless a hint at the character of the man who served as 
Minnesota's faculty representative for nearly 30 years~ 
About him little more can be said, because there are no 
"Paige papers" available at the University* 



Foster wasn't sure why Paige was chosen~ "We down in 
the ranks could only surmise why this particular selection 
was made~ It could have been a routine choice of someone 
from the Law School, or it could have been that the boys at 
the top expected that a lawyer would be needed before the job 
was done~ ~ ~ ~ At anv rate Professor Paige was given the 
job, and Athletics an~ Athletic Personnel at the University 
were in for the wildest and most unnecessary roughing up that 
ever happened to a University department~" 

In Poster*s opinion, nthe first to feel J?aige*s.l wrath 
was John Gleason." Gleason, in being elected President of 
the Board of Control, "made certain pledges ~ • ~ and fought 
to carry them out after the faculty decided to take over~" 
Gleason's stand set the stage for the dispute that followed~ 

In reading the minutes of the Board of Control for the 
period after Paige joined it, one can infer that the meetings 
were often heated. There was continued squabbling over Dr~ 
Williams*s contract; it was finally approved in October, 
1906. At the same meetings, a resolution was adopted 
instructing one of the faculty members to protest the action 
of the University Council on the Williams contract and Board 
of Control President Gleason was requested to accompany the 
faculty member to the meeting (there is no record of what 
occurred)~ In November 1906 Gleason asked Professors Paige 
and Brooke to resign as committee chairs; he appointed two 
others as chairmen of the auditing and ticket committees~ 
They must have resolved the disagreement, because Paige and 
Brooke continued to attend meetings and report. 

On January 9, 1907, there were four recorded split votes 
on a variety of issues; these split votes were becoming 
increasingly corrunon in the minutes at the Board of Control .. 
The following week the Board adopted a motion condemning the 
University Council {or its Com.rni ttee on Athletics, chaired by 
Paige; the minutes are not clear) for disregarding the wishes 
of the Board and putting the University in a bad light~ The 
vote was 2 aves and 5 abstentions (including the two faculty 
members). Tw~lve days later the full Athletic Association 
considered four different motions addressing the hostility 
between students and faculty on the control of athletics~ 
Jones and Wesbrook reappeared on the scene to speak on behalf 
of the facultv; the two more moderate of the four resolutions 
were adopted .. - At its April 12, 1907, meeting the Board 
consented to the two faculty as chairmen of the auditing and 
ticket committees~ (Interestingly, Paige carried the wishes 
of the students on one issue to the Conference. At the June, 
1907, Conference meeting, he moved that the football season 
be seven games, not five~ Presumably he consulted with the 
University Council beforehand; the motion lost on a 6-3 vote 
at the Conference~) From that point until the end of the 
1906-07 academic year, the meetings seem to have been 
relatively calm and business was conducted normally« The 
Dailv articles for January and February of 1907, however, are 
replete with reports of Gleason's challenges to the faculty 



on the Board .. 

According to Foster, it was only shortly before "the 
battle narrowed to the Chairman of the Student Board and the 
chairman of the lCounciU Committee on Athletics*" He also 
reported that "there was not too much enthusiasm either wav 
in the general student body~ There was considerabl~ 
feeling in the law school, but it was the usual hatred of the 
Faculty Chairman that prompted it rather than loyalty to the 
student cause .. t~ 

Before proceeding to review the events surrounding Mr .. 
Gleason~s departure from the University 1 it is worth 
reviewing the controversy as viewed through the eyes of the 
two chief protagonists, Gleason and Paige~ Both were 
repeatedly quoted at great length in early 1907, and it is 
this period that marks the high-water mark of student 
attempts to retain control of athletics« 

It was Gleasonts view that the constitution of the 
Association had been arbitrarily discarded by the 
intervention of the faculty+ Until it was amended, Gleason 
maintained, he could not both uphold the constitution and 
Submit to the faculty CO@nittee~ He argued that he was not 
~questioning the legitimate exercise of faculty supervision 
1n educational matters" but was, instead, calling into 
question "their assumed authority in a matter which, though 
lying quite within their field of interest .. ~ is quite 
outside their jurisdiction as arbiters .. a He claimed that 
"the faculty as a body is neither possessed of the right to 
exercise, nor fitted for control of athletics at Minnesota~" 
As for the Association, he averred that the Board of Control 
is nthe business agent ~ ., ., for the management of its local 
athletic interests, .. .. « the instrument ,. * , for expression 
and realization of its wishes anent intercollegiate 
relations, [and J the functions of the Board are 
confined to Lthese ~ unless they are interfered with; in 
Which case, if the interference is unwarranted, the Board 
must adopt defensive and protective tactics." He concluded, 
in his campaign platform for reelection as president for 
1907-08, the he did 

not concede the right of anyone not authorized by 
the constitution to interfere with the 
Board 1 s activities, but should forcible 
interference by the faculty or by the president be 
justifiable and necessary, no one [would bel 
readier to invite such interference th~n I~ Bu~ 
should such interference take the form of 
surveillance of purely business matters, the 
violation of contracts, or legal contracts, or 
legislation of such a character as to prohibit the 
participation in athletics of bona fide students, ~ 

such interference ought to be resented, and ~ ~ 
* I have resented interference of character during 
the past year~ 

Paige, on the other hand, said that Minnesota gives more 
control to students than any other Big Nine university, with 
its bifurcated system whereby the faculty, through the 



faculty committee and the University Council, have only a 
supervisory veto~ The growth of athletics, moreover, made 
pure student control unacceptable~ 

In its infancy it might possibly have been regarded 
as a pastime and presented few problems to the 
executive heads as involving questions of general 
university welfare. Athletics are now • * ~ a 
department of university work and life, closely 
connected with all other university activities and 
presenting complex problems, the solution of which 
affects the scholarship of the university, its 
relation to sister universities and to the general 
public .. 

He went on to note the large amounts of money now being 
handled by the Board {over $50,000 per year) and noted that 
every dollar must be used wisely--something that had not 
always been the case in the past~ Further, the University is 
responsible, in the eyes of the public, the parents, and the 
students for "honest, sane, and pure athletics; * « ~ the 
Regents, the President, fand the University Council'] cannot 
be expected to meet the responsibility unless they have 
Sufficient control«" Finally, to eliminate faculty control 
would have required that Minnesota withdraw from the Big 
Nine, leaving no group available for athletic competition. 
Paige commented that "confidence should be reposed in the 
student body l; ] when they know the facts they act wisely and 
intelligently~" His view can be summarized by his 
Observation that "the present unnecessary discussion is the 
result of the agitation of two members .J.of the Board t" 

Gleason ran for reelection and won~ But a Daily 
analysis said the victory was personal, and that the other 
students elected were not opposed to faculty supervision. 
Then, following the stable next few months, the Regents 
refused Gleason readmission to the University, after 
receiving notice from the law school, according to the Dafu, 
that he had "failed to keep up his classwork." The Regents 
adopted a resolution in June, 1907, apparently gave Gleason 
no hearing, and refused to permit him to register for the 
1907-08 academic year.. The ~ hints strongly, although 
adduces no evidence, that Gleason was dismissed because he 
kept clashing with the faculty over control of athletics and 
that Paige, on the law faculty, had something to do with the 
dismissal. Gleason sued the University~ The case dragged on 
through the 1907-08 academic year--Gleason was not 
enrolled--and on September 22, 1908, he wonQ The Minnesota 
Supreme Court ruled he could not be dismissed without a 
hearing--but by that time Gleason had decided not to attend 
the University~ He had attended several meetings of the 
Board in early fall, 1907, according to the qaily, but the 
minutes do not record him as present« They do, however, 
record at one meeting that: 

asked Mr~ Gleason as follows: tMr~ 
gentleman I ask you in the name of 
Regents to quietly retire from 

moved that Mr. Gleason be declared 
the Board of Control« Not acted on 

Prof~ Paige 
Gleason, as a 
the Board of 
acting*~ Paige 
not a member of 



--no quorum~ 

And there ended, as best we can now tell, the last attempt to 
resist "full and complete faculty control." 

It was Foster's opinion that "from the start Gleason 
fought a losing battle." When even Gleason perhaps realized 
that, "he tried to rally the students behind him at mass 
meetings and finally challenged the Faculty Chairman to a 
debate and later challenged him again, but the faculty had 
moved in and that was that~" Foster concluded that "everyone 
knew that it was a lost cause and cared little until the 
Faculty Chairman and the University Authorities proceeded 
against Gleason personally and not only made a martyr of him 
but made themselves look bad in court." 

It is disappointing to have a legitimately interesting 
disagreement on a fundamental issue end on such a sour note 
because of the apparent clash of two strong individuals, but 
the outcome was probably inevitable. Whether it was Paige 
and Gleason or a group of faculty and students who were the 
best of friends, it is unlikely that Minnesota could have 
resisted the move to firm faculty control sparked by the 
problems in football~ The universities felt compelled to 
intervene in the governance of sport in order to prevent the 
situation from becoming more scandalous than it was. The 
students had not shown an ability to act. But even had the 
violence disappeared 1 institutional control would have come, 
because athletics was simply getting too big, and attracting 
too much attention, for the authorities not to want to 
intervene~ 

Foster agrees~ He related his own view~ 

It is regretable that the University did not have better 
guidance in this struggle~ The taking over of Athletics 
was laudable and necessary. It was accomplished with 
little trouble~ I was in Gleasonts class and was 
conversant with everything that went on~ I attended all 
the mass meetings but like the rest of the students did 
not take part in them~ There was no thought of 
insubordination anywhere in the situation in so far as I 
knew« We did hate the Faculty Chairman but that had 
already become a law school tradition when this scrap 
came up~ It is probable that the Regents did not know 
of this and thought that it was a part of the present 
ruckus~ It is true that the individual members of the 
Student Board tried to hang on to the prestige and power 
that their position gave them, but their following was 
personal and small~ If any coach or member of our 
Department took any part in this fight I never knew or 
heard of it~ ~ ~ ~ These men were not in a position to 
put up any kind of behind the scenes fight~ They were 
appointed to their positions from year to year~ If they 
failed to get that appointment they were automatically 
out of the picture~ I believe that everybody concerned, 
including the Regents, the Faculty Chairman and the 
Student Chairman knew that the proponents of student 
control had espoused a lost cause~ 



The rest of this history is, in a way, a chronicle of 
the decline of faculty control~ Precisely because the 
enterprise was growing so large, no faculty committee--or any 
other committee, for that matter--could devote the time and 
attention required for the detailed administration of the 
program~ Even the minutes of the Board of Control reflect 
increasing professionalization, as evidenced by the hiring of 
a business manager and more and more frequent entries noting 
that nf.1r .. Reed is authorized to ., ~ .. u or HDr .. Williams is 
authorized to " The gradual withdrawal from 
administrative duties, however, took place over many years .. 
In 1908, the Board of Control was still a management 
committee .. 

The years following the Gleason-Paige dispute were 
uneventful~ The Board of Control conducted the routine 
affairs of athletics under, one gathers, the watchful but not 
active supervision of the Committee on Athletics of the 
University Council~ The minutes of the Board of Control 
meetings reflect no controversy~ (There are no records for 
1910-ll, 1911-12, and 1912-13~) 

In 1912 the University Senate was born, and with it the 
Senate Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (hereinafter 
SCIA)~ That committee still exists, known as the Assembly 
Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics following the 
reorganization of the Senate in 1969» By-law I of the 
Senate, adopted at its second meeting on January 29, 1913, 
reads as follows: 

Athletics -- There shall be two standing committees 
on physical activities, (a) committee on 
intra-mural sports and physical education, (b) 
committee on inter-collegiate athletics* 

(a) The Committee on Intra-mural Sports and 
Physical Education shall be composed of seven 
members, five reconunended by the president from the 
Faculty, and the heads of the department of 
physical education for men and for women~ It shall 
have supervision of the gymnasium and the athletic 
grounds of the University including Northrop Field, 
except so far as and at such times as these grounds 
and this field may be used for inter-collegiate 
athletics« It shall have the supervision of 
intra-mural sports and physical education for men 
and women~ It shall have no jurisdiction over 
inter-collegiate athletics» 

(b} The Committee on Inter-collegiate Athletics 
shall be composed of nine members, five faculty 
members to be recommended by the President of the 
University, two alumni members to be recommended by 
the athletic committee of the Alumni Association, 
and two student members to be recommended by the 
student members of the Athletic Board of Control~ 

This committee shall appoint one of its faculty 
members to have supervision of tickets. He shall 



be responsible for all tickets and other sources of 
income and shall see that the tickets committee of 
the Athletic Board of Control files with the 
treasurer a complete ticket report for each game, 
showing tickets issued, tickets sold, complimentary 
tickets and unused tickets, together with a 
statement of the actual cash received~ The member 
so appointed shall become one of the two faculty 
members of the Athletic Board of Control and serve 
as chairman of the ticket committee of said board. 

This committee shall also appoint one of its 
faculty members to have supervision of auditing» 
He shall have general supervision of all 
expenditures, and no bills shall be paid or debts 
incurred unless approved by him~ The member so 
appointed shall become the second faculty member of 
the Athletic Board of Control, and serve as 
chairman of the auditing committee of said board» 

This Committee on Inter-collegiate Athletics shall 
constitute the eligibility committee, and shall 
decide upon all questions of students~ eligibility 
to participate in inter-collegiate sports~ It 
shall have supervision of Northrop Field and the 
grandstands and the seats thereon, in so far and at 
such times as it may be used for inter-collegiate 
athletics~ The committee shall satisfy itself of 
the safety of all stands before allowing them to be 
used~ 

The method of administering in detail the business 
of the Athletic Association shall be subject to the 
approval of this committee; this committee is given 
entire control of inter-collegiate athletics, 
subject to the constant revision and ratification 
of the University Senate. 

The five members chosen from the Faculty at large 
to serve on these two committees, (a) and (b), 
shall be the same persons~ 

The chairman of the 
He also continued serving 
of the Board of Control~ 
explicitly recognized and 
by the bylaw~ 

Senate Committee was James Paige~ 
as chairman of the ticket committee 

The Board, it is to be noted, was 
implicitly granted wide authority 

From 1913-14 to April 19, 1922, there are no minutes or 
records for SCIA» Those that do exist, for that period, are 
for the Board of Control~ What the Committee did can onlv be 
inferred from the actions of other groups (the Big Nine ~and 
the Board of Control) and its own reports to the Senate~ It 
must be realized, too, that there was significant overlap in 
membership between SCIA and the Board~ Only once in the 
Board minutes for these nine years is there any reference to 
SCIA, and that was an occasion upon which Professor Paige 
explained the overlapping jurisdiction of SCIA, the Committee 
on Intramurals, and the Board of Control over the use of 
Northrop Field (the football field)~ The Board continued to 



approve budgets, sign contracts with employees, grant "M"s, 
review traveling squads in the sports, manage facilities, and 
so forth--all with the apparent blessing of SCIA~ That the 
relationship between faculty and students is at least 
cooperative, if not warm, is perhaps indicated by a February 
17, 1915, entry in the Board of Control minutes that 
Professor Paige uexpressed qratitude to and confidence in the 
student members of the Board«" 

The relationship between SCIA--Paige--and the athletic 
program, however, was perhaps less cordial~ Recognizing that 
Foster hated Paige, it is nonetheless worth reciting a few 
bits frofu his manuscript in order to convey at least the 
flavor of one point of view~ 

In spite of the basic principle of American 
jurisprudence that one is innocent until proved guilty, 
this professor of law had a fixed obsession to the 
contrary~ He labored under the perpetual delusion that 
the other fellow, no matter who, was always prompted by 
some ulterior motive and as a result all of us from the 
ground keepers to the head coaches were treated with 
arrogance and unreasonableness~ The routine was the 
same in all cases» A situation or an issue came up and 
a formula was proposed by the party concerned for 
handling it~ The Faculty Chairman issued a cease and 
desist order and instead of trying the issue on its 
merits he shifted· the attack to the proponent in person~ 
He was eternally belaboring somebody over an assumed 
wrong~ Poor old Mrs~ Felton, the secretary in the 
Athletic Managerts office, spent half her time crying 
because of the unreasonable and overbearing treatment 
that she was subjected to« Why she ever stayed on the 
job as long as she did I will never know~ 

During my whole stay at the University the Doctor 
_[Cooke] and I found ourselves every now and then 
confronted with a problem that we had to try to handle« 
To do so never failed to bring us into violent head on 

contact with the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Athletics with his recriminations and charges of crooked 
dealings and dishonesty~ 

Julius Perlt, a gymnast under Foster and later on the staff, 
also knew Paige but did not share Foster~s opinion of him~ 
But Perlt did say that Paige was uvery autocratic and 
dictatorial about athletics at Minnesota. ~ ~ • He was very 
jealous of his power to control what happened athletically~" 

Most of the reports of SCIA to the Senate during the 
period concern rules changes promulgated by the Conference 
(and, conversely, such matters do not appear in the 
discussions of the Board), eligibility matters, and the 
disruption caused by World War I« The Senate did vote to 
support SCIA, in 1919, in disapproving a three-year contract 
with Dr. Williams that had been approved by the Board~ The 
Board then revised the contract to satisfy SCIA~ Apart from 
that disagreement, the two groups seem to have worked 
together harmoniously~ 



CHAPTER 2 

CREATING AN ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: 1921-22 

Lotus Delta Coffman was offered the presidency of the 
University in March of 1920~ His inauguration took place in 
May of 1921« He was confronted with difficulties in 
athletics before he was formally installed in office~ As was 
usually the case 1 football provoked the storm, but it soon 
led to an intense examination of the governance of athletics 
on the campus~ 

It started rather innocently~ The Minnesota Alumni 
Weekly ran an editorial on January 20, 1921, questioning 
whether or not Minnesota was "treating her athletes fairly~• 
The Board of Directors of the General Alumni Association had 
discussed the issue recently, and the Weekly editorial 
reported that the faculty who had been present at the meeting 
said that athletes were held to higher academic standards 
than non-athletes~ The editorial writer also criticized the 
eligibility committee (of SCIA, presumably) for degrading 
investigations and the enforcement of a ridiculous standard 
of professionalism~ "Our committee on eligibility is one of 
those scrupulously honest bodies that believe in enforcing 
the letter of the law~ And it enforces that law a trifle too 
often and a trifle too well for its own popularity or that of 
its canny chairman, Professor 'Jimmieg Paige~n While 
supporting the efforts of the committee 1 the editorial called 
for scrapping the current Big Ten rules on amateur status~ 
Football coach Henry Williams was also interviewed, but he 
expressed support for the rules and for high academic 
standards~ 

The Weeklv editorial prompted John B~ Johnston, Dean of 
the College-~Science, Literature, and the Arts, to write to 
Coffman on January 25, 1921, saying faculty should not make 
such statements without furnishing proof« He pointed out 
that to give the alumni the impression that the faculty 
discriminate against football players will only arouse 
hostility toward the faculty and could create pressure to 
lower academic standards* Johnston also disputed the state
ment itself, telling Coffman that he "always made great 
allowance in favor of the football man and « ~ ~ have always 
thought that that was the attitude generally throughout the 
faculty~" 

While there was no mention of the won-lost record of the 
football team for the 1920 seasoh, it had been disappointing~ 
Minnesota fans were used to winning teams; the record, since 
the arrival of Dr~ Williams in 1900, had been outstanding~ 
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1900 10 0 0 1910 6 1 0 
1901 9 l 0 1911 6 0 1 
1902 9 2 0 1912 4 3 0 
1903 13 1 0 1913 5 2 0 
1904 13 0 0 1914 6 1 0 
1905 10 1 0 1915 6 0 1 
1906 4 1 0* 1916 6 .l 0 
1907 2 2 1 1917 4 1 0 
1908 3 2 1 1918 5 2 l 
1909 6 1 0 1919 4 2 1 

*Reduction in number of games reflects decision arising from 
Angell meetings~ 

In 1920 the record was 1-6-0 and the team won no Conference 
games .. 

The same day that Johnston wrote to Coffman, January 25, 
1921, there appeared in the t!J.nneaEolis Trib_~ an article 
titled "Senators to Hear of Financial Side of Athletic Policy 
at 'Ul" and subtitled "Legislators Given 'Inside Facts' on 
Poor Showing of Gopher Football Team .. " The article reported 
that some members of the Senate Finance Committee intended to 
interrogate University representatives on the business 
affairs of athletics when they appeared to defend the 
University request.. The legislators apparently believed that 
athletic funds had been invested at four percent but then the 
department had subsequently borrowed money at six percent to 
buy football equipment. This allegedly led to frugality, 
which in turn caused inconveniences to which opposing teams 
were not subject .. 

Paige wrote to Coffman the day the article appeared, for 
it was he who was responsible for athletic finances.. Paige 
explained the investment practices, said they would not lose 
money, and noted that the Board of Control acted with the 
advice of Regents~ President Fred B~ Snyder~ He also 
dismissed the other charge: "So far as the statement that 
our financial acts affected the equipment provided for our 
athletes and their comforts, that is ridiculous~ Our 
athletes have the best equipment that can be bought~" Paige 
concluded by suggesting that: 

the psychology of all the present agitations is due 
to two facts: There is a terrible derth Lsic] of 
material just now for the mind of a sporting 
editor, Land] second, we did not have a winning 
team last fall, and Minnesota people are very poor 
sportsi they are not good losers~ 

The Minneapolis Tribune and the Minneapolis Journal both 
carried articles the next day, January 26, 1921, reporting on 
the circulation of a petition among students calling on the 
Senate Finance Committee to request President Coffman to 



remove James Paige and E~ P~ Harding as the faculty repre
sentatives on the Board of Control.. Thr.: ~Journal article 
cited recent editorials in "student and alumni publications 
urging a general house cleaning" and reported that "students 
are asking why Minnesota has not won a conference football 
championship since 1911~" It also quoted at length from "a 
prominent" but unnamed alumnus, who pointed to friction 
between athletes and the faculty who direct athletics and the 
fact that at Minnesota, year after year, athletes leave 
school "from sheer indifference, .. « « merely because of a 
lack of interest in the welfare of a team«" The Journal also 
said that alumni who had volunteered to act as scouts in 
football were "so disgusted with the parsimonious supervision 
of their expense accounts and the delays in recompensing the 
accounts that they have said that they would never again 
undertake the task~" The unnecessary economy remained an 
issue~ 

The Tribune article gave more prominence to the alumni 
role~ The students, it said, understood ~~that influential 
members of the Alumni association were behind them» and that 
alumni were "outspoken in their recommendations for a change 
in faculty administration of athletics .. " The Tribune also 
reported that while the football players were divided on the 
question of whether or not they suffered from classroom 
discrimination, they agreed on the poor relationship between 
the athletes and faculty supervisors .. 

The Journal also printed a copy of the petition 
addressed to the Senate Finance Committee, which began 

Whereas for the past two or three years the 
University of Minnesota has been unable to uphold 
its past standards in athletics, particularly 
footballi Whereas it is felt by a large majority of 
students and alumni that the reason for this 
condition can be traced directly to the poor 
management and lack of cooperation on the part of 
the athletic board of control* 

The petition then recited failure to provide funds for 
adequate equipment, scouting, assistant coaches, travel 
accommodations 1 and unwarrantedly high scholarship standards~ 
The petition closed '.vi th uwe, undersigned 3tudents and 
alumni of the University of Hinnesotan etc« (emphasis added) .. 

Articles appeared in the Dai:~.Y over the next two days, 
January 28-29, 1921, addressing football and governance~ 
Coach Williams again disputed the charge of academic 
discrimination and was quoted as saying that athletics were 
"on a sound 1 healthy basis~" Williams had written to the 
Daily on January 28, 19~1, which published ~is full 
!~-paragraph letter; he rem1nded students and alumn1 of the 
proper role of athletics in a University, defended the 
current status of athletics at Minnesota, and concluded by 
declaring that 

the enthusiastic athletic supporters 
must realize the necessity on the 

on their side 
part of the 



president and faculty to maintain a high standatd 
of scholarship and require that men on college 
athletic teams keep up to this standard, and not 
disturb the cooperative spirit between students and 
faculty by unjust suspicions and unfounded charges~ 
No good can come of ill-considered agitation along 
these lines and much harm can result. 

The Daily, in the same article, also reported on an upcoming 
meeting between some students and the alumni committee on 
athletics, the goal of which was to review the entire 
Situation~ 

The following day, January 29, 1921, a Daily editorial 
rebuked the students who had started the petition addressed 
to the legislature, calling it unethical not to have gone 
first to President Coffman~ The paily also rebutted most of 
the substance of the petition and joined Coach Williams in 
calling for a halt to spreading vague rumors. The 1920 
football captain wrote the same day also disputing the 
contentions of the petition and praising Paige. 

In a brief article on January 30, 1921, the Tribune 
reported that those who had circulated the petition decided 
to withhold it pending the outcome of the meeting between 
students and alumni, scheduled for two days later~ 

On February 1, 1921, the editor of the Weekly, Vincent 
Johnson, wrote to Coffman about the January 20 editorial. He 
relayed his surprise when he had been told, at an earlier 
meeting, that Coffman "attributed the agitation to jth~ 
editorial," and said that he had since investigated the 
matter~ Johnson went on to relate: 

1. That the petition was part of a plan by certain 
legislators to lend plausibility to their wish to 
investigate the athletic board of control; 

2» That the legislators instigated the petition; and 

3~ That the non-students involved were either not 
alumni at all or alumni not involved with the 
alumni association» 

He apologized for "the difficulty that your office has been 
put to by the circulation of these charges" but also then 
commented: 

Personally, I have talked with a large number of 
students and alumni, and find that their sentiment 
is almost unanimous in favor of a change of faculty 
members on the board of control» The hostility in 
certain influential quarters is so marked that its 
continuance cannot but be of possible detriment to 
the standing of the University~ The idea is 
already surprisingly current among high school 
athletes that the University of Minnesota is a bad 
place to attend* Resist the idea as we may, there 
is no escaping the fact that the maintenance of a 



school~s athletic prowess has much to do with the 
interest and loyalty of its alumni body$ I am not 
sure, therefore, that another postponement of 
definite action in the present situation may not 
have very serious effects$ 

On the same Tuesday that Johnson wrote to Coffman, 
students and alumni met in the Union~ The Daily reported 
that there were a dozen people present and that it--the 
Dail_y--had been chosen to convey the sentiments of the group~ 
The students were apparently campus leaders and not those who 
had led the petition drive, and included the president of the 
Board of Control~ The alumni included J« F~ Hayden, who 
served on both SCIA and the Board, and E* B. Pierce, who was 
Secretary of the Alumni Association. They offered no formal 
statement; the Da!±Y, on Wednesday, February 2, 1921, made 
the following comments* 

The petition which was circulated on the campus and 
around which the agitation rallied does not 
represent student op1n1on» In the first place it 
Proceeds over the heads of the administration 
without reason or justification» The matter is one 
that can be settled on the campus and should be 
settled on the camous in fairness to the student 
body, the faculty: the administration and the 
people of the state~ 

Secondly, the charges of mismanagement, 
discrimination and opposition to the interests of 
athletics made against faculty members of the 
athletic board of control are without sound 
foundation« Further, the charges confuse the 
faculty members with the board of control and the 
management in several of the five assertions made. 

Therefore the petition in its entirety, including 
the avenue of approach which it suggested, is 
repudiated .. 

The friction in the athletic situation is held to 
be based upon midunderstanding, a lack of 
cooperation between athletic authorities and 
athletes and a failure of the athletic 
administration to seek such cooperation» 

The remedy suggested is joint consideration of the 
problem by student representatives from every 
extensive student organization meeting with the 
President of the University or such a committee as 
he shall name, the student delegates where 
possible, to be the same as at the student-alumni 
meeting yesterday~ Recognizing that the question 
is vital to student life and the name of the 
University of Minnesota, an early meeting of the 
group is suggested~ 

Professor Paige also wrote to Coffman on February 3~ 
Whether he was chastened by the events is difficult to tell 



from his opening paragraph: 

I think I can see, certainly, two lessons to be 
learned from the recent athletic discussion~ 
First, it will be adviseable for me to cultivate 
the friendship of the newspaper reporters. Second~ 
That I should, as far as possible, try to come in 
contact with athletes and those molding the thought 
of student athletic sentiment~ 

Paige did say he would try to improve the relationships among 
the athletes, coaches, students, and board of control, and 
expressed regret at what had occurred~ 

According to Tribune and Journal articles, however, the 
Senate Finance Committee was not deterred from its intention 
to ask questions~ The Tribune on February 5, 1921, reported 
that students who talked with the legislators said that 

since news of the proposed senatorial investigation 
had been published influence had been exerted by 
certain of the school~s lconstituted authority' to 
minimize the sentiment favoring a change and to 
deny some of the reasons advanced for the demands 
of the petition signers~ 

The Journal noted that some senators were ain sympathy with 
the policy of requiring biennial changes in the athletic 
board~" The Journal article amplified on the request for 
personnel changes~ 

Several members of the lSenate Finance] committee 
have expressed themselves as being in favor of 
changing the faculty representatives on the 
athletic board of control every two years* They 
believe that, inasmuch as the student membership is 
changed yearly and the alumni representatives have 
a comparatively short tenure, the continued 
presence of the same faculty members gives them a 
dominating influence entirely out of proportion 
with the actual voting power given them by the 
bylaws of the board~ 

There is also objection on the campus to the fact 
that the facultv member of the board is its only 
spokesman before Mthe university senate, the next 
highest administrative body, and is also the only 
spokesman of the senate before the athletic board~ 
It is oointed out that this arrangement makes it 

~ 

impossible for the ideas of the two organizations 
to be transmitted from one to the other without the 
bias of the snokesman influencing the decision in 
the matter up f~r discussion~ 

The Daily had called, on February 2, for a meeting with 
President Coffman; on Tuesday, February 8, 1921, he wrote to 
SCIA (including the alumni and student members) calling for a 



meeting with students on the following Monday* There are no 
minutes for that meeting, but the paily reported on it two 
days after it took place* The gist of the report was that 
those present agreed to cooperate more in the future, that 
the Board of Control and SCIA would meet regularly and 
jointly with the coaches to discuss problems, and that there 
would be more openness in the conduct of athletic affairs~ 

E~ P~ Harding, one of the two faculty members maligned 
in the newspaper and by the students, wrote three letters to 
Coffman about what had been occurring; Harding was on 
sabbatical in Oklahoma~ The third one, dated April 17, 1921, 
carried his resignation from SCIA and the Board of Control* 
In all three letters he defended himself from the various 
allegations he had been reading in news clippings; Regent 
Snyder read the correspondence and wrote to Coffman, 
following Harding's resignation, to tell the President that 
"everything Harding says is true~ I am satisified that he 
did his whole duty~ I blame the system and not those who 
have been honestly endeavoring to work under it*" Harding~s 
final letter also alluded to a possible reorganization of 
athletics {which had not been mentioned elsewhere) and his 
wish to give the President a free hand in such a step~ 

The Monday meeting with SCIA, the student leaders, and 
President Coffman seems to have ended the controversy, at 
least for the time being~ Harding~s replacement on SCIA was 
H~ S~ Diehl, director of the Health Service and later Dean of 
the Medical School, who was to remain on the Committee until 
1958. 

The available files contain nothing on the subject of 
athletic administration or the football team until the close 
Of the 1921 season~ Walter Eckersall, "dean of American 
sports writers,u wrote an article for the November issue of 
Ski-U-Mah in which he defended Coach Henry Williams~ 
According to the ~LlYr on November 12, l92ls Eckersall said 
Williams was a superb strategist but did not have the "tools 
to work with"; he needed organized alumni support "to boost 
athletics&" This prompted a tart response from Vincent 
Johnson in the Alumni Weekly 1 who suggested that Eckersall 
was not competent to "make charges against the alumni in 
regard to Minnesota's football situation*" 

On November 22, 1921, the Tuesday following the last 
game of the season, the Daily carried a long editorial 
bemoaning the status of the program. The record had been 
4-4, which was better than the l-6 of the previous year, but 
the scores against Minnesota made many unhappy~ (In 1920, 
Minnesota had been outscored 62-92 in seven gamesi in 1921, 
the Gophers scored 60 against their opponents 141 in seven 
games~) The Daily invited students, faculty, alumni, and 
football players to write in to a "Pigskin Post Mortem~" 

The November 26, 29, and 30, 1921, issues of the Daily 
carried several letters~ Several writers criticized CoacE 
Williams; others saw the departure of high school athletes 
from Minnesota to attend other schools as the problem, which 
was linked to the "athletic policy" of the University~ The 
1921 football lettermen wrote to defend Williams& But most 



interesting, from the viewpoint of this history, are those 
who criticized the structure of the organization~ A few 
excerpts follow .. 

l~ It seems that it is time to get out the old battle
axe.. An invitation from the t'1innesota Dai.b.Y: 
recently for a free-for-all "Pigskin Post-Mortem" 
has called the lumberers to the woods~ Axes are 
being ground, and the time to swing them is coming~ 
But, let~s swing the axe at the right tree~ Why 
pick out Coach Williams when it seems that the 
rock-bottom trouble is *'Jimmyu Paige? 

For years there has been an under-current of 
dissatisfaction, humbling constantly--a stunting 
spirit that bars the progress and expansion--a 
spirit that makes co-operation impossible~ At 
times, it rumbles close to the surface~ Last year 
it broke out but was quickly smothered--smothered 
temporarily, for it will continue to break out with 
ever increasing fury until something is done about 
it~ There seems to be but one way and only one to 
remedy the ailment, and that is to decapitate the 
Athletic Board of Control, and to find 1 for Prof .. 
Paige~s successor, a man who will work with 
Minnesota player, student 1 coach, and alumnus~ 

This article seconds the motion made by Harold 
Hoppe and the petitioners last year~ It calls for 
Prof~ Paige~s scalp~ Some adjustment may be 
necessary in Minnesota's coaching staff, but the 
fundamental trouble--the prime thing that is 
sending the Gopher gridiron to the rocks is the 
prevalent athletic spirit--and Prof. Paige is the 
cause .. 

Athletes leave Minnesota in disgust.. They feel the 
lack of co-operative spirit of the Athletic Board; 
petty grudges and grievances breed the feeling of 
dissatisfaction; all talk about the way it's done 
at other schools and I have only heard one express 
a good word for Prof .. Paige~ Antagonism exists 
between him and half of Minnesotafs athletes.. The 
other half never see him and none feel a boost from 
him~ 

2~ The first step in the athletic improvement at 
Minnesota should be the removal of that individual, 
Professor James Paige.. Temperamentally unfitted 
for the position that the fates over at the big 
school have boosted him into he is a bar sinister 
to athletic progress at Minnesota~ 

3~ I believe that while the students are striking for 
one thing they might as well include in their 
demands that there be a general housecleaning of 
the Athletic department 1 and that a few of the 
members detrimental to athletics at Minnesota be 
removed~ By this last, I have a special reference 
to Professor James Paige who has in my estimation 



been of more harm to athletics and the University 
in general than any other man connected therewith«-

4~ Go back several years, picture Minnesota as having 
many great teams, they all have had one obstacle to 
meet, Prof3 James Paige~ 

Personally I have no ill feeling towards Mr* Paige* 
All during the investigation last spring, I. 
respected him as I do nbw« But, as long as Mr« 
Paige is connected with Minnesota Athletics in any 
official way, that long will athletics be on the 
decline* The man has entirely the wrong attitude~ 

Take a petition on the campus, officially 
recognized and in two days you will have 90 percent 
of the students§ names on it, including the law 
students, if they were not afraid of a flunk, who 
want to see Prof« Paige removed~ 

Student control at Minnesota is a failure, as far 
as athletics are concerned~ Mr~ Paige working "For 
Minnesota" has the final word~ What we need is a 
general clean out as far as control~ Adopt the 
Director System of Athletic Control, and put Dr* L« 
J~ Cooke in as Athletic Director, with the same 
powers as a Dean~ 

5~ To me it looks like the faculty control athletics 
and "Jimmy" Paige controls the faculty in this 
matter and in fact the coaches too« 

I believe the four greatest factors 
Minnesota back are: 

1~ Too much uJimmyn Paige .. 
2~ Inefficient or overworked coaches with, 
3~ Inadequate salaries and, 

holding 

4~ Too little voice in her affairs by students and 
alumni .. 

6~ Many want either Dr~ Williams or Prof~ Paige 
removed, many want them both retained, while some 
are in favor of keeping one or the other3 Of 
course, I am against Mr$ Paige as head of the 
Athletic board, he should be removed, but, more 
than his removal is needed3 The department should 
be reorganized and a Director appointed~ There are 
others who are finding fault with the way that the 
coaching staff works and the results obtained, so I 
want to devote a few lines to the Director system 
of Athletics, as worked out by Nolan, Regnier, and 
myself last spring» 

It is proposed to reorganize and unify the depart
ments of athletics into the Director system3 

The Director is to be directly responsible to the 
President~ 



Vested in the Director of Athletics and an Athletic 
Council, composed of two faculty members appointed 
by the President, two students (upperclassmen) 
selected by the student body, and one Alumnus, 
elected by the General Alumni Association~ The 
President of the University to be an ex-officio 
member of this council~ 

The last letter was signed by Harold Hopp, who graduated 
in 1921~ He was also one of the people who, as reported in 
the Tribune on January 30, previous, had agreed to withhold 
their petition until they could meet with the alumni. 

In the midst of the "Pigskin Post-Mortem" there appeared 
in the Journal an article reporting that President Coffman 
"recently reappointed the law professor [Paige] to the 
athletic position" as faculty representative and that Paige 
has the support "of practically all high officials at the 
University~" Paige had announced that he did not intend to 
resign~ The Journal also said that while there was no 
attempt to interfere with the Daily~s post-mortem, "pressure 
of alumni leaders and others has been brought to bear on the 
editors in an effort to quiet the campaign as fast as 
possible"; the Daily later denied this~ The other conclusion 
was that Williams would be retained for the final year of his 
contract~ 

The same day that Hopp 1 s letter appeared in the Daily 
post-mortem, November 30, 1921, there also appeared an 
article in the Tribune« It reported on a demand formulated 
by "a group of prominent alumni that met at the Andrews hotel 
in solemn conclave to find a way out of the tangled athletic 
Situation at the University~" They called for a change: 
Williams and Paige should be thrown out ("stripped of power") 
and an Athletic Director hired who would report to the 
President~ The alumni "went on record as being opposed to 
any criticism of Dr~ Williams or Professor Paige. The ~old 
gradst rather chose to thank them for long and loyal service, 
but they believe it is now necessary to have a complete 
housecleaning." They saw the need for an athletic director 
as paramount to reversing Minnesota*s declining athletic 
fortunes, and noted that a director had been installed at 
most other Big Ten schools~ 

The Tri~ writer commented that ncompared to the 
present movement, all previous athletic upheavals in the last 
20 years at the Gopher institution pale~ There was grim 
determination written on the faces of the alumni present~" 
This group of "grimly determined" alumni did not act, 
however, because they were informed that the Athletic 
Committee of the Alumni Association was preparing to act 
Within a week by forwarding a resolution to the Board of 
Directors, the President of the University, and the Regents~ 
The article concluded by noting "a promise that the plan 
would go through, if the alumni can put it across, was made 
and the men present were the sort that accomplish things*" 

A Journal article summarizing the same alumni meeting at 
the Andrews--Hotel made additional points~ Although those 
(forty) who met had no authority, they represented a cross-



section of alumni who would, thereby, have credibility~ 
Further, they thought that a new director should have 
authority analogous to that of a dean, although they agreed 
that there should still be a faculty-student review body. 
These alumni, rather than acting, forwarded their 
recommendations to the Athletic Comm.i ttee of the Alumni 
Association,. 

On December 4, 1921, the Journal printed a lengthy 
article with the headline "Looking for the Football Goat at 
University of Minnesota.n That article is appended to this 
history and warrants reading in its entirety; it presents an 
admirable summary of the circumstances. (Duplicated with 
permission of the Minn~ap~lis Star and Tribune~) 

The Executive Committee of the Alumni Association Board 
of Directors received the resolution from its Athletic 
Committee on December 6 and approved it unanimously. The 
full Board of Directors did likewise the following day~ On 
December 8 the Week~ carried another editorial and reprinted 
the resolution, which is reproduced below» The ~eekly began 
by asserting that "the Alumni of Minnesota have declared for 
a complete reorganization of Minnesotats athletics" and 
reported that the recommendations were adopted unanimously by 
both the athletic committee and the board of directors of the 
General Alumni Associaton~ 

To the Board of 
Association: 

Directors, General Alumni 

After a careful study of the athletic situation at 
the University, particularly as it relates to 
football, your athletic committee offers the 
following report and recommendations: 

May it ~e understood at the beginning that we 
believe judgment should not be based solely upon 
the past two unsuccessful seasons, excepting as 
they reveal defects in a coaching system which 
fails to lay a foundation for good results in 
proper training in fundamentals,. 

But, because the sentiment is practically unanimous 
among the alumni who have volunteered their 
opinions and others whose op1n1ons have been 
sought, and persists upon the campus, that the 
athletic system at the University is out of date, 
and because it appears that a continuation of the 
present system and regime will prolong and 
accentuate the present unsatisfactory conditions, 
thus causing athletics at the University and the 
University itself to lose prestige, we are 
convinced that the interests of athletics and of 
the University will be best served by a change in 
the entire athletic system~ 

We therefore recommend: 

1~ That the President and the Board of Regents of 
the University be urged to take immediate steps to 



organize and establish at the University an 
athletic department along the lines followed at a 
number of other western universities, and employ an 
athletic director who shall give his entire time to 
that work, further details to be worked out in 
accordance with the best practices obtaining else
where; 

2~ That the president of the General Alumni 
Association appoint a committee of five members who 
will offer their assistance to the President and 
the Board of Regents in planning and organizing 
such a department, and in the selection of an 
athletic director; and 

3~ That in furtherance of this plan, the Athletic 
Board of Control be asked to assist the President 
and the Board of Regents in organizing this new 
department and therefore to take the necessary 
steps to terminate the contracts of all athletic 
coaches at the end of the current year~ 

Two other alumni chapters, in Chicago and Minneapolis, 
added to the call for change~ 

The resolution of the Alumni Association was forwarded 
to the Board of Regents and to the Board of Control, where it 
was discussed at the December 9, 1921, meeting of the Board 
of Control~ With no debate recorded, the Board of Control 
Voted to adopt two resolutions~ The first acknowledged the 
sentiment for a rearrangement of structure, expressed the 
Board view that the "Universitv authorities should have a 
free hand in such reorganizati;n," concurred with the Alumni 
resolution, terminated all contracts effective June, 1922, 
and appointed a committee of five students, with Paige as 
Chairman and sixth member, to work with the President and 
Board of Regents "to represent the interests of the studentsu 
in the reorganization~ The second resolution commended the 
coaches to the new organization~ (Three days later the 
Secretary sent a letter to Dr~ Williams notifying him of the 
termination of his contract~ It was not renewed~) 

Henry Williams wrote an article for the Journal, 
published on December 11, in which he endorsed the proposal 
for an athletic director~ The coach presented his views on 
why the 1920 and 1921 seasons had been unsuccessful, and 
listed ten changes which should be made to improve the 
competitiveness of the football team~ An athletic director 
Who could devote all his time to management and detail would 
greatly assist the football program@ 

On December 10, 1921, E~ B~ Pierce, Alumni Association 
Secretary, formally transmitted to President Coffman the 
actions of the Board of Directors~ The Alumni resolution, 
along with the two adopted by the Board of Control, were 
Presented to the Regents on December 13~ John Hayden, 
chairman of the Alumni Athletic Committee, along with E~ B~ 
Pierce, appeared officially before the Regents to speak for 
the proposal~ They then adopted a motion, according to the 
Journal on December 13, "that the creation of the department 



of athletics and the appointment of a director be placed in 
the hands of a committee of three {Coffman and two Regents} 
to report back at the next meeting~ That same day Coffman 
then wrote back to Pierce informing him of the regentsf 
action and said: 
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I note in the resolutions that the General Alumni 
Association suggests the appointment of a committee 
of five members who will offer their assistance to 
the President and the Board of Regents in planning 
and organizing such a department and in the 
selection of an athletic director~ I wish to 
assure you that we shall be pleased to have the 
assistance and cooperation of such a committee~ 

He wrote a similar letter to the Secretary of the Board of 
Control also inviting the participation of the committee it 
had recommended .. 

There is no indication, in President Coffman~s files, 
that he was in any way either pleased or displeased by what 
had taken place .. 

As the Daily pointed out following the Regents' meeting, 
there were now three different committees working on plans 
for a reorganized athletic department: 

l) the three-man committee of Coffman and two regents; 

2) the Alumni Association committee; 

3) the Board of Control committee~ 

The Daily also let go a sigh of relief; in an editorial it 
exclaimed that "when we come back after Christmas our 
athletic troubles will be overQ ~ The students, the 
faculty, and the Dail_y all have complete confidence in the 
committee named by the board lof RegentsJ ~u It advised 
readers that the question would be settled and urged everyone 
to ~quit worrying about the matter and leave it up to the men 
who are empowered to act as well as talk~" 

By and large the press took the advice; there is little 
comment over the next two months on developments~ There was, 
however, a great deal of speculation on who the athletic 
director and coach would be~ that aspect of the period is 
covered in Chapter Three., The ~ournal obser'1ed, on Christmas 
Day, 1921, that the work was being done, and commented rather 
sarcastically 

Nothing is being done hastily and everything is 
being done thoroughly~ 

At present, there is no organization at Minnesota~ 
The coaches have all been discharged~ The board of 
athletic control has obliterated itself and there 
exists a dull void which, after all, is as 
competent as the frenzied aimlessness that existed 
before~ 
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The solution, however, is to come soon~ and when it 
comes it will be complete~ 

Although the Regents did not discuss athletics at their 
January 13, 1922, meeting, the announcement of the appoint
ment of Fred W~ Luehring as Director of Physical Education 
and Athletics on January 16 was reasonably interpreted as 
confirmation of the reorganization* Further evidence came 
with the selection, on January 23, of William Spaulding as 
football coach .. 

At their February 13, meeting, the Board of Regents 
approved the appointments of Luehring and Spaulding~ Two 
days later President Coffman wrote to Dr~ Williams informing 
him that, with Regent's approval, he was appointed as advisor 
to the President on football~ 

The Board of Control continued to meet through April of 
1922 and conduct business~ On February 24 it voted to 
approve the moving expenses of the new Director of Athletics 
and the new football coach as well as to continue their 
Salaries on a month-to-month basis« It also voted, at that 
same meeting, to resign effective May 1, 1922, or before, and 
asked the Board of Regents to transfer its functions to the 
new organization~ The last meeting of the Board was held 
April 19, 1922, at the Dyckman Hotel, where Professor Paige 
bought dinner ... 

On March 30, 1922, at a special meeting called for the 
purpose, the Senate approved a revision of the by-laws 
chartering SCIA .. 

1~ The membership was enlarged from five faculty to: 

5 faculty (to be nominated by the President and 
approved by the Senate) 

2 students (to be reconunended by the students} 

2 alumni (to be recommended by the Athletic 
Committee of the Alumni Association) 

2 ex-officio members, the Director of Athletics 
and the University comptroller (except that the 
Director may not vote on eligibility matters) 

II voting members 

2~ A ticket subcommittee of three (chaired by a 
faculty member; to include the Director of 
Athletics} to supervise tickets and all income and 
to receive reports of tickets issued, sold, 
complimentary, unused, and the cash received~ The 
subcommittee was also responsible for Northrup 
Field and the safety of the stands~ 

3~ An auditing subcommittee of three (chaired by a 
faculty member and to include the Director) to 



supervise all expenditures and approve payment of 
all bills .. 

4~ All personnel decisions are to be made by the 
President and Board of Regents (allr except the 
Director himself, on recommendation of the 
Director) .. 

5. The Athletic Director is "in general charge of and 
responsible for the detailed administration of 
interecollegiate athletics subject to the 
supervision and approval Lof SCIA], which Committee 
is given entire control of intercollegiate 
athletics subject to the constant revision and 
ratification of the University Senate .. " 

6.. The President appoints the faculty representative 
to the Conference .. 

7 .. 

8 .. 

Physical 
entirely 
SCIA) .. 

Education and intramural 
under the Director of 

The full Committee 
Committee .. 

remained 

athletics 
Athletics 

are 
(not 

the Eligibility 

The paily, the day after the Senate adopted the change, said 
that "President Coffman expressed himself as highly satisfied 
with the new plan of athletic control~" 

The Board of Regents approved the action of the Senate 
on April 26, 1922~ The President nominated the faculty and 
the entire committee membership was endorsed by the Senate on 
May 18.. Paige stepped down as chairman~ E~ B~ Pierce, 
Director of Alumni Relations, was appointed chairman, a 
position he held until his retirement from the University in 
1948.. The student president and secretary of the defunct 
Board of Control were the student representatives; the two 
alumni members were also from the Board~ With exception of 
occasional changes in the size of the Committee, and the 
charge to it from the Senate, the structure created in the 
spring of 1922 is the one that survives to this day® 

This rush of events requires some additional comment .. 
Perhaps most noteworthy, student involvement in the 
administration of athletics is now permanently diminished to 
voting on a larger committee« Second, the hiring of the 
Professional Director of Athletics signals the beginning of 
the end of the actual management by anyone other than staff 
members hired for that purpose {note especially point #5, 
above).. Although the minutes of the newly constituted SCIA 
(which are available from 1922 to the present) do not differ 
very much, in details, from the Board of Controlr it is easy 
to plot a decline in the number of items which might be 
considered "management" that are discussed by the Committee .. 
And finally, the faculty are in a minority unless one 
considers the Athletic Director and Comptroller to be 
faculty (and the former did hold a faculty appointment) .. 
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The tumult had, with one exception, achieved the results 
desired by those who had been dissatisified. The one 
exception, of course, was that James Paige remained the 
faculty representative~ The criticism of Paige, however, was 
not only now muted, it was perhaps even to be dismissed, if 
the final comment of a Da.ilv editorial of April 27 can be 
taken as an expression of prevailing opinion~ 

It is only fitting to call attention to one 
commendable feature of the old order which was 
overlooked in the clamor for the new* Minnesota 
lived up to conference rules* 

A month or so ago when the professionalism scandal 
was at its height, every morning~s paper carried a 
story about colleges dragged into the mess by the 
discovery of professionals on their athletic teams~ 
Minnesota came through it all with record 
unsmirched .. 

Much of the credit for the clean record of the 
Gophers belongs to Professor James Paige, Chairman 
of the Senate Committee on Athletic Relations& In 
spite of the fact that strict enforcement of rules 
has at various times meant a serious loss to the 
Gopher eleven, in spite of the unpopularity of some 
of the decisions among the so-called sporting 
fraternity, Professor Paige has been guided by 
spirit of the regulations in every instance4 Hard 
though it was for the campus to accept the rulings 
at times when the men affected meant much to the 
squad, the real worth of the policy of 
conscientious enforcement of the Big Ten 
regulations becomes apparent when housecleaning 
time comes around.. Thanks to Professor Jimmie 
Paige, Minnesota aired no dirty linen~ 



CHAPTER 3 

CHOOSING AND LOSING DIRECTORS AND COACHES: __ 1921-1932 

In a 1930 letter to Board of Regents Vice President Fred 
Snyder, following the considerable public controversy which 
preceded and followed the appointment of Fritz Crisler as 
head football coach, President Coffman let go a sigh of 
relief; he told Snyder that "I certainly hope that we shall 
never have to elect another football coach during my 
administration." He may have been expressing a sentiment 
universal among college and university presidents~ Crisler 
was Coffman*s third football coach but it would not be his 
last; he still had one more to go~ 

Two appointments in athletics have, with few exceptions, 
generated widespread public interest: Head Football Coach 
and Athletic Director~ Six times the University has chosen a 
Director and, since 1921, ten times a coach; this chapter and 
the sixth will focus on the process, and the controversy, 
that surrounded those appointments from 1922 to 1978& 

It must be noted that some records designate Henry 
Williams as Athletic Director in the years preceding 1921. 
There is little evidence that he ever held any administrative 
responsibilities similar to those which came to be associated 
With the position~ Moreover, the University itself did not 
formally recognize, and pay a salary for 1 an athletic direc
tor until Fred Luehring was appointed in the wake of events 
in late 1921 and early 1922, recounted previously~ Julius 
Perlt, who was an athlete in the early 1920fs and on the 
staff afterwards, affirmed this interpretation. "Dr~ 
Williams was never athletic director; he was strictly a 
football coach." For the purpose of this history, therefore, 
there have only been six athletic directors~ 

The other position which causes much publicity, always 
when vacated and sometimes when not, is that of head football 
coach~ As with the athletic director, events prior to the 
tumult of 1921-22 have been reviewed earlier« This book will 
examine the selection of nine of the coaches. (It will not 
review the appointment of John Gutekunst in 1985) ~ 

A brief summary of what occurred will help to understand 
the history~ 

1~ University reorganizes SCIA and Athletics in 1922; 
Fred Luehring appointed Athletic Director and 
William Spaulding appointed Head Football Coach« 

2. Spaulding leaves in 1925; Clarence Spears appointed 
to succeed him .. 



Spears leaves in January, 1930; H. 0~ 
Crisler appointed as Head Football CoachQ 

{Fritz} 

4~ Luehring resigns in February, 1930; Crisler assumes 
position of Athletic Director in addition to being 
Head Football CoachQ 

5. Bernie Bierman chosen Head Football Coach in 
December, 1931. 

6» Crisler resigns as Athletic Director in February, 
1932; Frank McCormick becomes directorQ 

This ends a decade of turmoil; no changes occurred until 
1950 (with the exception of acting appointments when both 
McCormick and Bierman went off to military service during 
World War II)Q The sixth and eleventh chapters will examine 
the post-World War II choices~ 

7* McCormick retires; Ike Armstrong appointed Athletic 
Director in May, 1950~ 

8. Bierman resigns as football coach in November, 
1950; Wesley Fesler appointed* 

9~ Fesler leaves in 1954; Murray Warmath appointed. 

10~ Armstrong retires in 1963; Marshall Ryman became 
Athletic Director* 

11~ Ryman and Warmath both resign positions in 1971; 
Paul Giel chosen athletic director and Cal Stoll 
hired as football coach~ 

12~ Stoll leaves; Joe Salem hired in 1978~ 

That is as far as two of these chapters will go~ The 
University, since then, has had to twice choose a new 
football coach~ The appointment in 1983 will be covered in 
the last chapter~ 

That rather dry recapitulation of personnel changes does 
not, of course, reveal any of the flavor of what happened or 
how it happened; it is that flavor which this chapter will 

·attempt to convey~ 

The events which led to the creation of a position which 
Fred Luehring could accept have been recounted in "Creating 
An Athletic Director~" 

As might be expected, and the Daily "Pigskin Post
Mortem" made clear, the first consideration in the minds of 
many was whether or not Henry Williams would be retained as 
head football coach* It was football that had provoked the 
storm, so one question~ in the beginning, was who should 
coach. The ~~ the r4i'[lneapo}..is Journal 1 and the Hi nne-
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apolis Tribude contained a number of articles in late 
November, 1921, expressing the views of a variety of factions 
on the wisdom of retaining or releasing Williams~ The 
alumni, who met on Tuesday the 29th and who called for the 
administrative reorganization--appointing an athletic 
director and the removal of Professor Paige--also demanded a 
new head coach® The Board of Directors of the Alumni 
Association endorsed the same proposals, from a committee of 
its own, and forwarded them to the Board of Regents on 
December 8 .. 

On the following day the Athletic Association Board of 
Control adopted its resolution also requesting reorganization 
and terminating all coaching contracts® It was expected that 
the Regents would approve the reorganization plan~ Even 
before they had done so, speculation began about who would be 
athletic director and who would be football coach~ In a 
Journal article on December 9 reporting on the contract 
terminations, the reporter wrote that students were talking 
about who would be director. "It is generally believed that 
the regents will appoint Professor James Paige to the posi
tion but for the fact that it will require full time and it 
is not thought that Professor Paige would abandon his law 
Classes~" To say that the selection of Paige would have been 
surprising is an understatement, in light of the controversy 
about him immediately prior to this~ 

At their meeting on December 13, 1921* the Regents 
appointed a three-man committee (President Coffman and two 
regents) to meet with alumni and Board of Control committees 
that had been created to work with the Regents on the new 
department* Both the Journal and the Raily reported that the 
Regents 5 committee would investigate the plan and, if ap
proved, perhaps "suggest a man for athletic director." 
Minnesota Governor A~ D* Preus, an ex-officio regent himself, 
was quoted by the Daily as making clear "that we are not to 
understand that this is an attempt to get rid of anybody~" 
The Journal said the first question was whether or not to 
combine the positions of director and coach, because the only 
way to avoid faculty objection to the salary that would be 
required "to attract a big man to Minnesota" would be to 
justify a high salary by appointing one man to fill both~ 

Early in January, 1922, the press carried a few articles 
reporting that the three committees were working and that a 
report would be made to the Regents at a meeting on January 
13~ That did not happen, but the newspapers offered advice 
and recited possible candidates.. A sampling: 

January 4, 1922, Minneapolis Journal 

"Although no men have been definitely engaged yet, 
the lRegents ~] committee has been in communication 
with many prominent men and has found several 
competent directors who have expressed willingness 
to undertake the task of putting athletics on its 
feet at Minnesota~" 

January 8, 1922, Minneapolis Tribune 



A Harvard football star applied to be football 
coach~ But, "one of the major questions which is 
still unanswered is whether the football coach to 
be appointed shall be also the athletic director~" 
If separated, three leading director candidates are 
L~ J~ Cooke (basketball coach), E~ B~ Pierce, and 
0~ S& Zelner {professor of engineering and chairman 
of the Intramural Committee)~ 

January 11, 1922, Minneapolis Journal 

The University need not search beyond its alumni 
roster for a capable man to serve as director~ 

January 13, 1922, Minneapolis Journal and Minneapolis 
Tribune: 

Both reported that Hugo Bezdek, Penn State football 
coach, and Fred Luehring, Nebraska athletic direc
tor, had visited Minnesota to be interviewed for 
the directorship» Bezdek wanted the job, but would 
only take it if the coach and director positions 
were combined and the salary commensurate .. 
Luehring was quoted as saying that "the situation 
at Minnesota looks pretty messy and I dontt believe 
I care to jump into the center of it~" 

The two papers reported different views of alumni~ 
The Tribune said one group was organizing to try to 
arrange to obtain Bezdek.. The Journal com...11ented on 
a strong feeling "among the alumni that a Minnesota 
graduate should be appointedn (Bezdek and Luehring 
were both alumni of the University of Chicago)~ 

January 14, 1922, Minneapolis Tribune: 

nRumor has it that Fred Luehring , ~ ~ would be 
selected for the position" of athletic director; 
"alumni of Minnesota last night were of the opinion 
that the Nebraska man had practically accepted and 
been accepted,n He would not coach football, and 
the alumni still wanted a Minnesota man for that 
job, 

January 14, 1922, Daily: 

That Luehring had been nvirtually selectedu 
"emphatically denied and denounced 
President Coffman~" 

January 15, 1922, Minneapolis Tribune: 

wasn 
by 

Fred Luehring is the favorite of the regents, 
alumni, and student committes, and the sentiment of 
all is to divide the coach and director positions .. 

January 15, 1922, Minneapolis Journal: 

E~ B .. Pierce had refused the position, but now was 
reconsidering~ "While Fred Luehring & an-



nounced ~ ~ after a conference with Minnesota 
officials that he would not accept the Minnesota 
position, another rumor is that he has the inside 
track .. u 

On January 16 both the Jo~al and the Tribune had 
articles telling of the appointment of Luehring as athletic 
director; it had been announced that morning by President 
Coffmants office~ According to the Journal, the alumni were 
now intensifying their efforts to obtainaMinnesota man for 
football coach; Coffman, Regent Fred Snyder, and others were 
in Chicago interviewing coaching candidates~ After accepting 
the job, Luehring must have left promptly to join the 
University contingent in Chicago to participate in the 
sessions with potential coaches, because the Journal, on the 
17th, reported that neither Luehring nor anyof the others 
would udivulge the names of the men interviewed~" But the 
news accounts over the next few days made it abundantly clear 
that Luehring was extended a warm welcome on the campus and 
in the community~ 

Foster, who was close to L~ J» Cooke, records that when 
Luehring was appointed head of the new department, Cooke uwas 
Pushed into the background~n Foster wrote this nwas a 
tragedy for Doc because he was a number one spot man~ ~ ~ ~ 
He felt great disappointment at not becoming head of the 
combined departments~" 

Now that it was clear that there would be two positions, 
and that one of them was filled, the gossip, rumor, and 
Speculation about the identity of the new coach began in 
earnest~ The Daily confirmed the implication contained in 
the Journal report on Luehring*s presence in Chicagoi on the 
18th it quoted Coffman's statement that "Mr* Luehring will 
have an important hand in picking the football coach~" By 
the 20th both the ~ and the ~nal were reporting that 
John McGovern, Minnesota All-American, was going to be 
selected as head coach and that Luehring supported his 
candidacy* The Daily editorialized, the same day, against 
using graduation from Minnesota as a primary criterion, and 
the next day reported that student groups would oppose 
McGovern 1 s appointment on grounds of lack of experience~ 

On Monday~ January 23, 1922, the Daily carried a 
two-word headline, in l 3/4-inch print: nspaulding, Coach .. t~ 
He had been chosen the day before after "four strenuous hours 
of the most secretive deliberations on the part of the 
committee~" Luehring had joined the group and endorsed the 
selection~ The newspapers were astonished at the choice, 
albeit not antagonistic, and described Spaulding as a dark 
horse.. The Journal# the next day, reported that many coaches 
had been considered "but it said that Luehring was strongly 
in favor of Spaulding and that several members of the 
committee also favored him and were anxious to give Luehring 
the man he wanted in his effort to rebuild Minnesota 
athletics~" President Coffman denied that Spaulding had been 
a dark horse, according to the Dailv on January 24~ the 
committee had been considering him for a long time and he was 
the only one to whom an offer was madeQ 

so 



According to George MacKinnon (who played football in 
the mid-1920's and coached part-time thereafter for several 
years), "it was said among those close to Minnesota football 
that Coach Knute Rockne of Notre Dame had recommended 
Spaulding~" Spaulding had been at Kalamazoo State College 
for a number of years, and had played Notre Dame~ MacKinnon 
points out that Kalamazoo "had been the opening door mat game 
for Notre Dame since 1917, who ran up scores as high as 56 
points in 1920* Kalamazoo had never scored a point against 
them®" 

Both of the Minneapolis newspapers expressed some 
frustration at their inability to discover what was happening 
during the searches. The Journal observed, although not with 
very much evident rancor, that 

secrecy by university officials has surrounded 
every move since the start to reorganize athletics 
at Minnesota~ With the exception of one or two 
men, nobody was informed as to the progress made~ 
Candidates for athletic director and football coach 
have come into Minneapolis in the shadows of the 
evening and left at dawn« 

Sl 



The Tribune had similar observations~ Compared with the 
antagoni"S'mand furor that confronted Coffman in the matter of 
athletic appointments for the next decade, however, the 
selection of Luehring and Spaulding was accomplished with 
r(~lative ease .. 

1925: Dr~ Clarenc~ar~ 

The contretemps surrounding the renewal of Coach William 
Spauldingts reappointment will be told in the following 
chapter.. Also noted will be his departure three months after 
receiving a two-y~ar contract extension; the University thus 
had to choose a new football coach* 

President Coffman 1 s files have no record of his role in 
the selection process: There is not a single piece of paper 
to be found~ As a consequence, the newspaper coverage of the 
search serves as the only source of information available3 

The minutes of SCIA record a special meeting called on 
May 18, 1925.. The Committee voted, in accord with its 
authority in personnel matters, that nMr« Spaulding be 
released as of November 30th, 1925, or such date prior to 
September lst, as might be acceptable to the University~" 
They also approved a motion authorizing the chairman to 
appoint a subcommittee, to include Fred Luehring, to "work 
With the President or any committee that he may appoint in 
the selection of a head Football Coach~n 

Athletic Director Fred Luehring announced publicly May 
21, 1925, that Spaulding had resigned.. The Daily> recalling 
the events of the previous winter (in the next chapter), 
published an editorial entitled "Hands Off!" The editorial 
writer observed that 

at the time of Coach Spaulding 1 s election 
Jreappointmen~ it was suggested, apropos of the 
1 Mf Club and its activities, that any attempt to 
dictate in any way what shall constitute the 
personnel of the coaching staff cannot help but be 
misconstrued .. 

The writer went on to say that 

This sentiment warrants reiteration~ The vigor and 
enthusiasm of the alumni "Mn club was noticeably 
diminished with the re-election of Bill Spaulding .. 
Its raison dtetre had been served--or, more 
exactly 1 had been defeated--and its evanascent fame 
came to an abrupt end~ Now that the issue has been 
reopened the members of the organization have again 
discovered that they are alumni of Minnesota, and, 
after a brief withdrawl from the activities of the 
University, have re-entered the field with definite 
candidates for head football coach .. 



Unless the utmost discretion and impartiality are 
exerted, these alumni efforts can result in no good 
to the University~ Minnesota has suffered in the 
past from too much alumni interference~ 

Part of the agreement Spaulding reached with the 
University was that he would stay on to coach the football 
team for the 1925 season if a replacement could not be found 
soon enough to take over~ The DailY headline for June 6, 
1925, declared that Spaulding would coach the following fall~ 
The text of the article contained the justification for that 
conclusion by noting Luehring and Coffman were out of town, 
that Spaulding was running spring practice, and that 
"athletic officials at Minnesota have been making a feeble 
attempt to secure a successor*" 

According to the Minneapolis Tribune on May 22, the day 
after Luehring*s announcement, Spaulding had been vigorously 
pursued by other schools during the controversy surrounding 
his reappointment, but at that time he had turned other 
offers down~ Now, however, he had received such an 
attractive position that he could not refuse it~ The 
President and regents ushowed splendid sportsmanship by 
releasing him "from his contract with Minnesota~ Coffman's 
only public comment was nwe are sorry to lose Bill Spaulding .. 
That is all I can now~u The Dail_y observed that after the 
battle over his new contract, ~*it may be that Coach Spaulding 
did not care to fight against the type of spirit exhibited by 
the minority of the student body~" 

President Coffman was said to be amenable to the use of 
an "advisory committee composed of alumni, students and 
faculty members" to help select the next coach, according to 
George Barton in the Tribu[!~ on t1ay 23~ The committee would 
include members of the "M" Club* Barton also made the same 
point that the Daily did: 

Having started a fight against Spaulding last fall 
and lost the argument, many alumni and students of 
the university would watch for opportunities to 
find fault with Billts work during the next two 
years .. 

He would be laboring under an inevitable handicap and was 
wise to move on to a better position, Barton concluded« 

On May 28 the Tribune reported that the subcommittee of 
SCIA, authorized in its May 18 minutes, would consist of 
Arnie Oss (of the uMn Club and member of SCIA) , chairman 
E~ B~ Pierce, and Fred Luehring~ 

Newspaper speculation about Spaulding?s successor 
appeared sporadically over the next several weeks~ Of most 
interest, in light of what happened five years later, are the 
reports that Fritz Crisler of Chicago was almost signed to a 
contract~ The Tribune, from June 16 to June 23, followed the 
progress of the negotiations* Fred Luehring had talked with 
Crisler during the controversy about Spaulding the previous 
January but broke off discussion when Spaulding's two-year 
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contract was approved.. Whether accurately or not cannot be 
ascertained, but certainly ironic in view of what would 
ultimately occur--see the next section--the Tribune also 
reported that "it is understood that interested alumni, 
faculty members and athletic officials are united in support 
of Crislern (Crisler did come to Minnesota for an interview, 
but subsequently withdrew his name from consideration for the 
position) .. 

Friday, July 2, 1925, President Coffman announced the 
appointment of Dr.. Clarence Spears as head football coach .. 
Barton reported that Spears was one of many who had been 
considered, that Spears had visited Minnesota two weeks 
before, and that he had immediately become the first choice 
of University officials.. On July 4 the Tribune reported that 
Coffman had met with Spears while the President had been in 
Ohio; after a diligent search, he nvirtually brought the long 
negotiations to a close~" 

MacKinnon recalls having talked with Mike Lynch, a "top 
salesman" with a company, o~shea Knitting Mills, that sold 
sweaters and jerseys to colleges« Lynch knew a lot of 
coaches, and was from the same town as "Doc" Spears~ "Mike 
told me that he went in to see Luehring and told him he had 
been all over the country and he LLuehring] could not get a 
better coach than Spears~ Mike also said that to have a 
doctor as head coach could carry on the national prestige 
that Minnesota had enjoyed for so long with two doctors, Dr~ 
Williams and Dr~ Cooke .. " MacKinnon believes "that this fact 
was a definite factor in Doc Spearsts selection, plus Doc's 
courage in being willing to come to Minnesota in the middle 
of summer without a spring practice behind him .. $~ 

Spears was very much respected by MacKinnon, who played 
under Spears for three years.. He comments that nthose who 
played for him received a real education in the game--from 
fundamentals up ~ ~ ~ .. He never let football trespass on a 
boy's education.. He was a surgeon himself* He was great to 
Play under and those who did went through an experience they 
treasured the rest of their life~u MacKinnon also views the 
Selection of Spears in 1925 as similar to the choice in 1983~ 
"The Spears era at Minnesota came at a time much like what 
Holtz is presently facing.. Minnesota football had lost its 
national standing and Spears, like Holtz, was hired to bring 
it back., t~ 

The Daily, publishing in September again after the 
summer break, said that Spears' appointment had been hailed 
by everyone associated with the football program., There is 
no evidence to dispute that description~ 

1930: H. O~~itz) Crisler 

The last item in the SCIA minutes for the meeting of 
January 16, 1930, record a Committee vote that the chairman 
was to "appoint a subcommittee to select a football coach.,n 
Chairman E* B .. Pierce appointed himself, Professor Paige~ and 
Comptroller William Middlebrook; Luehring was designated as 
an ex officio member of the subcommittee.. This Committee 
minute represented the response to a situation which many had 
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been frantically trying to avoid in the preceding few days* 

The Minneapolis frjbune, on January 9, 1930, carried an 
Associated Press story that Coach Spears had stopped at the 
University of Oregon on the way home from a California 
vacation to interview for the head football coach job there~ 
The following day the Tribune quoted Spears as denying the 
possibility and asserting that ui will remain at Minnesota in 
1930, all reports to the contrary notwithstanding&" 

A day after his denial, however, it became known that 
Coach Spears might seriously consider leaving the University~ 
J~ C~ Lawrence, assistant to President Coffman, wrote a 
memorandum to the files on Sunday, January 11 summarizing a 
conversation he had had with Spears« He had received an 
Offer from Oregon, Spears told Lawrence, which included a 
28-percent salary increase, the opportunity to practice 
medicine (Spears had his M~D~), and a position where he 
reported directly to the president and could devote all of 
his time to coaching because Oregon had staff people to 
handle academic advising and public relations for athletics~ 

Spears told Lawrence that he had earlier discussed with 
President Coffman several problems he saw with the athletic 
department at Minnesota and that he did not want to talk to 
the President again* The problems still remained: 

(1) An athletic director who does not direct; who does 
not build up public good will or faculty good will 
for athletes., 

(2) Control of athletics by a committee: ni have 
eleven directors any one of whom can say 'no§ 
although the only ones who really count are the 
director of ethics and the director of finance 
jprobably James Paige and William Middlebrook, 
respectively] .. ~v 

Problems three, four, and five were an inadequately-sized 
coaching staff, poor relations with sports writers, and no 
departmental staff who could work on academic eligibility for 
athletes.. The Oregan offer contained elements which remedied 
these Minnesota shortcomings~ 

President Coffman was out of town, but on Tuesday the 
14th he sent a telegram to Lawrence instructing him to talk 
to Mr~ Snyder--presumably Regentst President Fred Snyder-
about his conversation with Spears and the changes the coach 
sought» The entire text of the telegram reads as follows: 

Please tell Mr0 Snyder of your conferences, of the 
demands made, and inform him that I will confer 
with him about the matter upon my return .. 
Meantime, I hope will reserve his judgement0 L~ D .. 
Coffman jall punctuation marks inferred]., 

Unless one reads that text to imply that Snyder had to make 
some sort of decision, the most reasonable construction is 
that Coffman told Lawrence he hoped SEears would '*reserve his 
judgement .. n 



By the next day Coffman had learned that Spears could 
not wait~ At some point early in the day on Wednesday, 
January 15, Coffman sent a telegram to Pierce: 

have just sent following telegram to Dr~ Spears: 

Regret Oregon insists on immediate decision on your 
part so that you can*t wait to discuss your 
problems with me~ Am wiring E~ B& Pierce to call 
meeting this afternoon qf Committee on Inter
collegiate Athletics so that you can present your 
proposal to iL 

L., D., Coffman 

Coffman also sent a telegram to Lawrence asking that either 
he--Lawrence--or Pierce call him in Washington that evening 
to let him know if SCIA were inclined to grant any of Spears 
proposals "so that I may know what is under consideration&" 

Either Pierce received a separate telegram or he got the 
hint, because he quickly convened SCIA that Wednesday 
afternoon with Spears, "at a closed meeting for more than two 
hoursn according to Daily and Tribune articles the following 
day~ There are no formal minutes for that meeting on 
Wednesday, but the Presidentts files contain a five-point 
resolution with a footnote "Meeting held January 15~" The 
Committee voted to respond affirmatively to most of the 
coach's requests~ 

1.. That the Committee favors full time freshman end 
and backfield coaches, provided that the Department 
of Physical Education can be so organized that such 
coaches may be used full time .. 

2~ That the Committee favors arrangement which would 
permit starting of practice at 4 p&m& for the 
reason that such an arrangement, in the Committeets 
opinion might result in better grades of athletes. 

3& That the Committee favors appointment of necessary 
assistance to provide prompt and frequent reports 
on athletes grades~ 

4& That the Committee favors and is willing to 
recommend athletic funds to provides publicity 
assistance, chiefly for athletes, upon request of 
the University News Service .. 

5~ That the Committee is ready to consider at any time 
any projects presented in person or in writing by 
the Football Coach,. 

That this was SCIA action was confirmed by the Daily two days 
later, which published the text of the resolution in slightly 
revised form~ 

That all was not peaceful in athletics is further 
implied in a Tribune article on Thursday the 16th~ Spears 



said that he would i:tsist on an agreement with Oregon 
officials so that "he will have free rein in handling the 
schoolts football affairs and assurance that he will be given 
proper co-operation from the school authorities in all 
matters pertaining to athletics~" This, apparently, in 
contrast to his situation at Minnesota~ 

Wind of Spears* possible departure prompted some sort of 
public or alumni response, because Coffman's files contain an 
undated, unsigned, typed statement which was apparently 
issued to either Coffman or Pierce {and probably the 
President),. 

We are sure that we voice the sentiment of the 
Alumni and the business men of this community when 
we say, we believe it will be a great calamity + ~ 
~ to have Dr~ Spears leave Minnesota at this time~ 

Whoever wrote the statement went on to say that although 
Spears was offered more money at Oregon, that is not why he 
would leave~ Rather, it would be "due to the unsatisfactory, 
internal situation in our Athletic Department,." That this 
document was contemporaneous with th~ situation is further 
evidenced by a plea that "you wire him immediately that such 
condition will be remedied by placing him in charge of the 
Football department~" 

All of these telegrams and meetings came to naught~ The 
Daily reported, on Thursday, January 16, that neither Spears 
nor the members of SCIA would discuss the outcome of their 
two-hour meeting the previous day, that Spears was leaving 
for Oregon to discuss the offer he had received, and that no 
decision was reached~ On Friday the 17th the .Qaily headline 
told the outcome: "Spears Admits Accepting Oregon Post~" 
The article carried the text of a statement from SCIA which 
expressed regret at his departure and said that the Committee 
had unanimously voted for the changes Spears wanted (the 
January 15 resolution) and that the changes would be 
recommended irrespective of Dr~ Spearsts decision., 

Lawrence had noted, in his January 11 memo, that Spears 
did not wish to talk to the President again~ MacKinnon says 
the reason, as expressed by Spears to othersr was that nhe 
has lied to me for the last time~" MacKinnon explains that 
"Coffman had been promising to get rid of Luehring but never 
did~ Spears correctly saw Luehring*s inability to fill his 
job of organizing the state and public support behind the 
athletic programs and getting University staff cooperation as 
poor working conditions that a coach of his first class 
standing did not have to suffer under~ He saw Luehring as 
the stumbling block to successful teams at Minnesota~ I also 
believe that Spears and Coffman had an earlier meeting at 
which Spears told him he was leaving Minnesota,. It might 
have been possible to retairi Spears, says MacKinnon, "'by 
placing him in charge of the Football department,t i~e~, 
removing Luehring from any control over football+" 

Ultimately, observed MacKinnon, Spears left because 
"Coffman was insisting on keeping Luehring.," This was due to 
"personal weakness" of Coffman, who refused "to live up to 



director who was a~tractive to the faculty and a complete 
failure at his job*" "Spears bore the burden for five years 
of unreasonably high eligibility requirements, lack of 
administrative cooperation and assistance from the athletic 
director before he quit in disgust with Coffman and 
Luehring .. !f 

Others have echoed MacKinnon*s view, in varying ways~ 
Perlt described Luehring as "the first mistake in athletics-
a nice guy, but totally inept .. " Perlt suggests, however, 
that part of Luehring's problem may have been James Paige* 
Perlt commented that Paige "was more an athletic director 
than Fred Luehring~ Fred was a fine, honorable person, but I 
think he was a little hesitant about what he should be doing 
as an athletic director, with Paige dominant." 

Clifford Anderson, student manager in football under 
Spaulding and Spears, recalls Luehring as Ha thorn in the 
side of athletic people, especially Spears." Luehring would 
not go to bat for them to get things done, especially if they 
needed money~ Anderson remembers that Luehring's nickname 
among some of the athletic staff was "pumpernickel" because 
"he was so tight with his nickels*" Perlt recalled this same 
Characteristic .. 

While Perlt is not as certain as MacKinnon that Spears 
left out of frustration, the recollections plus the file 
tidbits suggest that all was not running smoothly in the 
department .. 

So, on January 16, 1930, SCIA met once again, and Pierce 
appointed the three-man subcommittee to work with Coffman to 
find a new coach .. 

The press speculation about the successor began 
immediately. The Tribune, on Friday the 17th, noted the 
appointment of the SCIA subcommittee and listed six coaches 
"whose names have been mentioned in connection with the 
Position .. " President Coffman, in the same article, was 
quoted as being surprised at Spears* departure (contrary to 
MacKinnon's view} .. On the following day the Tribune Sports 
Editor, George Barton, in his editorial column, cautioned 
University officials to "bide their time" in selecting a new 
coach because "the public will be overly critical in the 
matter .. n 

On Sunday, January 19, Barton reported that 

prominent alumni are emphatic in their expressions 
that the university athletic department needs a 
decided shake-up and will make every effort to 
bring it about« Persons closely in touch with the 
athletic situation at the university have been 
aware of the fact for several years that there has 
been a lack of harmony and they feel a 
thorough housecleaning is necessary. 

This comment, of course, lends credence to the recollections 
cited earlier .. 



Five days after SCIA set up its subcommittee, on January· 
21, the Dailv reported that the search would begin as soon as 
President Coffman returned from Washington« The article also 
noted that 

a meeting of the gM 1 men will be held 
discuss the athletic situation~ ~ 
expected that this meeting will 
inauguration of a campaign to place an 
the position being made vacant with 
departure,. 

tonight to 
It is 

mark the 
'M 1 man in 

Dr .. Spears 



The Regents were another group expected to review the 
situation, although the minutes of their January 24 meeting 
reflect no discussion~ 

Over the next several days the Dailv and 
contained articles about the progress, or lack 
finding a new coach~ Excerpts and summaries: 

the Tribune 
of~ 

--

January 22, DailY: 

"Indications have been made 
committee will have free rein in 
a new coach~ A meeting of the 
called for at least a week, 
statement made yesterday by 
Coffman.,n 

that the senate 
making a choice of 
group will not be 

according to a 
President L~ D~ 

LQuoting Coffman J "I have several applications for 
Dr~ Spears* place, and I am giving them serious 
consideration~ However, it is my opinion that the 
man who is finally selected will not be among the 
applicants., We will probably have to reach out and 
get him .. *' 

January 23, Qaily: 

*'Fred W~ Luehring, director of athletics, is 
investigating all possibilities in the way of 
available coaches throughout the entire nation, 
according to rumors in circulation yesterday, and 
it is hinted that he will have a report to make to 
them when the senate committee meets«" 

January 23, Trib~De: 

Arnie Oss, "brilliant halfback" from the 1919, 
1920, and 1921 teams, and an alumni member of SCIA, 
reports on an informal meeting of "M" men; it was 
their view the University should "get the best 
coach possible regardless of whether he is a 
Minnesota man«" Oss also said that the "M" Club 
"will not assume the role of dictators in the 
matter of selecting a head coach for their alma 
mater;" they would hold a formal meeting shortly, 
however, to examine the athletic situation at 
greater length., 

January 24, Daily: 

The football players were almost unanimously in 
favor of assistant football coach Arthur "Dutch" 
Bergman, and signed a petition to Coffman asking 
that he "be given serious consideration .. " 

nEvery day 
Candidates 

the list of candidates is increasing~ 
for the office are now being considered 



by the Senate committee~ ~ ~ ~ A number of men who 
have been under discussion are placed in difficult 
situations in their own schools because of reports 
that they have received offers from Minnesota~ 
Coaches in all parts of the country are making 
press statements to the effect that they have not 
been approached by Minnesota officials~" 

January 25, Tribune: 

George Barton says that SCIA, in evaluating 
candidates, looks at "his record as a coach, his 
methods, his stand on the matter of proselytizing 
and subsidising of athletes, his willingness to 
adhere to the conference rules in every respect and 
his disposition to co-operate with the university 
authorities, and his character~" 

January 26, Tribune: 

An article reports that about nine men are on the 
final slate® Barton 1 in his column, discusses each 
one briefly~ He also warns that it "behooves 
JSCIA] to exercise proper judgement and cautionn in 
Picking a new coach because "followers of 
Minnesota*s football affairs are considerably riled 
over the loss of Spears and will voice strong 
objections if he is replaced by a man whom they do 
not regard as rating the position~" 

January 28, Daily: 

"Speculation as to who the new mentor will be is 
rife and many names of possibilities have been put 
forward~ ~ Twin Cities sports writers ~ 
had narrowed the field down to two or three 
jBergman, two others, and Fritz Crisler Ln 

Barton says Crisler would not accept the Minnesota 
job if it were offered because he will succeed Amos 
Alonzo Stagg at Chicago as head coach and athletic 
director* Crisler, according to Barton, had been 
recommended by Luehring in 1925 as a successor to 
W~ H* Spaulding, and Crisler was one of the two 
final candidates, along with Spears~ 

Three listed as serious contenders, none of them 
Crisler .. 

January 29, Tribune: 

Both an article and Bartonts column say that Pierce 
and Coffman are being very close-mouthed« Barton 
learns from his "operatives at the University" that 
there are four candidates; Crisler is not among the 
names he reports~ 



January 30, Dailv: 

"'All rumors that any one candidate is being 
favored above others are false® No member of the 
senate committee has made up his mind in the 
matter,' Mr~ Pierce reported~" 

January 30, Tribune: 

According to Barton, "a howl of protest" went up 
against one of the odds-on favorite candidates, Tad 
Wieman of Michigan, so SCIA may "seek to appease 
university and public sentiment" by appointing 
Bergman .. 

January 31, DailY: 

"Rumor had Bernie Bierman, head football coach at 
Tulane University and a former Minnesota gridiron 
great, as the most prominent candidate of the day 
for Dr~ Spearst old post .. " 

January 31, Tribune: 

A number of "M" men want Bernie Bierman to be 
considered, said Barton; they fear he isn't being 
given a chance because Minnesotans who remembered 
him as a player thought he had no personality .. 

February 1, Daily: 

The West Point track coach wants the job~ 

A reporter writes that those who keep track of 
public opinion say that students, alumni, and the 
public are "becoming impatient over the LPierc~ 
committee's methods~ Some of them are even said to 
be openly dissatisfied«" This in spite of 
statements that the committee has worked hard the 
previous two weeks and is conducting "an exhaustive 
survey~" Barton, the same day, says Bierman is the 
favorite and the committee will let him have the 
job if he wants it* 

February 5, Dailv: 

uBierman Confers at Chicago With Gopher OfficialsH 

"Reports from Chicago yesterday also indicated that 
James Paige ~ ~ « had conferred with Fritz Crisler 
~ » » ~ Lately second-guessers have been of the 
opinion that Crisler had been dropped from 
consideration~ In spite of the fact that the 
Chicago assistant had been interviewed by Paige, 
the belief persists that he will not give much 
consideration to the job event if it is offered to 
him"'" 



February 6, Dailv: 

Paige and Middlebrook are in Chicago interviewing 
Bierman and Crisler; Bierman is seen as likely and 
Crisler is not., 

February 7, Daily: 

"Bierman Reported Certain Choice for Grid Coaching 
Jobn 

"Other rumors current yesterday indicated that 
Fritz Crisler .. .. .. will be s i9ned up at Hinnesota 
as director of intercollegiate athletics, and that 
Fred Luehring will become director of physical 
education.. .. .. .. Questioned as to the truth of the 
reports ,. .... E.. B .. Pierce ., " ., laughed heartily, 
said, tit makes a good story,. But I wouldntt bank 
too strongly on it .. '" 

February 7, Tribune: 

The athletic director at Tulane says Bierman will 
be released from his contract if he wishes to take 
an offer from Minnesota .. 

February 8, Daily: 

nu .. Waits Regents* O .. K.. on Reported Selection of 
Crisler as Grid Coach .. " The Dailv recited a 
Minneapolis Tribune report of the previous day 
declaring Crisler the coach .. 

"The reports concerning Crisler * were not 
accepted enthusiastically on the campus yesterday~ 
The M Club and a great number of alumni and many of 
the students had been backing Biermants candidacy ~ 

the football squad and hundreds of students 
have been behind ., ~ ~ Bergman~n 

On February 8, as the Q_a ily: noted, the Tr iJl.:~tne (George 
Barton's byline) reported that President Coffman would 
recommend the appointment of Fritz Crisler as head football 
coach, that he had been Luehring~s choice from the outset, 
that the committee concurred with the choice, and that the 
Regents would approve it two days hence.. The Minneapolis 
Journal, the same day, reported "a violent public reaction" 
~the selection of Cr islt?r,. rrhe uMn Club tfiaS said to be 
nunanimously resentful" not only of the choice but also of 
the methods used; other alumni shared this view~ The article 
went on to recall the events surrounding Williams Spaulding*s 
retention in 1925, that Coffman had said he would "resent any 
attempt of the alumni to influence the university's athletic 
policy," and quoted on "influential alumnus" who said that 
Coffmants decision nis accepted as a deliberate slight given 
to demonstrate his determination to establish his 
independence~" The "M" Club opinion, according to the 
Journal, was that Coffman was making a mistake, that the 
Univer8'i ty had blundered twice (in both the selection and '*in 



{~mploying evasive methods to reach their decisions,~') but 
that Crisler was not to blame and should be given a fair 
chance. The article closed by reporting "that the university 
is now trying to trace to the source the premature revelation 
of its intentions.n 

The Journal, on February 9, the day before the Regents 
met, said the appointment was "a smashing victory" for 
Luehring, "harassed athletic director who has been under 
intermittent fire from alumni and from his own denartment for 
many years®" The university supposedly had to ch~ose between 
firing the athletic director and starting over or hiring 
people who would work with Luehring. With the selection of 
Crisler, support was being thrown behind Luehring. The 
Journal writer suggested that 

calm second thought will doubtless persuade the 
fair minded students and players to give LCrisler] 
a fair opportunity, but, for the present, the 
sentiment on the campus and particularly among the 
football players is extremely antagonistic. 

In another report, the same day, the Journal said that 
the two alumni/"M" Club representatives on SCIA were going to 
resign from the committee in protest because of the selection 
method and because they were allegedly not consulted about 
the choice until the other members of SCIA had already 
approved~ These resignations were made public two days 
later~ 

Dick Cullum, writing in the Journal, also on February 9, 
repeated the sentiment that objection should be directed 
against the method of selection and not against Crisler. A 
big objection was that Crisler was an experiment--he had no 
head coaching experience--and that the University should not 
be experimenting~ Cullum's conclusion was that ~the 
university had made a not entirely acceptable choice and has 
made it in such a way as to embarrass itself and the 
candidates~" George Barton, in his Tribun~ column the same 
day, opined that Pierce, Paige, Middlebrook, and Luehring 
brought grief on themselves by the selection and said they 
ignored SCIA until after the choice had already been made~ 
He described the "M" Club as "bitter~" Barton also said that 
pressure would be brought on the regents to reject the 
recommendation~ 



The Tribune, of course, was correct~ At their meeting 
on February 10, 1930, the Regents approved the appointment of 
H~ 0~ Crisler as "Professor and Director of Physical Educa
tion and Athletics" effective February 16~ (The title will 
receive attention shortly~) Whatever pressure may have been 
placed on the regents had no effect, apparently, because the 
Jou_rna.l, reporting on the meeting, said that ?~in spite of 
violent protests from alumni the regents took their action 
without hesitation in the routine procedure which invariably 
respects the right of the president to choose his own staff~" 
The vote was unanimous, and the regents once again backed 
President Coffman (see the next chapter) despite strongly
expressed outside views that they should not do so~ 

The Journal article reported that alumni and friends who 
had provided jobs to football players would no longer do so~ 

One said that "the University has served notice upon us that 
it resents our interest in athletic affairs, and we shall 
take the hint .. n 

Dick Cullum, in his Journal column the day the Regents 
met, February 10, questioned the expertise and judgment of 
the committee» He said a panel of experts on football might 
have been able to decide in favor of Crisler, but wondered 
"how the University committee !of Pierce, Paige, Middlebrook, 
and Luehring] which has blundered repeatedly in its selection 
of men could be so confident of its knowledge of football?" 
Cullum listed six outstanding coaches who had not even been 
considered, and declared that "the committee cannot know that 
Crisler is superior to these experienced men~H He said that 
"there would be justification for the recommendations in 
spite of their unpopularity but it is clearly impossible for 
the committee to have that knowledge»u Cullum concluded that 
Crisler and his staff did not deserve criticism--in part 
precisely because of the "obscurity and incompleteness of 
their records," and summarized his views as follows: 

It gets down to this: That the committee was 
incompetent to judge football talent, that it 
studiously refrained from interviewing men with 
experience and winning records, that it made an 
unpopular selection without possibly being able to 
know that it had picked the best man and that, 
therefore, it has deliberately invited public 
disfavor,. 

By its methods the administration has told its 
alumni, its students and the public, to go throw 
stones at the moon, and there is no particular 
reason why the alumni, students and public should 
like it .. 

This affront to the public is traceable to the 
determination of the administration to remain 
utterly, even militantly, independent of outside 
interference., 



Despite the Board action, Crisler did not immediately accept 
the position~ The day after the Regents' meeting the Daily 
headline read nofficials Scoff at Report That Crisler is 
Hesitant Over Taking Coaching Job" and quoted Coffman as 
believing that Crisler would accept~ The Dailv said he was 
reluctant because of Twin Cities newspaper opposition to his 
selection~ He finally did accept, on February l4t it was 1 

according to the Daily, after 

numerous telegrams from prominent student 
organizations, faculty organizations, businessmen 
and alumni began to pour in, urging him to accept 
the Minnesota post and pledging whole hearted 
support, that Crisler began to feel that things 
were not so bad as they had been painted~ 

Other press commentary, in the days succeeding the 
Regents' action, turned increasingly positive about Crisler 
himself while continuing to criticize the University along 
the lines already quoted previously~ Another factor which 
may have persuaded Crisler was the appearance of two 
emissaries from the President, in Chicago, who met with him 
along with George Barton and another newspaperman® All four 
assured him of support, and told him, according to Barton, 
that all the protest "was due to the manner in which the 
special coaches committee bungled things by railroading the 
appointments~" 

The Daily sports columnist, writing the day after the 
Regents' action, condemned the public criticisms of the 
Crisler appointment~ He observed there would finally "be 
harmony" in athletics becaue Luehring and Crisler were long
time friends~ "One of the great troubles with the athletic 
department during the past few years has been the fact that 
there has been friction between Spears and Luehring~" This 
confirms the comments of Spears to J~ C~ Lawrence early on, 
and suggests that Spears would have resisted all University 
blandishments unless part of the package included the removal 
of Luehring as athletic director~ 

As noted earlier, the two alumni members of SCIA 
resigned in public protest of the selection procedure. 
Apparently E~ B® Pierce, who was secretary of the Alumni 
Association, was stung by their criticism, because the 
Journal reported, on February 12, that he was prepared to 
resign from SCIA if OSS and Rathbun, the two alumni, would 
reconsider their decision to quit~ Pierce was quoted as 
saying that 

I want to assume my burden of the responsibility 
for any criticism that has attached to the action 
of the committee 1 still professing, however, that 
what was done was in good faith® ~ ~ It was my 
sincere belief that the committee which finally 
passed on the new coach, and his assistant, was 
only a temporary body formed for the purpose of 
interrogating, and then making recommendation to 
the senate body~ However it so turned out that the 
sub-committee was in fact the group that took final 



action~ I merely say this in explanation of my 
position in the whole proceedings~ 

At some point very near the time the Regents approved 
Crisler's appointment, Fred Luehring resigned as Athletic 
Director; E~ B~ Pierce's "hearty laugh" was not completely 
justified~ The title of "Professor and Director" for Crisler 
was approved by the Board on February 10; there is a letter 
from Coffman to Luehring on February 17 accepting Luehring§s 
resignation, and the DailY reported on the 18th that Luehring 
had resigned the previous day~ One explanation for this 
chronology is that the minutes of the Regents~ meeting were 
amended before they were actually printed; Secretary to the 
Board of Regents Duane Wilson confirmed that in earlier years 
there had often been a six-month delay in printing~ 

Luehring, in his public announcement, said he had had 
the resignation in mind for awhile, and that "it has seemed 
to me an opportune time to ask the president to make public 
the request which I have had in his hands for some time 
past~" There was no search for an athletic director; 
Coffman, in his February 17 letter accepting the resignation, 
told Luehring that "I have asked Mr~ Herbert 0* Crisler if he 
would accept the position of Director as well as that of Head 
Coach and he has consented to do so~" That was the end of 
the matter~ 

A different explantion for Crisler's double appointment 
is offered by George Barton in his autobiography, published 
in 1957~ Barton recalls that Coffman sent a delegation of 
alumni to Chicago to meet with Crisler when he was hesitating 
about accepting the Minnesota position; Barton himself was 
one of those who went~ The group "learned during a visit 
With Crisler in Chicago that Fritz was sincere in his 
determination to pass up the Minnesota post~" Barton 
recalled that they reported back to Coffman that it seemed 
unlikely Crisler would accept; in an article published in the 
Tribune at the time, however, Barton predicted Crisler would 
come to Minnesota. He finally did so, of course, but only, 
according to Barton's memoirs, after "Coffman assured him the 
dual post of athletic director and head football coach~" If 
this is true, then Luehring's resignation may have been 
involuntary~ The timing of the events makes Barton's 
recollection plausible, but there is no other evidence in the 
record to support it; Luehring~s announcement either rebuts 
Barton or it was a very graceful and diplomatic choice of 
words to acknowledge his removal~ 

In MacKinnon's view, however, there is no doubt that 
Luehring~s resignation was forced~ "It resulted only after 
Crisler had indicated he would not come to Minnesota unless 
he was both coach and athletic director~ He was wise~ He 
knew from the Big Ten grapevine that Luehring was incompetent 
--imoossible~" MacKinnon remembers the events which support 
his ]udgment~ 

Spears, Coffman, Leuhring, Crisler* It was Coffman~s 
insistance on keeping Leuhring and Leuhring's inability 
to do the job as an Athletic Director that was the bone 
of contention between Spears and Leuhring~ ~ ~ He 



spent wha~ time he should have spent organizing and 
running the Athletic Department buttering up the 
faculty~ He had practically no rapport with the 
business men and his personality did not get across with 
ordinary people--sportswriters, businessmen, alumni or 
athletes~ He was not a regular fellow~ His aloofness 
fit in well with deans and scholarly faculty+ His 
presence was rarely felt in public but he spent more 
than his share of the time at the Campus Club~ 

To understand the Coffman-Leuhring relationship you have 
to know about a certain Crisler event» • • Leuhring 
was eased out as Athletic Director and Crisler appointed 
Coach and Athletic Director about February 10 1 1930+ 
Crisler immediately came to Minnesota and started Spring 
practice as soon as he was organized with his staff. I 
had been an Assistant Coach under Spears in 1928 and 
1929 spending part time from my law position with IDS 
coaching from 4 p~m« on and doing necessary IDS work at 
night. Crisler asked me to continue on in the same 
capacity and I did. Crisler started coaching Spring 
Practice as soon as the weather permitted, but he let 
Leuhring continue clearing up his office» 

Finally about the middle of Spring practice, around May 
5th or so, we were all in the Coach's room dressed for 
coaching and about ready to go onto the field when the 
phone rang~ Crisler answered. The call was from Dr« 
Coffman. Crisler said "Hello Doctor" and then listened 
for a few moments. Finally in an almost angry tone he 
said "what, I'll be right over~~ He then told the rest 
of us to run practice and we all left the coaching room, 
walked onto Old Northrup, to coach practice. Crisler 
walked with us 1 his jaw set, and continued on, in his 
coaching uniform, cleats and all, directly across the 
field to the Administration Building. What had 
transoired on the teleohone call was that Coffman had 
said ~hat, "Leuhring h~d told him that he got along very 
well with Crisler and that he thought Fritz would be 
agreeable to Leuhring continuing as Athletic Director~" 

Crisler did not return to the football field that 
afternoon but came back from his meeting with Coffman in 
the Administration Building right after we had finished 
practice and were back in the Coaches room in the 
stadium. Either then or later we learned that Coffman 
had tried to put Leuhring back as Athletic Director and 
Fritz had told him that he had let Leuhring carry on 
some office chores so as not to cut him off too 
abruptly, but the agreement he had made with the 
University was that Leuhring was to be completely out as 
athletic director and unless Leuhring was immediately 
told that he was completely out, right then from any 
relationship to the University, and would not be 
continued in any capacity, that he, Crisler, was 
quitting~ Placed in that position, Coffman could not 
stand any more heat over his adherence to Leuhring and 
he consented to Crislerts ultimatum* From that time on, 
Leuhring was completely out, even from heading 
intramural athletics. He eventually wound up in that 



job at the University of Pennsylvania~ 

This illustrates why Spears had left--Coffman had 
continually told Spears he would get rid of Leuhring and 
he never did--so the problem was Coffman and Leuhring. 
Spears refused to continue under a President that 
continually lied to him and made him continue under 
unfavorable working conditions~ Coffman showed a fatal 
deficiency when he tried to backtrack on Crisler with 
respect to Leuhring the same as he had with Spears~ 

Mackinnon goes on to comment that "while Coffman tried to 
hang onto Luehring, and had refused to remove him from just 
the football situation 1 as Spears had recommended, he was 
required to go even further ~ ~ ~ and remove him completely 
to get a coach jCrislerJ that was far below Spears in 
ability~" MacKinnon concludes that "this points to the fact 
that Coffman's lack of leadership was really causing all the 
problems$" 

A kinder view of Luehring has been expressed by Perlt 
and Foster~ Perlt points out that "Luehring was afraid to go 
to the bathroom without asking Paige$ ~ ~ ~ Luehring was 
limited by his own inexperience as an administrator, plus the 
fact that he had an umbrella organization by the name of 
Jimmy Paige over him~n Clifford Anderson, the student 
manager, shares MacKinnonts view that Luehring was aloof; 
Anderson described him as a man who was "remote" and who did 
not fraternize well with his athletic colleagues» Foster, 
writing about the creation of the athletic directorship in 
1921-22, wondered if Luehring "would have left Nebraska if he 
had known what he was getting into~ ~ ~ In spite of his 
being granted considerable power and being given much 
latitude in running Athletics 1 the surviving remnant of our 
recent upheaval Li~e~, Paige] still expected to run the show 
from the background." 

Perhaps Foster summarizes Luehring best when he 
describes him as "an educator rather than an athletic 
administrator" (and which may be why MacKinnon saw him as 
"attractive to the faculty" but otherwise inadequate for the 
job)~ Foster wrote that as an educator, Luehring was not 
equipped by training "to deal with the rabid mob and lunatic 
fringe of athletics which is so easily whipped into a frenzy 
and is always screaming for somebodyts blood when a game is 
lost~" 

The Minneapolis papers expressed surprise at Luehring's 
resignation~ George Barton was beside himself with delight~ 
It would end the bickering between coach and athletic 
director; and he said Crisler nwill make an ideal athletic 
director ~ ~ ~ ; he possesses the executive ability to make 
him a splendid administrator~" 

President Coffman himself provided an enlightening 
summary of the events to Regent Synder, who was vacationing 
in Cuba~ The opening paragraph of this chapter quoted the 
letter; it is reproduced here in its entirety~ 

My dear Mr~ Snyder 



At last the air is being clarified over the 
football situation~ There was quite a furore, as 
you know, when you leftQ The down-town 
quarterbacks were critical of the University 
because their coach was not selected~ Certain 
newspaper men were likewise critical because they 
had tried to bring about the election of a coach by 
a popular vote conducted by the press; and two 
alumni members of the Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics, Rathbun and Oss 1 

resigned in public statements« Of course the only 
reason they had for resigning was purely the 
technical one that there had not been a formal 
meeting of the committee to ratify the findings of 
the subcommittee~ They had been seen and had been 
asked to ratify the findings of the subcommittee 
but that didnjt satisfy them® They were members of 
a small group overtown who were trying to put over 
Bierman~ They probably would have voted against 
Crisler if there had been a formal meeting of the 
committee~ 

I had feared all during the week that Crisler would 
not accept~ I sent two or three emissaries to 
Chicago to see him; among others, Mr® Charles Keyes 
and Mr~ Orren Safford~ By Thursday night of this 
last week, however, he had received literally 
thousands of telegrams and communications from 
faculty, students, alumni and citizens of the state 
requesting him to come~ The educational organ
izations, including the State Superintendents' 
Association, the State High School Principals~ 
Association, the State Athletic Association, and so 
on, responded almost to a man. The papers began to 
show a certain cordialitv toward him before he 
accepted because they b~gan to realize what it 
would mean to the University of Minnesota in case 
he did not come~ They saw that we would become a 
Conference problem~ 

And yesterday, Mr. Luehring and I exchanged letters 
with regard to his proposed relinquishment of the 
directionship of the department and these letters 
were made public; copies of them are enclosed. It 
seemed best to make this anouncement at this time 
so that Mr. Crisler could come here entirely 
unhampered® And may I say that Mr~ Luehring was 
very happy to do this~ A great load, he feels, has 
been lifted off his shoulders« He will 1 I believe, 
make us a good professor of physical education and 
we have need for additional assistance in that 
field .. 

I certainly hope that we shall never have to elect 
another football coach during my administration. 
If we do, then I think we should have an entirely 
different set-up~ This business of having to work 
with committees is, in my op1n1on, illogical and 
administratively unsound« Some time I suppose we 



ought to consider the advisability of revising the 
regulations governing the control of inter
collegiate athletics, but I do not believe that 
this is a propitious time to bring this subject up~ 

I hope you and Mrs~ Snyder are having a pleasant 
vacation .. 

Very sincerely yours 

L .. D .. Coffman 
President 

It was Coffmants wish that he not have to. find another 
football coach, and, in a strange way, the wish was ful
filled~ The President left the country in October of 1931 
for a five-month tour of the Orient; Dean Guy Stanton Ford 
was chosen acting president~ 

Ford got off easily~ The December 2, 1931, Daily 
included a UP bulletin which said that "Coach Bernie Bierman 
~ ~ .. had nothing to say of the rumors that he might go to 
the University of Hinnesota .. n Crisler refused comment to the 
Daily> 

Three days later the Daily headline read "Bierman Set to 
Coach Minnesota in 1932~" No one at the University, however, 
would confirm the story» On the same day--December 5, 
apparently after the Daily went to press--Crisler issued a 
statement announcing the appointment of Bierman~ In it, 
Crisler pointed out that 

Last year I made the statement that whenever in my 
opinion I felt it was for the best interest of the 
University and Athletic Department, I would secure 
a football coach to share some of the duties of the 
capacity in which I was appointed~ 

Further, that whenever I was unable to do justice 
to two positions I would recommend an additional 
appointment providing conditions were such that it 
would not be unfair for a football coach to have 
every chance to succeedQ I did not want anyone to 
start under the circumstances which I originally 
encountered~ 

So the selection of a new coach may have come as no great 
surprise~ There was also apparently no administrative 
involvement, because both the files and the news accounts are 
silent on any role for SCIA or the Acting President® 
Crisler, as athletic director, and freed from the requirement 
of obtaining SCIA approval for appointments since the 
adoption of the Special Committee recommendations in 
December, 1930, (see Chapter 5) seems to have simply selected 
Bierman~ (Other views, appearing shortly, cast doubt on that 
hypothesis~) 



On December 7, 1931, the Daily carried a headline 
declaring "Reports Crisler Will Leave U Declared False." The 
headline was correct--at that time~ Crislerfs statement on 
the Bierman appointment, in fact, contained no indication of 
any uncertainty about his--Crisler~s--expectations {as would 
be expected, even if Crisler were entertaining other offers): 
"I intend to devote my entire time to the Administration of 
the ~ ~ ~ Department," he said~ But Coffman was not fated to 
miss the task of choosing another athletic director~ 

Reports began appearing in the local newspapers in late 
February 1932 that Crisler was being sought by other schools~ 
Dick Cullum, in the Jou tl}§!_1 on February 22, reported that 
Princeton was tendering an offer and that Wisconsin wanted to 
talk to him~ Cullum said nit is probable that * * ~ Crisler 
Will resign ~ ~ ~ to accept a position as athletic director 
and head football coach at Princeton~" He also quoted 
Crisler as denying he had accepted any offer and asserting 
that the Board of Regents were privy to all the facts about 
other jobs. In his column in the same issue, Cullum 
suggested that these offers present "Minnesota with a problem 
that can hardly be called insurmountable, however it is 
viewed." Given that neither Princeton nor Wisconsin had much 
to offer when compared to Minnesota, and that Crisler wanted 
to stay, Cullum said that the University usimply has to make 
a decision to do as much for exceptional executive talent as 
other institutions in its same class are willing to do." 
Cullum urged the University to meet any offers to keep 
Crisler. 

George Barton echoed Cullum's sentiments in the Tribune 
the next day* nrt will not set well with the vast majority 
Of persons interested in the state university~s athletic 
welfare if Crisler is permitted to go to Princeton without 
any attempt being made on the part of the regents and the 
senate group" to retain him. Barton described Crisler as 
"gifted with rare ability," "a natural leader," and one who 
has "a most remarkable personality~" Barton said the loss 
would be "a severe blow to Minnesota*" 

University officials J. C~ Lawrence and William 
Middlebrook had no comment when asked by the ~ournal on the 
23rd if any attempt was being made to keep Crisler~ Cullum 
berated the University for generally failing to keep good 
men; it was his rather bitter view that 

strong, competent men are not wanted if they insist 
upon costing the University what they are worth~ 
As a matter of fact, they are not much wanted 
anyway, being, because of their very strength and 
competence, a little more difficult to dominate 
than a weak administration fancies~ 

Cullum predicted there would be strong alumni and student 
demand to keep Crisler~ 

On Wednesday, February 24, 1932, the page one Daily 
headline was "Expect Crisler Resignation Hourly*" There was 
a block statement, "Keep Crisler at Minnesota," which listed 
reasons for retaining him and which concluded that 



Minnesota athletic affairs up to Crisler*s 
appearance on the scene have been marked by 
instability and a complete lack of continuity in 
policy, particularly in regard to coaches* Fritz 
Crisler himself ~ ~ ~ by no means was given a fair 
deal® If Minnesotats administration doesn't show 
some will and back-bone in this crisis the lack of 
continuity will remain 1 Crisler will leave, and the 
chance to establish order and stability will be 
lost~ 

The reporter also took caustic note of the circum
stances~ The likely resignation ~was expected" to plunge 

Minnesotats athletic affairs into chaos for the 
second time in three years@ And for the second 
time in three years, the highest administrative 
officials of the university were thousands of miles 
away from the ~ ~ * gathering storm~ 

Coffman was gone to the Orient and Ford went to a convention 
in Washington the preceding Saturday* In the absence of the 
administrators, the reporter went to Regent Fred Snyder, who 
was quoted as saying that Minnesota could not match the 
$12,500 offer Princeton was making (Minnesota was paying him 
$8,500)~ Three regents, including Snyder, and J* C~ Lawrence 
met on Tuesday, and talked with Bernie Bierman, but said 
nothing about the results~ Meantime, the football team, the 
"M" Club, and a number of student groups met and passed 
resolutions requesting support for Crisler and petitioning 
him to remain at Minnesota~ 

That same day, Wednesday the 24th, Dick Cullum reported 
that his sources told him "Crisler is gone." Barton again 
echoed Cullum the following day, lauding Crislerts per
formance when he had come to Minnesota under such adverse 
circumstances~ 

One quarter that had usually been heard from, the "M" 
Club, had 1 according to Cullum on February 25th, decided to 
stay out of the controversy~ They had chosen this course in 
an informal meeting, even though "entertaining the highest 
admiration for" Crisler, "the keenest appreciation of his 
work ~ ~ • and the strongest desire to have him remain*~ The 
reason for this stance, according to Cullum after talking 
with "M~ Club members, was because their interest in 
athletics was 

strongly resented and prejudiced the case in favor 
of any man it opposed or against any man it 
supported~ The attitude of campus authorities was 
so antagonistic to outside interference that they 
would change their minds if they found outsiders 
agreeing with them~ 

On Friday the 26th the :f2S!_ilz told that the matter was 
settled~ The headline--in print an inch high--was "Crisler 
Goes to Princeton"; the article detailed the unsuccessful 
efforts that had been made to keep him. 



Crisler had met the previous day with "several 
members of the board of regents, who had reportedly 
offered $10,000" and a greater control of 
athletics>) 

Nearly 100 students apeared at Crisler~s office 
with petitions asking him to stay, including the 
members of the football team>) 

Acting President Ford issued a statement expressing both 
his "sincere regret" at Crisler~s decision and his surprise 
that it came so promptly* Ford acknowledged that he knew of 
the offer before he had left for Washington but said he had 
nnot foreseen so prompt an outcome .. n Ford commended the 
"magnificent jobn Crisler had done~ Crisler said it had been 
a difficult decision, given all the support he had received, 
and noted that "the Regents representing the administration 
were most cordial in urging me to remain and were entirely 
willing to make adjustments within the limits of 
consistency~" But, he said, "Princeton presented such a far 
reaching opportunity that it was difficult for me to do 
anything but accept .. " 

All of this had not been enough, so by the next day the 
Daily is reporting that Coffman and nregents" will "comprise 
the formal selection committee,n although there was 
speculation they might not wait on Coffman~s return, which 
was expected in about two weeks~ 

Before proceeding to examine the selection of Crisler's 
successor, it is perhaps worth reviewing the closing comments 
of Dick Cullum~ He had castigated the University already, at 
length, about its retention battles~ Following the con
firmation of Crislerts departure, he again took the 
University to task» His new points were these: 

There is no sense in confusing the issue~ Crisler 
left the University in discouragement$ He was a 
man of action who had a job to do and wanted to do 
it thoroughly but discovered that campus politics 
raised a barrier which was not likely to break down 
for years to come$ 

Nor did Crisler resign entirely because of the 
financial lure which Princeton set before him$ He 
resigned in impatience with the red tape and 
confusion, with the politics and secrecy in which 
surged a constant squabble for authority by the 
court favorites of the administration who are 
favorites mainly because of an incompetence which 
makes them easy to dominate$ 

The suspicion quite naturally exists that the court 
favorites had undermined Crisler to the point at 
which the administration had determined months ago 
to make his work so distasteful to him that he 
would move along* 

Barton reiterated one point* "Crisler is too good a sports-
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man to complain openly of his treatment at Minnesota, but 
those conversant with the situation are well aware of the 
fact that he was hampered in his work by meddlesome 
University authorities~" 

Charles Johnson offered his view 
Crisler 1 s short tenure at Minnesota; it 
here"' 

of the history of 
is quoted, in part, 

He agreed to come here when Dr"' Clarence Spears 
resigned as football coach~ So much opposition 
developed throughout the state to his appointment 
that there was a question whether he would go 
through with his promise~ He had a perfect right 
to withdraw his acceptance when he learned that two 
alumni members of the athletic board hadn't 
approved his selection when he had been led to 
believe that they had~ 

However 1 Fritz took the big gamble, proved himself 
a sportsman and, to save plenty of embarrassment 
for the institution's bosses, agreed to reconsider 
his refusal to step into a fight against the most 
peevish public sentiment ever aroused in these 
parts. 

Then, Crisler also found himself, on his arrival, 
football coach and athletic director~ He stepped 
in and worked from 16 to 18 hours a day to get to 
the bottom of a bad mess~ 

One year after he had had his most disastrous foot 
ball season, he had restored order out of chaosQ 
In less than two years he had placed Minnesota 
sports on a sound foundation, outlined a construc
tive program for continued improvement and made 
friends out of the school's enemies~ What*s more, 
he was so optimistic about Minnesota~s future that 
he actually wanted to remain here indefinitely* He 
had mapped out a 10-year program that couldn't fail 
to pay dividends to the universityQ That, even 
though he knew that certain authorities who only 
two years ago had begged him to come here were 
hoping he would accept a position elsewhere for 
petty, personal reasons of their own~ 

It wasn't money as much as healthy working 
conditions that Fritz Crisler wanted in return for 
his achievements~ 

University officials knew in December that Fritz 
Crisler wasn*t satisfied~ What did they do to 
improve the situation so that their admirable asset 
would continue to build in a way that meant nothing 
but healthy dividends for the institution? 
Nothing .. 

Barton, in his autobiography, offered a different view 
of Crislerfs departure~ He said the Regents had decided to 
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obtain a new football coach while keeping Crisler as athletic 
director~ Crisler, however, was not satisfied with that 
arrangement, and when it became known that Bernie Bierman 
would be football coach in 1932, Crisler began to look for 
another position~ Barton says Crisler wanted to "attain 
national prestige as a winning coach at a major university~~ 

This suggests, contrary to Crislerts announcement on 
December 5, that the appointment of a coach was made over his 
objection rather than at his initiative« Professor James 
Quirk has commented that it woulq have been ntruly an 
extraordinary act" for such a young man to retire as coach 
and hire his own successor« Besides, as Quirk points out, 
Crisler went to Michigan (and to Princeton) holding both 
Positions, so it was clearly not the case that the demands of 
the dual responsibilities were too great~ It may have been 
that Crisler was dissatisfied, although not for all the 
reasons propounded in the press at the time, and decided to 
leave because of the abrogation of his duties& 
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MacKinnon offers a much different interpretation of 
these events, and asserts that only a very few people knew 
what actually occurredQ "Crisler had been fired privately" 
by Coffman, before he departed for the Orient in October of 
1931$ ~All the rest 1 continuing as Athletic Director, was 
just temporary window dressing to give him time to get 
another job .. n 

MacKinnon, who is no admirer of Crisler's ability as a 
coach 1 nonetheless says it was not Crislerts won-lost record 
that led to his demise., (Although, he says, nhis record 
would have been enough to fire him.. He had lost seven games 
in two years, against Spears' loss of four games in his last 
three years by a total of five points .. ) Rather, it was 
Crislerts unacceptable behavior as a womanizer» MacKinnon 
tells the tale .. 

President Coffman found out that Crisler, a married man, 
was carrying on a liaison with a leading lady actress at 
the Bainbridge Theatre in Minneapolis, and taking her on 
trips to Chicago* President Coffman called in Crisler 
and confronted him with the charges* Crisler denied 
them* Coffman then appointed an investigating committee 
with Dean Everett Frazer of the Law School as Chairman. 
The Committee hired a private detective to investigate 
the alleged liaison with the actress* He investigated 
and reported back to the Committee~ Dean Frazer told me 
personally one night after a Law Review banquet, "You 
would have thought he (Crisler) would have had enough 
brains to pull down the shades*'* When the Committee 
reported their findings to Coffman he fired Crisler .. 

It is MacKinnon*s view that "the die had already been 
cast for Crisler to leave and Bierman to replace him" before 
Coffman left the United States$ 

Moreover, says MacKinnon, it is highly probable that 
Coffman had already selected Bierman before he left for the 
Orient in late October, 1931~ He observes that "from the 
facts you have recited about Coffman being on vacation when 
all of the changes were made, to me is practically conclusive 
proof that everything about Crisler leaving was all arranged 
in advance because no president of Minnesota would be absent 
from the campus if he was in the process of picking a 
football coach or athletic director~" He also recalls that 
Henry Williams may have been at Tulane, as Bierman was 
preparing for the Rose Bowl, ostensibly to help an old player 
but "in reality ~ ~ ~ a messenger from the president~" 

Bill Daley, who played football at Minnesota under 
Bierman and then under Crisler at Michigan during World War 
II, does not believe Crisler was tired~ By his own account, 
Daley and Crisler were great drinking buddies who also 
traveled and womanized together$ Daley is certain that 
Crisler would have told him if he had been fired from 
Minnesota~ Daley describes Crisler as an affable, 
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cosmopolitan, articulate, forceful, handsome man who did 
things, who mobilized people behind him, and who got the 
state to support the athletic program4 But he agreed that 
Crisler engaged in behavior that some might have found 
unacceptable, including his dealings with women, and that 
Coffman might have brought pressure on Crisler to leave4 

Julius Perlt knew Crisler when he was at Chicago, under 
A~ A. Stagg, and was delighted when Crisler came to 
Minnesota~ He described Crisler as "dynamic, well-spoken, 
and smarter than hell~" Perlt says that Archie Jackson, 
President of St4 Paul Fire and Marine and a Princeton 
graduate, had the job of birddogging good athletes for 
Princeton~ "He birddogged Fritz Crisler for Princeton~ 
Archie got Fritz to go to Princeton~ And Fritz was getting 
unhappy; he had too much administration telling him. what to 
do~" Perlt added that "too much administration" was Jimmy 
Paige<!> 

Both Daley and Perlt also believe that Crisler did 
select, or play a role in selecting, Bernie Bierman. As 
noted, MacKinnon avers that D:r4 Henry Williams recommended 
him to Coffman~ But Perlt says Crisler knew Bierman, and 
respected him; "Coffman didn~t know Bernie from a load of 
hay"'" 

In the same column that George Barton was wishing 
Crisler well at Princeton, he also began to bandy about the 
names of successors~ So did Cullum and so did t~e Daily$ 
Amidst all the guessing there came a comment in the DailX 
that "the selection of a new director would not necessarily 
hinge upon the return of President Coffman~ The President is 
believed, however, to have left instructions last fall 
concerning the selection of a new athletic director"'" Acting 
President Guy Stanton Ford promptly issued a heated denial 
that Coffman had known that Crisler would leave~ When the 
President did return, a few days later, he repeated Ford's 
denial himself"' MacKinnon dismisses these denials· as part of 
the "window dressing." 

By early March, 1932, a number of names had appeared~ 
Cullum said the campus op1n1on was that it would be an 
insider, and three people were being considered {Bierman, L~ 
J~ Cooke, and line coach Tad Wieman)~ Ford finally 
announced, on March 5, that no decision would be made until 
Coffman returned to campus"' 

If the report of the Journal on March 9 is accurate, 
Coffman had decided to follow his own advice, tendered in the 
letter to Regent Snyder at the close of the hiring of 
Crisler: "This business of having to work with co~~ittees 
is, in my opinion, illogical and administratively unsound~" 
The reported related: 

Up to now having played practically a lone hand in the 
process of finding a new athletic director, President 
Lotus D~ Coffman of the University of Minnesota had left 
the impression among his associates the post will be 
filled without benefit of committee~ Dr~ Coffman is 
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reported to have whittled down the long list of 
candidates himself, making some decisions with the 
advice of staff members~ Troubles encountered by the 
committee selection two years ago when Fritz Crisler was 
appointeda are believed to have influenced Dr~ Coffman 
against a similar procedure now~ 

By the end of March both Frank McCormick and John 
McGovern had been added to the list of possible candidates; 
Wieman had decided, by then, to go to Princeton with Crisler~ 
Cullum bemoaned this loss, too~ 

On the morning of April 1, 1932, President Coffman 
issued a statement announcing the selection of Frank 
McCormick, baseball coach and assistant football coach, as 
the new athletic director~ Coffman said he only considered 
men presently on the staff, and McCormick was the third 
person to whom the job had been offered~ Wieman had declined 
and followed Crisler instead~ L@ J~ Cooke had declined on 
grounds of age and health. (According to Foster, Coffman 
advised Cooke not to take the job, even though offered») 
Everyone whom the newspapers could find to talk to was full 
of praise for McCormick, even that most persistent of 
critics, Dick Cullum~ 

This then ended President Coffman~s involvement in the 
selection of athletic directors and football coaches~ After 
three directors and four coaches, he was able to serve out 
the remaining six years of his presidency--the rest of his 
life--without another athletic storm~ 

A Note on Bierman*s Football Successes 

It is MacKinnon's opinion that Spears and Crisler, the 
latter inadvertently, paved the way for a talented coach such 
as Bierman~ Even though Spears left, SCIA and Coffman had 
agreed to most of his demands for improving the football 
program. According to MacKinnon, "another factor that is not 
mentioned is that after the miserable showing of Crisler his 
first year, the University realized he was not able to fill 
Spears' shoes ~ ~ « and that they would have to relax even 
more their discrimination against athletics in order to aid 
Crisler (their choice) to make a better record and thus avoid 
further criticism for losing Spears. They then granted 
further concessions to athletes in the form of relaxed 
eligibility standards {same as other schools), campus jobs 
and general cooperation~ Thus when Bierman came he walked 
into an ideal situation--all problems corrected~ Football 
material then flocked to Minnesota~" MacKinnon also thinks 
"the appointment of McCormick was a stroke of genius~ He was 
the best organizer the school ever had. ~ A good 
athletic prospect practically never was lost~" So, "Bierman 
started out with all Spears~ complaints corrected and a great 
Athletic Director~" 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRES I DENT COFFMAN 1 rrHE FOOTBALL C~CH 1 AND THE ALUt1NI 

The opening salvo of much-publicized alumni involvement 
in University athletics came, or so the files suggest, on 
November 14, 1924, from Richard L» Griggs of Duluth (who was 
to become a University Regent, ~father" of the Duluth campus, 
and, still alive in 1984, perhaps the only person who can 
legitimately claim to have personally known every University 
~resident)~ Griggs merely dropped a friendly note 
*not e e ~ to offer any criticism ~ ~ ~ but to support a view 
which I have heard expressed among different alumni that « » 
® it would seem unwise to enter into a further contract with 
Mr» Spaulding, or at least not into a three-year contract~" 

Griggs' letter came on the heels of a Minneapolis 
Tribune article on November 11, 1924, by George Barton, who 
Had learned "from an authoritative source~ that William 
Spaulding's contract as head football coach would be renewed» 
The coach had the support of Luehring, Coffman, and SCIA in 
spite of a disappointing 1924 conference season~ They were 
said to be satisfied with the record of Spaulding's tenure~ 

In his response to Griggs, Coffman set forth a number of 
his views about football 1 views that would guide him over the 
next two months~ 

The comments and opinions with reference to the 
efficiency of our coaching system is, as you know, 
somewhat divided~ That, however, is a thing which 
is not characteristic of Minnesota alone* A 
similar situation prevails in practically every 
institution in this country, or if it does not 
prevail now it has in recent years~ .. .. Of 
course, the general situation raised a good many 
questions as to what we have football for« The 
members of the team at the University of Minnesota 
are loyal and enthusiastic in their support of 
Coach Spaulding» I believe they are for him almost 
to a man~ I am also confident that the members of 
his department as well as a large majority of the 
faculty of the institution are loyal in their 
support of him~ .. ,. ~ On the other hand, we are 
having a certain amount of criticism from the 
outside insisting upon a change in coaches» My own 
opinion with reference to certain aspects of the 
situation is not at all clear~ It is, however, 
perfectly clear with reference to other aspects~ I 
am convinced that whenever the day arrives that 
educational institutions change their coaches in 
response to the demand for championship teams and 
that alone, football will have received its death 
knell as a college sport~ I am sure you know me 
well enough to know that I like to see teams win as 



well as any one« There is nothing I enjoy more 
than an exceptionally well coached team~ 

We shall give our situation all of the 
consideration that it deserves~ We have reached no 
decision as yet, but our decision, when reached, 
will be based upon the relationships which football 
must bear to the primary purpose and excuse for the 
existence of a university~ 

Coffman's letter, on November 24, 1924, followed a 
front-page editorial in the Minneapolis Journal the preceding 
Sunday entitled "Wanted: A New Coach~" The editorial 
criticized Spauldingts coaching, said he did not make good 
use of outstanding players, and accused him of "fumbling, 
indifferent teamwork*" In response to the reported 
inclination of University officials to extend the coach's 
contract, the Journal said the people of Minnesota, who paid 
a lot of money to see the games and who thereby funded most 
of the program as well as the new stadium {built in 1924), 
were "entitled to see at least the best possible effort 
toward winning games*" The Tribune ran an editorial the same 
day, but suggested that to--place all of the blame for 
football ups and downs on the coach was not appropriate or 
fair~ The paper did not exonerate Spaulding, but it did find 
other factors involved~ 

The team and the student body must share the 
responsibility with the coach~ There is not in the 
university that will to fight an uphill fight, 
sticking together through thick and thin, win or 
lose~ On the contrary, with the first signs of 
defeat the carping critics arise on all sides, 
shrill with denunciations, voluble with rumors, 
buzzing with whispered scandals from training 
quarters about jealousies 1 and contention among the 
players, whining about the coach and generally 
adopting the defeatist attitude~ 

Perhaps Minnesota does need a new coach* We are 
willing to take the word of self-admitted experts 
as to that, but if the Tribune may express a lay 
and decidedly inexpert opinion, it is this: That 
Minnesota needs a great deal more than a new coach« 
Minnesota needs a new spirit, a win or lose spirit, 
and if it doesntt get it, the smartest coach in the 
world will be useless~ If we can only play 
football when we have a championship team, the 
stadium is a mighty poor investment* 

The ~~ the following day, rebukod both the 
Minneapolis papers for suggesting that contributions to the 
funds to build the stadium meant that the public could 
dictate the selection of coaches~ It did¥ however, otherwise 
commend the Tribune for a balanced view~ 

In early December of 1925 the Tribune reported a 
development which will be of particular import in this 
chapter but which will be of equal significance in following 
chapters as well* The four-paragraph article is reprinted 
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herB in its entirety~ 

University of Minnesota "M" men seeking a voice in 
the administration of athletics at Minnesota will 
meet December 15 at the Minneapolis Athletic club 
to organize~ The organization? which will be 
distinct from the "M" club, a purely social body, 
will be a state wide club« 

Constitution and by-laws have been drawn up for 
adoption at the December . 15 meetingt at which 
officers and directors also will be elected« The 
committee on organization meets tomorrow« 

"The purpose of the club will not be to *get 
somebody,t" it was said Thursday night by one of 
the organizers~ "It will be our aim that all 
criticism of and suggestions to the athletic 
administration be constructive« 

"We believe that the great body of tM§ men, 
numbering more than 600 persons, is capable of 
tendering helpful suggestions in athletics and that 
Minnesota athletics thereby will be benefited« we 
Plan no interference except where we believe it 
will be of a helpful nature»" 

One cannot tell if President Coffman saw the article or, if 
he did, what he thought of the idea that the club would "seek 
a voice in the administration of athletics®" 

George Barton wrote that the creation of the club was a 
worthwhile step~ He thought it could assist "in selecting 
coaches," that it would help all sports, and that "it is only 
tight and proper that men who risked life and limb upon the 
athletic field for Minnesota should have a voice in the 
conduct of various branches of sport at the Oniversity~n 

On December 16 the Tribune reported on the 
organizational meeting~ The group adopted a resolution to 
"render whatever assistance and advice in their power" in 
order to help the University athletic program« They called 
on their new president, Bert Page, to appoint a committee to 
meet with the University president~ 

Coffman received a few letters, pro and con, on 
Spaulding& His thought that the players and department 
supported Spaulding were confirmed shortly in writing~ On 
January 3, 1925, he received a resolution, signed by 18 
members of the football team, which noted that "whereas it is 
rumored that a certain University of Minnestoa alumni group 
Propose to recommend to the University authorities that Mr~ 
Spauldingts football contract not be renewed," and which 
expressed confidence in the coach~ On January 12, Coffman 
received a letter, also addressed to the Board of Regents, 
from the coaching and athletic staff requesting that 
Spaulding be retained~ 

The first written acknowledgement by 
possibility of organized external pressure 
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January 9, i925, letter to the president of Western State 
Normal School in Kalamazoo~ Coffman implies that the written 
record does not adequately describe the situation: 

It has proved to be very difficult in recent months 
and the smoke is not yet all cleared away.. A 
number of newspapers attacked Mr. Spauldingts 
coaching most vigorously and at least two or three 
of them requested his resignation~ An organization 
composed of former players has recently been 
created» Many of the members of this association 
are convinced that Spauldingfs coaching has not 
been a success& & & .. My support of n1m has been 
made perfectly clear« The suggestion that he would 
probably be recommended for reappointment has met 
with vigorous protest, much of which has been 
directed at me .. 

The group of former players to which Coffman referred was the 
new uMn Club .. 

On Thursday, January 7, 1925, Coffman apparently met 
with a delegation from the "M" Club, because he received a 
letter from one of its directors, 0 .. N .. Davies, on January 12 
expressing appreciation for the meeting. The "M" Club Board 
of Directors "was gratified by your reception ••• and your 
evident interest in the club.. It was the undivided opinion 
of lthe director~ that your suggestions as to the possible 
fields of co-operation were very well conceived." Davies 
Went on to pledge support for the University, asked the 
President to seek aid whenever he wished, and requested a 
letter outlining the areas of cooperation about which Coffman 
had spoken. Coffman responded two days later with a four and 
one-half page letter listing eight activities in which he 
thought the "M" Club could be of assistance to the 
University» They included such things as properly presenting 
University problems to communities around the state and to 
high school students, promoting the University, urging 
prom1s1ng athletes to attend (without proselytizing or 
Purchasing), officiating high school games, getting jobs for 
students, helping to improve athletic facilities, work to 
stop gambling on games, and lobby for better football 
schedules (which were a recurring headache for the Conference 
presidents during this period)~ Coffman cordially welcomed 
their interest and support~ 

The Spaulding appointment was scheduled for action at 
the January 27, 1925, Regents meeting~ On January 9 Coffman 
wrote to Fred Luehring asking for his written recommendation 
on Spaulding and directing Luehring to take up the matter 
with E~ B~ Pierce, Chairman of SCIA, to ensure that 
appropriate Committee action was taken. He followed it up 
with a joint letter to Luehring and Spaulding four days 
later, telling them that he, and the Board of Regents, 
continued to hear many rumors of a breach between them and 
insisting that he have their views. nr must be in a position 
to refute unwarranted criticism," Coffman warned them* Both 
Luehring and Spaulding wrote back to assure thim they worked 
well together and apologized for the controversy& Luehring 
informed the President that he had recommended to SCIA a 
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one-year reappointment with no change in salary~ 

The President also sought the views of other coaches~ 
He wrote to Knute Rockne of Notre Dame, Bob Zuppke of 
Illinois, and Fielding Yost of Michigan, soliciting their 
confidential views of Spaulding~s competence as a coach. All 
three responded with warm endorsements of Spaulding~ Rockne 
coffil"Uented that '*I have noticed a tendency on the part of the 
alumni of most of our colleges to be chasing rainbows~ That 
is, they are never satisfied with any coach, they want a 
miracle man, and there is no such animal .. n Yost concurred 
with Rockne and added: "As long as an outside influence can 
dictate the policy of a university in selecting coaches, I 
believe those coaches are working under a constant handicap 
and an unfair one." 

On January 19, 1925, E~ B~ Pierce wrote to Coffman 
reporting a special SCIA meeting to consider a recommendation 
for Spaulding's reappointment* A representative of the "M" 
Club appeared to speak against the reappointment, but the 
Committee voted 9-2 to approve the recommendation from 
Luehring~ 

In the days preceding the Regents meeting, Coffman 
received a number of letters from the deans expressing strong 
support for Spaulding~ Those who wrote individual letters 
included E+ Ee Nicholson (Student Affairs), John Be Johnston 
(Science, Literature, and the Arts), Frederick Wulling 
{Pharmacy), Frank Walter (University Librarian), M* E* 
Haggerty (Education), F~ J~ Kelly (Administration), Alfred 
Owre (Dentistry), George Dowrie (Business), Everett Fraser 
(Law School), E~ M* Freeman (Agriculture, Forestry, and Home 
Economics}, 0* M* Leland (Engineering and Architecture), and 
E~ Pe Lyon (Medical School)~ They all followed up with a 
joint two-page letter to the Board of Regents on January 22, 
1925, the day before the meeting of the Board~ 

Although not directly germane to the specific issue of 
governance, a letter from a former football player to one of 
Spaulding's assistant coaches made its way into Coffman's 
files, and it casts an interesting light on the situation* 
His opening paragraph was this: 

Aintt it hell being a football coach? When you win 
you're a king and when you lose you're a bum and 
everybody wants to take your bread and butter away 
from you. You know alumni are the damndest people 
on earth~ We won't let them on the field here 
[Berkeley]~ ~ ~ ~ What about this new M Club? I'm 
holding out yet until I see what they do. Look a 
little Bolsheviki to me but maybe I*m wrong and 
they are all right--but I don*t like their present 
attitude--they look dangerous--no construction or 
open-mindedness~ A coach has a bad year and out 
come the hammers~ 

The crescendo came at the Board of Regents meeting, on 
January 23~ The nM" Club President, L~ A~ (Bert) Page, sent 
to the Board President, Regent Fred Snyder, an eight-and
one-half page typed, single-spaced letter reciting 
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Spaulding's failings, an "M" Club investigation into his 
coaching ability, and telling him that the "M" Club had a 
committee to present their views to the Board~ Page informed 
Snyder that "the Board of Directors of the *M* Club on vote 
recently taken was unanimous in the view that the present 
coach is unfit for the position which he now holds~" Page 
went on to express his dismay that "a rumor has been 
circulated to the effect that the University authorities 
intend to recommend the re-employment of Mr.. Spaulding not 
because of his fitness .. ~ ~ but because such authorities 
wish to show outsiders that they cannot dictate the policy of 
athletics at the University .. n Page said the "M" Club did not 
believe the University would put personal pride above its own 
best interests.. The letter was dated the day of the meeting .. 

On the day of the meeting the Journal described what 
would occur* Three different delegations had been called to 
make presentations: the deans, represented by Johnson, the 
students, and the "M" Club~ Bert Page told the Journal 
reporter that "we are prepared to go to the mat in the matter 
of getting a new coach~" 

President Coffman's files also contain the text of his 
remarks to the Board of Regents--a ten-and-one-half page 
typed speech.. The discussion meeting itself took, according 
to a Daily article the next day, three hours~ In his 
comments to the Regents, Coffman reviewed his interactions 
with the "M" Club, their professed interest in helping, and 
his own long letter suggesting ways in which they could do 
so~ He recalled attending a lunch with them, when "it became 
Clear to me that this meeting was arranged for two purposes: 
(1) to urge that Mr$ Spaulding not be reappointed and (2) to 
arrange for a hearing before the Board of Regents$" Coffman 
said he told them they could provide him with all the 
information they wished, that he, in turn, would forward it 
to the Regents, and that he thought that was the procedure 
that would be followed. Coffman reviewed the approvals and 
endorsements Spaulding had received from SCIA, and concluded 
his opening comments by saying "and now as the final step in 
this series of events a special committee of the 'M' Club 
appears in person before the Board of Regents requesting it 
to decline to concur in various recommendations relating to 
Mr~ Spaulding~s reappointment~" 

Coffman continued: "As incident followed incident, and 
event event, it has become clearer and clearer that one of 
the primary purposes, if not the primary purpose of the ~M§ 
Club, is to dictate the appointment of athletic coaches*H 
Part of his text is crossed out, suggesting he did not use 
it; in it he condemned the methods used by the nt4n Club, 
relying on "rumors, insinuations, and innuendos," and what it 
had done: "Great harm has been done the University by these 
various rumors and attacks.. It will require a long time for 
the institution to recover from them~ • $ • In all my 
administrative experience this attack has been the most 
destructive, the most disintegrating, and the most 
demoralizing in its effect upon the University .. " 

The President did, however, contrast the position of the 
nMu Club with others: 
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When one analyzes the consequences of this 
procedure of the "M" Club, what does he find? He 
finds that the judgment of this group is arrayed 
against the judgment of the deans of the 
institution, who unanimously endorse Mr~ Spaulding, 
land who] ~ ~ ~declare that football ~ ~Lis] 
maintained at the University as a part of our 
educational scheme and not primarily as spectacles 
for the public$ ~ ~ ~ He finds that the opinion of 
the "M" Club is arrayed against that of the other 
administrative officers of the University ~ $ • 
. Jand] against the recommendations of the assistant 
coaches ~ • • , against that of the boys who have 
played on the teams under Mr~ Spaulding $ $ • 1 

this group has arrayed its opinions against that of 
some of the leaders of the coaching profession 
jciting at length from the laudatory letters from 
Rockne, Yost, and Zuppk~ ~ 

Coffman warned the Regents of the consequences of accepting 
the *'M** Club recommendation: 

The truth about the matter is that Mr. Spaulding is 
recommended by the deans of the University, 
representatives of the student body, his own 
associates, students who have worked with him, 
captains of his teams, the Director of Physical 
Education, the Committee on Intercollegiate 
Athletics, and the President of the University. 
These facts were known to the representatives of 
the "M" Club and yet in the face of them they 
appear in person and presume to ask the Regents of 
the University to set aside these recommendations$ 

If the demands of the representatives of the "M" 
Club are acceded to in this case, it means that the 
educational policies of the Department of Physical 
Education and Athletics are being discarded for the 
commercialization of college sports~ Benefits 
which should come to the University from football 
will be discarded in the interest of building 
championship teams and of securing as large an 
income from football as it is possible for us to 
obtain$ It means the injection of one of the most 
unfortunate influences into the football situation~ 
A new atmosphere will dominate it~ A new spirit 
will characterize its conduct« And that atmosphere 
and that spirit will be subversive to the best 
interests and to the greatest good of the 
University. 

It means that football instead of being a college 
sport for college students on a strictly amateur 
basis with amateur purposes and motives, becomes 
saturated with the spirit of professionalismQ When 
coaches are dismissed because they do not develop 
championship teams, when outside agencies are 
permitted to dictate the appointments of coaches 
because they have not developed championship teams, 
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the natural result will be the :njection of a 
spirit of professionalism into the administration 
and direction of college gamesQ This is the very 
thing which our colleges and universities have 
traditionally and vigorously opposed~ It is 
opposed by every university in the Big Ten 
Conference~ It is contrary to the best interests 
of the UniversityQ If this spirit be injected into 
college life it means the eventual destruction of 
inter-collegiate sports~ 

Coffman ended his remarks by endorsing a two-year appointment 
for Spaulding~ After what must have been one of the more 
acrimonious discussions at the Board meeting, it voted 
~imou~:lx to give Spaulding the two-year appointment 
recommended by the President~ The text of Coffman's speech 
was printed in full in both the Minneapolis papers the 
following day., 

Both the Tribune and the Journal, on January 24, also 
ran lengthy articles describing the meeting and the debates» 
The final action, apparently, came quickly 1 if the papers' 

reports are accurate: 

Following the statement of President Coffman and 
his recommendation that Coach Spaulding be 
reappointed, the business of the meeting moved 
swiftly~ Fred B4 Snyder, president of the board of 
regents, in a brief talk in which he deprecated the 
situation, moved that Mr~ Spaulding be offered a 
two-year contractQ The motion was seconded by Dr~ 
W~ J» Mayo and immediately passed unanimously~ 
(Tribune) 

"M" Club president Page took public exception to the 
treatment he and other club representatives had been 
afforded* He was quoted by a Jo~rnal reporter as saying that 
their actions had been "unjustly maligned and Jtheir] 
intentions deliberately misconstrued.," He said, however, 
that the n14n Club would continue and would try to help the 
athletic program~ 

The newspapers also 
reported on the meeting~ 
University* Excerpts: 

had editorials, the 
The thrust was a 

same day they 
defense of the 

Coach Spauldingls reappointment provided a swift 
climax to the hearing which took up three 
consecutive hours~ President Lotus D~ Coffman 
asked for "quick, sure and convincing" action~ 
Fred B., Snyder, president of the board of regents, 
departed from usual parliamentary procedure to move 
the reappointment himself~ Dr$ William J~ Mayo 
seconded the motion "to reappoint Mr~ Spaulding for 
three years»" Mr$ Snyder corrected him with "two 
years" and M., M~ Williams of Duluth put the motion~ 
There were no nnoes,.n (Journal) 

The engagement and direction of the football coach 
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at the University of Minnesota is a function that 
belongs to the president and the Board of Regents 
and essentially and as completely as the engagement 
and direction of a professor of philology~ The 
fact that the public at large, that certain special 
groups of the public, take a larger and more 
intense interest in football gives no additional 
warrant for interference in one case than in the 
other~ The Board of Regents out of its 
investigations has come to the conclusion that 
Coach Spaulding shall be retained in charge of the 
football affairs of the University* The regents 
unquestionably are the men and women best qualified 
to make this decision~ ~ ~ There has been an 
effort on the part of students and alumni to 
prevent the re-engagement of Coach Spaulding~ That 
matter is now definitely settled« It was settled 
by the Board of Regents on whom the right of 
settlement rested~ The decision of the regents 
will be accepted as final by all true supporters of 
university athletics* The success of the 
university is of incomparably more importance than 
any private success or reputation that may come to 
Coach Spaulding~ No one is compelled to believe 
that Mr~ Spaulding is an outstanding genius in 
football coaching, but we are all compelled to give 
him just as much help as if that opinion of his 
ability were unanimous* * ~ ~ He has been the 
subject of bitter, unjust, and sometimes insincere, 
attacks, in the face of which he has maintained a 
good natured silence~ He has shown himself larger 
than some of his critics~ The Tribune extends to 
the Board of Regents its congratulations on its 
decision to retain Mr~ Spaulding~ (Tribune) 
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Several dozen people wrote to Coffman after the Regentst 
meeting, the vast majority of whom expressed admiration and 
support for the stand he had taken~ In his response to one, 
Coffman gave voice to another concern that he had not 
explicitly noticed previously~ "When the question of Mr. 
Spauldingfs re-appointment was carried so far that it became 
an issue before the Board of Regents, then it really meant 
that if the Board sustained the representatives of the jMf 
Club not only would it be turning ~own the members of the 
faculty, the leaders of the student body, Mr* Spauldingts own 
associates, many of the students who have olaved on teams 
with him, the captain-elect for the next year and the 
president of the University, it would, so it seemed to me, 
have made my own position in the University untenable~" Or, 
as Coffman described it later in a letter to another who had 
written in support of his stance, the issue was "whether the 
recommendations of the regularly constituted University 
Officers should prevail in the matter of appointment or the 
recommendations of the group of persons outside the 
University who have no official connection whatsoever with 
the University .. n 

Despite the sharp rebuke Coffman administered to the "M" 
Club at the Regents meeting, he and Club President Page 
agreed to an exchange of letters afterwards in order to try 
to pave the way for amicable relations in the future« 
Although there is obviously no record of any conversations 
which might have taken place between the two men, it is 
apparent from the records in Coffman's files that the attempt 
to exchange letters of reconciliation was tinged with 
recollection of the adversity engendered by the meeting~ 

Coffman's letter to Page went through three drafts* It 
started out as a four-page defense of his own actions and 
contained a tongue-lashing of the "M" Club* The final 
version was one page which expressed regret at the 
misunderstanding, noted that "I am convinced ~ 4 • that the 
members of the Club did not attach the same significance to 
their procedure that my associates on the faculty and I did," 
and invited the Club to join in "a program of cooperation and 
assistance for the future*" This letter went to Page on 
February 9, 1925~ 

That all of this preparation for a public exchange was 
not without some rancor is amply demonstrated by an undated 
pencilled note from Coffman to Regent Fred Snyder (from 
Snyder's files). The note is worth reproducing here, for it 
conveys more directly Coffman's own feelings.. It was, as 
the text makes clear, written during the period when the 
exchange of letters was being negotiated~ 

Dear Mr .. Snyder: 

This note is confidential~ Please do not quote what I 
say in it~ I am writing and sending Mr* Pagels letter 
because I have reason to believe that he will come to 



see you this morning about his letter. I also believe 
that he may be willing to add an additional sentence or 
so covering the questions which have been raised 
concerning their procedure in this case. I have not 
talked with Mr~ Page nor have I shown his letter to any, 
but a mutual friend intimated last night that Mr. Page 
would probably be willing to make a statement to the 
effect that they recognize that their methods and 
procedures were wrong* My judgment and that of my 
faculty associates that they wished to control or 
vitiate the appointment of the football coach was based 
entirely on their acts~ Let them acknowledge that their 
procedure was wrong, even though their motives and 
intentions were as they maintain of the best, and there 
will be no difficulty in adjusting matters~ If Mr~ Page 
inserts an adequate sentence covering this point, he 
will be met more than half way« 

I am preparing a letter which I shall bring to your 
office some time this morning--------

Cordially, 

P~S. It has come to me ~y directly since Saturday 
~probably February 7, since Page§s original letter was 
dated February ~ that one of Mr. Page~s associates has 
said that I am about to apologize, that I have already 
tried to do so twice, and that I am not only to do so in 
writing but at a meeting which they expect to call soon« 
I have no apologies to make~ If I had the same facts 
and circumstances to face again I would do as I did this 
time~ (All underlining in Coffman*s note~) 

The ironic footnote is that Spaulding resigned four 
months later to become athletic director at the University of 
Southern California« 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE CARNEGI.E REPORT AND THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
•• r~• 

Once again 1 following the flurry of activity of the 
reorganization in 1921-22, there came a period of relative 
calm insofar as the structure of athletics was concerned~ 
SCIA devoted its attention 1 during the 1920s, to Conference 
rules, schedules, eligibility matters, and ticket prices and 
was, of course, deeply involved in guiding the Department on 
the management of construction of new facilities (the stadium 
and the field house--which is now Williams Arena)~ It also 
remained active in reviewing and approving expenditures, as 
it was charged to do under the Senate by-laws~ 

In the late 1920s the Carnegie Commission conducted a 
nationwide review of intercollegiate athletics and issued a 
349-page report in 1929~ The Commission had sent, in 1927, a 
field representative to evaluate the situation at the 
Colleges of the Big Ten; the correspondence makes clear that 
he received ·the full cooperation of everyone at Minnesota~ 
On page 100 of the Commission report the following language 
appeared: 

Among recent measures of athletic administration, 
none has received more favorable notice or spread 
more widely than the system that goes by the name 
of n faculty control.. .. .. .. ~~ 

A.. PSEUDO-FACULTY CONTROL 

Not infrequently "faculty control" exists in name 
but scarcely in fact.. Although the regulations of 
the Intercollegiate Conference stipulate for 
complete faculty control and provide for an 
operating body of faculty representatives, the 
actual control often appears to rest with the 
directors or the coaches.. Presumably the fact that 
such officers hold their appointments from 
university trustees is felt to make them 
thoroughgoing faculty members. One or two 
universities (Iowa, Minnesota) fix such authority 
in their presidentst in final decisions and in the 
execution of policies little regard appears to be 
paid to representatives of the faculty .. 

LT]he most regrettable aspect of the control of 
college athletics in the United States to-day is 
the meagreness of the responsibility that is 
entrusted to the undergraduate~ .... ~ 

The Daily carried an article on October 24, 1929, with 
the headline "Coffman Denies Charges that Faculty Control of 
Athletics Does Not Exist at Minnesota»" Coffman*s view was 
unequivocally echoed, in the text of the article, by 
Luehring, Spears (head football coach), an alumni member of 



SCIA, and E~ B~ Pierce~ And in fact, scrutiny of the files, 
minutes, and other documents available can only lead one to 
be puzzled by the Commission statement.. While it is 
certainly true that President Coffman was more or less 
continuously apprised of events in athletics, and 
occasionally involved, it is not accurate to say that he 
controlled the outcomes or that he ignored the faculty« And 
it is not true that the final locus of authority rested with 
the president~ Apart from the ever-present potenti~1 
conflict twixt faculty and president or regents, the charter 
documents all vested control with SCIA~ 

The conclusion about Minnesota is even more puzzling in 
light of the correspondence between President Coffman and the 
Carnegie Commission staff member who supervised the study .. 
On April 17, 1929--six months before the report was issued-
Coffman received a summary of the Commission findings on 
Minnesota~ Included is a description of the organization and 
control: 

A~ Theoretical: l* Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics, appointed by President, 
concerned with eligibility and policies, composed 
of 2 alumni, 8 faculty including Dean of Student 
Affairs, Comptroller, and the Faculty 
representative of the Intercollegiate Conference as 
ex-officio members~ 2* Department of Physical 
Education and Athletics manages details and 
routine~ 

B.. Active Control--rests with this Committee, although 
the-~faculty and particularly the President are 
dominating influence* 

This language certainly does not accord with the final 
report, quoted previously~ 

Then, two months after the report was issued, President 
Coffman received another letter from the same staff member~ 
In it he said: 

So far as our information serves, it would appear 
that at the University of Minnesota, the President 
and faculty are in full control of the athletic 
situation~ We like very much the spirit in which, 
so far as we know, rules are and have been 
interpreted .. 

Apparently, the attempt is made by the President 
and by all administrative and athletic officers to 
keep the spirit of regulations as well as adhere to 
their letter~ LDaes one see here the influence of 
James Paige'?] 

We regard the general athletic program as in many 
particulars one of the best-administered of all 
those we have had the privilege of studying .. 

Why Minnesota was damned in the report but privately 
commended is a mystery~ 
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Following on the heels of the Carnegie Commission report 
in late 1929 came the resignation of Clarence Spears as head 
football coach~ Although the details of his departure were 
covered in more detail in Chapter Three, it can be recalled 
here that he had a number of complaints about the 
organization and administration of athletics at the 
University~ Two problems, in Spears' op1n1on, were a weak 
athletic director and, interestingly enough, a committee that 
was too strong~ SCIA tried to respond affirmatively to the 
changes Spears sought for the football team, but there were 
no proposals to alter the operating structure of the 
University vis-~-vis athletics~ 

In the Daily on January 18, .1930, there was a front page 
story about a proposal to radically restructure the 
organization and competition of varsity athletics» The plan 
allegedly included, according to the article, these elements: 

l) compulsory participation in athletics for "all able 
bodied studentsu 

2) Big Ten competition only with Wisconsin and 
Michigan, other games with schools in the East and 
West 

3) reorganization of the athletic department 

4) only Minnesota men hired to coach» 

Five other Big Ten schools were also reported to be 
considering such a plan~ The four members of SCIA who were 
contacted by the reporter denied ever having heard of such a 
plan» 

Reposing in the President's files, however, is a "Jan 
1930" typed memo initialled by "JCL" (Coffmants assistant, J~ 
C~ Lawrence) which outlines precisely such a plan~ In 
addition to the provisions reported by the Dai~y, it included 
many others, one of which read "Make the director of 
athletics direct, reporting to the president of the 
Universitv~ Abolish the Athletics Committee, and make this a 
bona-fide.department of instruction~" Although nothing ever 
came of the plan, either at Minnesota or elsewhere, there was 
clearly increasing sentiment to examine closely the way 
athletics were being conducted at the University~ 

In part because of the publicity engendered by the 
Carnegie Commission report, and perhaps in larger part 
because of the charges levelled by Dr~ Spears prior to his 
resignation, on January 30, 1930, President Coffman appointed 
a panel of four national experts in athletics to review the 
athletic department~ Their study was remarkable in that it 
was nearly identical, in method and scope, to the External 
Review Committee appointed by Vice President Nils Hasse.lmo in 
1982~ (They also did things in a grander style then; 
President Coffman provided his committee with special 
stationery, which included their names printed on it; Vice 
President Hasselmo was more parsimonious~) The four members 
of the Special Committee were: 
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H~ M~ Gage, President 
John ~~ Griffith, 

Conference 
Grantland Rice, sports 
C~ W~ Savage, Director 

Oberlin 

of Coe College, Iowa 
Commissioner, Intercollegiate 

writer, author, editor 
of Physical Education for Men at 

Coffman 1 s action provoked· a public letter on February 10 
from his Administrative Committee applauding it (which 
included some of the more illustrious names in the history of 
the University: Ford, Johnson, Coffey, Fraser, Lyon, 
Appleby, Wulling, Nicholson, Diehl, Middlebrook, and Walter)~ 
The Regents, on the same day, approved an expenditure of $250 
per month from February 16 to May 16 for the expenses of the 
Special Committee~ 

The press also took note of the creation of the Special 
Committee.. George Barton, writing for the Minneapolis 
Tribune on January 31, 1930, cited the decision as evidence 
for Coffman§s unspoken plans "to make sweeping changes" in 
the athletic program& The Dailv, tho same day, made the same 
comment& 

A Tribune article the next day attempted to analyze the 
possible outcomes of the Special Committee report.. The 
reporter showed some prescience, because the possible changes 
predicted presaged the final report with some accuracy& It 
was said that the group might recommend 

a number of changes in administrative functions and 
powers~ There is said to be a complicated 
system of athletics management at Minnesota, 
involving too much co~~ittee LSCIAJ recommendation 
work and not sufficient executive power$ 

According to the article, the athletic director had no real 
power, but rather made recommendations to the SCIA~ SCIA 
would discuss them, but was described as having final 
authority only on "minor decisions"; most recommendations 
went forward to President Coffman.. Then, lending some 
credence to the Carnegie Commission report, the reporter told 
that 

from information gained from various sources, it is 
understood that President Coffman and William T~ 
Middlebrook, university comptroller, wield their 
veto power very strongly~ Their ideas are said to 
influence the committee members into changing their 
votes even after they have agreed with good 
majorities on certain points~ 

The result was a cumbersome process that might be made more 
workable by having a department director who had authority, 
and it was expected that the Special Committee would call for 
such a change& 

MacKinnon offers a less charitable interpretation of the 
motive for appointing the Special Committee~ "In my opinion, 
the creation of the Special Committee in 1930 was a move 
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designed to take the heat off the president for the loss of 
Dr~ Spears~ Doc had been successful in bringing Minnesota 
back to national standing in football~ ~ ~ * Coffman and the 
administration moved quickly, after Doc privately told them 
he was quitting, to stifle criticism, because of Doc's great 
popularity~ In the whole they were successful in this 
respect." MacKinnon adds that "another thing they did was 
get all of the football players together at a meeting and 
some person from the administration, I think it was E. B~ 
Pierce, told them they were glad to see Doctor Spears leave, 
he worked the boys too hard, etc~ This is, of course, belied 
by the negotiations that the committee undertook to meet some 
of his criticisms~" 

At the request of President Coffman, the Special 
Committee presented, early, its recommendations concern~ng 
the administrative structure of athletics, on September 24, 
1930~ 

The first eleven pages of the report were a paean to the 
University and athletics, with references to the Greeks, 
European writers, the philosophy of education and sport, and 
numerous other rhetorical flourishes~ Then, in the last 
eight pages, the Special Committee got down to business~ 
They recapitulated the history of faculty involvement in 
athletics, similar to this review, and then made a series of 
concrete resolutions~ 

Their history bears comment because it differs, in some 
respects, from this one.. {The Special Committee may have had 
better records than are available today~) Of the creation of 
the University Council, in 1905, and its Committee on 
Athletics, they say that the 

Committee directly expressed the University's sense 
of responsibility for athletics but directly 
intervened between the administration and the Board 
of Control.. It instituted the subcommittee or 
bureaucratic form of management and control which 
has continued to the present time~ A sub-committee 
to manage ticket and other income was appointed; 
also a sub-committee to supervise expenditures 
recommended by the Board of Control~ 

Inasmuch as there are no records of the Council or its 
Committee on Athletics now extant, it is impossible to 
determine if that is a valid view of what occurred.. The 
Board of Control minutes do not reflect that faculty 
supervision, through the Council, but it may have existed~ 

The Special Committee also noted the creation of the 
Senate and SCIA, commenting that 'fthe sub-committee form of 
management was continued, save that the entire committee 
passed on questions of eligibility. In general, £SCIA] 
managed the business affairs of athletics and also managed 
athletics, subject always to the Senate~" Again, because 
there are no SCIA minutes available until it succeeded the 
Board of Control, there is no record that it was involved to 
the extent described~ They qualify the role SCIA played by 
observing that "a practical, if not theoretical, limitation 
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of the Committe8's power appears in the fact that the 
Advisory Board of Athletic Control of the Athletic 
Association (1907) continued to operate and did in fact 
control the appointment of coaches~" 

Continuing their recapitulation of history, the Special 
Committee briefly reviewed the events of 1921-22$ ~rhey 
described the alumni resolutions, correctly, as looking 
"directly toward centralized and unified control$" They went 
on to observe that even though SCIA was reconstituted, ~the 
sub-committee form of management and control was perpetuated 
and continues to the present~" They wrote that "by reason of 
membership on the importJ.nt sub-committees (tickets and 
auditing) the Director and Comptroller are possessed of much 
Power" but that the Director nonetheless is only (citing the 
Senate by-law} uin general charge of and responsible for the 
detailed administration of intercollegiate athletics subject 
to the supervision and approval of the cornmi tteen (compared 
to his complete control of physical education and 
recreational or non-varsity sports)~ Rather than viewing the 
appointment of a Director in 1922, and a business manager 
even earlier, as signs of increasingly professional 
management 1 the Special Committee viewed the changes as 
superficial ones which did not affect the basic "management 
by subcom.tnitteen style it looked on with such distaste .. 

Before going to their final recitation of history and 
recommendations for change, one other finding should be 
mentioned.. The Special Committee asserted, discussing events 
in late 1890s, that "organized alumni interest has been an 
active and sometimes controlling interest in Minnesota 
athletics since 1897~" For a contrary view, the remarks of 
anonymous alumni in the ucoffman Deniesl~ article in the 
October 24, 1929 Daily are amusing if not enlightening: 

If the faculty did not have control of the 
athletics, the coach would have no difficulty in 
keeping linemen and backfield men eligible for 
important tiltz~ There would be no difficulty 
about schedules~ We would have inter-sectional 
games~ The players would not have to worry about 
school work while away on trips~ 

On one major point, reflected in the first sentence of 
the extended excerpt that follows, the Special Committee did 
not disagree with the conclusion that appeared earlier in 
this book$ And they had telegraphed the direction they would 
take in recommending changes, which becomes explicit here .. 

Student control has gradually receded as faculty 
control emerged. Old forms of organization have 
persisted while new and better ways were being 
devised and developed$ The process of evolution 
always cumbers a body with a few vestigial organs 
which are useless, obstructive, and, like the 
vermiform appendix, an invitation to disease~ The 
line of determinate evolution at Minnesota is quite 
evident .. 

Sentiment is especially strong in all matters 



pertaining to athletics but the 
administration of athletics at Minnesota has gone 
far beyond its sentimental period~ As in the call 
of the alumni in 1922, the call now is for expert 
knowledge and centralized executive administration 
~ ~ • conforming to the administrative principles 
that prevail throughout the rest of the University 

In adopting such a program one's first 
inclination might be to regret the passing of "the 
good old days" when students organized, played, 
coached and managed the business affairs of their 
games~ It is not probable they were in fact what 
they seemed to have been as they are casually 
viewed in retrospect~ So viewed the glad abandon 
of youth at play is attractive~ Less attractive on 
closer view of the past are occasional disorder, 
frequent organizational changes, suspicion of 
athletics, failure to realize that sound 
educational values are inherent in physical 
activities and competitive sports, and consequent 
failure to secure these values~ ~ « « Probably the 
forbidding rigors of an athletic machine may best 
be avoided, spontaneity and general participation 
in sports may best be developed, an effective 
health service may best be conducted, and efficient 
instruction in physical education best given by a 
department organized to conduct its own program and 
manage its own business affairs as are other 
departments. 

The fact that the Department of Physical Education 
and Athletics has receipts and expenditures which 
amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars annually 
is wholly incidental and entirely subordinate to 
the fundamental fact that the real affairs of the 
Department are a part of the teaching function of 
the University'* 

It must be remembered that the Soecial Committee was 
examining a combined department; athletics and physical 
education were not formally separated at this University 
until 1963 .. 

Following this narrative review, the Special Committee 
made specific recommendations about revising the charter of 
SCIA .. 

1~ The director should be elected by the Board of 
Regents upon recommendation of the President.. He 
should be responsible to the President and Regents~ 
'lThe 1922 Senate by-laws called for the President 
to nominate the Director with the advice of the 
Committee; the SCIA role is now removed·:-] -

2~ It is assumed that all of the affairs of the 
department of Physical Education and Athletics will 
conform to usual academic and executive 
administration and control in the University~ For 
the guidance and promotion of the Intercollegiate 
Athletics in particular it is recommended that a 
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Faculty Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics be 
appointed and that the committee be authorized to 
serve the director in an advisory capacity, and to 
assist him in the conduct of Intercollegiate 
Athletics, and that the committee be specifically 
composed of such members and endowed with such 
powers and duties as are required by the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference of which 
Minnesota is a member., LTh is ba_sically reduces 
SCIA to an advisory body; the subcommittees on 
tickets and auditing are eliminated~] 

3. The director should annually and according to 
regular procedure in the University submit his 
budget to the President., He should issue or cause 
to be issued by an assistant, vouchers on the 
regularly constituted officer for expenditures, 
which should conform to the authorized budget~ 
LThis eliminates a role for SCIA in the budget~) 

4~ The director should make the intercollegiate 
schedule of games which should be submitted to the 
University Senate for approval as respects 
conflicts with academic rules and interests~ 

5~ Athletic department receipts should be deposited 
with the University Treasurer who should sign all 
checks upon vouchers issued by the director~ 
Business affairs of the department should be 
conducted by the director through regularly 
constituted offices and assistants articulated with 
the general business management of the University., 
(Again, this eliminates SCIA from fiscal matters~ ] 

6~ The members of the staff of the department should 
be appointed by the Board of Regents upon 
recommendation of the director to the President and 
by him to the Board., lThis removes from SCIA any 
role in hiring; the 1922 by-lavlS required committee 
approval of the President~s nominees~] 

Not surprisingly, SCIA would be vitiated under these 
recommendations~ The only concession to the Big Ten 
requirement for faculty control is the brief passage in #2, 
above, about giving them what they need~ 

A week after President Gage sent the administrative 
recommendations to President Coffman, Big rren Commissioner 
John Griffith (who, it will be recalled, sat on the Special 
Committee) wrote a separate and confidential letter to 
Coffman~ Because the Special Committee recommendations ran 
contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the fundamental 
law of the Conference, Griffith apparently felt obligated to 
write for two reasons« The first was to express his 
endorsement of the report, lest there be any doubt, even 
though "what I have written you would be considered heresy by 
some of our good people in the Conference." The second was 
to rebut in advance a lively response from nsome persons who 
have been directly connected with the old organization at 
Minnesota~~ Griffith asserted: 
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The argument that is usually advanced in favor of 
control that is vested in a committee instead of 
the head of the department is the one that a 
committee composed largely of faculty men will be 
more inclined to safeguard the academic interests 
of the institution than will a man whose interests 
are primarily tied up with the athletic department~ 
I have known a number of instances, however, which 
prove conclusively that the members of (athletic 
boards) do not always act independently or wisely 
and I am taking the liberty of mentioning a few 
such cases~*§ 

In all the instances, it was the athletic directors who 
acted decisively to protect academic integrity and 
amateurism, in spite of faculty inclination to the contrary~ 

At the risk of drawing arguable inferences, one might 
look at the background of the men on the Special Committee. 
Gage and Savage were from very small schools which did not 
then and never would have a "Division I/Big Ten" program (in 
today's parlance) but which doubtless did have 
educationally-based programs in physical activities~ The 
notion of "faculty control" of their physical education 
programs would be redundant--they are faculty controlled~ 
Grantland Rice, in his correspondence with Coffman and his 
colleagues on the Special Committee, repeatedly advocated the 
need for an educational program~ It can be suggested that 
the Committee members~ views on structure were predictable, 
albeit for different reasons~ 

We will never know what their other recommendations 
might have been~ Despite working for nearly two years, and 
spending a lot of the Universityts money, the Special 
Committee never issued the rest (the vast majority) of its 
report~ The correspondence, which finally just tailed off, 
revealed that the four were so badly divided that they could 
not agree on recommendations~ 
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What they did provide, however, led to action: Within 
two months of the receipt of the partial report James Paige 
wrote to Coffman transmitting a rav1s1on of the Senate 
by-laws governing SCIA~ Paige and his colleagues conceded to 
most of the advice of the Special Committee: 

a ticket subcommittee was retained, but with more 
general functions; auditing was abolished~ 

financial matters were all transferred to the 
Comptroller's Office~ 

responsibility for facilities was transferred to 
Buildings and Grounds« 

personnel matters were completely removed from 
Committee purview~ 

the directive placing physical education and 
intramurals under the supervision of the Department 
of Physical Education and Athletics was repealed~ 
(The impact of this change is not clear*) 

Paige did not propose to delete the language whereby 
SCIA uis given entire control of intercollegiate athletics«~ 
It is not unlikely that may have been retained in order that 
the Big Ten would rest assured Minnesota still had faculty 
control~ The wording Paige proposed to Coffman on November 
26, 1930, was approved 22 days later, without change, by the 
Senate~ 

"Faculty control" is now on the decline, in the sense 
that control entails management review and administration~ 
And in this instance, there is no indication that Paige was 
at the center of a controversy« A group of dispassionate 
evaluators issued findings to which the University paid heed~ 

At the Conference level at this time, "faculty control" 
was on the minds of the representatives~ The University of 
Iowa was suspended from the Conference because of alleged 
financial aid violations (i~e., aid was forbidden but Iowa 
athletes were receiving it)« The faculty representatives 
excluded the Directors and the Commissioner from their 
deliberations in May of 1929, but finally solicited their 
views~ Iowa was readmitted in 1930, but the whole issue of 
"control" was doubtless on the minds of many. 

The matter arose again, six years later; a series of 
events took place at the University of Wisconsin that led the 
faculty representatives to issue a warning~ The Regents were 
continually interfering in athletics, and raised to conscious 
concern the residual potential for a clash between faculty 
governance of athletics and the legal or constitutional power 
of an institutional board of regents or trustees~ 
Thirty-five years later the faculty representatives would 
clarify the situation as they saw it; in 1936 they said this: 
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An occasional or isolated refusal by a governing 
body to adopt or follow an expression of faculty 
desire in the management of its intercollegiate 
athletic program does not necessarily indicate a 
departure from the Conference requirement; but a 
persistent and consistent course of action in 
repudiating duly expressed faculty sentiment can 
only mean that the faculty of that member 
[institution] does not have that measure of control 
demanded by the basic law of the Conference& It is 
obvious that athletic control involves more than 
the power to determine such matters as rules of 
eligibility, extent of schedules and conditions of 
practice and participation; it must include also a 
considerable measure of control over the selection 
of personnel of the staff in active charge 
(emphasis added)* 

That measure of control seen as essential by the 
Conference, expressed by the underlined language, was, of 
course, precisely (part of) the authority completely 
relinquished by SCIA in the 1930 constitutional revision* 
Taking the warning at its face value, it would seem that 
Minnesotats standing should have been as seriously 
jeopardized as that of Wisconsin~ The records evince not a 
murmur of discontent~ 

Before getting on through World War II and into more 
recent history, it must be noted in passing that Professor 
Paige retired in 1934 and was succeeded by one of his 
colleagues on the Law School faculty, Henry Rottschaefer~ 
Although no one has ever matched Paige~s 28-year tenure as 
faculty representative from Minnesota, Rottschaefer came 
close; he retired from the job in 1957, after 23 years on the 
job~ With the policies presently in place, no one ever will 
achieve such longevity, because no one may hold the position 
for more than twelve years~ 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHOOSING AND LOSING DIRECTORS AND COACHES: 1950-1978 

Two University presidents--Guy Stanton Ford and Walter 
Coffey--served out their tenure in office without having to 
hire either an athletic director. or a football coach, 
although Ford had a brush with the experience while serving 
as acting president in 1931-32« Coffman was in the Orient 
and Fritz Crisler left for Princeton~ President J« L~ 
Morrill was four years into his service as president before 
being confronted with a major change in athletic department 
personnel<! 

One person whose name recurs repeatedly throughout the 
entire period covered by this chapter is that of Bud 
Wilkinson~ He hovered--unintentionally, to be sure--as a 
spectre over Morrill, Armstrong, and their successors as 
personnel decisions in athletics were made~ 

1950: Ike Armstrong 

Frank McCormick announced in the autumn of 1949 that he 
would retire at the end of the 1949-50 academic year~ The 
Tribune carried the story November 21, 1949~ McCormick gave 
no reasons, and Charles Johnson reported that President 
Morrill had not accepted it and was trying to get McCormick 
to change his mind~ He did not do so~ It was also said that 
McCormick had tried to resign a year earlier and had been 
talked out of it~ After eighteen years of stable athletic 
leadership, Morrill was now confronted with the need to 
choose a new athletic director~ Although Morrill said he had 
done nothing about doing so, Dick Gordon, in the Star, wrote 
that n the thought perSists that J,}"'iOr r i 11 1 ~ « ~ 1~ill bring in 
an outsider for the job~" This despite the fact that four 
insiders were "being mentioned" as successors, including 
Bernie Bierman~ 

Why McCormick left Minnesota is not clear~ At 56 years 
old, he was well under the normal retirement age of 68; 
moreover, he did not "retire"; he went on to become 
supervisor of officials for the Pacific Coast Conference and 
general sales manager of a brokerage office~ But a few 
people who knew him have offered anecdotes~ 

Julius Perlt recalls that when Coffman Memorial Union 
was built, it was constructed on the site of tennis courts 
Which had been paid for with athletic department funds~ As a 
consequence, the department had to pay to have new courts 
built« Perlt maintains that this decision was made without 
consulting McCormick, and was the first of a series of 
administrative orders on how athletics would spend its money~ 
This frustrated McCormick, according to Perlt, and was a 
factor in his decision. 

George MacKinnon, who was a friend and poker buddy of 
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McCormick, recalls that McCormick asked him to see President 
Morrill, shortly after he became president, to sound out 
Morrill§s attitudes about athletics. Morrill told MacKinnon, 
among other things 1 that he had never been at a school where 
the football coach was more popular than the president, or 
more well-known, and that he was tired of hearing so much 
praise for Bierman~ MacKinnon says he was dumbfounded, and 
passed his impressions along to McCormick. McCormick, 
according to MacKinnon, told him that "athletics at Minnesota 
are in for a tough time.» It was after that, in MacKinnon's 
view, that McCormick began making plans to leave. 

Clifford Sommer--who, along with Babe LeVoir, Pug Lund, 
and Wells Wright, dealt with Morrill much more later--also 
remembers that Bierman and McCormick were not getting along 
well together. Neither man, however, permitted that discord 
to become public& And neither man, says MacKinnon, was the 
sort to depart on a note of openly-voiced discontent or 
anger. They merely departed in silence. 

Early in December, 1949, the President apparently asked 
Academic Administration Vice President Malcolm Willey how 
they should go about selecting McCormick's successor. Willey 
wrote to Morrill, on December 8, setting forth his 
suggestions~ He assumed, he said, that "the Department of 
Physical Education for Men is a regularly constituted 
academic department," although Willey acknowledged two 
differences in that its director reported to the President 
and that it attracted far more public attention than most 
departments~ On that premise, Willey suggested an advisory 
committee--with "advisory underscored"--to help in the 
selection, and gave Morrill several names~ The members of 
the group would include Middlebrook (who had served twenty 
years earlier on the E~ B. Pierce-chaired SCIA committee that 
recommended Fritz Crisler), the Education Dean, an nMn Club 
representative, two department staff members, the chairman of 
SCIA, and three people selected by Morrill at large~ 

The President followed Willey's advice, more or less; he 
only selected one additional member, rather than three, and 
that one was the faculty representative, Henry Rottschaefer~ 
Morrill wrote to the committee members on January 4, 1950~ 
asking them to serve. He nointed out that it was his 
responsibility to make a reco~endation to the Regents but 
wished to have the "counsel and assistance" of a small group. 
Morrill specifically told them that they would "not be 
charged with the reponsibility of formulating the 
recommendation .. ~' 

That President Morrill would not be subject to the press 
treatment that had attended President Coffman's selections in 
1930 and 1932 became apparent with a memo that W. L .. Nunn, 
University News Service director, wrote to the President at 
the end of January, 1950.. Nunn told Morrill that he was 
curious about the lack of newspaper speculation on 
McCormick's successor, so he had inquired. He discovered 
that Gideon Seymour had written a note to the staff of the 
Minneapolis papers asking that the University "be permitted 
to fill this vacancy without any advice from the folks on the 
downtown papersn (quote from Nunn) ~ This, Nunn concluded, 
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was a favor to the university~ While the injunction did not 
hold up completely, there was notably less comment than had 
been the case in the early 1930s» 

Later in the spring the candidates began to come to the 
University for interviews» The schedule for one, Philip 
Bengtson, in March, 1950, is remarkable for the contrast it 
presents with the selection process used by President 
Coffman~ Mr~ Bengtson 1 s itinerary included meetings with 
reporters from Minneapolis and St~ Paul and with 
representatives from the "M" Club~ There was no secret about 
who the candidates were~ 

It was only in early May, 1950, when a choice was 
expected soon, that the reporters began to write much about 
the appointment.. The !>1inneapolis Star, on May 4, reported 
that Bengtson was the choice of President Morrill« That one 
person, Bernie Bierman, was not being considered for the job 
started the speculation about what the head football coach 
would do--Dick Cullum reported, on May 5, that Bierman 
considered himself a candidate, said that Bierman should be 
given the job, and mused about whether or not he would quit~ 

More significantly, Cullum also noted that the "M" Club 
and two business/public groups backed Bierman~ Talking to 
the probability that Bierman would not be chosen, Cullum 
quoted one supporter as saying that ~~the administration knows 
that it is going against public opinion and is, in fact, 
making a most unpopular move~" 

Additional speculation and reporting followed over the 
next several days~ Charles Johnson of the Minneapolis 
Tribune, on two occasions, registered the complaint that the 
caliber of the men being considered wasn~t as high as it 
should be$ But he did think there were four acceptable 
("pretty strong") candidates~ Johnson implied, in his 
criticism of the lengthiness of the search, that there was 
considerable public interest in the choice~ If it "hadn§t 
dragged out so long, general sentiment wouldn 1 t have 
crystallized to the present peak, at which the entire state 
is most critical of the various candidates." 

It was widely expected that Morrill would announce his 
selection at the Regents 1 meeting on Friday, May 12, 1950~ 
Minneapolis Tribune writer Sid Hartman, on the preceding 
Wednesday, reported that the President wanted the candidate 
to have the unanimous backing of his advisory committee; in 
another article the same day it was said that "Morrill was 
expected to go into a huddle with himself" to make his 
decision8 The President did not talk to very many people, it 
is certain, because the Tribune did not know, the morning the 
Regents were to meet, who would be chosen~ 

The Minneapolis (evening) Star reported that Ike 
Armstrong had been chosen and had received the unanimous 
support of the Board of Regents~ Armstrong had been at the 
University of Utah for 25 years~ According to the Star 
article on the appointment, the choice of Armstrong was a 
compromise between Morrill nand the administrative group" who 
wanted Bengtson, and "the faction backing football coach 
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Sid Hartman, writing in the Tri~e a day later, 
reported several additional items about the search~ 

According to Horrill, 45 
evaluated .. 

candidates had been 

Bernie Bierman was disappointed that he had not 
been selected"' 

The "M" Club president issued a statement 
congratulating Armstrong and saying that their 
support for Bierman "was motivated, in part, by our 
desire for a strong intercollegiate program"'" 

The department was happy "that Armstrong was the 
man if Bernie couldn't get the job" and that the 
staff had sent a petition to Morrill asking that 
Bierman be appointed~ (Although former football 
coach Cal Stoll recalls that among some staff 
members there was "tremendous resentment" at 
Armstrong .. ) 

Dick Cullum, who had taken President Coffman sharply to 
task in 1930, offered his summation of the selection"' 

Ike Armstrong is the athletic director at the 
University of Minnesota.. President Morrill made 
his own decision Friday and the regents accepted 
it .. 

Some sharp factional lines have been drawn during 
the hunt for an athletic director.. The long delay 
and the maneuverings for control within the 
administration as well as the partisanship of 
alumni and downtown people all led to tension .. 

Most remarkable thing about it, however, is that 
there has not been more tension and there is no 
great hard feeling at the finish .. 

All in all, it seems to me, fans 1 old grads, press 1 

athletic department people, and all others in any 
way involved, are to be commended for the restraint 
and tolerance in which this matter has been carried 
along"' 

At the finish there is no barrier to general 
acceptance of Armstrong and no reason why he should 
not receive united and spirited support~ 

Cal Stoll is of the opinion, however, that there were, 
and still are to this day, hard feelings that Bierman was-nDt 
chosen over Armstrong.. And there are some who never accepted 
Armstrong, according to Stoll.. ~-·--

For President Morrill, the selection had been, in the 
public eye, relatively painless~ The sourest note had come, 
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midway through the search, from a Minneapolis Spokesman 
columnist, Percy Villa$ In March Villa had published an open 
letter to Morrill, in which he attacked the role played by 
Vice President Middlebrook (charges akin to the ones levelled 
against him ten years later when SCIA was debating the Rose 
Bowl, mentioned in that chapter)$ Villa wanted Ed Haislet 
(alumni secretary, successor to E~ B« Pierce) to be athletic 
director (Haislet was considered and was a candidate) and 
accused Morrill of appointing na weak committee, a 
MIDDLEBROOK dominated committee$ You permitted 'Little 
Caesar' Middlebrook to eliminate all the fine qualified 
candidates, including Bierman--except one ED HAISLET, and, 
brother, he's a tough one to eliminate$" Villa said that 
McCormick had nominated Haislet to succeed him, and charged 
that "Middlebrook alone, on your committee, objected$ Why, 
Mr$ President? Because Haislet refuses to be a ~yes* man to 
Mr~ Middlebrook" (capitals in original)» That President 
Morrill read this column is clear, because the clipping was 
in his files, but it seems not to have greatly bothered him~ 

That the replacement had not been without stress, 
however, is indicated by a letter Morrill wrote to Charles 
Johnson in February of 1959, during the attempt to oust 
Armstrong and Warmath$ The President recalled that "at the 
time of the appointment of a successor to Frank McCormick, 
the tMt Club had just one candidate whom they insisted and 
demanded the University should appoint: Bernie Bierman*" 
Morrill said he "spent many, many hours with "M" Club leaders 
» » * and when I appointed a committee to counsel with me on 
the appointment I explicitly named Bob Shay to represent 
Officially the 'M' Club«" 

Johnson wrote back to Morrill and discussed the 1950 
search. "I recall your efforts with every group in trying to 
find a successor to Frank McCormick~ I agreed wholeheartedly 
with the way you handled the Bierman situation. I still 
defend your methods." But, Johnson reminded Morrill, it was 
"M" Club leaders who had talked Bierman "into becoming a 
candidate sometime in February (1950) when you were away in 
Florida$" Finally, Johnson agreed on Shay*s role "and I can 
find no fault with his thinking at the time~ However, in the 
final analysis he did not make many friends with the M Club 
because he did not battle to the finish with Bernie~" 

The role those aMn Club leaders played is worthy of 
note« At the request of President Morrill, part of the 
interview process, for the seven men who were finalists for 
the director~s position, was a meeting with four represent
tives of the "M" Club& Those four, mentioned earlier, were 
LeVoir, Lund, Sommer, and Wright$ Three of them (Wells 
Wright died before this was written) met in December, 1985, 
to recapitulate their involvement in those events$ 

In the words of Sommer, "we just were pan_ic-str icken 
when we got through interviewing the seven; » we didn 1 t 
think anyone--~ one of them--came anvwher~ near 
qualifying$n Moreover, Sommer observed, nr dontt th1nk that 
we four could be totally wrong« Because, after each time we 
met with them, we sat down and reviewed the people$ And we 
just shook our heads»" It was their view that selecting Ike 
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Armstrong had a "serious detrimental effect on Minnesota 
athletics for a long time to come, even to this day~" Sommer 
believes that of the seven, Armstrong was the strongest~ 

Before the actual selection was made, Bernie Bierman 
became a candidate for the job+ This, however, was after the 
names of the seven men became known~ According to Sommer, he 
and LeVoir went to Bierman right after McCormick resigned~ 
They "asked him if he wanted to be athletic director; he said 
'no man can be athletic director and football coach, and I 
want to stay as football coach«'" 

Later, after the interviews had taken place, Sommer 
related, nwe heard rumblings that Bernie had changed his 
mind,. 31 So Sommer and LeVoir talked to Bierman--although he 
had not told them of his change in position--and ~*asked him 
why he changed his mind,." Bierman~s response was "if that's 
the caliber of men they~re seeking for an athletic director, 
that means de-emphasis of football~ So I might as well give 
up coaching football and be the athletic director, if I can 
make it.,n 

LeVoir and Sommer urged him to talk with President 
Morrill® Arrangements were made, and he did so. The outcome 
did not lead, of course, to Morrill selecting Bierman. Stoll 
believes that Bierman was absolutely sure he would get the 
job,. 

LeVoir, Lund, and Sommer also concluded, immediately 
after the fact, that their involvement in the interviews was, 
in Lund's words, "just kind of a facade .. ~ Sommer pointed out 
that Morrill "never asked for our opinion; ® » ,. no one to 
this day has asked us our opinion®u Morrill may not have 
solicited their candidate evaluations, but he did give them 
his time, because LeVoir and Sommer recalled meeting one 
evening with Morrill for five hours, during the search» They 
emphasized their deep concern for the future of the program~ 

Morrill also agreed to contact them at the end of the 
search; the conversation 1 reconstructed by Sommer, was as 
follows~ Sommer returned a call from Morrill the evening 
before the announcement: 

JLM: Cliff, I'm going to recommend an athletic director 
tomorrow and I promised to call you when I selected 
the athletic director~ 

CS : Dr» Morrill, that may be your thinking, but ~ 
thinking is that you promised to call us before you 
selected an athletic director« 

JLM: Well, if I did, I'm sorry& But I~m going to select 
him tomorrow .. 

Cs : Let me call Babe and Pug and the others~ 

Sommer related that 
nothing we could do~" 

he did so, and "we decided there 
He then called Morrill back .. 
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pick the athletic director* But we*d kind of like 
to know who it~s going to be~ 

JLM: I've got to make a call to this person and settle a 
few things .. 

CS: (laughing) Well, Dr~ Morrill, then you're telling 
us it's Ike Armstrong~ Because Lone candidate] 
would come without asking any questions, in my 
opinion, and obviously then it isn't going to be 
Bierman .. So you~re picking Ike Armstrong~ 

Dr .. Morrill, I'm not asking you to confirm it or 
not, but r~m going to tell you something~ That if 
you pick Ike Armstrong as your athletic director, 
you will be making the biggest mistake in your 
whole life, and that you'll live to rue the day .. 

Sommer concluded that "history proved I was prophetic--more 
prophetic than I had any license to be at the time." Stoll, 
who had been at Utah with Armstrong, also concu~red with the 
judgment.. He is of the view that Armstrong should not have 
been considered.. He was nnot qualified,. sl In terse summary 1 

according to Lund, "Ike was just a total disaster, from start 
to finish .. n 

The judgment of other observers of Minnesota athletics 
accords with that of Sommer, LeVoi.r, and Lund .. Pe.rlt had a 
low opinion of both Morrill and Armstrong.. Commenting on 
Morrill's selection of Armstrong, Pe.rlt said that "I don't 
think he LMorrillJ was qualified to pick anybody.. Who in the 
hell would pick Ike, knowing anything? Here~s a guy from 
Drake University that spends twenty-five years in the 
boondocks.. You sit him down with Crisler 1 Biggie Munn, and 
these other guys around the Big Ten « theyld chew him 
up .. " Perlt's conclusion is that Ike was "a pleasant, nice, 
decent guy, totally unqualified for the job as athletic 
director at Minnesota*" 

MacKinnon notes an additional factor~ "Morrill had an 
exaggerated idea of Armstrong~s competency .. n MacKinnon 
points out that when Morrill was president of the University 
of Wyoming, Armstrong had been at Utah--which regularly beat 
Wyoming and most other conference schools in football~ 
Morrill, incorrectly in MacKinnon~s view, attributed this 
success to Armstrong, when in fact it was "due to the fact 
that most of the Utah players were two years older. A great 
many of their players were Mormons who had spent two years on 
a mission ~ * * and this extra two years of maturity is a 
great advantage in athletics .. u 

The reason Morrill declined to choose Bierman, in the 
view of virtually all the observers, was because, in Sommer~s 
words, "Morrill didn~t want a strong man .. u Other reasons 
were oroferred at the time~ One was that Bierman lacked 
admin~istrative skills.. Another, Sommer remembers Morrill 
telling him, was that Morrill could not get along with him, 
would have no rapport with Bierman .. 

Finally, it is the strongly-held opinion of LeVoir, 
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Lund, and Sommer that the selection of Armstrong is what 
ultimately led to the upheavals of 1958-59 (recounted in the 
next chapter)~ By appointing Armstrong, and not Bierman, the 
University failed to get Bud Wilkinson as football coach~ 
And apropos those later events, in LeVoir*s words: nFor 
eight long years, all you heard was ~they could have had 
Wilkinson if only they*d appointed Biermant over and over 
again~n 

1951: Wes Fesler 

Following the seventh game of what was becoming a 
disastrous football season, Bernie Bierman resigned on 
Monday, November 13, 1950~ Bierman~s post-war won-lost 
record had not achieved the heights of the 1930s 
accomplishments (five national championships}, but it had 
certainly been respectable~ In the three seasons of 1945, 
1946, and 1947, Minnesota had won 15 games, lost 12, and tied 
none~ In 1948 and 1949 the record was 14-4-0~ In the midst 
of his sixteenth season, with a 1-6 mark with two games 
remaining, Bierman decided to call it quits~ 

All of the press accounts of the resignation quoted 
Bierman to the effect that he had thought about stepping 
down, off and on, for some time, but only made the decision 
on the Sunday before his Monday announcement~ The sports 
writers, the football team, and President Morrill all 
expressed shock and surprise at the resignation~ The 
President, writing to a prospective successor in December, 
said that "we were caught off balance, actually, by Mr~ 
Bierman's resignation~" 

In comments to the "Mu stag a few days later, Bierman, 
(according to the Tribune on November 18) made it clear that 
the decision had been his own» "There have been some rumors 
around town that I was pushed out as coach, but I want it 
clearly understood that there was no pressure from the 
University~" His statement is not refuted or disputed by any 
existing documents or accounts» Although, said Stoll, 
Bierman was very disappointed» 

At least one person, however, had been sure Bierman 
would leave; President Morrill received from Ed Haislet a 
November 15 memo summarizing interviews Haislet had been 
conducting with prospective coaches over the preceding 
several weeks» Haislet had a list of six "essentialn 
candidates who had to be seen; by the time of his memo to 
Morrill, he had talked with four of them~ One of the four 
was Bud Wilkinson~ It was Hais1et's op1n1on, after 
interviewing him, that Wilkinson would not come to Minnesota» 
While he was interested, Haislet reported that Nilkinson did 
not believe he could get out of his existing contract with 
Oklahoma and did not want to break it if the president of 
Oklahoma would not let him out willingly~ Wilkinson told 
Haislet that he wanted to talk to President Morrill, whether 
or not he could come, because of his interest in Minnesota» 
Wilkinson, in 1985, said Haislet's report to Morrill about 
his oosition was correct» 

,A. 

As was the norm, the newspapers began immediately to 
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bandy about the names of possible successors~ There were 
several besides Wilkinson~ Dick Cullum, however, immediately 
jumped into the fray on behalf of Armstrong and Morrill~ 
Writing the day after Bierman resigned, Cullum declared that 
"they are entitled to complete, unimpaired freedom to make 
the decision" about a new coach. Cullum warned his readers 
about the consequences of ignoring his advice: 

If you look around at other institutions which have 
been in the job in which Minnesota finds itself, 
you will note that the incoming coach has been 
doomed from the outset because factions which got 
themselves thoroughly worked up in support of other 
candidates were in no mood to support the man who 
was not their choice. 

The one sure way to fix it so that the Minnesota 
situation will never get mended is to let the next 
coach come to the job out of a background of 
factional strife in the alumni, or among downtown 
fans or old letter men~ Any one who signs a 
petition in behalf of a candidate and gets his mind 
set on the notion that the only man to save the 
situation is his man, is doing the very thing that 
has wrecked similar situations elsewhere and would 
wreck it here .. 

President Morrill's correspondence with various 
individuals in late November and December note that the 
Selection of a new coach would be left in the hands of Ike 
Armstrong~ Anyone who wrote to express interest in the job, 
or to nominate someone else, was referred to the athletic 
director~ Charles Johnson, in the Tribune on November 26, 
told his readers this would be the proc~dure: "Armstrong 
Will carry the ball almost exclusively until he has the man 
he wants~ His recommendation will be passed on to President 
J. L« Morrill. If acceptable to Morrill, the board of 
regents will make the final dec is ion~~* Johnson commended 
this method, noting the difference from when Armstrong was 
picked with the help of an advisory committee~ nArmstrong 
knows what a capable football coach must have to do a good 
job at this school~ He has been in the same field for 25 
Years and knows what it's all about«" 

Johnson, in the same column, reiterated Cullum 1 s warning 
about not interfering~ He admonished people to stay out of 
the orocess~ "Minnesotans should have learned during the 
long ~drawn out discussion over the directorship appointment 
that they'll make matters worse by choosing sides in behalf 
of one or more candidates~" 

That Armstrong was solely responsible for choosing his 
coach is belied by the existence of handwritten notes in 
Morrill's files with the names of coaches and sundry notes 
about each~ The Tribune reported, on December 8, 1950, that 
Wilkinson had declined an offer from Minnesota, for precisely 
the reasons Haislet had predicted. An undated note in 
Morrill~s handwriting, found with 1950 materials, is almost 
certainly from December 7; the President jotted down 
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Wilkinson 

last night - yes 

this a~m~ -- "just can~t do it" 

In the Tribune article, Armstrong told reporter Sid Hartman 
that he had asked Morrill to talk to both Wilkinson and the 
Oklahoma president, which he clearly did~ He also told 
Hartman that "Wilkinson was the first one we thought of to 
replace Bernie~u 

The next day Dick Cullum said that 99 out of 100 people 
who cared would be "sad to hear that Bud Wilkinson" could not 
come to Minnesota~ But it is not the end of the world, he 
observed; there are other good coaches around and Armstrong 
would be left alone to pursue them~ 

Early in January, 1951, Armstrong went to the annual 
convention of the National Collegiate Athletic Association; a 
week before he left Armstrong said, according to Dick Cullum, 
that he expected to have a coach chosen by the end of the 
convention, on January 13~ In articles from Dallas--the site 
of the NCAA convention--Sid Hartman reported on the 
candidates with whom Armstrong was conversing~ One was Bud 
Wilkinson, according to Hartman, to see if he would change 
his mind~ According to Cullum~ writing on January 13, 
Wilkinson, had "frankly disclosed that he would rather coach 
at Minnesota" than serve out his remaining three years at 
Oklahoma~ 

By the time the convention was over Armstrong had not 
succeeded in finding a coach~ He told Sid Hartman that he 
had no candidate, and the sports headline the Sunday after it 
adjourned was nike to Return Minus a Coach,.~~ Armstrong had, 
wrote Hartman, talked to Morrill seven times while he had 
been in Dallas. 

There was a small amount of guessing over the next week 
or so about who the leading candidates were, but Armstrong 
apparently remained closed-mouthed about what he was doing,. 

On Tuesday, January 23 1 1951, Morrill sent npersonal and 
confidential" letters, special delivery, to each member of 
the Board of Regents advising them that he would be 
reconL~ending Wesley Fesler as the new head football coach .. 
He asked that all of the Regents call him on Thursday to 
indicate their approval or disapproval; he wanted no 
premature leaks .. 

This appointment came as a bombshell because Fesler had 
quit at Ohio State the month before and had declared that he 
was done with coaching football.. The second reason it was a 
surprise, according to Hartman, was because no one had ever 
thought of, or mentioned, Fesler as a possibility. 

How it came to be Fesler is recorded in a 
contemporaneous "recollection" written shortly after he was 
hired and seemingly based on an interview with Armstrong,. 
Dated April 12, 1951, it provides a different picture of what 
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occured during the search; the memo is reproduced here in its 
entirety~ 
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DETAILS OF HOW IKE ARMSTRONG SIGNED WES FESLER 
AS HEAD FOOTBALL COACH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Ike Armstrong, director of the department of physical 
education and athletics at the University of Minnesota, 
was finding his search for a head football coach to 
succeed the resigned Bernie Bierman more and more 
frustrating and discouraging as he headed for Dallas, 
Texas to attend the annual meeting of the National 
College Football Coaches* Association. Ike had already 
screened a long list of candidates in his attempt to 
find a man suitable to succeed the man who had brought 5 
national championships and 7 Big 10 championships to 
Minnesota .. 

While Ike was scrutinizing the n field~~ at Dallas he 
happened across Dick Larkins, athletic director at Ohio 
State University and a staunch supporter and cloae 
friend of Wes Fesler.. In the course of conversation 
between Ike and Dick, Larkins ventured the remark that 
he was not too sure that Wes was happy away from 
football and in his new occupation as a real estate man» 
No more on the topic of Fesler was mentioned at the 
time .. 

Then, on the long ride back from Dallas, Ike began to 
meditate and mull over in his mind the entire picture 
relating to his search for a coach» Fesler's name crept 
into his mind and ignited a spark of inspiration .. 
Without a word to anyone else, Ike decided to call Wes 
at Columbus* The two conversed at length~ Naturally 
the call caught Wes off guard, and he was in no position 
to render any kind of a definite answer as to whether he 
would or would not be interested. Ike suggested that he 
think it over for a while, after which he would again 
call Wes* This he did several days later» 

The lure of working with kids and getting back into the 
coaching routine again was too strong for Wes to resist~ 
He made both himself and Ike happy men by agreeing to 
take the job at Minnesota~ 

Morrill and Armstrong each issued statements on January 
24 announcing the choice of Fesler and expressing their 
satisfaction that he had accepted~ Hartman, reporting the 
next day, noted that Armstrong had never talked face-to-face 
with Fesler; all the neqotiations had been carried out over 
the telephone.. But the~e had been personal contact; Morrill 
knew Fesler well from days when he--Morrill--had been an Ohio 
State vice president and chairman of its athletid board and 
Fesler had been a star football player~ Morrill told Hartman 
that he had personally talked with Fesler about taking the 
job, said their friendship had ua little to do with him 
coming out of retirement," and seemed generally delighted at 
what had occurred.. As he told a correspondent later in the 
month, Fesler "is a keen coach and a wonderful chap 
personally .. ~* 
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The press and everyone else who could be found to 
express an opinion lauded Fesler in much the same fashion. 

One footnote to the hiring of Fesler is contained in a 
letter Morrill wrote to Charles Johnson of the Tribune about 
a month afterwards. Johnson and Morrill had chatted at a 
cocktail party; the President wrote subsequently to thank 
Johnson for the help given the University "by the reception 
which you and Dick Cullum and all the other members of the 
Star-Tribune sports staff have given to Wes Fesler~" Morrill 
went on to relate that Fesler had been very concerned about 
it, because he had been treated with "vicious and cruel 
punishment" in Columbus. 

In one of the long telephone conversations I had 
with Fesler while he was making up his mind as to 
whether to come here, he queried me closely about 
the attitude of the local press. I told him I 
thought that our papers here would do for him, or 
any other new coach, what they had consistently 
done for Bierman all these years--namely, to give 
him every break toward University success in 
athletics, while at the same time, of course, 
reserving the right to be critical if they felt 
that way. 

The delays and dithering that went on, during the 
search, are attributable to the weakness of Armstrong, in the 
op1n1ons of LeVoir, Lund, Sommer, and Stoll. The first 
mistake had been the choice of athletic director; the second, 
following from the first, was the failure to hire Wilkinson» 

1954: ~urray Warmath 

It did not seem likely that President Morrill or Ike 
Armstrong were worried about a football coaching vacancy 
after the 1953 season. Coach Fesler told Sid Hartman in late 
November that he fully expected to return for the 1954 
season. 

Fesler changed his mind, because he resigned abruptly on 
December 14, 1953~ He told Tribune columnist Joe Hendrickson 
that his only reason for leaving was to accept a position in 
private industry that had more job security; the University 
had not pressured him in any way~ Dick Cullumts sources told 
him the same thing~ So did Hartman 1 s; he said "the 
resignation came as a complete surprise and caught 
Fesler's university associates flat-footed and open-mouthed.n 
Morrill himself wrote to a friend and said "we are terribly 
sorry to lose Wes~" 

Both Cullum and Hartman, the day following Feslerls 
resignation, had the names of possible successors~ Cullum 
also wondered if Armstrong would have a hard time finding a 
good man; recalling 1950-51 and the search for a coach to 
follow Bierman, Cullum said that "the word had got around in 
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the professio.1 that this was no longer a good spot in which 
to build a coaching record$" According to Cullum, the job 
had been offered to seven people, all of whom had turned it 
down; Fesler, he said, had been hired !~on an impulse .. ~* 
Morrill backhandedly lent credence to Johnson~s question; in 
a letter to a friend in New York who had written to Morrill 
to nominate someone to follow Fesler, the President said he 
would put the man's name "in the hopper for consideration of 
our coaching problem .. n Hartman said that !*every indication 
pointed to the fact that the next Gopher coach" would be a 
Minnesota man; his five in a group of likely candidates 
included Bud Wilkinson (again}~ 

In the same article, on December 15, 1953, Hartman 
explained to his readers how the new coach would be selected« 

Armstrong, as athletic director, will conduct 
interviews and negotiations.. He then will make a 
recommendation to J$ L,. Morrill, university 
president. Morrill can approve or reject,. If the 
president approves the athletic director's choice, 
the recommendation is sent on to the university 
board of the regents for final approval. In the 
event of rejections by Morrill or the regents, the 
procedure starts over with a new name,. 

Morrill confirmed Hartman's description~ 
case in 1951, the President was leaving 
initiation of a recommendation in the 
Armstrong," he told one correspondent,. 

As had been the 
the "screening and 
hands of Mr,. Ike 

Another quarter consistently heard from at these 
junctures made its views known the evening of the day Fesler 
resigned4 Bill Proffitt, President of the "M" Club, issued a 
statement adopted by the Board of Directors calling for the 
appointment of an "r4H man,. The Club had discussed the 
recommendation with Armstrong. In different letters to 
correspondents, Morrill affirmed that he was not in 
disagreement with the idea of hiring an "M" graduate,. He 
told one, "we are strongly inclined to go for a Minnesota 
man, this time, but you never can be sure~" 

During early and mid-January, 1954, there was some 
reporting on who might succeed Fesler; most of the attention 
was focused on the negotiations with Bud Wilkinson~ 

Dick Cullum, on January 4, described Wilkinson as "one 
of football 1 s most gifted coaches,H and said "Minnesota will 
be wise to make every effort to get him~" On the probability 
of his moving, Cullum expressed doubt; "the odds are less 
than eveno1sn Sid Hartman, at the NCAA convention in 
Cincinnati, reported the next day that Armstrong and 
Wilkinson would be meeting that evening to discuss 
Wilkinson's candidacy~ Hartman quoted the Oklahoma coach as 
promising "to do a lot of thinking about the Minnesota job 
before making a decision." The next day, while nothing of 
the conversation was known, Hartman did report that Armstrong 
would not act pending talking more with Wilkinson® By the 
end of the convention they had met again~ Hartman asserted 
that "reports that Wilkinson has rejected the job are not 



true~" But on January 1:, as Hartman reported, Wilkinson 
confirmed "that r~m not interested in the Minnesota football 
job because of circumstances beyond my control«" 

Following Wilkinson's withdrawal, Armstrong went about 
the business of looking over possible candidates. On January 
28 1 1954 1 Hartman listed four people who had not been offered 
the job; Armstrong told him that he was "in no hurry." 

Datly Sports Editor Dwayne Netland, on January 19, 
concluded that "it may only be a matter of time before 
long-time assistant coach Butch Nash was selected, in part 
because he knew Minnesota well, but more because "the 
all-powerful 'M* Club is behind Nash, just as they were 
solidly behind Wilkinson before he became unavailable*" 

The next day Hartman reported that Armstrong and Morrill 
met the preceding Sunday in Chicago to confer with a 
candidate, but he did not know who it was» He soon found 
out» 

On Saturday, January 30, the lead Hartman article was on 
the appointment of Murray Warmath~ Cullum praised the 
selection, suggesting that Warmath's background made him an 
excellent choice~ In a remarkable turnabout, or perhaps with 
much more respect for the president and athletic director in 
1954 than he had in the 1930's, Cullum noted that "university 
officials, being intelligent men, must have known that the 
first reaction to this appointment would be unfavorable*" 
Expressing a confidence that had not been evident in previous 
columns, Cullum went on to note the usual ire that coaching 
choices usually provoked~ 

They must have known that the football squad would 
feel let down, that the '1 t•ia club would be violently 
indignant, that the public generally would be 
displeased, that there would be, throughout the 
state, a wave of resentment~ 

Warmath must have known it, too, 
situation over at all before 
appointment. 

if he looked 
accepting 

the 
the 

Thus the agreement between them reflects courage on 
the part of the coach and confidence in their 
judgment on the part of the officials$ 

Hartman described, on January 30, how Armstrong had gone 
about making his choice» Armstrong "phoned Bud Wilkinson of 
Oklahoma the day after Wes Fesler resigned~" The director 
was quoted as saying that "Wilkinson is our first choice~ We 
wonft make a move until he refuses the post$" Armstrong met 
with Wilkinson three times, and the Oklahoma coach decided on 
Januarv 10 not to come to Minnesota~ Thereafter Armstrong 
began ~onsulting with Wilkinson and other coaches, narrowed 
it down to two candidates, and selected Warmath* None of the 
people whose names had been bandied about in public following 
Fesler's resignation were ever considered for the job~ 

The President, responding to an individual who backed 
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Wilkinson, voiced his own agreement that the choice would 
have been desirable~ "Let me assure you that I made the most 
sincere, persuasive approach to him personally, in concert 
with Mr8 Armstrong, that I know how to make to anyone--and 
that financially the inducements we offered go far beyond 
anything we have thus far authorized*" So for the second 
time, the attempt was made* 

Clifford Sommer recalled a conversation he had had with 
Armstrong while the search for a new coach was taking place* 
Armstrong told him that he--Armstrong--had arranged for an 
appointment with President Morrill, Bud Wilkinson, and 
himself; it may have been a Sunday~ Morrill passed blood 
that morning, "so he begged off until afternoon, so he could 
consult a doctor~~ There was no medical problem, but 
Wilkinson decided he could not wait; he left town without 
keeping the appointment~ It is not clear whether the 
~persuasive approach" and "inducements~ that Morrill 
mentioned were offered after or before this aborted 
appointment, or whether they ever met at all. 

In the same Tribune issue that Hartman illuminated the 
"how," Charles Johnson offered some opinions on the situation 
now that Warmath was selected4 Some of his words harken back 
to the appointment of Fritz Crisler8 Noting that Warmath was 
unknown to most people in Minnesota, and that he was at a 
certain disadvantage, therefore, in reception and public 
support, Johnson went on to caution "itts well to remember 
that Murray Warmath is not responsible for any local 
situations that he walks into at this time4" Despite the 
fact that he arrived "when too many people hadn*t shaken 
their hostility toward the University because Bud Wilkinson 
wasn*t persuaded to come here," and even though "some fences 
must be mended among Minnesota *M' men who feel that their 
sentiments again have been ignored with another implied 
warning from authorities that ~wetll handle these things as 
we see fit,*" Johnson nonetheless called for support for the 
new coach« 

Foot~otes to the Warmath Appointment 

This recounting of the events, both in 1951 and 1954, 
are somewhat at variance with Wilkinson's own recollections* 
Recalling these events over thirty years later, Wilkinson was 
firm in his statement that he had never been offered the job 
at Minnesota, either in 1951 or 1954~ He talked repeatedly 
with Ike Armstrong, he said, but was always asked what it 
would take to get him to come to Minnesota~ It was 
Wilkinson's view that it was improper for him to set forth 
demands for coaches, job programs, salary, and so forth; he 
felt the University--Ike--needed to decide what would be 
appropriate for the job and then make an offer~ According to 
Wilkinson, this was (and is) a point he felt strongly about, 
so he and Armstrong kept dancing around the question* 
Wilkinson wished it clearly understood that he had never 
turned Minnesota down, because he had never received an offer 
of a job~ He also told of the surprise he had felt at never 
having received an offer and his willingness to consider one 
had it been made~ Finally, Wilkinson did not recall ever 
having spoken directly with President Morrill about the 
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Minnesota job .. 

Although discussed at greater length in "President 
Morrill, the Football Coach, and the Alumni," it should also 
be mentioned here that Alumni Secretary Ed Haislet wrote to 
Morrill about Warmath in the midst of the 1958-59 ouster 
attempt~ Haislet had met with Armstrong~ According to 
Haislet, Armstrong had told him that Warmath had not been his 
first choice.. He had made several other recommendations to 
replace Fesler but Morrill had vetoed them.. It must also be 
noted, whether apropos of this sele.ction or not cannot eve.r 
be confirmed, that Armstrong told t·'linneapolis Star reporters, 
three months before he retired in 1963, that "I've never had 
one of my recommendations Lfor appointments ] turned down by 
the president.,n 

Dick Cullum, writing at the close of Warmath~s coaching 
career at Minnesota, said in his Tribune column on November 
21, 1971, that Warmath "came to Minnesota when nobody else 
wanted the job~ Bear Bryant came, looked around, and decided 
it would be impossible to win here~ Other prominent coaches 
camel looked, and backed away*u Cullum also described 
Warmath as having been successful "in spite of never 
receiving cooperation from Minnesota 1 s *M 1 men~" Both Pug 
Lund and Cal Stoll echoed similar assessments of Warmath* 

Several days later, in another retrospective, Cullum 
related another incident that occured when Warmath was hired* 
Cullum recalled that he and two staff members from weco radio 
had travelled to interview Warmath after he had been named 
head coach~ The story warrants quoting at length~ 

While he was driving us to the airport Warmath 
asked, "What w·ill be my chief problem at Minnesota? 
I said, nYou will be playing Bud Wilkinson every 
Saturday afternoon .. " I meant that the performance 
of the Gophers would be compared weekly with the 
performance of Wilkinson 1 s invincible Oklahoma~ 

This was so because Wilkinson was the first choice 
of every Minnesota alumnus or fan~ If Bernie 
Bierman had been appointed athletic director, a 
position he wanted, he would have hired Wilkinson~ 

Wilkinson was available in spite of a recently 
signed 10-year contract at Oklahoma* When 
Wilkinson signed that contract he insisted on one 
stipulation--that he would be released if a vacancy 
occurred at Minnesota and he was offered the job* 

The attorney for the Oklahoma regents said, "we 
can't put that into a contract~ The document is 
public record~ Therefore, it would be embarrassing 
to Oklahoma, to Minnesota, to you and to the 
present Minnesota coach~ However, I shall consider 
the agreement made privately between you and me» 
If. you receive and want to accept an offer from 
Minnesota, Itll tell the regents that your release 
is, in fact, a provision in your contract*" 
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After the Sooners had beaten Maryland in the Orange 
Bowl, Wilkinson attended the annual National 
Coaches convention 1 then came directlv to 
Minneapolis, ostensibly to visit his parents~ but, 
in all probability, to be offered the then-vacant 
football coaching post~ 

He met Minnesota athletic director Ike Armstrong, 
but was not given an offer~ 

Late in the day Charley Johnson, then executive 
sports editor of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune, 
called president Lew Morrill of the University of 
Minnesota and told him that Wilkinson was in town, 
but there was no contact$ 

With Warmath chosen, President Morrill would have to 
make no more director or football coach aocointments~ But as 
will be seen in Chapter Ten, this did no~·mean he would be 
without athletic personnel problems~ The choices he now had 
in place, Armstrong and Warmath, were to give him a great 
deal of trouble down the road in a few years. 

That there would be a new director of athletics 
beginning with 1963-64 was known to everyone? because Ike 
Armstrong had reached the mandatory retirement age of 68~ 
President 0$ Meredith Wilson, following the precedent set by 
Morrill, appointed "a committee advisory to me" on January 9, 
1963 1 to help him select Armstrong's successor« 

The preceding December the Board of Regents had approved 
a reorganization of physical education and athletics: the two 
departments were to be separated and each would be headed by 
a director$ Concurrent with the search for an athletic 
director there was also a search for the director of the 
School of Physical Education~ 

The advisory committee was chaired by Louis Gross, a 
businessman and former Minnesota athlete~ Also serving were 
two faculty members and the Education Dean, two other alumni, 
and the golf coach$ 

A year before the search began, on January 8, 1962, Vice 
President Stan Wenberg had written President Wilson a long 
letter setting forth his thoughts on the qualifications an 
individual should possess to be considered for the 
directorship (of athletics only, now)~ This letter is 
probably the only time that any criteria have been given 
serious consideration and actually articulated in print~ 
Wenberg thought there were six principal qualifications that 
should be found in one chosen for the job; distilled, they 
were these: 

1~ He must possess a reasonably clear, realistic and 
defensible ethical framework, inside of which 
intercollegiate athletics can operate. 

2« He must have an educational philosophy compatible 
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with the vurposes of the institution in which he 
works~ 

3~ The director should have a sincere institutional 
commitment which must be characterized not only by 
an understanding of the institution*s mission, but 
by unusual courage of convictions and determination 
to maintain the athletic program as he and the 
members of his staff feel it must be conducted~ 

4~ The athletic director should possess administrative 
competence .. 

5., He should have a comrni tment to the state, the 
institution of which he is a part and must serve .. 

6.. He should possess familiarity with intercollegiate 
athletics® It is desirable that he have 
participated in at least one intercollegiate sport .. 

The only controversy about the selection of the new 
director, at least as evidenced by the files, was the 
possibility that Murray Warmath might be selected., This 
prospect worried a member of the Minnesota Student 
Association enough to prompt him to write to Wenberg to 
protest~ The student cited two rumors that he and his 
associates found disburbing: that certain alumni were 
putting pressure on Wilson to appoint Warmath (and were 
spending money on a campaign), and that Wilson had directed 
the advisory committee to include Warmath*s name on any final 
slate of candidates.. The students opposed Warmath primarily 
because he would not be concerned for the whole program and 
lacked a "sound educational philosophy," and, conversely, 
because his selection would "keep 'King Football' in the 
driver's seat .. " While uncertain what to do, the students 
supposed they could "start a letter-writing campaign to the 
President to at least compare with the Alumni campaign&n 
There is no record of what Wenberg 1 s response was .. 

On March 20, 1963, Dick Gordon wrote for the Star that 
the advisory committee had submitted four candidates to the 
President, among them both Warmath and business manager Marsh 
Ryman, but reportedly had not ranked them~ And, following a 
pattern begun thirteen years earlier, "it is also understood 
that Bud Wilkinson, athletic director and football coach at 
Oklahoma, was approached but evinced no interest in returning 
to his alma matere" Hartman apparently talked with Louis 
Gross, because the advisory committee chairman confirmed the 
names® 

Reviewing the status of the search in mid-March, St .. 
Paul Pioneer Press columnist Bill Bani took note of the 
various and opposing groups he saw worrying about the 
directorship~ Two were those worried about someone with 
academic leadings too strong as against those who worried 
athletics would be served to the disadvantage of other 
departments~ Two other opposing groups echoed a theme that 
recurred with every vacancy: those who wanted an "M" man 
versus those who did not~ 
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Just before the Regents' meeting on April 19, there was 
a leak to the press that Ryman would be selected~ The report 
was correct; Ryman was chosen., And finally the ~*Mn Club got 
its wish; Ryman was an "M" man (he lettered in hockey 
1930-32)~ The appointment was greeted warmly by those who 
had been at the center of controversies before; Jim 
Klobuchar, writing the day after the Regents approved Ryman, 
had approbative quotations from Bierman, Fesler, Tonnemaker, 
Fritz Crisler (who had, of course, been athletic director 
when Ryman was a student), and Prank McCormick (living in 
retirement in California and the one who had first hired 
Ryman in 1935) ~ The ever-interested sports columnists also 
supported the choice., 

Two columnistst comments 
contained points worth noting~ 

after the announcement 

Minneapolis Tribune, April 20, 1963 (Dick Cullum) 

"The choice of Ryman was logical once Warmath was 
out of the picture~ Warmath was the man on whom 
the first decision had to be made~ ~ • ~ Warrnath 
would have won the office in a state-wide election~ 
The public expected to see him appointed. The 
supposition is that Warmath decided against seeking 
the office .. n 

Minneapolis Tribune, April 20, 1963 (Sid Hartman) 

Confirming the earlier report: "Louis Gross 
contacted Oklahomats Bud Wilkinson about his 
interest in the athletic directorship position~ 

"The entire program and everything concerning the 
athletic department was explained to Wilkinson~ 
Gross talked to Bud on several occasions to find 
out if the former Gopher wanted to be considered 
for the position~ 

"Wilkinson didn't say no to Gross at first~ But, 
after thinking it over for some time, Bud decided 
coaching was his first love and that he wanted to 
stay in it,n 

1971-72: Paul Giel and Cal Stoll 

At the end of November, 1971, Vice President Stanley 
Wenberg received a letter from a friend about athletics~ The 
opening paragraph: "It appears that the University is not 
going to de-emphasize athletics again this year~ Even the 
Regents are involved in the daily newspaper suppositions 
about Mr~ Warmath's future~ You all look stupid~" This 
letter followed two weeks of press speculation that both 
coach Murray Warmath and Director Marsh Ryman would be 
replaced .. 

Central administrative contemplation of a change, at 
least of the coach, was underway in early November~ Wenberg, 
on November 9, asked one of his assistants to find out what 
it would cost the University to provide Warwath*s age 68 
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retirement benefits to him in 1971; Warmath was 58 when the 
note was written~ The note was peppered with insistence that 
the inquiry be kept absolutely confidential~ 

In undated notes to himself from the same period, 
Wenberg evaluated the situation» He recorded that Warmath 
"has salaries he asked for, has staff he's asked for, has not 
been cut hard financially~" He speculated on the reaction 
from various quarters if the University were to remove 
Warmath~ 

team - would oppose us 

- would probably be neutral 

press - Cullum single strong supporter; Sid neutral 

ath~staff - morale bad--no support for him 

Wenberg concluded that "no one but Pres~ can talk to Murray" 
and that "Murray will battle~" 

Sid Hartman, on November 14, reported the information 
available to him~ Some regents and administrators wanted 
Warmath replaced» Others thought Ryman should also go, and 
there would be resistance to dumping Warmath among faculty, 
students, and other regents~ Wenberg, the previous day, had 
issued a statement declaring the "regents and the 
administration have been studying the intercollegiate 
football program~ ~ ~ ~ We are trying to find a responsible 
solution~" According to Hartman, "Warmath has no thought of 
resigning; Ryman certainly is not going to quit~" Warmath, 
according to the Daily a few days later, confirmed Hartmanjs 
statement in comments to the nMn Club~ f~ 'I plan to continue 
as I have been~~ ~ ~ ~ Warrnath refuted the rumors started by 
local media about a change~" 

On the Friday before the last game of the 1971 season, 
the ~ speculated that "Saturday~ s Minnesota-rliisconsin 
game may be the last for Gopher head coach Murray Warmath." 
The two possibilities were, it was said, that he would resign 
or that he would be moved to another position in the 
department~ On the Sunday after the last game, Hartman 
asserted "Minnesota not only will have a new football coach 
in 1972 but it will also have a new athletic director~" 
Hartman said a search was going on and he touted Paul Giel, 
former Minnesota All-American in baseball and football~ 
"~rfve been asked 15 or 16 times by people on the street if 
I*m going to be the athletic director at Minnesota,' said 
Giel~ §But so far nobody has talked to me~t ••• Giel would 
be perfect for the job~" President Malcolm Moos was said to 
have no comment~ 

Larry Batson, writing in 
Hartman announced there would 
observations~ 

the 
be a 

Tribune the 
change, had 

same 
some 

day 
wry 

Word is out that people who are concerned about the 
University of Minnesot~*s football program and 
intend to do something about it» 



But even the staunchest Gopher fan can derive a bit 
of rueful amusement from the spectacle of a mighty 
institution, the University, grudgingly, 
reluctantly and with many a disclaimer, prepare to 
concede publicly that it is in the entertainment 
business~ 

Now it appears that the University is going to face 
the fact that its long-running football production 
isn 1 t drawing the customers anymore, the University 
is going to rewrite the script® 

That might not 
athletics, but 
business« 

be everyone~s 

it makes good 
idea of amateur 
sense in show 

Wenberg*s apprisal of Dick Cullum's support for Warmath 
was accurate; Cullum wrote several columns in mid-Novemmber 
lauding Warmath*s character and courage~ 

A DailY reporter talked to Wenberg and quoted from the 
conversation in an article on November 22~ The situation was 
such that Wenberg promised a statement one way or the other 
within a week~ He said that he and the President had 
"discussed extensively during the past few weeksn the options 
open to them; "Wenberg mentioned a strong possibility that if 
Warmath were interested in moving to another position in the 
athletic department it could be arranged~n Nothing had been 
discussed with either Warmath or Ryman in the preceding 
month, according to Wenberg~ 

A week after he mentioned Giel as a possible successor 
to Ryman, Hartman said Giel was not interested in the job~ 
"Giel was recently sounded out by University authorities 
regarding his interest in the oosition~ After giving the 
matter a lot of thought, he has a;ked not to be considered~" 
Hartman also reported that Moos was "anxious to have winning 
football at Minnesota~" 

On Saturday, November 27, an article with Sid Hartmants 
byline reaffirmed, with supplementary information, what was 
going to happen~ "Here are the facts:n 

Neither athletic director Marsh Ryman nor football 
coach Murray Warmath will be fired or asked to 
resign~ But they will be assigned to other duties 
and their positions filled by new men~ 

Ryman ~ ~ « was given the news officially last 
Monday by University Vice President Stanley 
Wenberg~ Warmath ® ~ discussed his situation 
Wednesday with Dr~ Malcolm Moos, president of the 
university~ 

Ryman will continue as athletic director until a 
new man is hired~ ~ Warmath will be named 
assistant athletic director~ 

The administration wants to allow the new athletic 
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director to h1re the football coach. So nothing 
will be done about naming a new football coach 
until Rymants successor has been named. 

Moos made the decision some time ago to make a 
change in the athletic department. • • Elmer 
Anderson, chairman of the Board of Regents~ 
assigned Regent Lester Malkerson, former chairman 
and the only "M" man on the board, to the task of 
sounding out the other regents to learn whether 
they would support the administration's plan to 
hire a new athletic director and football coach~ 

The financial problems of the athletic department 
were talked about at recent regent meetings. 
Malkerson found the regents almost unanimously in 
favor of a change~ 

Moos refused Friday to confirm or deny anything 
regarding the present status of Ryman or Warmath. 
"I hope to have something to say by next week," he 
said. 

He added that a poll of the regents had been taken 
regarding the status of Warmath and Ryman~ 

It has been learned that the Board of Regents will 
go along with the recommendation of Moos~ 

The only person under consideration right now for 
the post of athletic director is Paul Giel, sports 
director of weco radio« 

Giel met with Moos and Malkerson last Sunday and at 
that time the position was offered to the former 
Gopher All-American baseball and football star« 
However, on Monday, Giel visited with Moos and 
turned down the position. 

Moos hasn't given up on getting Giel to change his 
mind. A lot of pressure has been put on Giel& 
Even some regents have talked to him about the 
position~ 

The next day Hartman reported the opinions of a 
long-interested group« "Now 'Mf club members are back in 
action and are suggesting that Minnesota graduates be hired 
as football coach and athletic director so the state can be 
unified~" Hartman mentioned Cal Stoll as one potential coach 
candidate whose name was being mentioned frequently4 

In a press conference at the President's residence on 
Saturday, December 5, Moos announced that Giel would be the 
new director of athletics, replacing Ryman. He also 
announced that Warmath would not be coaching but would remain 
on the athletic department staff. Giel acknowledged that he 
had previously turned the job down, but then reconsidered; 
"It was a situation where if I thought I could help Lthe 
University], then I simply had to take it," Giel told 
Hartman~ Upon taking the job, Giel also said that "his new 
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football coach would not have to be an !lr,r~ man, H according to 
the Tribune .. 

The sequence of events was retold by Hartman the same 
day the news of the appointment appeared« 

It all started two weeks ago today when University 
of Minnesota President Dr~ Malcolm Moos asked Paul 
Giel to meet him at his house~ With Moos was 
Lester Malkerson, a member of the Board of Regents 
and former chairman of the board and an "M" Club 
man,. 

After a 2 1/2-hour session, Giel was offered the 
position of athletic director at the university,. 
Moos had called Giel the Friday before their 
meeting and told the former Gopher All-American 
that he wanted to talk with him about becoming 
athletic director~ 

Giel thought about the offer for 48 hours and 
turned it down at a meeting with Moos in his 
university office~ But Moos never gave up,. He 
didn*t want to bother Giel during a period when his 
wife, Nancy, underwent minor surgery~ But during 
this time he never interviewed anybody else and 
confided that he was going to hire Giel& 

It came to a head Friday night when Giel and Moos 
met for the second time that day, at the St,. Paul 
residence of the university president* Giel 
accepted the job and shook hands with Moos,. 

Hartman went on to report that Giel had accepted because he 
was assured he would be "the complete boss" and could "hire 
and fire all coaches with the blessing of the 
administration,.'* 
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Finally, Hartman predicted a warm reception for the new 
director, saying nGiel doesn§t have an enemyn and that he 
would have the support of every major faction interested in 
athletics .. 

Six days later Giel was no longer the director
designate» In further conversations, it became apparent that 
he would not have quite the authority over hiring coaches 
that Hartman had said he would. He withdrew from 
consideration~ 

The specific stumbling block was whether 
would be a search or advisory committee used 
football coach» Giel became concerned that he 
a free hand in choosing a coach when the 
insisted upon appointing such a committee. 

or not there 
to hire a new 
would not have 

adminstration 

The appointment and withdrawal elicited titters from the 
press~ Larry Batson commmented that through it all, "one man 
kept his head and offered this lucid analysis: *People on 
the outside will probably think we bungled this 1 * said ...... 
Wenberg. Mr~ Wenberg does not agree with that conclusion, 
but it was instantly popular with the masses» It became the 
one point upon which all observers could unite&" Wenberg was 
quoted elsewhere in the Tribune as explaining the 
University's tradition of consultation in hiring as the 
reason for the dispute .. 

President Moos and Giel continued to discuss the problem 
over the weekend and finally reached agreement» Moos would 
appoint an advisory committee the chairman of which would be 
Giel, so he would play the major role in choosing a coach~ 
His now-final appointment seems to have met with virtually 
unanimous approval; Hartman even quoted the nM$' Club 
president as saying that "We don't care who Giel hires as 
football coach» If it's Giel~s choice we're behind him and 
we~re solid behind Giel .in every move he makes.n 

In seeking a new coach, Giel first sought to get someone 
who the nMH Club had vigorously supported in the past.. He 
visited one evening in Tulsa with Bud Wilkinson.. He had been 
out of coaching for some years, and declined any offer~ 
Unlike the episodes of the 1950s, however, Wilkinson recalled 
later with a laugh, he did understand that he had been 
offered the job .. 

The manner in which Rvman and Warmath had been removed 
from their positions, and the way in which Giel had been 
hired, provoked a sharp reaction from the Assembly Committee 
on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA; successor committee to 
the SCIA)~ After first communicating their concern to Vice 
President Wenberg and receiving no response, the committee 
chairman wrote to President Moos in mid-December to protest~ 
In his letter, Chairman Jerome Moss (College of Education) 
wrote: 
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Although responsibility for making final decisions 
about personnel and budgetary matters in the 
operation of the Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics rests with the Administration and the 
Regents, the Committee feels strongly that it 
should be included as an integral part of the 
decision-making process~ It is our 
contention that major personnel, budgetary and 
facilities decisions cannot be divorced from policy 
and programmatic considerations, and that the 
Committee cannot discharge its responsibility to 
the University without involvement, in at least a 
consultative capacity, before such major decisions 
are made, 

Recent changes in the administrative leadership of 
the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics, 
however, were made without any input by the 
Committee, or any other of the usual University 
sources, even though others outside of the 
University had apparently been consulted~ The 
Co~~ittee was not even kept informed about the 
proceedings .. 

The Committee does not believe that the present 
By-laws of the Assembly intend to completely 
exclude it, and thus the faculty and students, from 
participation in resolving the major budgetary, 
personnel and facilities problems of the 
intercollegiate athletic program~ We do not 
believe that our sole function should be to 
"legitimize" the intercollegiate athletic program~ 
We sincerely hope that you can agree with this 
view~ 

Following this letter, a delegation from the committee 
met with President Moos and Vice Presidents Brinkerhoff 
(Finance) and Wenberg.. One of those present was Max 
Schultze, the faculty representative, who wrote a "Memo for 
the Record" afterwards~ The committee members repeated their 
ncomplete dissatisfactionf~ •.vith the v.,;ay the personnel changes 
had occurred~ Schultze recorded points he then made. 

There was no quarrel with the selection of Giel; 
they approved and would fully support him .. 

His Big Ten colleagues nexpressed dismay, 
consternation and complete disbelief" that there 
had been no consultation on the decisions* 

Moos's response, according to Schultze, was to first disagree 
with the committee opinion; "after it became evident that the 
Committee's representatives were not about to accept the 
President's position he changed his stance and agreed with 
us~" After additional discussion, the matter was amicably 
resolved. Chairman Moss wrote to Moos in mid-January, 1972, 
confirming that ACIA would "be involved in a consultative 
capacity on major personnel, budget and facilities 
decisions .. ~* 
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Profassor Schultze, writing in 1985 and recalling these 
events, concluded that an ninference that President Moos 
asked for no consultation about replacing Marsh Ryman and 
hiring his successor is correct~" Schultze said Moos had not 
spoken either with him or ACIA~ Schultze related that he was 
disappointed with the decision 1 and nsaid so by phone to 
Regents Andersen and Malkerson 1 pointing out that Marsh was 
held in high esteem in the councils of the Big Ten 
Conference«" Schultze also remembered taking President Moos 
"sharply" to task at the meeting between ACIA members, Moos, 
and Brinkerhoff« 

Despite his perceptions of the procedural flaws in 
Giel's appointment, however, Schultze echoed again the 
sentiments that then prevailed: The choice was a good one~ 
Schultze observed that: 

a search committee could have found glaring 
deficiencies in his qualifications: no 
administrative experience in fiscal or personnel 
management, no familiarity with intercollegiate 
policy, no acquaintance with the mode of operation 
in a large educational institution~ Paul was fully 
aware of these limitations» But he proved to be 
very adaptable, he sought and received some 
guidance, he was easy to work with and developed 
rapidly into an extremely competent and effective 
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics~ 

In 1985, Schultze concluded, despite the faculty criticism 
that he and others had levelled at Moos at the time Giel was 
selected, that nit may be fortunate that a search committee 
did not have the opportunity to eliminate him as a candidate, 
as they well might have.n 

By early January the Tribune was reporting that Cal 
Stoll, head coach at Wake Forest, was considering his 
candidacy for the Minnesota job~ According to Hartman, Giel 
had met twice with Stoll* It was reported on January 7 that 
Stoll had decided to remain at Wake Forest and that Giel was 
considering other candidates» The next day a page-one 
article announced that Stoll would be the new University 
coach~ The director had to meet with the advisory committee 
to obtain its approval, after which Moos would forward the 
names of both Giel and Stoll to the Board of Regents for 
final approval~ 

Sid Hartman talked with Stoll, and said that Stoll had 
indeed withdrawn but then had changed his mind and called 
Giel back~ (According to Stoll, he didn~t call back* 
Hartman had called~ to ask why he hadchanged his mind .. ) 

"I knew after I called Paul Giel to tell him to 
withdraw my name as a possibility that I had made a 
mistake," said Stoll yesterday« "I know that a lot 
of football coaches have jumped contracts~ But I 
felt a strong obligation to the officials and fans 
at Wake Forest« I didn't want to walk out on eight 
assistant coaches, who have done an outstanding job 
for me .. 
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"But then I started to think that perhaps I owe 
something to the University of Minnesota~ After 
all, if it wasn¥t for Bernie Bierman and the staff 
at the University, I would never have been able to 
afford the opportunity to get a college education. 
Frankly, the chance to sit in Bernie's old office 
and run the football program at Minnesota was 
something that provided a real challenge« 

"When I first told my Wake Forest athletic director 
Gene Hook of my decision to stay, he was surprised. 
He asked me: tAre you sure now that you can put the 
same enthusiasm into this job after youjve turned 
down the opportunity to coach in the Big Ten?' 

"Well, Hook brought up a point« The more I thought 
of it the more I was convinced that I may never get 
another opportunity to coach at Minnesota« Thatts 
when I told Giel, I*d like to talk to him again 
about the job~" !Stoll remembers that Giel called 
him to ask if he would talk more about the job~] 

Larry Batson provided a comic, if not altogether 
accurate, view of the events of the preceding month« 

If the entire Board of Regents doesn~t resign before 
Friday--a possibility that in light of recent events, 
cannot be totally rejected--the University of Minnesota 
has an athletic director and a football coach~ 

Happily, each man was bagged with the style and verve 
which Minnesota sports fans have come to expect~ That 
is to say, each was laid by the heels and dragged into 
the athletic department while stoutly protesting that he 
didn't want the job. 

It is a harmless custom, much like the ancient gypsy 
tradition of kidnaping the bride on her wedding night~ 
Puzzled outsiders can follow the ritual if they keep one 
thing in mind: 

Minnesota doesn't simply hire a man for its athletic 
department~ It tracks him down until he turns at bay, 
then beats him unconscious with a five-year contract and 
calls for a press conference in time to catch the Sunday 
papers and the weekend sports shows. 

"Our teams may not be very exciting," a loyal Gopher 
alumnus said last week "but our personnel recruiting 
ranks right up there with the Dempsey-Firpo fight for 
action, savagery and suspense~" 

Once the quarry has been chosen and his name officially 
announced in Sid Hartman's column, only one thing can 
save him: He can state publicly that he wants the job~ 

Giel's capture was a classic~ He countered Moos's 
opening move by turning him down flat« Then he took the 
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job and sports fans relaxed~ Zap! Giel quit~ Zowie! 
Giel was in again~ Talk about broken-field negotiating! 

But there was a patch of trouble in the pursuit of 
Stoll~ In fact, he almost blew it~ 

The selection process began properly. 
friends that he had a 10-year contract 
and ignored all suggestions that he 
Minnesota job~ So far 1 so good~ 

Stoll reminded 
at Wake Forest 
apply for the 

Then about the middle of last weekt a nasty rumor 
spread: Stoll was blabbing it around that he was 
interested in the Minnesota job~ Moost Giel and veteran 
observers were stunned~ 

"I can~t believe it," muttered one sports writer~ 
"Stoll seemed perfect far the job~" 

Then, with one masterly stroke, Stall got back in the 
running. He announced last Thursday that he intended to 
remain at Wake Forest~ 

A jubilant Giel called Moos and relayed the news~ 

"Are you positive he doesn~t want the job?" asked Moos« 

"He says his decision is irrevocablet" Giel replied~ 

"Hot dogl" cried Moos~ "We've got our man! What~s the 
next step?" 

"Wetre meeting in Chicago tonight to iron out the 
details~ Then rtll call a press conference for Saturday 
afternoon to make the announcement~" 

"Way to go, Paul~ You~ve handled this beautifully« 
Just to keep the pot boiling, I~ll state Friday that 
Stall has not been offered the jobQ" 

"That's a nice touch, boss« It's a pleasure to work 
with you~" 

I am told that many other schools use a different system 
for hiring coaches~ The candidates apply, are 
interviewed, and one is selected~ 

It sounds very dull~ 

Perhaps it was dull seven years later; it would most 
certainly not be dull a dozen years later~ 

Although not a candidate, he still influenced events, if 
Hartman is correct* When Bud Wilkinson talked to Giel, he 
commended Stoll to the director, and "it was Wilkinson who 
encouraged Stoll to take the job~" Stoll also talked to 
Wilkinson, who told him to take the job "under certain 
conditions"; that is, if given a chance to win~ 

ACIA had reached an agreement with the President on how 
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these kinds of personnel decisions would be handled~ This 
understanding, however, did not prevent two Minnesota Student 
Association leaders from declaring they would try to stall 
Regents' action on the two appointments~ They said, 
according to a Daily article reporting on the press 
conference 1 *~'the method of appointing Giel and Stoll was in 
direct contradiction to the University's consultation 
policies as stated by the Regents~'" They 1 like ACIA, said 
they had no quarrel with the selection of Giel and Stoll; it 
was the manner in which the choices were made to which they 
objected~ They said the University was being hypocritical, 
first for refusing to hire Giel because he would not accept 
the consultative requirements of the institution but, at the 
same time, not making use of consultative mechanisms in the 
selection of Giel himself~ The two students said they 
intended to ask the University to adopt a resolution 
"requesting that the Regents postpone" the hiring~ The 
Daily chimed in with editorial support, but suggested that 
the protest was rather late, in light of the fact that the 
Regents would be acting on the appointments the following 
day .. 

The minutes for the January 12 meeting of the Senate do 
not reflect any discussion of the two appointments~ The 
Regents, on January 13 and 14, approved the selection of the 
two men, although the ~ reported that at least one regent 
did say she "was bothered by the questions raised by the 
students,." The President and other Regents defended the 
procedure, explaining that "there are times, and always will 
be times, when the University must act with great dispatch,." 
Moos added that this was such a time; another Regent said an 
academic unit could operate temporarily with vacancies but 
that the athletic department could not~ 

1978: Joe Salem 

Cal Stoll coached the Gophers for six seasons, from 
1972-1978~ In 1976 the team record was 6-5; in 1977 it was 
7-4 and the team went to the Hall of Fame Bowl in Birmingham, 
Alabama, the first post-season football game for Minnesota 
since the 1962 Rose Bowl~ 

It was the view of Athletic Director Paul Giel, however, 
that there was a need for progress; that is 1 rather than 
won-lost records which bounced between 4-7 and 7-4, there 
should be steady improvement* It was Giel's understanding, 
following a conference with the coach before the season, that 
Stoll would resign if the 1978 record were not at least 6-5~ 
Stoll did not share Giel 1 s understanding~ Going into the 
last game of the season, the record was 5-5; Minnesota lost 
game eleven to Wisconsin 48-10~ Giel asked for Stoll's 
resignation, Stoll declined to give it, so Giel fired him~ 
Stoll had sought support from President C~ Peter Magrath, but 
Magrath told him the decision was up to Giel~ 

Stoll was relieved of his position on November 28, 1978; 
on November 29 the St~ Paul Disnatch carried an article which 

~--.. -said that Joe Salem, head coach at Northern Arizona, was the 
too contender to become the new Minnesota coach~ 

$.;; 
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Robert Stein, ~ice President for Administration and 
Planning, was appointed by President Magrath to chair a 
search committee; he, Magrath, and Giel consulted on the 
selection of the eight other members» They included the 
chair of the Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics, 
the faculty representative, Vice President tor Student 
Affairs Frank Wildersonr a student, a coachr and three alumni 
(including the incoming president of the "M" Club)« The 
announcement of the committee membership was made on November 
30 and the committee held its first meeting on December l« 

An unidentified set of brief meeting minutes on November 
29 (attendees not recorded) laid out the procedure that would 
be followed: The Athletic Director would describe the 
characteristics and attributes that the coach should have, 
Giel would have the liberty to seek out candidates, the 
committee would screen all candidates and present 10-12 to 
Giel for review, and 5 or 6 of those would be interviewed~ 
Then, with Giel absent, the committee would formulate an 
unranked list of 2-4 finalists, from which the Director would 
make his choice~ Stein, in his letter of appointment to the 
committee 1 reaffirmed that the final list would be unranked 
(as was normal for University searches, but which was 
discussed at some length in the 1983 search)» Stein also 
emphasized the need for confidentiality and expressed hope 
that speculation and rumors would be minimal. 

The committee decided to set a period of one week for 
accepting nominations and applications; the deadline was 
December 8» The search was conducted with dispatch, because 
on December 12 the committee interviewed six finalistsi one 
other candidate was interviewed on another date~ 

In deciding on its list of candidates to be interviewed, 
the committee npored through the applications very 
carefully," according to one committee member, and "gathered 
information from resumes and calls ~ ~ ~ placed to persons 
who were in a position to know the candidates," according to 
another~ Finally, the committee **screened the list and 
decided upon who should be interviewed through discussion and 
consensus," recalled one who participated« 

According to later comments and the records now 
available, the co:m..<nittee apparently only contacted two 
individuals who had not formally applied for the job~ For 
the fifth time in 27 years, an overture was made to Bud 
Wilkinson, who was, by his own account in 1985, definitely 
not interested* So he once again Jid not become a candidate» 
Wilkinson was then coaching professional football in St~ 
Louis and told Giel he would not leave before his contract 
ran out~ The other individual became a finalist~ In view of 
one committee member, '!there was no effort, nor did the 
Search Committee even feel that they had the right, to seek 
out others as potential candidates for this job*" 

Following interviews, the committee, *~by discussion 
» and consensus," selected three individuals whose names were 
presented to Giel» He selected Joe Salem from the three» 
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CHAPTER 7 

FINANCIAL AID TO ATHLETES 

One of the most vexing matters faced by the Big Ten 
Conference, and by the University of Minnesota, was financial 
aid to athletes. Although primarily ~ subject dealt with by 
the Conference, and eventually also by the NC~~~ it was 
nonetheless also a subject of great concern to the 
University» While this book is intended to be a history of 
events at Minnesota, much of this chapter must also 
necessarily include actions and events of the Conference« 

There was, from the outset, firm opposition to aid to 
athletes» The seven presidents who met in Chicago in 
January, 1895, the meeting considered to be the birth of the 
Conference, adopted twelve rules "for the regulation of 
Athletics~« Two of those rules read, in pertinent part, "No 
person shall be admitted to any intercollegiate contest who 
receives any gift, renumeration or pay for his services on 
the college team" and no one who had ever been a professional 
athlete could compete on a college team* The faculty members 
who met thirteen months later, in February, 1896 1 to discuss 
the rules reaffirmed the pay-for-play without amendment or 
lengthy discussion~ The 1901 revisions left intact the first 
pay-for-play rule; the second had been broadened to read nNe 
student shall participate in any intercollegiate contest who 
has ever used or is using his knowledge of athletics or his 
athletic skill for gain~" 

Despite the existence of the rules, concern about 
financial support to athletes was expressed at the first of 
the "Angell" Conferences, in January of 1906~ Aid of any 
kind was not permitted, and almost universally opposed, but 
even so, Professor T~ F~ Moran, the faculty representative 
from Purdue, "mentioned the attitude which was developed by 
the large amounts of funds received, and he mentioned also 
the tendency to give students who had athletic ability of a 
high order financial support~lf Again at that same meeting, a 
committee of three of the faculty representatives, appointed 
during the meeting to "make a statement of the evils of the 
present situation," reported that one problem was "the zeal 
of many alumni who, loyal in intention * raise or 
contribute money to pay the expenses of athletes in college, 
thus professionalizing them, and corrupting the student 
sentiment~" No new rules, however, were adopted~ 

A question was put at the March 10, 1906, Conference 
meeting (following the second Angell conference) about 
whether or not a student would be eligible if he had 
"received gain for participation in sports out of college~" 
Each faculty member was asked to seek an answer from his 
committee or board« At the December meeting the same year, 
Professor Paige reported that Minnesota felt such a student 
should not be eligible~ (Two schools were of a divided 
opinion, four voted that he should not lose eligibility, and 



three voted that he should~) Presumably Professor Paige 
consulted with the faculty committee, because the Board of 
Control minutes reflect no discussion of the matter* 

That unacceptable practices had not disappeared is 
evidenced in a minute from the April 6, 1912, meeting of the 
Conference; three faculty representatives were appointed to a 
committee to report on "(l) the inducements offered to 
athletes to enter the various Conference Universities, and 
(2) upon the payment of athletes for miscellaneous services 
about the University~" The committee reported back the 
following November~ They "made an elaborate statistical 
report" and recommended that high school athletic stars not 
be "rushed," that all University staff be passive even if 
their alumni recruit high school athletes, and that "none 
which are under the control of the athletic authorities shall 
be awarded to students .. n The recommendations were adopted~ 

For over ten years thereafter there is no record of 
significant Conference attention to the subject» In June of 
1923, the faculty representatives were presented with a 
resolution from the General Alumni Association of 
Northwestern University, which noted that alumni everywhere 
were believed to be providing money to students only because 
they were athletes~ The resolution asked the Conference to 
adopt rules prohibiting those who receive such aid from 
participating in athletics~ A committee of three was 
appointed to investigate, and to meet with alumni from all of 
the Conference schools; it finally reported in December of 
1925 that the alumni could not agree on any proposal to 
submit to the faculty representatives for consideration~ 

The idea of further discussion did not disappear~ In 
November, 1926, faced with football scheduling problems, 
recruiting, and other difficulties, the faculty 
representatives voted to collect data and to have a meeting 
with six representatives from each institution: the 
President, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, the Faculty 
Representative, the Athletic Director, the Football Coach, 
and an alumni representative~ The date for the meeting of 
the ncommittee of Sixtyu was subsequently set for January 28, 
1927~ 

If the word of Conference Commissioner Griffith can be 
taken, as expressed in a confidential letter to President 
Coffman, it was Coffman who was responsible for the meeting~ 
According to Griffith, it was a letter from Coffman to the 
Athletic Directors, prompted by discontent over football 
scheduling, that had caused the meeting to be scheduled~ 
This had been a sore spot among conference schools for many 
years, and had caused a flurry of correspondence among the 
presidents over the preceding year~ Griffith wrote primarily 
Gecause he wanted Coffman or another president to preside 
over the meeting, because he wanted Coffman to know that the 
athletic directors had been worKlng hard on recruiting, 
proselytizing, and other matters, and he thought they should 
be given free rein to discuss their problems at the meeting~ 
Coffman wrote back to Griffith thanking him for his support 
and promising full cooperation and assistance .. 
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The Com~nittee of Sixty adopted Eive proposals addressing 
financial aid and recruiting~ At the May meeting of the 
Conference following the Committee of Sixty, the faculty 
representatives adopted new legislation governing financial 
aid and a means of ensuring it was understood~ 

They also adopted corollary rules providing that writing 
articles on athletics and lendin<:J one*s name to commercial 
advertising would constitute a violation of the rule* (Paige 
suggested the latter~) As part of the ban on recruiting also 
adopted at the same time, a rule against promising jobs to 
prospective athletes was enacted; it did permit employment 
after matriculation, but only at a "regular and reasonable 
scale~' and the student was to ngive full return in service" u 

By 1929 the abuses were apparently becoming so 
widespread that the athletic directors, at the May Conference 
meetings, asked the faculty representatives who had uthe 
authority to enforce General Regulation III (a)~" That 
regulation called on Big Ten schools "to sever athletic 
relations with any member that does not conform in full to 
the Conference rules~" The directors maintained that the 
Commissioner had evidence against three schools, and 
"conclusive" evidence against Iowa in particular~ The 
faculty representatives appointed a committee of three to 
look into the directors' charges; Paige was chairman~ The 
three got together during the same Conference meetings and 
came back with two recommendations: First, that "athletic 
relations" with Iowa be terminated, and second, that a 
standing committee to receive and review allegations of 
violations be adopted* Paige 1 s three-man group was 
designated to be that committee~ 

In the midst of the Iowa imbroglio, Paige and his 
~committee on Violation of Conference Rulest lthe apostrophes 
are Paigefs, recorded in the Conference minutes] reported 
that it had received all allegations and forwarded them to 
the institutions involved, and that all infractions had been 
satisfactorily resolved~ Their report concluded that while 
"full and complete" adherence to the rules had not been 
achieved, "our condition is much better today than it has 
ever been before in the history of the Conference~" 

That Iowa was not the sole locus of violations of the 
rules is perhaps suggested by the resolution adopted at the 
May, 1930, Conference meetings commending the Commissioner 
for his thorough and impartial work ~tin investigating, 
sometimes under trying conditions, the situations in the 
various member institutions regarding recruiting and 
subsidization~u 

President Coffman was not persuaded that the spirit of 
the regulations were being honored~ In a letter in the 
summer of 1930 about a North Central Association 
questionnaire on athletics, he suggested to the drafter that 
"where you are discussing the payments of money to students 
for athletic services, it seems to me that you might ask 
about the tloansf made to students, and I think it would be 
worth knowing whether any of those loans have been paid~ It 
seems to me you might ask about free tuition granted 
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athletes*~~ Coffman went on '.:.o cite an example .. 

I heard a story this week which illustrates how 
some of the sporting element are undertaking to 
evade the rules of the Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference~ These rules, as you know, are very 
specific with regard to loaning money or in any 
other way compensating students for their athletic 
prowess. There are two boys of fine promise as 
athletes who are planning to enter a midwestern 
university, so I am told* Those who are interested 
in having these boys attend their university, in 
other words a group of alumni, have given the 
fathers of the boys enough money to pay their 
expenses at college~ The boys are aware of this; 
they know exactly where the money is coming from; 
and the alumni are boasting that they have broken 
no Conference rules* 

Seven years earlier, in 1923, Coffman had been 
optimistic about intercollegiate athletics.. He wrote to a 
Chicago newspaperman that he favored athletics, and that 
while there were some evils, they were ~*rapidly disappearing 
or are being diminished* The hiring of players has been 
frowned upon by coaches and physical directors everywhere, 
and the Western Inter-collegiate Conference jthe Big Ten] has 
been doing everything in its power to stamp it out*n By 
December of 1930 he was less sanguine~ Writing to a faculty 
member at Berkeley, Coffman said the danger to college sports 
did not come from faculties or regents~ 

It is to be found in the attempt on the part of 
groups lying wholly outside of the educational 
institutions, to dictate the appointment of 
coaches, to determine the personnel of the teams, 
and in other ways to determine, control and 
influence the athletic policies of the 
institutions~ Players are subsidized bot£ directly 
and ind ire2_!:_.±Y~ There is suspicion that many teams 
are largely professional in character~ Schedules 
are arranged in the interest of championships~ 
Most institutions are tainted with commercialism; 
they are more interested in receipts than they are 
in the relationship of their athletic programs to 
the educational functions of the institutions they 
represent* 

It is my opinion 
increasingly more 
added) 

that the situation is becoming 
critical every year., {Emphasis 

In this statement, Coffman set a tone to the presidential 
perspective at Minnesota which would be echoed at length by 
President Morrill two decades later~ 

In a 
concerned, 
meetings .. 
conditions 
the matter 

contrary vein, at least as far as the Big Ten was 
is an entry in the minutes of the December, 1930, 

"Major Griffith reported that on the whole, 
in the Conference were satisfactory, especially in 
of recruiting and subsidization~" At that same 
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meeting, Professor Paige introduced a motion indicating that 
"the Conference would welcome a meeting at an early date with 
the Presidents ~ ~ « for the discussion of matters pertaining 
to intercollegiate athletics~" 

Coffman also expressed his views publiclyf through an 
editorial in "Minnesota Chats" (a biweekly paper published by 
the University for parents of students)~ In a December, 
1930, editorial, he suggested that players who thought 
"football was too much work for nothing" and who thought they 
ought to be paid should be barred from competition~ He added 
that perhaps athletes should be required to fill out a 
questionnaire to determine their attitudes, and those who 
desired to be paid would be disqualified~ The comments 
received notice in the metropolitan papers~ 

Early in 1931 Commissioner Griffith wrote to Coffman 
about the questionable state of athletic affairs at several 
Conference schools+ He told the President that "so long as 
you are President of the University of Minnesota there will 
never be any questions about athletic policies at that 
institution~" (It might be recalled that this is shortly 
after the Carnegie Report findings and the report of the 
Special Committee, and that Griffith was a member of the 
latter~) Coffman responded with interest to Griffith's 
statements about the Conference~ He reported on a meeting of 
the Big Ten presidents, which had taken place a few days 
earlier, at which they had discussed athletics at some 
length~ But they had concluded they did not wish to meet 
with the faculty representatives, for two reasons+ One was 
that the presidents had "no constructive program." A second 
was that the presidents "should devote little time and give 
little consideration to the problem of intercollegiate 
athletics on the assumption that it is gradually settling 
itself and that it is becoming involved in such an 
intolerable situation that public sentiment will force it 
more and more under the direction and supervision of the 
administrative officers~" He went on to note that "we are 
all smeared, more or less, with the spirit of commercialism," 
and opined that the situation could be improved by the 
Conference~ 

All these questions relating to charity games, the 
playing of post-season games, the playing of games 
with non-conference teams on neutral territory, a 
reasonable playing schedule among the members of 
the Conference, a refusal to oermit students to 
play on Conference teams who~ change from one 
Conference school to another, the abandonment of 
all types of_ ques_!;__~onable s~~ips, fairly 
definite salaries for the coaching staff, and a 
dozen and one other things, can and should be, so 
it seems to me, subscribed to bv the Conference& 
Of course it may be said that.they have been 
subscribed to by the Conference but the truth about 
the matter is that those who are closest to the 
situation know that this is largely a figment of 
the imagination& (Emphasis added} 

Paige reported for his ~committee on Violation of 
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Conference Rules~ at the May 1 1931, meetings; it was 
recommending an addition to the rules prohibitirvj aid.. The 
new language would make ineligible for athletics any student 
who was the beneficiary of an institutional loan, however 
granted, or a remission of tuition, or a scholarship (unless 
such loan 1 remission, or scholarship was for superior 
academic performance and supervised by the university).. The 
faculty representatives decided they ought to go home to talk 
about it before acting~ Seven months later they adopted it, 
subject to the White Resolution procedure~ A year after the 
proposal was first made, it was defeated 6-3 on the vote to 
reaffirm; one school had no instructions~ (Paige had brought 
it to SCIA, which had approved it, and to the Senate, which 
did likewise.,) 

In December of 1934, Co~~issioner Griffith presented a 
four-page report on the "state of athletics in the 
Conference," of which one page was devoted to recruiting and 
subsidizing~ Some excerpts from his report: 

The recruiting and subsidizing problem will never 
be solved because there will always be a few who 
will attempt to cheat in this field» ~ 

For the last few years the conference has had this 
matter well in hand~ I would not suggest that 
there had been no attempted violations of the 
recruiting and subsidizing agreements, but in my 
judgment the pernicious recruiters have been less 
active in recent years than they formerly were* 

When we undertook the campaign against illegitimate 
recruiting and subsidizing some years ago it was 
found that in practically all of the Conference 
universities employment bureaus that function 
solely in the interests of athletes were in 
operation~ As a result of the educational campaign 
which was conducted, then and since, all of these 
duplicate employment bureaus were abandoned~ It 
seems to me that we are reviving these special 
employment bureaus and if the practice is not 
curbed the universities will again be guilty of 
bidding for athletes, offering jobs as inducements~ 

At the December, 1936, Conference meetings the 
University of Wisconsin presented a plan for a suin..'11er 
institute, with tuition and fees paid by funds raised from 
alumni, to enroll Wisconsin high school graduates who 
qualified on the dual criteria of high academic and athletic 
achievement« Coffman had heard of the proposal early in the 
summer of 1936; T .. E., Ste\vard 1 the Director of the News 
Service, had forwarded to him a request for an opinion about 
it from a Milwaukee newspaper~ Coffman~s response to Steward 
was brief and tart: 

Another nail in the coffin4 

A rank and overt attempt at hiring a football team 
thinly disguised behind and associated with 
scholarships for scholastic ability* 
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When universities sell their 
prowess, the end of athletics 
integrity is not far off~ 

honor for athletic 
or of university 

There is no record of whether or not that response was 
forwarded to the newspaper. The Conference, in any event, 
decided the plan would violate the rule prohibiting aid based 
on athletic skill* 

As he had two years earlier, the Commissioner presented 
another report to the faculty representatives about the state 
of the Conference in late 1936~ Of the three-and-one-half 
pages, two were devoted to recruiting and subsidization* He 
discussed the "grand jury" and overseer functions of the 
~committee on Violation of Conference Rules~ (no longer 
chaired by Paige, who had retired), and he commented 
generally on the problems~ It was his conclusion that 
"athletes in the Conference are not being paid weekly or 
monthly salaries~ So far as can be learned there are no 
slush funds in operation.u There was however, one practice 
that Griffith saw as objectionable~ 

The chief problem in the Conference today as 
regards recruiting and subsidizing is the practice 
of offering to assist athletes by finding jobs as 
an inducement for enrollment~ A boy who is out of 
funds is very often hesitant about trying to work 
his way through college unless he knows someone who 
will help assume the responsibility of seeing that 
the lad gets started~ It is undoubtedly true that 
some boys solicit offers of jobs and then elect to 
enroll at the institution where the job seems most 
attractive* The rule relative to offering jobs to 
prospective high school athletes is being broken by 
one or more individuals in practically every 
institution in the Conference~ The fact is that 
many feel that the rule is wrong and consequently 
they feel justified in ignoring it* 

These job programs would explode in the Conference's face in 
twenty years,. 

Griffith noted, in this 1937 report, that the provision 
of jobs had expanded to include promises or guarantees of 
summer employments~ 

At the December, 1939, NCAA Convention, the delegates 
heard an address by Ohio State University Vice President 
James Lewis Morrill* The subject of remarks was "the 
institutional administration of athletics," but along the way 
he made comments which Coffman would have lauded and which 
Morrill himself would iterate many times during his own 
presidency~ He began, however, by noting his support for 
athletics "as a college man, a layman, if you please, 
enthusiastic about athletics and loyal to the ideas of 
sportsmanship intrinsic therein~" He also noted a "need to 
restudy our philosophy and to renew our fundamental faith in 
the values of amateur college athletics as a justifiable 
aspect of the total educational enterprise in which we are 
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engaged." Morrill then expressed his viedS about the more 
specific question of aid: The Western Conference recently 
has strengthened its code and put perceptibly sharper teeth 
in the enforcement of its regulations relating to improper 
subsidy and recruiting of athletes~ 

Calling the Carnegie Report on athletics declaration about 
the abolition of amateurism in college sport a "counsel of 
defeat,~ Morrill said 

If this be true 1 the action of certain southern 
institutions in providing outright subsidy for 
athletes in the form of tuition, room 1 board, and 
books not only offers no aid in solving our 
problems but sets us back seriously in the attempt 
to solve them~ Such a policy robs us of all chance 
to mobilize administrative and faculty 
understanding and sanction of the intercollegiate 
athletic program~ It recognizes professionalism 
under the specious argument for "frank and 
open-ness"--and thereby places college sport in 
direct competition with professional sports, where 
certainly it doesntt belong~ 
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Finally, Morrill endorsed a practice which, honored more in 
the breach, would later give him headaches~ 

We must be realistic in acknowledging more frankly 
the right to recruit, as an element in the 
phenomenon of American college loyalty~ It is 
recognized in other academic areas through myriad 
scholarships and fellowships~ It can be recognized 
in athletics on Professor Kennedy~s t~representative 
principle" provided such recruiting squares clearly 
with well-defined ethical regulations and a 
sensible interpretation of the amateur idea~ There 
must be no subsidies in the sense of something for 
nothing, but the right of institutions to aid 
athletes by honest and fully publicized employment 
should be openly established and safeguarded~ 

One of the matters to which Morrill spoke at the NCAA 
convention was a series of constitutional amendments to 
establish "sound principles and practices" and "an 
unequivocal code governing ~aid for the athlete~'" Three 
weeks earlier, at the December, 1939, Conference meetings, 
the faculty representatives voted to completely revise and 
update the Handbook of the Big Ten~ In addition to codifying 
actions taken over the previous several years, the new 
edition contained a complete rewrite of General Regulation 
XIV, the so-called "Directorst Agreement" on "Recruiting and 
Subsidizing~" Eligibility Rule 6, banning financial aid 
based on skill, remained largely the same» But the 
agreements on recruiting and subsidizing were changed from 
five short paragraphs to ten numbered udo's and don'ts~u 
Detailed reviews of legislative changes, which would be 
neither practical nor interesting, will not be provided here~ 
The new General Regulation XIV was an attempt on the part of 
the athletic directors to clarify the acceptable and 
unacceptable practices in the provision of jobs 1 awarding of 
unearned aid (only through normal University offices), and 
solicitation of athletes~ 

The Daily described the new standards as outlawing 
subsidies; President Guy Stanton Ford wrote to Athletic 
Director Frank McCormick, telling him that the directors 
"certainly have set a high standard which, if observed, ought 
to keep the Conference clear of unethical practices~" Ford 
added that "the interpretation of these rules will not be 
automatic and altogether easy~" 

Many of the rules were knocked into a cocked hat during 
World War II, especially as they applied to servicemen~ At 
the end of the war, the Conference devoted much time to 
accommodating those who had been in the armed forces~ The 
faculty representatives agreed with the presidents, at the 
50th Anniversary dinner in December, 1945, that a return to 
prewar rules should be accomplished as soon as possible~ The 
financial aid rules were among those which had not been 
relaxed during the emergency~ 
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The March, 1946, minutes of the Conference record "an 
extended discussion with regard to existing and 
proposed scholarships~" The faculty representatives 
continued the discussion to the September meetings, and noted 
"certain new scholarships being set up which by their 
provisions appear to be in open violation of the Conference 
prohibition of 'athletic' scholarships~ It was noted that 
various other scholarships, not restricted to athletes, could 
evade the spirit of the Conference rule, if not honestly 
administered.« They asked Commissioner Wilson to collect 
data from all schools on jobs, loans, scholarships, tuition 
remissions, etc., and present them later$ 

In January of 1947, J~ L. Morrill returned to the NCAA 
Convention, this time as President of the University of 
Minnesota. He once again called for a commitment to amateur 
sports, and talked to the question of aid» 

And now these last two football seasons of postwar 
normalcy or of peacetime lunacy, whichever you 
prefer: this year of the nationally advertised 
"black market~ in football players for hire; this 
year of release and reaction from wartime controls 
in public affairs; of typical postwar 
disillusionment and cynicism; of coaches and 
college heads catcalling like children over the 
kidnapping of veterans; of athletic conference 
cowardice in restoring normal eligibility 
requirements; of inflation and scrambles for 
stadium seats at any price~ 

Let me say in passing that players who threaten a 
sitdown strike for a better deal on athletic 
subsidies--and there was at least one rumored 
instance of that this year--will fall an easy prey 
to the easy-money approaches of unscrupulous 
gamblers. The possibility of a devastating betting 
scandal hovers like a black Harpy over the big-time 
intercollegiate athletic scene~ 

It·seems to me sensible 
tendency which, unless 
cancer to choke out 
intercollegiate sports~ 

to recognize symptoms of a 
checked, can grow like a 

the clean tissue of 

No overnight reversal of present trends, contracts 
or commitments can likely be expected, things being 
as they are~ No sudden and sweeping reform could, 
in fact, be carried through~ But we had better 
begin working our way back to the main road of an 
intercollegiate athletic program consistent with 
corrunon sense and with college aims, 

The controlling criterium of college sports has 
been the amateur ideal» Under this concept the 
paid player is a professional~ 

There are those, I know, who think the battle for 
the amateur ideal has been lost, that the ideal is 
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not practical, that it is silly to shadow-box with 
reality~ You can say that about any ideal, that it 
has never been fully won and never can be~ There 
are always good excuses for the fainthearted and 
the insincere® 

A respected Ivy League university president, weary 
of evasions and evidently discouraged by some 
happenings in that conference this fall, said to me 
a month ago he feared the fight against subsidies 
has been futile~ "What athletic directors and 
coaches can*t accomplish directly they can connive 
to get done by individual alumni and other groups," 
he said .. 

The athletic directors, graduate managers and 
coaches will be the indispensable front line of any 
real reform, with the faculties and the presidents 
in next rank support. Both will be backed up by a 
very large public and alumni constituency, little 
heard from until now, but ready to battle for the 
right things if the issue can be clearly stated and 
understood .. 

That issue is the issue of the amateur cult .. 

We have much to build upon.. The great majority of 
the member institutions of this Association can be 
counted upon, I feel sure.. Constructive 
consultation among the major athletic Conferences, 
following upon the Chicago meeting and this one, 
can end the unethical athletic scholarship racket 
and legalize the right kind of recruiting .. 

I have spent no time in these remarks in a 
justification of intercollegiate athletics or 
defense of their rightful place in our educational 
pattern, being, with you, a firm believer in their 
value .. 

Notwithstanding Morrill§s please, in May, 1947, the 
faculty representatives approved "in principle" a plan which 
would permit aid to athletes.. If in the upper one-half of 
his high school graduating class, a freshman could receive 
tuition and fees; if in the upper 20 percent, aid in excess 
of tuition and fees .. 

Later in the summt~r this action provoked internal 
correspondence at the University.. The local sports 
columnists were writing about athletic scholarships; W~ L~ 
Nunn, Director of the University News Service, sent a long 
memo to Academic Administration Vice President Malcolm Willey 
reviewing the situation, conversations he had had, and 
Minnesota's options~ Morrill saw the memo and wrote to Nunn 
that he ~was alarmed, indeed, to read ..... about Western 
Conference athletic scholarships .. " There must be, Morrill 
said, "something haywire with the information which has 
agitated you~" Morrill wrote promptly, also, to Frank 
McCormick and Henry Rottschaefer, asking whether or not 
athletic scholarships were under consideration.. Morrill 



recalled for them his own \iews, as expressed at the NCAA 
convention eight months earlier~ He also told them that if 
it were true that scholarships had been proposed, the 
Conference and the nation would expect "some leadership from 
Minnesota" on the subject, and that he would be "strongly 
inclined to go to bat directly with my fellow presidents of 
the Big Ten--but I have the feeling, somehow, that Mr. Nunn 
has picked up some gossip that just isn 8 t so." 

Rottschaefer responded to Morrillts note with an excerpt 
from the Conference minutes and said that there was no 
intention of creating athletic scholarships* The proposal 
approved in principle was only intended to aid the 
Commissioner in determining whether or not athletes who 
received aid were in violation of the rules and to ensure 
that boys were not discriminated against because they were 
athletes .. 

Morrill took a less positive view. The "proposal looks 
dangerous to me," he told Rottschaefer* "It seems to me a 
somewhat oblique approach toward the legitimatizing of 
athletic scholarships~" Morrill concluded that irrespective 
of the academic performance criteria, "We'll be starting down 
a path which will only make matters worse~" Two days later, 
in another letter, Morrill reiterated his view and the 
strategy he would follow: "There is one question on which I 
do want to take counsel with the Presidents from the Western 
Conference institutions at least--and that is the dangerous 
prospect, as I see it, of Big Ten action authorizing the 
establishment of disguised athletic scholarships~ I think 
there is dynamite in that one." 

The Daily editorialized on the subject a little later~ 
Minnesota must make its views on scholarships known, and 
would ultimately have three alternatives if it opposed aid~ 
One, set up its own scholarship fund if the Conference 
legalized aid along the lines proposed~ Two, refuse to give 
aid but stay in the Conference~ Three, drop out of the 
Conference. If it chose the second alternative, the Daily 
observed, Minnesota would be in the same position the 
University of Chicago had been before it withdrew from the 
Conference: not competitive~ 

In February, 1948, the Conference minutes note "extended 
discussion" about aid to athletes, but the faculty 
representatives decided to wait to see what the NCAA would 
do .. 

Morrill, whose views had already been expressed to the 
athletic establishment, carried them also to the National 
Association of State Universities in May of 1948.. Commending 
the NCAA for adoption of the ~*sanity Code,n he said that the 
conferences still had to provide rules and enforcement, but 
that ~we have been weak--both at the institutional and 
conference level .. " He contended that "the present trend 
toward more subsidization of athletic team members, through 
athletic scholarship plans, for example, tends to blur the 
line between professional and amateur sport.. This is most 
evident in football~u He urged that schools and conferences 
take steps to "clear up the confusion between amateur and 
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professional sportn created, in part, by these aid proposals .. 

In May of 1948, one year after the proposal to permit 
aid had been approved in principle, Commissioner Wilson 
presented, as requested, a voluminous report on aid extended 
to athletes at Conference schools~ The Conference decided 
that the earlier proposal was not in force, and judged the 
Commissioner's report in light of the long-standing language 
of Rule 6 banning subsidies for athletes~ 

In June, 1948, three weeks after declaring that the 
earlier aid proposal was not in force, the Conference voted 
to add lengthy provisions to Rule 6 governing unearned 
financial aid~ This new language then implemented, with some 
revisions and codification, the May, 1947, standard: aid in 
excess of tuition and fees (but no more than $300 in excess) 
would be permissible for students in the upper one-fourth of 
their high school class; aid up to tuition and fees if in the 
upper one-half and if there is a demonstration of financial 
need~ This legislation was then referred to the Conference 
members under the White Resolution~ 

All of the discussion about aid and practices at other 
institutions were of concern to the athletic department at 
I4innesota<l' In late April of 1948 Frank McCormick sent a 
letter to Morrill transmitting a report prepared by a 
three-man committee McCormick had appointed~ The three were 
coaches, the group had been chaired by Bernie Bierman, and 
McCormick had asked them to review nthe problems surrounding 
our present athletic program and to make recommendations for 
changes for improvements .. " 

The Bierman committee had reuorted to HcCormick, item 
11, that "this is an age of ~thletics and aggressive 
recruitingn and that regardless of what the NCAA or the Big 
Ten did, "aggressive recruiting and subsidizing in some form 
will remain .. n They then commented on the University.. "We 
have not fallen in step~ This has handicapped us~ What 
attitude and policy is Minnesota going to adopt in this 
matter?u They recommended that "all possible steps'* be taken 
to reduce the handicap~ McCormick, in his letter to Morrill, 
suggested that the matter be taken up with SCIA~ 

The Bierman committee nreport" was slightly over one 
page long~ Morrill sent it on to SCIA with a letter more 
than four times that length~ In his letter to E~ B~ Pierce 
(as chairman of SCIA), Morrill observed that "the 
recommendations propose a rather definite reversal of what I 
have believed to be the athletic policy of the University and 
of principles in both athletic and University administration 
to which I feel deeply committed~n Morrill noted that anyone 
could be asked to help in an "aggressive recruiting" effort 
so long as that effort did not include illegal 
subsidization~ While gratified that Biermants report 
expressly urged working with the Conference and NCAA rules, 
Morrill was nonetheless troubled by an implication he 
perceived: that the University should ngo beyond our present 
effort of limiting assistance for athletes to the organized 
efforts to find employment for them~" Warning that "illegal 
and underhanded action elsewhere would not constitute, for 
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me, an excuse for imitation by the University of Minnesota," 
and recalling for Pierce his own strongly-expressed views at 
two NCAA conventions, Morrill asked SCIA to review the 
report .. 

SCIA held a series of three meetings in May, 1948, at 
which it heard from coaches, athletes, University 
administrators, other students, President Morrill, and Big 
Ten Commissioner Wilson~ The Committee then issued a 
confidential reoort to President Morrill at the end of June .. 
In its report SCIA concluded that 

(b) ~The University) "has been at a disadvantage in 
competing with member schools of the Conference due 
to the fact that many of them have numerous 
scholarships to offer high school graduates while 
it has had none 1 and this condition bids fair to 
continue for an indefinite future period« 

(c) «This disadvantage had been accentuated by the 
occasional abuse of such scholarships in 
subsidizing athletes by member schools of the 
Conference and by non-member schools. The recent 
action of the conference in validating athletic 
scholarships and other grants-in-aid has worsened 
our competitive situation~ 

Paragraph (c) referred, of course, to the Conference action 
three weeks earlier adopting standards permitting unearned 
financial aid under specified circumstances~ 

SCIA decided that there was nothing wrongt per se, with 
scholarship programs, and that they should not be prohibited; 
rather, they should not be used "as cloaks for primarily 
athletic scholarships*" The Committee suggested that the 
University should develop a scholarship and grant-in-aid 
program for all students .. 

While working on its report to President Morrill, SCIA 
was also informed by Professor Rottschaefer of the new 
prov1s1ons of Rule 6 about unearned financial aid~ "After 
full discussion of the * ~ ~ revision, which disclosed that 
the Conference code would permit athletic scholarships, it 
was moved and carried thatn SCIA recommend disapproval to the 
Senate. The Senate concurred with the SCIA recommendatione 

The objection voted by Minnesota was noted at the 
September, 1948, Conference meetings, and it was agreed that 
the matter would be voted on again in December.. Rottschaefer 
alerted Morrill to the vote he had cast; Morrill sent a note 
to him asking if a "plea, reasonably well spelled out" to the 
Conference presidents, "looking either to a changed vote or 
some kind of reconsideration," would be appropriate~ 
Rottschaefer said no; only Illinois had joined Minnesota in 
objecting, that several presidents favored it, and the only 
hope was that the faculties would object when voting under 
the White Resolution« 

At the December, 1948, Conference meeting the new 
legislation was reaffirmed, with Minnesota and Illinois again 
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the two dissenting votes~ At the same time, the Conference 
voted--with Rottschaefer in opposition--to eliminate the $300 
cap in aid in excess of tuition and fees for athletes in the 
upper one-fourth of their class~ It was a White Resolution 
matter, and the same act followed: SCIA voted to oppose the 
change, the Senate concurred, and the Conference reaffirmed 
the change in March of 1949* This time, however, Minnesota 
cast the lone dissenting vote~ 

The University established the Greater University Fund 
to award aid to students, including athletes~ SCIA discussed 
the proposal but saw no reason to take action~ The 
scholarships were in place~ 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE 1950s: MORRILL AND FACULTY CQNTRO.f:! 

For the purposes of this monograph, the period from the 
late 1930s are not characterized by the same dramatic changes 
that occurred earlier* The Big Ten Structure is largely in 
place, as is the structure that governs athletics on the 
campus~ The major struggles over athletic issues continued 
to take place at the Conference level, and they shall now 
receive attention~ 

As noted, 1945 marked the accession of James Lewis 
Morrill to the presidency of the University of Minnesota; 
Morrill served as president until 1960« He came to Minnesota 
with a good working knowledge of intercollegiate athletics-
he had served as chairman of the Ohio State athletic board of 
control~ And he was not bashful about making his views on 
athletic matters known, publicly and to his faculty, as 
events showed~ Morrill, it was pointed out in the preceding 
chapter, spoke to the NCAA convention twice* While the most 
important events occurred near the end of his term of office, 
it is necessary to briefly recapitulate the developments 
immediately following World War II* 

On December 6, 1945, at the dinner celebrating the 
fiftieth anniversary of the Big Ten Conference, the Faculty 
Representatives, the Athletic Directors, the Commissioner, 
and the Presidents were all present~ Because of the 
exigencies of the emergency, many of the rules had been 
relaxed, especially where they affected servicemen* The 
presidents at the dinner expressed pride and confidence in 
the Conference, but left to the Faculty Representatives and 
Athletic Directors the task of restoring normal practice~ 

For the next several years, the Conference minutes are 
dominated by discussions about how to administer the rules 
with all these servicemen returning with a variety of 
competitive experiences behind them.. Also the subject of 
frequent debates were the Rose Bowl contact and television 
rules« Far surpassing all other topics, however, was the 
attention given to academic eligibility rules, recruiting, 
and "subsidization~" It would not be useful to recount the 
many twists and turns the Conference rules took, or the 
events that precipitated them, but a few of the salient 
points from the last chapter can be summarized~ 

The Big Ten had a reputation for being more purist about 
the amateurism of its college athletics than most other 
Conferences~ The coaches, directors, and faculty 
representatives were clearly worried about he increasingly 
high-pressured, quasi-professional trends in college sport 
around the country, especially in football, and tried to 
reconcile the philosophy of the Conference with practices 
they saw as abhorrent~ There were compromises: 
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In 1948, the Conference adopted legislation 
permitting unearned aid, but linked it to 
scholarship and required that aid to athletes be in 
proportion and amount to that available to 
non-athletes .. 

Beginning in 1948, athletic departments could pay 
for meals and two nights~ lodging for a recruit 
visiting the campus® 

Athletes were Permitted to work during the school 
term, althoughoo athletic department staff were not 
to promise jobs, and the work had to be performed 
and the pay at prevailing rates» 

By 1951, the Commissioner is warning, in his annual 
report, that the rules are not being enforced well, that 
recruiting pressures are increasing, and that financial aid 
rules have been in flux since the end of the war~ In early 
1952, responding to a major report by the American Council on 
Education, the Conference affirmed its opposition to athletic 
awards as the worst evil in athletics and declared that what 
was needed were not more rules but more zealous observation 
and enforcement .. 

In 1952 the Council of Ten, the presidents of the Big 
Ten universities, was incorporated into the structure of the 
Conference~ It is now they who hire the Commissioner, upon 
recommendation of the Faculty Representatives.. The Council, 
in 1952, also called for action on eliminating aid to 
athletes, elimination of recruiting contrary to the rules, 
special favors to athletes, and an overemphasis on 
competition .. 

By 1954 the Conference had three different "Rules 
Revision" Committees working simultaneously on recruiting and 
financial aid proposals (numbered 1,2, and 3, by the 
conference members themselves to keep them separate) .. By and 
large, the Conference stuck to its basic positions on aid and 
recruiting, although coaches, presidents and the faculty 
representatives and athletic directors themselves kept 
calling for new rules~ 

Also troubling, to the Presidents, during the early 
1950s, was the allocation of power and responsibility between 
th~ faculty representatives and athletic directors~ In 1951 
the athletic directors expressed dissatisfaction at the 
legislative and enforcement procedures~ By the end of the 
year it was agreed that administrative duties as assigned to 
the directors were not subject to the White Resolution. 

By mid-1956 events began coming to a head~ Up until 
that year, President Morrill's files contain only sporadic 
correspondence about athletics and Conference business.. On 
August 8 Professor Rottschaefer sent to Morrill a highly 
confidential Conference report of a Special Committee which 
was a critical self-evaluation of recruiting, financial aid, 
job programs, the "offer system~ being used, and a general 
indictment of the schools for failing to live up to the rules 
and philosophy of the Big Ten4 On August 18, 1956, Stanley 
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Wenberg, Assistant to the President, wrote to Assistant 
Commissioner Bill Reed asking how the report of the Special 
Committee might be brought to the Council of Ten. 

Also in August, 1956, the Joint Group voted that proven 
financial need become the basis for any unearned aid to 
athletes and appointed an ad hoc committee to report at the 
next meeting with specific legislative proposals to implement 
the change. An interim report in September proposed that 
there be no limit on the number of athletes who receive 
need-based aid and that any aid would be reduced by 
employment earnings. 

Adding to the furor were two cover articles published in 
1956 by Look magazine, about the Pacific Coast Conference and 
the Big Ten. The latter was denounced for carrying on a 
charade about jobs programs when in fact athletes didn't do 
any work. Minnesota was specifically mentioned. The 
articles pointed up the scandalous situation which had long 
concerned the faculty and directors~ 

On October 5 President Morrill wrote to the Secretary of 
the Council of Ten and commented on the August Special 
Committee report, describing it as none of the most candid, 
courageous, and to me discouraging documents I have ever seen 
--and lit] * * * ought to have a mighty high priority on the 
agenda of the Council of Ten when we meet in Chicago in 
December." Six days later Commissioner Tug Wilson sent 
copies of the report to the Council as requested by President 
Morrill. The Conference also released the report to the 
press because Look had obtained a copy of it; the contents 
exploded on the front pages of the papers. 

Later in the month Mr~ Wenberg wrote a memo to Morrill 
analyzing the problems confronting the Conference. He cited 
Professor Rottschaefer~s view that faculty influence is 
diluted by the "joint group" decision-making process, and 
that is even further influenced by the practice of permitting 
the coaches to sit in~ Wenberg went on to voice a view that 
was to become the theme of many future exchanges: 

One of the beginning points to reverse this 
accelerated trend toward prostituted 
intercollegiate athletics would be to get the 
educational business of the conference back into 
the hands of the educational representatives. 
Aren't the presidents in a position to request the 
faculty representatives to manage major conference 
legislation without the voting participation of 
coaches and directors? 

Is there any way the presidents can reestablish 
faculty participation of the Senate type at schools 
where conference actions go only to faculty 
athletic committees? Are any of the presidents 
sufficiently concerned with this whole thing so 
they would be willing in their own institutions to 
re-examine the point at which the White Resolution 
is operative? If the faculty is being 
short-changed through committee rather than Senate 
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management of the White Resolution, for example, 
might it not be possible to move the endpoint of 
discussion in those institutions back to the 
faculty or Senate level to the end that fuller 
faculty participations once again became operative? 

Wenberg followed this up on November 29 with a lengthy 
critical analysis of the "need~~ plan for President Morrill« 
Vice President Willey concurred with the criticisms« On the 
same day, there appeared an interview with Morrill in the 
Chicago Daily N~-~ wherein he expressed strong reservations 
about the costs of the plan, the lack of any scholarship 
requirement beyond admission, and the likelihood that the 
Conference was creating a class of students who were 
automatically underwritten~ 

Professor Stanley Kinyon (Law School), chairman of SCIA, 
wrote to President Morrill after being provided a copy of Mr« 
WenbergJs earlier memo« Kinyon said he didn't disagree with 
Wenberg, but wondered if a majority of the faculty 
representatives wanted to reverse the trends, and inquired if 
it was possible to eliminate the Joint Group after so many 
years~ Kinyon's note was followed, ten days later, by a 
four-page letter from Max Schultze (Professor of 
Biochemistry, who would become faculty representative himself 
in 1962) to Kinyon« Schultze, too, diagnosed problems in the 
Conference; there are, he concluded, two different groups 
responsible for the two major sets of rules creating the 
problems: the Faculty Representatives (financial aid) and 
the Joint Group (recruiting)* The failure to vest authority 
for both in one group was one weakness~ Another is: 

exemplified in the fact that although the by-laws 
Jof the Senate] specify that JSCIAJ is given entire 
control of intercollegiate athletics ~ ,. « 1 this 
committee, in recent years apparently has not asked 
for or been given information which would have 
acquainted it with the current problems of 
financial aid to and recruiting of athletes~ 

The Council of Ten met on December 3, 1956, and 
commended the Joint Group on the report of the Special 
Committee,. They took no position on the "need" proposal, 
although did discuss it, and asked the Conference to do more~ 
Specifically, they wished to see examined: the role of the 
Commissioner in enforcement; the role and responsibilities of 
the faculty representatives; the expenditures for the 
visitation and entertainment of prospects; the diversion of 
funds for scholarships; and staff understanding of the rules~ 
Morrill was apparently an active advocate, albeit mildly 
disenchanted, because he commented a few days after the 
meeting that he had a hard time even getting the Presidents 
to go as far as they did« 

On December 8, 1956, the Faculty Representatives voted 
to adopt the "need" proposal and sent it to the ten schools 
under the White Resolution~ (It has been said by many that 
the need plan, which remained in place until 1961, dealt a 
blow to Big Ten football from which it never recovered~) 
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In January and early February, 1957, there was a flurry 
of correspondence among the Big Ten Presidents~ Hannah of 
Michigan State wrote to his colleagues urging support for the 
plan when it came back for the required second conference 
vote~ Morrill replied that he had met with SCIA and the 
athletic staff and there was complete agreement that the plan 
was unsatisfactory and declared that "the need plan is only 
one small step in cleaning up the conditions described in the 
long report of the Special Committee«" He promised to 
discuss the issue more, but said he would be surprised if 
Minnesota would change its position~ 

While not of direct bearing on the occurrences at 
Minnesota, the response to Hannah by Iowa President Virgil 
Hancher is worth quoting for the perspective it provides on 
the operation of the Conference~ Hancher opposed the need 
plan for an entirely different reason from Morrill; he 
advocated open, direct payments to athletes for tuition, 
room, board, books, and incidental fees because it was 
cleaner, simpler, and honest« He continued: 

In recent years I have regretted much of the time 
devoted to intercollegiate athletics at the 
meetings of the Council of Ten~ It has troubled me 
that we have not devoted more time to the almost 
overpowering problems of teaching, research and 
service~ ~ But there is another danger of 
which I have been fearful as I have listened to the 
discussions in our meetings~ Often in those 
meetings and often in reading the proceedings of 
the Representatives of the Western Conference, I 
have had the tragic feeling that I am watching 
admirable men lost in an impenetrable forest~ 
These men clearlv have become so mesmerized and 
hypnotized and fascinated by them that they are 
unable to cast off the spell~ 

Some time before 1 die or retire, 1 should like to 
have some Big Ten rules that I can understand 
without undertaking all of the labor which is 
involved in the preparation of a complicated legal 
brief~ I say this as a trained lawyer~ 

(Morrill wrote to Hancher, after getting a copy of the 
letter, saying that the need plan was only the "anteroom" to 
the free ride Hancher advocated--and said that he just could 
not bring himself to accept Hancher's view~) 

On February 22 the Faculty Representatives reaffirmed 
the need plan« The Joint Group created the Intercollegiate 
Conference Financial Aid Service and adopted for use a set of 
complicated forms in administering the legislation~ 

Following reconfirmation of the need plan by the 
Conference, we hear from a new quarter~ On March 8 the 
Regents unanimously adopted the following resolution: 

The athletic aid program recently adopted by the 
Western Conference is not conducive to sound and 
defensible development of the Minnesota athletic 
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program jand the Regents] deplore the 
adoption of the plan« Accordingly, they instruct 
the President to enter promptly into urgent 
discussions with the presidents of other conference 
institutions to the end that the present plan may 
be vacated, and the problem of athletic aid 
recanvassed~ And they further instruct the 
Chairman of the Boards of the other Conference 
institutions of their attitude and to transmit to 
them a copy of Jthis resolution]~ 

This resolution prompted a newspaper columnist to observe 
that the University was going right to the top and, 
impliedly, was not going to mess around with faculty 
committees .. 

Morrill confirmed that faculty control was subject to 
presidential review, in his opinion, because he wrote to the 
chairman of the Council of Ten, and copied the other 
presidents, asking if he would object to having a 
subcommittee of the Council review the action of the Faculty 
Representatives committing the Conference to the need plan~ 
There is no record of the response, or of any action 
(although Hancher wrote to rail at the plan again but said 
that as long as they were stuck with it they may as well try 
it) ~ 

Two weeks after the Regents adopted their resolution, 
Board Chairman Ray Quinlivan wrote to his counterparts 
transmitting their sentiment and asking that they review the 
matter& He also told them that 

this action of our Board was not taken on a 
recommendation of President Horrill.. Actually he 
neither anticipated nor recommended it; nor did he 
oppose it& Rather, the action reflects the sincere 
belief of my colleagues on the Board that the 
present plan is unsound, unworkable, and 
unenforceablt? .. 

He did not stop there.. In early April Quinlivan 
discussed the need plan with the staff of the athletic 
department, and on April 18 sent a second letter to other 
Regents chairmen suggesting that they, too, meet with their 
athletic staff~ All of this effort seems to have gone for 
naught; there is no record of the replies Quinlivan received, 
but there is also no action by regents or trustees to reverse 
the action of the Conference.. So, after all the hurly-burly, 
the actions of the Faculty Representatives determined the 
direction of the rules~ 

One provision of the new legislation was that the 
Conference could require a university to suspend or terminate 
a staff member who committed infractions or its membership in 
the Conference would be at risk.. Previously, the penalty 
fell on the institution; now it could escape sanction by 
treating the culpable individual in the manner requested~ In 
mid-summer of 1957 the football coach at Indiana, Phil 
Dickens, was suspended on order of the Conference; that 
action elicited internal comments at Minnesota~ On August 
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31, 1957 1 Professor Kinyon (now the faculty representative} 
wrote a long memo to Wenberg about the impact of the Dickens 
suspension: 

There have been a number of developments which 
confirm my hopes as to what effect the Indiana 
decision has had 1 at least at Minnesota~ 

First, and perhaps most significant 1 is the fact 
that the coaches and athletic director have gotten 
a good healthy scare~ The provisions of the new 
Jfinancial aid rules] now make it possible for the 
Conference to put the penalty directly on the coach 
or staff member by requiring such penalty as a 
condition of the institutionts continued standing 
and membership in the Conference~ The coaches and 
directors understand this, if our staff is typical, 
and have little desire to jeopardize their jobs~ 

Kinyon also reported that there had been a marked 
increase in contact with the coaches about rulest in contrast 
to the period preceding the Dickens action~ 

It looks to me like we~re going to have a good 
working relationship between the Athletic 
Department and the faculty representatives from now 
on with respect to adherence to the rules~ I 
attribute this largely to the Indiana decision~ 

Second, and probably of equal significance, is the 
fact that the faculty representatives have 
re-asserted their basic authority in Conference 
affairs and appear to be back in the driver~s seat~ 
Beginning with the letter last December from the 
Council of Ten inqu1r1ng as to the role of the 
faculty representatives in Big Ten matters 1 the 
faculty group has shown a constantly increasing 
independence in determining rules and enforcement 
policy .. 

President Morrill read Kinyon~s letter and seemed 
relieved~ On September 4 he wrote to Wenberg.. "To me the 
heartening thing is the re-assertion (too long delayed) of 
faculty-conference responsibility and authority~ The faculty 
people had become acquiescent stooges of the coaches and 
directors~" Morrill wasn~t so sure about the actual 
significance of the sanction, however: "As to the Indiana 
penalty, I still believe it was a bit 'phoneyt--in that 
Dickens 1 althot 1 Suspended,t will still receive his full 
salary (and I surmise will still direct Indiana football 
strategy} ton 

Wenberg communicated Horri.ll*s sentiments to Kinyon and 
added a couple observations of his own~ He told Kinyon that 
he was disappointed that it took 

something as fundamentally unsound as the *needt 
program to bring about conditions of enforcement .. 

With respect to enforcement of regulations in the 
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conference, it seems the conference representatives 
are once again beginning to recognize that thev 
have a great deal of responsibility for th~ 
integrity of Western Conference athletics~ ~ $ $ 

It is the job of the faculty representatives to 
make the conference laws$ It should be the job of 
the athletic directors and the coaches to carry 
them out$ 

In December of 1956, responding to the request of the 
Council o£ Ten the previous year, the Faculty Representatives 
received and accepted a report of a special committee on "The 
Role and Responsibilities of the Faculty Representatives$" 
That eight-page document is a remarkably clear elucidation of 
the way the Conference was supposed to work~ It contains 
such statements as: 

It has not been questioned that the Faculty 
Representatives could properly inquire into and if 
they so decide, modify or set aside any decision or 
enactment of the Joint Group or the Athletic 
Directors, or that they could transfer any 
particular Conference matter from the jurisdiction 
of one body to that of another« 

By and large the Faculty Representatives have 
abstained from assuming adminstrative 
responsibilities in the Conference* If, 
however, developments in Conference should ever 
indicate a need for intervention by the Faculty 
Representatives at the administrative level, as for 
example in the enforcement area, it is certain that 
the Faculty Representatives would have the 
authority to discharge the responsibility« 

It is to them lthe Faculty Representatives] that 
the faculties of our ten institutions have 
entrusted the ultimate responsibility for keeping 
intercollegiate athletics in a sound relationship 
to the entire enterprise of higher education» 

Professor Kinyon sent the report to President Morrill, 
who was not particularly impressed: 

This statement seems to me reasonable and logical 
in theory but I have the feeling that its 
philosophy has not been soundly implemented in 
practice--and I am a little disappointed that the 
Faculty Representatives seem to be quite satisfied 
and undisturbed by what has seemed to me a 
disappointing trend$ 

You will remember the earlier committee report 
which pointed up the defections of the Western 
Conference and which, as I recall it, rather 
rebuked the Faculty Representatives for not 
exercising the authoritative independence from the 
Athletic Directors which they should~ 

Well, altogether, I suppose this review will be 



useful as a reminder to ;eawaken the Faculty 
Representatives to a sense of their real 
responsibilities and to an alertness to issues 
which are still far from soundly and sensibly 
resolved, in my opinion~ 

Eighteen months later, in June of 1959, Kinyon sent 
Morrill a summary of the functions and membership of athletic 
committees at Big Ten Schools» Morrill wrote back, saying 
that: 

In many cases there appears to be a good deal of 
committee control over the fiscal operations of the 
departments right along with a pretty slim line 
between the general faculty of the institution and 
their athletic committees .. 

This is all grist for the mill, and I suppose for 
the time being, at least, it has satisfied the 
question of faculty control of athletics in the 
Conference .. 

There was soon to be considerable uproar over faculty 
control again~ In May of 1958 the Faculty Representatives 
voted to try to clarify a piece of previously enacted 
legislation~ At the September 18 meeting of SCIA, Kinyon 
moved that the University object to the change, which had not 
been under the White Resolution, and that the University 
request that the changes in Rule 5 {the one here in question) 
be considered under the White Resolution® The Senate 
concurred,. 

At the December meeting the chairman of the Faculty 
Representatives noted the Minnesota objection and ruled 

that any institution*s faculty may within sixty 
days after adoption of any proposal at a Conference 
meeting, interpose a rejection thereof on the 
ground that in their opinion the action was 
sufficiently substantive to have been properly 
under the White Resolution, thereby rendering the 
action inoperative and requ1r1ng a vote of 
reaffirmation at the next meeting~ 



The chairman was overruled on a 9-0-1 vote (Illinois 
abstained). Why Minnesota voted affirmatively, in light of 
apparent SCIA sentiment, is unknown~ Professor Kinyon then 
moved that the Faculty Representative would, on objection 
from any school, reconsider an initial decision not to 
subject a matter to the White Resolution; that passed~ 

On October 11, 
the Joint Group a 
note that 

1959, the Athletic Directors brought to 
complaint~ The minutes for that meeting 

They 
principle 
revisions: 

the point of concern reported by the Directors was 
that developments in Conference procedures, 
particularly with respect to matters coming under 
the tihite Resolution, were tending to militate 
against the exercise of responsibility by Directors 
as a group .. 

emphasized 
of faculty 

that they were 
control, but did 

not questioning 
wish to see 

the 
some 

1.. That the White Resolution only apply to "academic 
standards for eligibility~" 

2~ That the Directors be given full vote in the Joint 
Group, and that it have power over everything 
except academic eligibility and "Directors~ 
Agreements~u 

3~ Joint Group could review "Directors' Agreements~" 

The Faculty Representatives and the Athletic Directors agreed 
to meet in three weeks to review possible revisions to the 
procedures .. 

On November 1, 1959, the Faculty Representatives met 
again, with the Athletic Directors present but not voting, to 
discuss changes~ They voted to make several alterations, two 
of which are of interest here~ 

1~ Instead of requiring that a matter be referred to 
the "faculty," under the White Resolution, it can 
be referred to the committee or board to which 
control of athletics has been delegated~ 

2~ The Faculty Representatives or Joint Group, 
whichever enacts a measure, shall determine by 
majority vote whether that measure is subject to 
the White Resolution .. 

The second changed the procedure agreed upon following 
Minnesota's objection the year before~ The November l 
meeting minutes do not suggest that these changes are subject 
to the White Resolution~ 
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Mr~ Wenberg wrote to President Morrill after he 
discussed the November 1 meeting with Kinyon and Ike 
Armstrong~ Both seemed undisturbed; Kinyon said the changes 
were technical and not important and Armstrong said they were 
good* Wenberg concluded that "these are sound steps~" 

Morrill hastened to disagree~ To Wenberg he sent a note 
saying: 

My own reading of the Faculty Conference minutes 
and their implications does not square with your 
comments~ I think the athletic directors have won 
their point in seriously weakening whatever we mean 
(and hitherto have meant) by "faculty control"-
and I have a hunch that if our University Senate 
really knew the score they would sharply instruct 
Kinyon not to support the revised legislation,. 

Wenberg jotted a note back wondering, however, "whether 
there is a value to athletics in making the directors more 
responsible in certain conference matters and whether 
everything loosely defined as 'substantivet needs to go back 
to the full tfacultyl when there is a disagreement at the 
conference level~" He added that he believed Kinyon nneeds 
your counsel,.n 

Two days before the meetings of the Conference, 
President Morrill received a letter from John Fullen, 
Secretary of the Ohio State alumni association, reporting on 
the meeting of the Faculty Council there: 

They sent back with strong protest the actions of 
the Faculty Representatives, so-called, and the 
Athletic Directors who, in unilateral action, 
rewrote the rules of the Western Conference and 
declared them to be outside the requirements of the 
White Resolution~ ~ * ~ In the minutes of the 
November lst meeting, ~ ~ ~ they wrote the word 
"Faculties" out wherever they could and their 
principal piece of legislation was to assert that 
Faculty control would be considered as in effect by 
the action of any board • ~ ~ where the Faculty are 
in a majority~ 

At the meetings of the Conference December 10-12, the 
Faculty Representatives voted not to make the changes 
subject to the White Resolution~ They did, however, revise 
some of their previous action~ The Faculty Representatives 
decided to retain all authoritv to determine what was subject 
to the White Resolution a~d reverted to the previous 
arrangement on protests: if a school objected that a piece 
of legislation should have been under the White Resulotion, 
the Faculty Representatives will vote to reconsider the 
decision that it was not~ They left intact the change 
permitting the committees or boards to act on behalf of the 
faculties, rather than requiring legislation to go to the 
full faculty~ 

In a way, 
especially if, as 

this last decision makes some sense, 
at Minnesota, the actions of SCIA or ACIA 
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are subject to review by the Senate/Assembly~ There is a 
mechanism for check by the Senate~ When the White Resolution 
procedure was adopted in 1900, "the faculties" were small 
enough groups so that they could all be brought together to 
discuss legislation~ Even at Minnesota, of course, the White 
Resolution issues had been going to the Senate for decades, 
not the "faculty~" Morrill, however, was not persuaded~ 

On December 15, after the Conference meetings, Morrill 
received another letter from Fullen, who had rather caustic 
comments on the results" 

The basic upheaval is the assignment of 
responsibility to a board, committee or council 
which will decide whether they wish to refer 
anything to faculties, and if the boys did not care 
to refer the re-writing of the constitution back to 
the faculties, it is quite likely that nothing mav 
ever again be referred back~ & ~ & Unless som~ 
faculties are willing to carry the battle, the 
Western Conference even as a symbol of sane 
regulations is gone~ 

MrQ Wenberg told Morrill that Kinyon again thought there 
were only a few changes, that the newspapers were making a 
big deal out of nothing, and that there was no reason to be 
alarmed~ Morrill wrote to Wenberg: "I'm afraid Jack Fullen 
is right: that therels evasive skullduggery afoot in all 
this--and I surmise that Kinyon is a passive party to it~" 

The controversy about the extent of faculty control over 
athletics on each campus, and in the Conference, followed 
President Morrill to the end of his term of office~ Jack 
Fullen wrote two more times. On December 30, 1959, he wrote 
to attack stacked faculty committees and said that nthe 
faculty" were really not in control« The Faculty 
Representatives, he argued, have not represented the faculty, 
"in fact or in spirit," and now the Conference is trying to 
make it legal for them not to do so« A month later, January 
25, 1960, he wrote again and enclosed a news article. The 
headline from the Columbus paper was about the Ohio State 
faculty declaring the new rules for voting to be illegal and 
calling on the Council of Ten to call a constitutional 
convention to draft a formal constitution for the Big Ten 
Conference and submit it to the faculties for a vote~ There 
was, according to Fullen, also discussion of the possible 
withdrawal of Ohio State from the Big Ten if the Council of 
Ten ignored the requestQ Fullen closed by saying that he did 
not trust the President of Ohio State, who had said that 
Morrill, at the last Council of Ten meeting, "had made an 
emotional speech" about the issue of faculty control .. 

Morrill did not change his mind, either« He wrote back 
to Fullen on January 27 and described the Ohio State faculty 
request to the Council of Ten as "epochal--a smashing 
gesture .. " Morrill concurred that the questions should be 
considered by the Council of Ten+ He went on to say that 

the infiltration by the athletic directors and 
coaches of our Faculty Conference Representatives 
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is very great~ r~m actually beginning to have 
trouble here with the attitudes of our Conference 
Representative and our Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics--but I think we can count 
on Minnesota to vote right~ 

Later in January SCIA Chairman Schultze sent to Morrill 
a copy of the SCIA proposal on the changes in the White 
Resolution procedures~ SCIA recommended that the Senate 
accept the changes and authorize SCIA to vote on behalf of 
the faculty on White Resulotion matters« The recommendation 
to the Senate also promised that SCIA would report all such 
votes and that it would bring for action matters of important 
institutional policy~ Schultze said he did not feel there 
would be less faculty control of athletics, with the 
procedures in place at Minnesota, and that Senate control 
would still be in place~ Morrill wrote back to Schultze 
saying he did not concur with the Committee*s judgement and 
that faculty control would be jeopardized at some Conference 
schools~ He also inquired how SCIA would decide what was 
important enough to bring to the Senate for action« He 
stressed that it was not a matter of semantics; he did not 
want the faculty voting on minutiae and applauded the 
scrupulousness of SCIA adherence to the requirement the 
White Resolution matters be brought to the Senate* Morrill 
expressed grave doubts that such diligent practices obtained 
at other schools, and he did not want to see legislation 
adopted which would weaken faculty control where it was 
already not well observed~ He concluded by saying that the 
Conference schools are too parochial in their voting and that 
they need to be concerned at the weakening of the total 
structure of faculty control represented by the action taken 
at the Conference on November 1 and at the December meetings~ 

President Morrill's views went unheeded~ At the Senate 
meeting on February 4, 1960, the faculty voted to approve the 
changes in the V.lhi te Resolution matters, as .recommended by 
SCIA .. 

Later in February the Ohio State President wrote to his 
Council of Ten colleagues expressing regret that he had been 
out of town when his faculty had passed the resolution 
calling for a constitutional convention~ He suggested he 
could have gotten the resolution postponed until the Council 
of Ten could consider other proposals at its meeting in 
March~ He went on to comment on an article in the Ohio State 
alumni magazine by Jack Fullen, saying that Fullen was 
incorrect in his assessment of the situation and that he, the 
President, was embarrassed by the article& 

At the March 4, 1960 meeting of the Joint Group, the 
faculty representatives did not reaffirm a vote to sign a new 
Rose Bowl pact with the West Coast universities~ The Faculty 
Representatives also voted to delete a clause permitting an 
individual Conference institution to accept an invitation to 
participate in the Rose Bowl~ Gathering from the news 
accounts of the time, this vote by the Faculty 
Representatives so incensed the Athletic Directors that they 
voted to ban all post-season competition except Olympic 
tryouts; this would have prohibited any competition in NCAA 



championships~ The Faculty Representatives then voteu that 
this ban was a White Resolution matter to be referred to the 
campuses,. 

This outburst on the part of the Conference prompted 
President Hannah at Michigan State to write to his 
presidential colleagues and suggest that there was something 
to be gained by having a frank discussion at the April 
Council of Ten meeting~ He acknowledged that they had 
discussed athletics at virtually all of their recent 
meetings, but that the discussions had been shallow* 

I would urge that we face this issue now rather 
than run the risk of possibly finding ourselves in 
a situation where at a later date we may not be 
able to determine or control the future course and 
pattern of our athletic programs~ 

Hannah, at least, is of the view that the presidents may 
certainly intervene and overrule actions by the Conference~ 

President Morrill wrote back to President Hannah 
expressing his concurrence~ He added that he was ashamed of 
what had gone on at the Conference meetings, "and had said 
so, in no uncertain terms, to the two from here~ 
Unless the presidents do take some leadership, we are all 
going to regret it." 

In mid-March President Morrill told the Board of Regents 
he hoped that the action on post-season competition would be 
rescinded,. On April 1 SCIA voted against the ban on 
post-season competition, but also voted against any renewal 
of the Rose Bowl contract. The Senate subsequently confirmed 
these votes by SCIA~ At the May meetings of the Conference 
the Faculty Representatives voted unanimously against a ban 
on post-season competitionQ 

As the closing action in this sequence of events, at the 
end of President Morrill~s term of office, the Faculty 
Representatives also voted, at the May 20, 1960, meetings of 
the Conference, to defeat a proposal to add language to the 
membership requirements insisting that any committee or Board 
voting on White Resolution matters must nbe responsible to a 
general faculty body." Minnesota voted against the proposal 
to add the language; Ohio State voted in favor of it~ In the 
last analysis, therefore, it must be said that the views of 
the faculty, as expressed by the Senate and SCIA, prevailed 
over those of President Morrill~ 
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CHAPTER 9 

The Rose Bowl, in the 1950s, provoked a series of 
critical questions about the structure and control of 
athletics, both at the Conference level as well as at the 
individual campuses» It may be slipping beyond the memory of 
many, now, but the current agreement the Big Ten has to play 
in the Rose Bowl is the product of decades of heated debate 
about the role of athletics in higher education and the role 
of the faculty in governing athletics~ 

Shortly after the birth of the Conference, there was no 
strong sentiment opposing post-season competition* The 
November 28, 1902, minutes of the meeting of the Faculty 
Representatives record nthe proposed participation by a 
conference college in a foot-ball game in California, under 
the auspices of a floral associationt !s and the 
representatives determined that such participation would be 
"not out of accord with" the rules« The University of 
Michigan played in the game in 1902~ 

When the Angell Conferences were held in 1906, however, 
one of the recommendations that was adopted as a regulation 
was "that the football season end the Saturday before 
Thanksgiving~" (Another recommendation, which failed of 
adoption, was that football be suspended for two years*) 
There was no explicit ban on post-season games, but no team 
participated in one for the next fourteen years~ 

In June of 1920, the Conference reaffirmed "its 
judgement that post-season games, in all branches of sport, 
are undesirable," although this was an expression of 
sentiment, not of a regulation~ In fact, the Conference 
voted to permit Ohio State to accept an invitation to play in 
the 1921 Rose Bowl; concomitantly, howevert the faculty 
representatives in December, 1920, discussed and adopted a 
motion "that the recent action of the Conference in 
sanctioning the Ohio State trip to California shall not be 
construed as a precedent»" At their following meeting, in 
June of 1921, they voted that nthe disapproval of post-season 
games hitherto classified as an expression of opinion on the 
part of the Conference ~ ~ « was declared to have the force 
of a rule of the Conference~" The adoption of this statement 
as a rule was not submitted to the White Resolution procedure 
and there is no hint in the Conference minutes that any of 
the institutions dissented& (J. L~ Morrill attended the 
1921 Rose Bowl with the Ohio State team~) 

There is no record of discussion of this subject in any 
of the minutes of the Board of Control for 1920 or 1921» Nor 
is there any mention of the post-season competition rule in 
the Senate minutes; we cannot even guess whether or not SCIA 
addressed the question inasmuch as there are, as mentioned 
previously, no minutes for SCIA until 1922. We do not know 
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if Professor Paige was voting his own view or that of the 
University« 

At the specific request of the Iowa faculty 
representative that the question be addressed, in December of 
1921 the Conference voted that Iowa would be in violation of 
the ban on post-season competition if it accepted an 
invitation from the Tournament of Roses~ In February of 1930 
the Conference again, unanimously, denied Iowa permission to 
play in a post-season game, and the following May voted to 
reject an invitation from the Southern Conference to 
participate in a post-season game, informing them "that it 
would be inadvisable to consider any proposal of this kind~~ 

On February 3, 1931, in a letter to Professor Paige 
responding to a proposal from the faculty representatives 
that they would welcome a meeting with the presidents, 
President Coffman told him that the presidents did not wish 
to do so, because they had no program to submit~ Coffman, 
however, relayed two items to which the presidents wished the 
faculty representatives would give more attention; the second 
was ~a more definite policy prohibiting, or discouraging at 
any rate, post-season games+" This is the first statement in 
Minnesota records of the University~s view& Three days 
later, in a letter to Commissioner Griffith, Coffman again 
alluded to post-season games as one of the items against 
which the Conference should stand~ 

The Big Ten Alumni Clubs of Southern California, on 
November 18, 1931, adopted a resolution urging the Conference 
to permit a team to play in the Rose Bowl and sent it to all 
the members of the Conference~ Minnesota apparently did not 
respond,. 

The issue would not go away« The athletic directors 
requested discussion of the Rose Bowl at the December 3, 
1932, Conference meetings; the faculty representatives 
deferred the matter until May of 1933,. Later in December, 
1932, Professor Paige forwarded copies of letters from two of 
his faculty representative colleagues about a possible 
Conference vote to permit Michigan to play in the Rose Bowl~ 
The Ohio State representative had 90lled seven of the faculty 
representatives and wrote to Paige that the vote would have 
been 6-l opposing a waiver on the ban on post-season 
competition~ The Purdue faculty representative, William 
Marshall, also wrote to Paige, saying that his institution 
would be in favor of an arrangement whereby the Conference 
could participate in the Rose Bowl once every four or five 
years and proposed that the subject be discussed at 
Conference meetings the following May~ He also opined that 
the matter would not have to be voted out under the White 
Resolution .. 

In transmitting the letters to Coffman, Paige commented 
that "some of the universities are weakening in their 
position" and asked for advice about "what Minnesota should 
do, if anything, to influence the votes of Conference 
members .. " Coffman expressed dismay: 

I must say that I think Mr~ Marshall's letter is 
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discouraging, for the reason lhat, if he represents 
Purduefs opinion, then Purdue is evidently willing 
to make an arrangement this next May which will 
permit the playing of a championship game after the 
season is closed~ I, myself, can see no good 
reason why this should be done. 

Coffman added that he could think of no way to stop the 
Conference from changing the rule, but "if an opportunity 
presents itself, I shall discuss this problem with the 
Presidents at a meeting we propose to hold in January .. ~~ 

Coffman followed up on this expression of view in a 
December 29, 1932, letter to Commissioner Griffith~ His 
focus was principally the role of athletics and recreation in 
the face of the economic crisis, but he gave vent to his 
irritation about the Rose Bowl~ 

Too many football coaches are still interested in 
the game for the personal glory that they can get 
out of it~ They respond too easily to these 
elements that are interested primarily in 
commercializing the game .. ~ « ~ 

One does not need to go outside the Big Ten to find 
abundant illustration of what I am talking about~ 
We have just had a striking illustration recently~ 
A move was made to induce the Big Ten to modify its 
post-season rule to permit Michigan to play the 
Rose Bowl game~ The very school that has for years 
been opposed to post-season games apparently was in 
favor of modifying the rule this time because its 
team would be invited to play the game~ It is my 
understanding that every coach and every director, 
was in favor of playing the game~ Now I was at a 
meeting recently where seven of the presidents of 
the Big Ten Schools, including the President of the 
University of Michigan, expressed themselves as 
being opposed to playing this game and opposed to 
modifying the rule, and yet, I understand, that it 
is to come up at the May meeting of the Conference« 

At the May, 1933, Conference meeting, the directors 
explicitly recommended that "the Conference so amend the 
post-season game rule that it would be possible for a 
Conference university team to accept an invitation to take 
part with reasonable frequency in the Rose Bowl game,. I! 

Voltmer reports that the directors favored participation 
either on an individual basis or '*on a basis whereby the 
Conference rather than the individual member should receive 
the profits~~* The recommendation was rejected, according to 
Voltmer, on the grounds that it prolonged the season and that 
it was not a college event~ 

In answer to a plea to support the Rose Bowl from a 1913 
law alumnus residing in Los Angeles, the President wrote in 
December, 1933, repeating his opposition« In his remarks, 
Coffman made statements that would be echoed by one of his 
successors twenty years later; he declared that "we are still 
thinking of football not as something designed primarily for 
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the students and the University but for the general public~" 
He cited the recently deceased Ohio State president with 
approval in saying "that football has ceased to become a game 
and has developed into an enterprise .. H He told his 
correspondent 1 too, that the Conference members agreed that 
"post-season games represent an exploitation of the game and 
an exploitation of the students .. *' 

In what was becoming an annual letter on the subject, 
President Coffman wrote at some length to an alumnus on 
November 24 1 1934, to explain the Conference opposition to 
the Rose Bowl~ He recalled that "the faculties of the 
various institutions composing this conference, were 
compelled some twenty or twenty-five years ago to take over 
the administration of athletics because they were being 
exploited to the damage of the respective institutions*" One 
way such exploitation occurred, he explained, was through 
highly commercial post-season games~ Coffman got his history 
slightly mixed up, claiming that the ban on post-season 
competition antedated the Rose Bowl, which was not true~ In 
addition to the commercial aspects Coffman cited the 
lengthened football season as likely to have a deleterious 
impact on the academic efforts of the team members. Although 
not so declaring directly, Coffman§s sentiments remained 
clearly aligned with those who opposed participation in the 
game~ (It should be noted that there are numerous additional 
letters in Coffmanls files which are not cited here; they are 
almost invariably dated during or after the football season 
each year.) 

In a letter to Griffith two days later 1 Coffman thanked 
the Commissioner for information about the attempts by the 
Governors of Ohio and Minnesota (Floyd B .. Olson) to arrange a 
post-season bowl game for charity~ Coffman dismissed their 
efforts as political pandering~ 

It is perfectly clear to me that these gentlemen 
were trying to increase their political popularity 
by using our two universities to acomplish their 
purposes~ Of course their effort was only a part 
of the general drive throughout the country by 
civic and commerce associations, occasional 
newspapers, politicians, and the sporting public to 
prostitute football in the name of charity~ Every 
post-season game, in my opinion, means an 
exploitation of the educational institutions that 
play the game~ 

Coffman, in the same letter, told Griffith of a recent 
conversation he had about the Rose Bowl with sportswriters at 
a New York luncheon (featuring Gertrude Stein as speaker); 
they, he said: 

were of the opinion that the game ought not to be 
played, on the ground that it contributes nothing 
to maintaining college sport on a rational basis~ 
It was their opinion that the game was fostered by 
certain commercial interests that desire to 
advertise California~ » ~ ~ I, of course, believe 
they are right~ 6 ~ ~ I suppose that a drive will 



now be staged to induce the Conference to change 
its rule with regard to post season games~ I hope 
that the Conference will have the good judgement to 
hold fast to the rule& 

Late 1934 was a banner year for Coffman correspondence 
on the Rose Bowl, due mostly, no doubt, to the fact that 
Minnesota was undefeated and consensus national champion* In 
addition to the two letters cited above, he wrote three more 
in the next week~ By and large he repeated his previous 
objections~ Excerpts of some variations in his comments: 

lQ To one of his former students: 

One of the arguments advanced is that a trip like 
this would be beneficial for the boys~ If I were a 
member of the team I should like to go~ Of course, 
a trip like this would be good for all our 
students~ We know perfectly well, however, that 
the reason for sending the team out there is not 
for the purpose of giving the boys a trip~ 

2~ To the Middle Western Colleges Alumni Association: 

You can scarcely believe the number of requests 
that are made of us to permit our team to play 
after the season is closed ~ yet the real 
reason for suggesting that the Rose Bowl game be 
played is not that the team may make a trip to 
California; it is a feeling, peculiar to Americans, 
that the championships should really be decided and 
the Rose Bowl game in a way helps to do that~ 

3~ To the Clerk of the Minneapolis City Council, after 
the Council adopted a resolution urging that the 
University seek to change the Conference rule 
banning post-season competition so a Rose Bowl 
invitation could be accepted: "Before this 
resolution was received, an invitation had been 
extended » ~ 4 to the University of Alabama to play 
the Rose Bowl game~" 

One of the Big Ten University Clubs again sent a letter 
to Coffman, in the midst of the 1935 season, urging 
consideration of the Rose Bowl® Coffman wrote back a polite 
but firm "No," citing strong Conference opposition» 

The annual end-of-year letter of interest here for 
Coffman in 1936 went to a new quarter~ The President of 
Stanford University wrote to him seeking support for the Rose 
Bowl; President Wilbur assured Coffman it would be a 
"dignified" event "brought under control~" He also asked 
Coffman "to sound out" his Big Ten presidential colleagues« 
Coffman solicited the views of Professor Rottschaefer (who 
had succeeded Paige in 1934) and Commissioner Griffith, both 
of whom responded negatively« Coffman then wrote back to 
Wilbur to tell him the Conference would not change its 
position~ 

President Coffman died in September of 19384 An article 
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from the Chicago Tribune was brought to President Guy Stanton 
Ford's attention in November of 1938; the clipping reported 
on a forthcoming proposal from the Pacific Coast Conference 
(a predecessor to the present Pacific-Ten)~ Ford sent it to 
Rottschaefer, with a cover note declaring that the 
"University of Minnesota has always been thumbs down on these 
post-season affairs, and I do not need to say that so long 
as I am in this Office that opposition will be maintained by 
the University administration~H Rottschaefer informed Ford 
that he concurred and that the proposal stood no chance of 
passage when it was considered at the Conference meeting 
three weeks hence~ 

The faculty representatives, as Rottschaefer predicted, 
remained adamant: At their December, 1983, meeting they 
unanimously reaffirmed the 1906/1931 rule terminating the 
football season the Saturday before Thanksgiving "in view of 
the wide publicity given to the matter of prolonging the 
football season in order to permit the playing of the 
post-season games." 

In 1940 SCIA and the Senate finally got into the act~ 
At the September 7, 1940, Conference meeting, the faculty 
representatives had lunch with the athletic directors and 
emissaries from the Pacific Coast Conference (PCC)* The 
faculty representatives then discussed the Rose Bowl and 
agreed that they would go home and canvass the views of their 
colleagues prior to the December, 1940, meeting~ 

Rottschaefer reported the discussion to President Ford, 
wrote a long letter to the Iowa faculty representative, Karl 
Leib, explaining his opposition to changing the post-season 
competition ban, and predicted--to Ford--a 5-4 vote against a 
change~ (Chicago, which had dropped football, declined to 
vote on the matter~) The letter to Lieb could have been 
written by Coffman.. Ford commended Rottschaefer on his 
letter to Leib and said that "the whole business is a smelly 
affair~~* 

SCIA, on October 16, 1940, voted unanimously to 
recommend to the Senate rejection of any change in the 
post-season competition rule, ~fand particularly that it 
should not be amended in the manner being currently proposed 
so as to permit Conference football teams to participate in 
the Rose Bowl~" The Committee cited as reasons the detriment 
to "the educational interests of the player," not helping to 
eliminate the widespread evils "now associated with 
intercollegiate athletics" and instead increasing those evils 
in the Big Ten, and opposition to lending Conference prestige 
to a non-education-based event. On October 17, 1940, the 
next day, SCIA reported its recommendation to the Senate, 
which approved the SCIA action~ 

When the faculty representatives reconvened in December, 
1940 1 they had before them a recommendation from the 
directors that the Big Ten teams be permitted to compete in 
the Rose Bowl* Professor Rottschaeferts prognostication was 
not borne outi that recommendation was, again, rejected **with 
no dissenting vote*" 
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Minnesota, in 1940, was Big Ten champion and Associated 
Press poll national champion~ The Daily issued a 
congratulatory editorial and inveighed against the Rose Bowl» 

Two Minnesota fans in Los Angeles, meantime, wrote to 
President Ford urging support for the Rose Bowl, asking him 
to put himself in the place of the fans» The letter provoked 
a sharp retort* "The real point, however, is not for me," 
Ford wrote, "to put myself in your place but for you to put 
yourself in the place of the team and the responsible 
administrative officers at the University, irrespective of 
any Conference policy or anything else*" Ford also mentioned 
two other factors not brought out previously~ 

The University of Minnesota team at any time would 
be at a disadvantage in post-season games on the 
Pacific Coast~ As I look out the window now, the 
air is filled with driving snow and the ground is 
still covered with the Armistice Day blizzard~ The 
team itself had only two or three hours in the open 
the last two weeks of the season and the result 
showed somewhat in the first half at Wisconsin~ 
Nothing that you can do in a fieldhouse will keep a 
team on edge from the end of our season to the 
first of January~ However, that isn•t the basis on 
which the matter has been decided at Minnesota and 
in the Conference» With those decisions you are 
familiar~ Our own was made absolutely and there 
isn't the slightest chance that there will be a 
change in the general Big Ten policy at the 
December meeting nor in the policy of the 
University of Minnesota itself~ 

Incidentally, we have not been allowed to forget 
that Minnesota has an Atlantic seaboard clientele 
of thousands who, like yourself, are equally 
anxious to see Minnesota play some one of the 
outstanding teams in that area~ Before Cornell 
went into eclipse, there had already begun to be 
talk about how fine it would be for Minnesota to 
play Cornell& So that, as is frequently the case, 
in the Democracy you allude to, We The People Speak 
with many and diverse voices and those responsible 
for the conduct and preservation of intercollegiate 
athletics have to carry on as best they may in 
their interpretation of their task» 

Four years later, at the request of Ohio State, the 
faculty representatives held a special meeting, on November 
26, 1944~ Ohio State sought a waiver of the post-season 
prohibition in order to accept a Rose Bowl invitiation~ 
After deliberating two-and-one-half hours, they voted 7-3 to 
denv the request« That it was Ohio State that made the 
request is somewhat ironic in light of events that transpired 
seventeen years and two days later (when the Ohio State 
faculty voted to not permit its football team to attend the 
Rose Bowl--thus permitting Minnesota to go for a second 
consecutive game)~ 

This 7-3 vote was the last time a majority of the 
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Conference members would vote against permitting a Big Ten 
team to appear in the Rose Bowl~ Within two years there 
would be a five-year contract with the Pacific Coast 
Conference calling for an annual Big Ten-PCC game« 
Minnesota's opposition, however, remained unwavering for 
another sixteen years~ 

On May 31, 1946, the faculty representatives and 
athletic directors had a joint meeting at which they 
discussed, but did not act on, a permanent arrangement with 
the PCC for the Rose Bowl~ The next morning, meeting in 
executive session, the faculty representatives voted to 
direct the Commissioner to "examine the oossibilities of an 
agreement that might be reachedH on the Rose Bowl (the vote 
was not recorded)~ On September 1, 1946, Commissioner 
Wilson reported on the meeting he had had with the PCC» 
After a reportedly lengthy discussion, the faculty 
representatives voted 6-3 to express the willingness of the 
Conference to enter an agreement with the PCC, provided that 
certain stipulations were part of the contract {no school is 
compelled to send its team, no team may appear more than once 
in three years, and others)& The actual motion was in the 
form of amending General Regulations III(l}, to create an 
exception, in the ban on post-season competition, for the 
Rose Bowl~ Minnesota, Illinois, and Purdue voted against the 
exception, which was then referred to the Conference schools 
under the White Resolution procedure~ 

Upon returning to Minneapolis, Professor Rottschaefer 
sent President Morrill a copy of the minutes of the 
Conference meeting along with a sum.111ary of the pros and cons 
of the Rose Bowl proposal as prepared by its "leading 
proponent~" The same day Rottschaefer wrote to Morrill, he 
also reported to SCIA on the proposal, which then voted 
unanimously against the Rose Bowl pact; Chairman Pierce, the 
following day, transmitted that vote to Morrill with a 
request that it be placed before the Administrative Committee 
of the Senate~ The Administrative Committee sustained the 
action of SCIA and so reported to the Senate on October 31, 
1946~ The Senate docket had three pages of explanation of 
the proposal and the arguments for and against it so, as 
Rottschaefer explained to the President, the members of the 
Senate could be fully informed~ Professor Rottschaefer told 
the Senate he would vote against the pact unless it decided 
to override SCIA and the Administrative Committee; the Senate 
did not do so& 

Prior to the Senate vote, there appears in the files the 
first expression of President Morrill~s views on the Rose 
Bowl* The correspondence between them suggest that Morrill 
and Big Ten Commissioner Kenneth L~ (Tug) Wilson were good 
friends; on October lOt 1946, Wilson wrote a two-page letter 
to Morrill explaining the reasons for his support of the Rose 
Bowl contract~ In it he co~~ented that he, along with his 
predecessor, had "tried to put the proposition through Jthe 
Conference] Q Q Q on a number of occasions" (Wilson had been 
athletic director at Northwestern before he became 
Commissioner .. ) Mo.r.rill wrote back a week later setting to 
print his views, which would not change for as long as he was 
President~ In the letter to Wilson he reported the SCIA 
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unanimous vote against the Rose Bowl and said that he had not 
"intervened in the matter at all, except to discuss it 
informally with Frank McCormick" (Minnesota Athletic 
Director)~ He went on to lay out his view: 

I appreciate fully the arguments for the 
arrangements with the Pacific Coast Conference* 

And yet back in my days at Ohio State, I never 
could bring myself to want the Western Conference 
Jthe Big Ten 1 in the Rose Bowl,, and in view of the 
dither these days over commercialism in 
intercollegiate athletics, t feel very deeply that 
the Western Conference will weaken its position by 
approving the Rose Bowl arrangement--by making a 
concession to still further high pressure and 
overemphasis on football in the minds of many, many 
people, including real amateurs and faculty 
members .. 

I realize that the plan is so drawn that no 
Conference institution is required to send its team 
to the Coast, even if it should be so lucky as to 
be designated~ But any of us so designated would 
find it hard to live among the newspapermen and 
alumni if we declined to send a Conference 
championship team to the Bowl~ I suppose the 
arrangement will carry by a 5-4 or 6-3 vote--but I 
will be frankly sorry to see the gesture made.. A 
very bad attitude and psychology about college 
football seems to be sweeping the country now, both 
inside and outside the institutions* The recent 
Notre Dame article in TIHE is typical.. All this is 
probably a passing phase due to war reaction, 
inflation, which make for queer ideas and 
overburdened gate receipts, distorted eligibility 
rules, etc~, etc~ It will pass in good time, and I 
wish that kind of hysteria and crazy thinking would 
crystallize around pro-football, thus giving it a 
more proper outlet~ r~d like to see college 
football take the saner course along the lines that 
you and Saint have been working toward the N~C*A*A .. 
I just cantt reconcile that philosophy with the 
Rose Bowl concession~ 
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The themes in this letter are echoed again and again in 
the following fourteen years of Morrill's presidency~ 

Minnesota's opposition notwithstanding, the faculty 
representatives voted, by telegraph, on November 6, 1946, in 
favor of signing the contract~ They reaffirmed that vote at 
the December Conference meetings (the vote was not recorded). 

To clarify a technical point which become very important 
later, it is necessary to note precisely the action 
permitting the contract with the PCC» General Regulation 
III(l) read as follows: 

Post-season competition in all sports is 
prohibited~ Seasons in all sports, unless 
otherwise limited in these Regulations, shall close 
with the NCAA championship meet in each sport or 
with the National AAU meet in each sport. 

In December, 1947, the faculty representatives voted formally 
(pursuant to their earlier decision to sign a contract) to 
change this regulation by adding a sentence: 

Nothing herein shall apply to the Rose Bowl games 
of January 1, 1947-1951, inclusive~" 

In The Big Ten, written in the mid-l960s by then-retired 
Commissioner Wilson and Jerry Brondfield, Wilson reviewed the 
events that led to the 1946 pact~ The 1902 event which 
Michigan attended was a low-key affair~ When the Tournament 
of Roses began, in 1916, annually scheduling a football game, 
however, it began to attract a great deal more attention~ It 
took "considerable urging" to get Conference approval for 
Ohio State to attend in 1921, and that was followed by the 
proscription which remained in place until 1946~ Wison 
relates that informal invitations were frequently extended by 
the PCC, and that the PCC representatives "came back almost 
annually with splendid arguments why a Big Ten team should 
appear each year~" Added to that was recurring pressure from 
alumni of Big Ten schools who lived on the West Coast~ When 
he became Commissioner in 1945, Wilson reported that he was 
determined to see the issue settled and worked with the 
athletic directors to persuade the faculty representatives to 
approve a contract.. (One argument he recalled using arose 
from a meeting he had been in with Southeastern Conference 
presidents, at which time they told the Big Ten they were 
going to start awarding aid based on athletic ability without 
any academic requirement beyond admission~ Asked where they 
would get the money to pay for the program, they replied that 
they expected it from lucrative post-season bowl games~) 
Wilsonts efforts bore fruit; he also pointed out that the 
Rose Bowl agreement was the first in the country where a 
Conference agreed to divide up equally the income from an 
event .. 

Illinois played in the first Rose Bowl under contract, 
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in January, 1947, and at the March Conference meetings their 
business manager provided a report on the trip~ There had 
been a number of problems; the Wisconsin faculty 
representative 1 Professor Rottschaefer subsequently told 
President Morrill in a letter in April, 1947, had changed his 
mind and asked if there was any way to cancel the contract~ 
Morrill wrote back to Rottschaefer: "Your comment that 
Wisconsin is skeptical about the Rose Bowl arrangement is 
encouraging® Just one more experience like the initial 
Illinois one last New Year's Day ought to make the whole 
conference a bit sick of its bargain, I should think~" 

On October 2, 1947, Morrill wrote that "the Illinois 
victory in the Rose Bowl last winter, while cheering to all 
friends of the Western Conference, does not change my view of 
the disadvantage to college football in the arrangement~ ~ ~ 

I hope that Minnesota will vote against a renewal of the 
contract when it expires. The bowl "ballyhoo" is 
entirely legitimate for professionals~ It is out-of-bounds 1 

I feel, for a group of universities professedly or honestly 
committed to the amateur idea~" A year later, on October 1, 
1948, he wrote to John Fullen, Alumni Secretary at Ohio 
State, "what with the Rose Bowl setup and the Conference 
surrender on scholarships, I am really sick at heart*" He 
wrote again to Fullen in December of 1948, commenting on a 
recent meeting of the presidents, and recalled that 

most of their discussion turned upon the folly of 
the Rose Bowl arrangement, and a show of hands was 
asked for which indicated that the presidents, at 
least were disposed to oppose any renewal of the * 

~ pact.. .. As I have said to you from the 
beginning • • ., the whole Rose Bowl arrangement 
seems to me so silly and so significant in the 
wrong direction, that the more misery there is 
about it, the happier I feel. This is tough on our 
alumni, r~ll admit, but the more respects in which 
it is tough upon any and all elements of the 
Western Conference universities, the more 
satisfactory from my point~ 

The five-year contract was not cancelled~ The games 
were played, and all through 1950 the Conference meetings 
included discussion of various items related to renewal of 
the agreement~ In October of 1949, SCIA discussed the 
possibility that Minnesota might be invited to play in the 
Rose Bowl, and agreed that the ticket subcommittee would 
prepare plans on ticket distribution if the probability of 
participation arose» 

On September 24, 1949, the former Athletic Director at 
Iowa (who had since become Dean of the Arts college at the 
University of Washington) wrote to Morrill, and sent along a 
clipping from the Seattle Times~ He cited his own opposition 
to the Rose Bowl, and pointed to factors in the PCC which 
were not generally known to the Big Ten, one of whic was that 
there was no faculty control in the PCC.. He commented sadly 
that he had never imagined.that the Big Ten would have agreed 
to the pact and that if he had known he would have acted 
earlier~ It would have been, he said 1 a "bold procedure, 
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since there was little opposition to the Rose Bowl here 
except in faculty circles~" He told Morrill that many of his 
colleagues "had been planning to get our own schools out of 
the Rose Bowl participation and were making some progress 
when the agreement with the Western Conference cut off from 
us the very best argument we had and that is that the Western 
Conference was not in favor of such participationQ" Morrill 
showed the letter to Rottschaefer and McCormick, who 
acknowledged that the information was new; Rottschaefer said 
that it nconfirms our position'* of opposition., 

The Times article from Seattle described the upcoming 
vote on contract renewal as "one of the bitterest fights in 
the 53-year history of the Big Ten Conference" and described 
Morrill as "the leader in the fight against renewal8" It 
also quoted Morrill as saying "I will use every possible 
means to influence other schools to ballot against renewal«" 
In his letter back, however, Morrill was pessimistic: "I am 
not sanguine, I must confess, that the Western Conference 
will fail to renew the agreement. « We at Minnesota are 
a bit discouraged~" 

Also in October, 1949, Morrill wrote to Rottschaefer and 
McCormick inquiring when the renewal question would come to 
the Conference~ "I have assumed that our Minnesota attitude 
toward the Rose Bowl agreement would remain unchanged, even 
if our team should be so fortunate as to be selected this 
year as the Western Conference competitor. ~ • • I have 
likewise assumed that if our team should be named to play 
this year, the JAthletic Department] and SCIA would both 
recommend acceptance of the invitation«n Morrill also asked 
them if he should write to the other Conference presidents on 
the subject~ "I am certainly not disposed at all to mount 
the barricades and put on any public crusade in the matter 

Anything I might do most certainly should be 
consistent with anything that either of you may be doing 
within your respective groups~ I think we are fighting a 
losing battle in this matter, but I should like to see us 
continue to fight even though the odds are against us." 
Morrill did, of course, "mount the barricades" and he did 
write to the Presidents, as both Rottschaefer and McCormick 
urged, the following February (1950)Q 

On October 17, 1949, Morrill responded to a letter from 
the President of Carleton College and related that the 
President of the University of Michigan agreed with his views 
on the Rose Bowl but had also told him that "the management 
of athletic affairs at Michigan had really passed out of the 
hands of the administration and even the faculty into those 
of what he calls 'the alumni and the professionals.t" 

On October 19, 1949, Jack Fullen at Ohio State dropped a 
note to Morrill, in which he reported that the Illinois 
president had decided to vote in favor of the Rose Bowl and 
that the Chicago News was predicting an 8-2 or 9-1 vote for 
renewalQ Morrill wrote back, saying he, too, had seen the 
Illinois switch and that nit made me sick~~~ 

The full 
well-expressed 

extent 
in a 

of Morrill~s feelings is 
letter he wrote to Fullen two 
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later, after the close of the 1949 football season~ "I 
havenlt dared to say so out loud, for home consumption here, 
but the fact that linesman went off side at Ann Arbor was an 
act of God~s mercy to Minnesota, I deeply believe"--which 
caused a game to be lost and with it Minesota's opportunity 
to compete in the Rose Bowl» 

The vote on the Rose Bowl renewal was scheduled for the 
May, 1950, Conference meetings~ On February 16, 1950, 
Morrill wrote to his presidential colleagues, setting forth 
in great detail his opposition to the game, and asking they 
meet to discuss it~ 

But beyond all this, I have felt that the 
abandonment by the Western Conference of its 
proscription against post-season games has not only 
given enormous nation-wide sanction to the whole 
plethora of "bowl games" from one end of the 
country to the other, but has also deprived our 
Western Conference of its previously acknowledged 
leadership in the sound and sensible conduct of 
intercollegiate athletics« 

For many years the Western Conference stood like a 
beacon for reasonable restrictions, and I have a 
very genuine conviction that our subscription to 
the Rose Bowl arrangement gave strong sanction to 
attitudes and tendencies in the wrong direction~ ~ 

I suppose I need not mention such things as the 
fact that during the last football season, public 
interest in our own Conference championship seemed 
to become competely secondary to the choice of the 
team that would represent the Conference in the 
Rose Bowl; with the unhappy and surely undesirable 
result that the "pressure to win" on teams and 
coaches was enormously increased~ This "pressure 
to win,'* as we all know, is at the root of our 
difficulties in recruiting, subsidization, evasion 
of rules and regulations, and the demoralization of 
the integrity of athletic administration~ ~ ~ ~ 

The fact that the Rose Bowl game is really a 
feature of a great Southern California commmercial 
enterprise, not played on the campus of either of 
the competing universities, in a great glare of 
publicity and Hollywood glamour, with very little 
opportunity for our own Western Conference students 
and faculties and alumni even to see the game-
all these considerations seem to me to make 
unrealistic and undesirable our partnership in the 
Rose Bowl arrangement~ 

I recognize that we, as Presidents, are not 
officials who must consider the Rose Bowl agreement 
and its possible renewal--but that this authority 
is lodged essentially in our Western Conference 
faculty representatives, with the counsel and 
collaboration of our athletic directors~ But the 
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reputations, prestige, and policies of our 
universities are involved--and the ultimate 
responsibility for all three seem to fall largely 
upon the Presidents whose influence with faculty 
representatives and athletic directors presumable 
is great, if indeed not controlling. It is for 
this reason that I have ventured--not gratuitously 
I hope--to urge your reconsideration of the matter 
in the hope that our Western Conference 
institutions might move to regain their leadership 
in the sound and pensible conduct of 
intercollegiate athletics in the nation~ 

A week later Morrill spoke against the Rose Bowl to an 
alumni group in Pittsburgh; his comments elicited newspaper 
comment across the country.. The opening line of the u .. P~ 
article was "Big Ten officials ho-hummed another blast by Dr .. 
J .. L .. Morrill, president of Minnesota, against renewal of the 
leaguefs Rose Bowl agreement~" It had become a public 
crusade at that point 1 if it already was not so previously .. 

The presidents met on April 30, 1950, with the faculty 
representatives present, and Morrillts handwritten notes of 
his own comments have survived.. He noted the responsibility 
of the faculty representatives as Hauthoritative Univ .. 
spokesmen." The "original pact opposed by Minn~ Senate 
Committee and Faculty jwithJ no prompting from me land I 
would] suppose Jthat would be the] faculty view in most 
instits.. if full faculty consulted,H He reiterated the 
points in his February 16, 1950, letter, and then wrote that 
the *'Presidents have reso?nsib.~li tv ~9r l_~adership .. " They 
took it in organizing N.C~A~A .. l, the] reputations prestige 
and policies of our institutions concern/final 
r e spl on s i b i 1 i t y J of Pres ide n t s /Fa c u l t i e s .. Pub l i c and 
newspapers don*t care,/can~t understand {finding that out!)n 
r.i.orr ill's conclusion: "Deeply believe WJestern J Cjonference] 
can turn tide ~ ... if f?l~ow UE on Rose Bowl 

can regain "lost leadership" 

can bring athletics back into context of Univ .. 
purposes/ideals 

will discover among 
support/strength 

{Underlining in his notes$) 

public/alumni unexpected 

Following up the meeting with the letter to Wisconsin 
President E« B~ Fred, Morrill observed that: 

Apparently no real progress was made toward 
acceptance of the convictions I happen to hold in 
the matter--but that is not unusual, in my 
experience~ Frankly, I was deeply 
disappointed that some of the presidents could not 
seem to see beyond some small details for the 
improvements of the Rose Bowl arrangement, that 
others rationalized the matter by stating that the 
problem was so much greater than merely the Rose 



Bowl that it hardly seemed worth bot~ering about 
the event, etc~, etc~ 

I came away with the rather dismal impression that 
the Western Conference will continue to lose 
leadership and prestige in a total situation which 
is worsening by the minute--and that one of these 
days, in sheer self-defense of academic 
respectability, we presidents will have to grab the 
whole situation barehanded and try to shake our 
colleagues back into some context of common sense* 

On May 25, 1950, on a motion during Conference meetings 
to take the steps necessary to provide for a renewal of the 
Rose Bowl contract, Professor Rottschaefer voted "No" for 
Minnesota~ The meeting of the faculty representatives with 
the presidents seems not to have changed many minds, because 
he was joined only by the faculty representatives from 
Northwestern and Wisconsin~ This vote occasioned a note from 
Morrill to Rottschaefer, after Morrill read the meeting 
minutes, expressing disappointment that Michigan State voted 
affirmatively* Neither SCIA nor the Senate directed 
Rottschaefer*s vote~ 

In an October 27, 1950, letter to the President of the 
University of Washington, Morrill reviewed his own position 
and that of Minnesota~ Speaking of the Rose Bowl as well as 
general athletic problems, he noted his deep concern, all his 
previous activities with the NCAA and the Big Ten presidents, 
and said that despite it all "liJ still find myself a kind of 
lonesome *prophet in the wilderness* !n HI agree ~ ~ ~ 
especially with your feeling that individual institutions-
and especially state universities--cannot ~go it alone~ or 
make headway against the prevailing attitudes and trends~ I 
agree with you also that leadership must come from the 
presidents~" Morrill also pointed out that "I have been 
quoted pretty widely and sneered at a good deal by sports 
writers in connection with my opposition to the Rose Bowl~ 
Actually, the Rose Bowl is not the issue at all~ I see it as 
a symptom of all the things that are making difficulties for 
us~" Then, finally, he expressed frustration and doubt about 
chief executive action: nAll of this I ha~..te argued in two 
special meetings of the Western Conference presidents--they 
give some lip service to my ideas but the truth is, they are 
afraid of their own trustees and regents~ « ~ ~ And so when 
the chips are down ~ * ~ , only Northwestern and Wisconsin 
voted with Minnesota~" 

In March of 1951, the faculty representatives took the 
definitive step for renewal by voting to amend the last 
sentence of the revised General Requlation III(1) to read 
"Nothing herein shall apply to the ~ose Bowl game for the 
period January 1, 1952, through January l, 1956~" Business 
Administration Vice President William Middlebrook attended 
this meeting in place of Rottschaefer and cast Minnesota's 
vote "No«" Purdue joined the previous three who had voted 
against continuation, so it passed 6-4r as new legislation, 
it fell under the White Resolution .. 

Vice President Middlebrook duly reported the vote to 
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SCIA~ At its May 17, 1951, meeting, SCIA did nJt bother to 
take a formal vote against the contract, and simply recorded 
in its minutes the sentiment "that the long-range best 
interests of intercollegiate athletics are not involved in 
whether the arrangements provide for sending any one 
representative one in two, or one in three years~" 
Confirming their longstanding position, on May 18, 1951, the 
Big Ten Club of Southern California sent telegrams and a 
history of their view urging renewal of the Rose Bowl pact to 
every president, faculty representative, athletic director, 
and head football coach~ On May 25, 1951, the faculty 
representatives confirmed the renewal of the agreement, by 
the same 6-4 vote, Minnesota, Purdue 1 Northwestern and 
Wisconsin in the negative~ 

The Minneapolis Tribune carried an article on the 
decision and hinted that Minnesota had switched its vote~ 
Morrill wrote quickly to Rottschaefer and Armstrong asking if 
it were true; Rottschaefer replied that he had voted against 
renewal, but that when, afterwards, the Conference was 
discussing the frequency with which a team could appear, he 
had voted on that question (inasmuch as the decision to renew 
had already passed by the 6-4 margin) in accord with 
sentiment expressed at the SCIA meeting~ Morrill expressed 
relief~ 

The presidents met the following March (1952) and, 
according to a letter Morrill wrote on April 21, 1952, to 
President Wells of Indiana 1 he--Morrill--had been asked to 
formulate proposals which had grown out of their discussion 
of a report on athletics by the American Council on 
Education~ Morrill sent his suggestions to Wells and 
included an amendment to General Regulation {now II) (1) 
banning Rose Bowl participation® The Council of Ten met 
again April 26, 1952, to discuss Morrill's proposals~ 
Although the minutes of that meeting are not available, 
President Wells--as chairman--appeared before the Conference 
Joint Group to bring the presidents* recommendations to it~ 
There is no record of any Council suggestion for changes in 
General Regulation II(l)~ 

The Council met again in San Francisco on January 4, 
1953, with the PCC presidents~ The meeting minutes record 
that the PCC "would invite the Intercollegiate Conference to 
renew their present Rose Bowl Game contract for another three 
years following January 1, 1954~ It was generally agreed 
that the Rose Bowl Game is the best and the least subject to 
criticism of such contests~" Vice President Middlebrook 
attended the 1953 Rose Bowl, and the meeting, in place of 
President Morrill, and brought back a positive report« He 
wrote that he had made it a point to find out as much as he 
could about the event, and "came away with the feeling that 
if there were to be post-season games this particular game 
could be defended as being in accord with good educational 
standards." President Morrillfs reaction, if any, is not 
recorded~ 

Incorporated in the January 18-19, 1953, minutes is a 
letter from the PCC Commissioner to Tug Wilson inviting the 
expected three-year renewal~ The Conference voted 8-2 to go 
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on record favoring an extension of the contract, "subject to 
the machinery of referral to the constituent institutions as 
under the White Resolution~" Rottschaefer voted "Yes," but 
both he and the Wisconsin faculty representative instructed 
the secretary to include a note in the minutes that they 
voted affirmatively only to ensure the matter came under the 
White Resolution~ Rottschaefer also noted that Minnesota 
would vote negatively on final reaffirmation under the White 
Resolution procedure~ 

At SCIA the following week 1 the Committee voted to 
obtain faculty and administrative views on renewal~ 

In the meantime two representatives in the Minnesota 
House introduced a resolution declaring "that the University 
of Minnesota, its President, and concerned faculty be 
informed that the Legislature of the State of Minnesota deems 
the extension of the present arrangement for partici~ation in 
this classic football contest jthe Rose BowlJ to be 
advisable~" 

At the February 17, 1953, meeting SCIA Chairman Thomas 
Barnhart reported the results of a meeting between an SCIA 
"Rose Bowl Committee" and President Morrill; the Committee 
then voted 10-3 to maintain Minnesotats opposition to the 
Rose Bowl contract~ Two days later, on February 19, the 
Senate approved this position~ Writing about a month later 
to an alumnus who had told Morrill of his support for the 
Rose Bowl, the President responded by saying that nthe entire 
matter of participation in the Rose Bowl was carefully 
reviewed by our University Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics and our faculty~ The decision 
against the Rose Bowl, therefore, was that of those charged 
with the formulation of the athletic and educational policies 
of the University in this particular regard~f~ Once again, 
Minnesotats views did not prevail; on the 6-4 vote, on May 
28, 1953, Michigan State, Northwestern, and Wisconsin joined 
in voting against the three-year renewal~ General Regulation 
II (1) was amended to read, "Nothing herein shall apply to 
the Rose Bowl game for the period January 1, 1947 to January 
2, 1957, inclusive~" 

The correspondence with John Fullen at Ohio State 
continued throughout the 1950s~ In March, 1954, Morrill 
apparently sees himself in a hopeless role vis-a-vis the Rose 
Bowl and athletic problems generally~ In a letter to Fullen, 
Morrill wrote: 

More and more I am coming to the conclusion that 
the villain in the piece is not nearly so much the 
know-nothing fan or the coaches and athletic 
directors (who must live and die by the sword, poor 
chaps) but our faculty conference representatives 
and their presidents~ More and more I have become 
within our Western Conference "Council of Ten" a 
nuisance, "more to be pitied than censured 1 " and 
the guy who thinks everybody else in the Army is 
out of step~ 

His feeling hadn't changes by January 1955~ In another 
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"letter to Fullen, Morrill recalled both the trip he made to 
Pasadena when Ohio State played in the 1921 Rose Bowl and 
more recent games* "The whole deal was a wonderful spectator 
appeal with a tremendous thrill in participation ~ ~ ~ it 
just doesn't make sense in any rational collegiate cosmos* * 

The other presidents, most of them--except perhaps E~ B~ 
Fred of Wisconsin and Rocky Miller of Northwestern--have 
begun to look on me, I think, as a kind of nuisance and 
impractical idealist who is not very well up on the facts of 
life«" 

The pattern repeated itself when the 1953 contract came 
up for renewal three years later~ In January, 1956, the PCC 
Commissioner invited renewal of the contract, and propoed 
that it now be for an indefinite term subject to cancellation 
on two years' notice« At the March 2-3 Conference meetings, 
the faculty representatives voted 7-3 to approve continuation 
subject to the White Resolution procedures (Minnesota, 
Northwestern, and Wisconsin voting "No"). On March 8, 1956, 
Rottschaefer reported the vote to SCIA, which decided to 
instruct Athletic Director Armstrong to discuss the question 
with President Morrill~ A week after that President Morrill 
wrote to SCIA Chairman Warren Stehman and Rottschaefer noting 
that the issue would need to come to the Senate, and adding 
that "my own opinion and feeling about the Rose Bowl compact 
is so well known that I would hope the Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics and the Senate itself might sustain 
the vote against renewal which was cast~ by Rottschaefer~ 
Both did so* 
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The Senate action was described by Professor 
Rottschaefer, quoted in an article in the St~ Paul Pioneer 
Press on April 13, 1956, as a quick vote to "overwhelmingly" 
reject the renewal~ Stan Wenberg, writing to Fullen in 
President Morrill's absence, described the Senate action this 
way: 

The Senate vote at Minnesota in support of our 
faculty representative*s negative vote was one 
marked with spontaneity and enthusiasm~ Indeed, it 
was almost explosive~ The agenda item was 
presented by Professor Jack Stehman, the chairman 
of our Senate Committee on Intercollegiate 
Athletics, and Jack gave a brief explanation of why 
the Senate Committee was supporting the faculty 
representative's vote® He gave the usual reasons 
for opposing post-season games$ The moment he 
moved the motion there was an instantaneous 
"second"; the President called for votes in favor 
of the motion, and this was when the spontaneous 
vote occurred~ When the President asked for 
negative votes, a single voice sounded~ 

There was no other discussion~ 

The outcome was the same; in May of 1956, the Conference 
voted 7-3 again to renew the contract 1 with a three-year 
term~ The last sentence of General Regulation II(l) was 
amended to read uNothing herein sha.l.l apply to the Rose Bowl 
game~" This final revision of language would trip up the 
Conference when the renewal question arose three years later$ 

Despite Morrill's resolute view on the Rose Bowl, he did 
tell sports columnist Sid Hartman that Minnesota would attend 
the 1957 Rose Bowl if it were chosen~ Hartman quoted Morrill 
as "pulling for the Gophers to win the trip." ~rtve always 
been in favor of regulations that are for the betterment of 
the Western Conference, " said the President; "we can't go it 
alone~ If our team can go, I hope they do and win!" 

It is safe to say that the 1959 cycle of deliberations 
over the Rose Bowl contract was not a repeat performance. 
The existing contract expired with the playing of the 1960 
game~ The PCC had dissolved and was replaced by the Athletic 
Association of Western Universities (AAWU), predecessor to 
the present Pacific-Ten Conference~ At the March 5-6, 1959, 
Conference meetings, a Special Joint Group Committee on Rose 
Bowl Participation, created and charged the preceding 
January, made its report~ (The Committee included Ike 
Armstrong, Minnesota~s athletic director~) The report 
reviewed the history and present situation, including a 
comment that nparticipation is identified in certain quarters 
as a symbol of over-emphasis upon football and 
commercialization in the sport .. n (One cannot help wonder if 
this language was not directed at President Morrill~) In 
reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of the game, 
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however, the Committee concluded the arrangement was 
beneficial and submitted a resolution calling for a new 
contract beginning with the 1961 game~ The resolution was 
adopted on a 6-2-2 vote; Illinois and Wisconsin voted "No" 
and Ohio State and Northwestern abstained~ It carne under the 
White Resolution~ 

On March 12, 1959, there is a notation in the SCIA 
minutes that Professor Kinyon (who replaced Professor 
Rottschaefer as faculty representative in 1957) "briefly 
reported on the recruiting rule changes as well as the action 
taken on the Rose Bowl~" There is no indication if he 
explained why he voted in favor of the contract, in a direct 
departure from the oft-iterated position of SCIA, the Senate, 
and President Morrill~ (It may have been, like Rottschaefer 
before him, that Kinyon voted "Yes" only to ensure that the 
question was brought under the White Resolution» There is no 
record of institutional dissent from his vote~) 

On April 2, 1959, SCIA voted 7-4 to object, under the 
White Resolution, to continuing the Rose Bowl agreement and, 
once again, forwarded the matter to the Senate~ In the 
Senate docket for April 30, 1959, there was reprinted the 
full report that had been submitted by the Special Joint 
Group Committee on Rose Bowl Participation~ The Senate, with 
President Morrill presiding, voted unanimously to support 
SCIA in objecting to the pact renewal~ 

Now comes a different twist to the story~ 

The Athletic Directors met on the morning of May 22, 
1959, prior to the Joint Group meeting (as was customary), 
and passed 9-l a motion requesting that the Rose Bowl vote at 
"the Joint Group be a joint vote by closed ballot, the ballot 
to be tallied by the Chairman and the Commissioner, who will 
announce only the prevailing side~" If accepted, this would 
have been a departure from prevailing practice for White 
Resolution matters~ It would also have had a dispositive 
impact on the vote, because the athletic directors were 
strongly in favor of the Rose Bowl~ The directors then 
adjourned to meet with the faculty representatives in the 
Joint Group~ 

At the May 22, 1959, afternoon meeting of the Joint 
Group, on the motion to reaffirm, under the White Resolution, 
the March 6-2-2 vote to renew the Rose Bowl pact, the faculty 
representatives voted 5-5 for renewal, so the motion to renew 
failed. The proposal of the directors on the voting change 
was apparently not accepted~ Immediately thereafter, 
Professor Kinyon moved to rescind the permissive clause, the 
last sentence of General Regulation II (1) (nNothing herein 
shall apply to the Rose Bowl gamen); that motion also failed, 
on the same 5-5 vote~ {Voting with Minnesota against renewal 
were Illinois, Wisconsin, Northwestern and Ohio State~) The 
Conference was now deadlocked: There were not sufficient 
votes to renew the contract, nor were there sufficient votes 
to delete the language making an exception for the Rose Bowl 
in the ban on post-season competition~ As a consequence, 
attendance at the Rose Bowl had become optional with each 
institution: it could accept or decline an invitation as it 



, 'deemed appropriate .. 

Three days later, on May 25, 1959, President Morrill 
responded to a letter from the president of the Big 
University Club of San Francisco, who had written to Morrill 
urging that Minnesota support the pact~ Morrill wrote back a 
bland letter, but commented that "the vote of our University 
of Minnesota faculty was adverse, as you know--and although I 
have not believed that the Rose Bowl commitment was in the 
best interest of Western Conference athletics, the Minnesota 
Faculty Senate Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics and the 
Senate itself took their act ion without anv influence on ___ Q}y 
oart (emphasis added) .. ~* · 

Others also wrote to Morrill.. In his responses, the 
President repeated his earlier views~ In one, he noted the 
publicity the issue had received, and also that there was "a 
great deal of pressure upon the institutions which voted 
against the renewal of the Rose Bowl contract&" He went on 
to say that "our faculty committee on athletics and our 
University Senate feel very strongly that the Rose Bowl, 
while a very enjoyable and stimulating event, is pretty 
largely unrelated to the educational enterprize~ 
Personally, from the beginning, I have believed that the Rose 
Bowl only contributes to the very intense public pressure on 
the coaches and players to win at almost any cost." 

The May vote on the Rose Bowl led to a furious debate on 
the mechanism and use of the White Resolution itself~ In the 
meantime, at the December, 1959, meetings of the Joint Group, 
the faculty representatives voted to postpone indefinitely 
any action on the last sentence of Regulation II(l) {the 
permissive clause}~ At the January 7, 1960, Joint Group 
meeting, there was discussion of the Rose Bowl, with specific 
note that the AAWU had signed a contract with the Tournament 
of Roses for football games~ A week later the AAWU extended 
a formal invitation to the Big Ten to renew the contract that 
had existed with the PCC~ At the January 24, 1960, meeting 
of the Joint Group, it was voted 8-2 to refer the question of 
renewal under the White Resolution and to resolve the 
question at the March meetings~ Minnesota and Ohio State 
voted nNo~ ~~ 

Professor Kinyon carried this information and invitation 
back to SCIA, which held a "lengthy discussion" on January 
29, 1960~ The Committee decided to send a recommendation 
against renewal and against participation in the Rose Bowl to 
the Senate and asked the Chairman, Professor Max Schultze, to 
fully explain the pros and cons to the Senate.. The SCIA vote 
was 8-6 on a roll call vote (one of the few ever recorded), 
and the split was along clear lines~ Of the eight votes 
recommending against renewal of the Rose Bowl pact, seven 
were faculty and the eighth was the Business Administration 
vice president, W~ T~ Middlebrook& The six votes opposing 
the recommendation were cast by one faculty member, the two 
students, the two alumni, and the athletic director, Ike 
Armstrong& 

The matter was 
February 4, 1960~ 
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The Senate, in 
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Horrill presiding, changed the SCIA ,.·esolution so that not 
only was Professor Kinyon directed to vote against renewal of 
the contract, he was also specifically told to vote in favor 
of rescinding the permissive clause* By written ballot, the 
Senate voted 88-14 in favor of the amended resolution* 
Kinyon followed up by writing to the Secretary of the faculty 
representatives on February 8, 1960¥ registering Minnesota*s 
objection .. 

At the March 4, 1960, morning meeting of the Joint 
Group, the Conference was again deadlocked 5-5 on renewal of 
the pact when the motion to reaffirm under the White 
Resolution was brought~ Fritz Crisler then reported for a 
special committee, which recommended that Rose Bowl 
participation be left optional with the institutions~ 
Shortly thereafter, Professor Kinyon once again moved to 
delete the permissive clause of Regulation II (1) (uNothing 
herein shall apply to the Rose Bowl gameu)4< The faculty 
representatives determined that the issue was subject to the 
White Resolution# and then voted 6-4 in favor of Kinyon~s 
motion.. There is no contract, and the_ban on post-s~ason 
com:eetn!:.:tion now a.E.El:_ies to th_~--~ose Bowl, subject to the 
reaffirming vote required by the White Resolution~ Following 
disposition of a few more agenda items# the Joint Group 
adjourned for lunch* 

The athletic directors were apparently in a vindictive 
mood at that point, according to Professor Frank Remington, 
Wisconsin faculty representative* They met separately after 
lunch and voted to reco~nend to the Joint Group that 
Regulation II(l} be further revised to read that all sport 
seasons, except Olympic tryouts, "shall close with the 
Conference championship meet in all sports~" This, of 
course, had the effect of prohibiting participation in NCAA 
championships, too~ The directors~ point, according to 
Remington, was that the faculty representatives should be 
consistent about post-season competition; it should apply to 
all sports, not just football~ What they did not perceive 
--or chose to ignore--was that the concern about 
commercialization and over-emphasis applied primarily to 
football~ 

The directors then went back into a reconvened Joint 
Group meeting and presented their proposal~ The Joint Group 
refused to table the issue, on an 18-2 vote, recessed to 
permit the directors to reconsider their proposal {which they 
voted 5-4 not to do), reconvened and voted 11-6 not to 
reconsider to motion to table.. The faculty representatives 
then voted on the dir-ector~s proposal to ban all post-season 
competition and adopted it on a 6-4 vote (subject to the 
White Resolution)~ Minnesota voted "Yes~" 

Schultze concurred with Remingon's evaluation~ "In a 
fit of frustration and pique over the JRose Bowl] stalemate 
the Directors got the majority of Faculty Representatives" to 
supoort the ban on all post-season competition~ Despite the 
afflrmative vote cast by Minnesota# said Schultze, "Kinyon 
and I opposed it and Ike Armstrong felt as we did, I 
believe~" 
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This action prompted Michigan State Presid0nt John 
Hannah to write to his Council of Ten colleagues two days 
later, on March 7, 1960~ He enclosed an editorial from the 
student newspaper, which decried the action by calling the 
Conference the nLittle 10," noting that Huntil conference 
academic representatives kill the ~strategy• proposal of 
athletic directors that all post-season sports competition by 
members be barred, our conference will no longer have its 
aura of bigness~ ~ Suggesting wholesale de-emphasis of 
sports is not likely to force academic representatives to 
back down on their anti-Rose Bowl stand, as some athletic 
directors reportedly hoped would happen~" The article 
confirms by implication the comments of Professor Remington~ 

Hannah also suggested that "something might be gained 
from a frank and forthright discussion of our athletic 
operations and our central office at the April meeting of the 
Council of Ten~" Hannah evinced a view that the Presidents 
could intervene, as had his colleagues before him: he 
continued, "I would ·urge that we face this issue now rather 
than run the risk of possibly finding ourselves in a 
situation where at a later date we may not be able to 
determine or control the future course and pattern of our 
athletic programs .. '* 

President Morrill was quick to respond~ In a letter 
back to him dated three days after Hannah*s, Morrill wrote 
that he was "candidly ashamed of the kind of thing that went 
on at the recent Ohio State meeting of Faculty 
Representatives and Athletic Directors and have said so, in 
no uncertain terms, to the two from here~" He also accepted 
Hannah~s judgment about presidential recourse: "I have had 
the feeling all along that things were drifting from bad to 
worse and that unless the Presidents do take some leadership, 
we are all going to regret it~" Morrill had also made his 
views known locally: a Minnea££lis Star article dated March 
8, 1960, quoted him (correctly, given the identical 
handwritten note in his files) saying "I feel confident that 
the action forbidding participation in the NCAA championships 
will be rescinded--and I hope sincerely that it will." 

Three other miscellaneous pieces in President Morrill's 
files help to understand the reactions of the larger 
community to recent series of actions taken by the 
Conference .. 

1~ A March 12 1 1960, clipping from an Ohio newspaper, 
wherein an editorial writer took to task an Iowa 
Regent who was urging that public pressure be 
brought on the faculty in order that they would 
vote Hrigbtu (i .. e~, in favor} on the renewal of the 
Rose Bowl contract~ 

2» A March 14, 1960, letter from a California alumnus 
of the University who berated Morrill for his 
inconsistency in opposing the Rose Bowl but 
favoring post-season competition in other sports 
and who accused Morrill of responsibility for "the 
demise of athletics at Minnesota started in your 
time and furthered ever since by the policies of 
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you r r e g i me .. ~~ 

3~ A March 25, 1960 letter from another California 
alumnus of the University who had also served as a 
student member of SCIA in 1957-58 and 1958-59~ 
This letter is interesting for the perspective of 
the events (whether "correct" or not is impossible 
to say) that took place when SCIA and the Senate 
dealt with the Rose Bowl renewal in spring of 1959 .. 

The author wrote to Morrill declaring: 

I direct this letter to you because you and I 
know that the position of the University is 
your position; not the students, not the 
faculties, and not the alumni and the 
taxpayers of Minnesota~ 

Your actions alone were responsible for 
Minnesotas jsic] vote on this issue~ Faculty 
control of athletics was entirely absent 
except for the ru~ber stamp lemphasis in 
original] .. You may rationalize your position 
by pointing to the recent Senate vote, but 
recall these two facts: 

1« When our faculty representative to 
the Western Conference voted for 
continuance of the Rose Bowl 
approximately one year ago, there 
was no protest of any significance 
by any of the above-named groups .. 
Could it be that they approved of 
the move? JPresumably this refers 
to the vote cast by Professor 
Kinyon at the March 5-6, 1959, 
Conference meetings and reported in 
the March 12, 1959, SCIA minutes~} 

2. The vote in the Senate Committee on 
Intercollegiate Athletics of 
approximately one year ago lApril 
2, 1959; when the roll call vote 
was 8-6] was a close one, and two 
of the eminent members who argued 
the merits of the Rose Bowl during 
discussion voted against 
continuance when they were 
reminded of your position by Mr~ 
Middiebiook~ Could it be that 
these oeoole voted under duress? 
.Jemphas is " in original; Vice 
President Middlebrook was at that 
SCIA meeting]~ 

This alumnus clearly believed that the President 
was controlling events~ 

on March 31, 1960, SCIA voted unanimously to recommend 
to the Senate: 
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a) That the University vote in favor of the continued 
Big Ten participation in NCAA championships 
{thereby objecting to the 6-4 vote at the January 
Conference meeting}, and 

b~ That the University reaffirm its opposition to the 
Rose Bowl~ 

Chairman Schultze transmitted these actions to President 
Morrill the following day, who thanked him and described the 
actions as "eminently sensible .. !$ The Senate, with Morrill 
presiding, on April 28, 1960, approved the SCIA 
recommendations .. 

At the May 20, 1960, meeting of the Joint Group, both 
issues received the second vote required by the White 
Resolution.. On the vote to reaffirm the deletion of the 
permissive clause (which had passed 6-4 at the March 
meeting), the faculty representatives deadlocked 5-5 again, 
so the permissive clause was not deleted~ The vote on 
prohibiting the NCAA championship competition also failed of 
reaffirmation--unanimously~ So if there was a ploy on the 
part of the athletic directors, it was "effective" to the 
extent that the faculty representatives did not eliminate any 
possibility that a team could participate in the Rose Bowl, 
even though there was no contract, either~ The Joint Group 
also decided that a directors~ agreement, to continue to 
share Rose Bowl income if a Conference team participated, was 
an administrative matter in the discretion of the directors~ 

President Morrill might have felt a little disquieted at 
his last Senate meeting on June 20, 1960~ While there was no 
contract for the Rose Bowl, the temporary Hvictoryu at the 
March meetings (eliminating the permissive clause} had not 
been sustained~ In what must have been, for Morrill, an 
ominous statement, Professory Kinyon alerted the Senate that 
in June it would need to vote on permitting the football team 
to attend the Rose Bowl if it were successful the upcoming 
season .. 

Minnesota was co-champion in Big Ten football in 1960 
and ranked by AP and UPI as national champion~ On November 
21, 1960, (and recorded in the December 1, 1960, SCIA 
minutes), Chairman Schultze reported that he had, at the 
suggestion of President 0~ Meredith Wilson, polled the 
Committee members to determine their views on accepting a 
Rose Bowl bid if it were tendered~ The Committee voted 
unanimously in favor of accepting~ It also forwarded to the 
Senate a report and recommendation for acceptance~ The SCIA 
cited four factor~J influencing its recommendation: 

1~ Minnesota had, for 14 years, accepted 
income through Conference participation; 
an invitation would deprive other 
members of income which Minnesota had 
accepted from them. 

Rose Bo~·ll 
to decline 
Conference 
previously 

2~ Declining would jeopardize the possibility of other 
Big Ten teams receiving an invitation in future 
years .. 



3. Athletics and especially football can generate 
public attention and good will for the University~ 

4. The football team and staff were in favor of going. 

The Committee also reviewed the history of Minnesotafs 
position on the Rose Bowl and the current impasse in the 
Conference. The Senate, on November 22, 1960, voted to 
accept the SCIA recommendation (after debating but not 
adopting an amendment prohibiting acceptance of any future 
invitations or income from the Rose Bowl)~ It also 
instructed SCIA "to continue to strive, as in the past, for 
removal of the permissive clause from the Conference 
regulations." The Regents took the unusual step of 
commending SCIA for its decision« 

At the December 1, 1960, SCIA meeting, Professor Kinyon 
reported that there appeared to be Hno chance for a majority 
vote in the Conference for removal of the permissive clause," 
so the directive of the Senate could have no result. The 
Committee then voted unanimously to recommend to the Senate 
that it permit Professor Kinyon to abst~lr! if a move were 
made, at the December 8-10, 1960, Conference meetings, to 
negotiate a new contract. This vote was taken with the 
understanding that any contract proposal would, under the 
White Resolution, be referred back to SCIA and the Senate for 
final vote« Also in those December 1 minutes is the note 
that "there was strong sentiment in the Committee that it 
would be in the best interests of the Conference and each 
member school to have a Rose Bowl contract, if the permissive 
clause cannot be rescinded~" 

SCIA 
did 

Although there was a Senate meeting on December 8, 1960, 
did not report its recommendation on ab:;tention.. Nor 

the Rose Bowl question come up at the Conference 
meetings .. 

SCIA met again January 12, 1961, and Professor Kinyon 
reported that the 5-5 impasse on the permissive clause still 
existed~ "He indicated that perhaps our objective now should 
be to strive for renewal of a Rose Bowl contract that would 
be tied directly with the permissive clause~H The Committee 
voted to appoint a three-man subcommittee to formulate a 
recominendation on a ne\v contract for the Senate~ That group 
came back to SCIA on February 2, 1961 (but not recorded in 
the minutes until the March 9 meeting), and submitted a 
report which was adopted and placed on the docket of the 
Senate for its March 9, 1961 meeting. The report, consuming 
five pages of the docket, reviewed again the history that led 
to the 5-5 deadlock on the permissive clause, pointed out 
that no change in that 5-5 vote was likely in the near 
future, and weighed the implications of continuing to operate 
without a contract~ The report concluded that the Senate 
should authorize a contract with the proviso that the 
permissive clause should be amended so that the Rose Bowl 
exception would o~ be operative if there were a contract in 
place~ The Senate, according to its minutes, discussed the 
proposal at length, and then decided to have more discussion 
April 27, later postponed to June 1. Chairman Schultze 



reported to SCIA on May 4 that he had met with various 
faculty groups to explain the proposal~ 

Stan Wenberg reviewed an article by Marcus Plant, 
Michigan faculty representative, which led him to write to 
Schultze to comment on the Senate discussion~ "It seems to 
want to act like a faculty and an administration all at once. 
The *post-season game is educationally unsound--but our 
public role commands we accept' kind of thing~" Wenberg 
wondered if Plant's article didn~t provide a solution to the 
dilemma and asked Schultze if it ought to be circulated~ 
Schultze said no; it might look as though there was an 
attempt "to divest the Senate of some of its authority$ With 
the Rose Bowl issue still in the balance we must not 
antagonize our colleagues, even if the proposition were sound 

If we get licked on that one it might be difficult 
to make much headway with respect to changing the procedures 
of faculty control~~ 

The final debate occurred at the June 1, 1961, meeting; 
following, again, "extensive discussion," the Senate voted, 
by secret ballot, 70-42 to adopt the SCIA recommendation~ 

At the first meeting in the fall of 1961, Chairman 
Schultze reported the results of an AAUP poll of the faculty 
on the Rose Bowl~ With 800 faculty participating, the 
results were: 

27 percent favored a contract with the AAWU 

25 percent favored unrestricted participation in the 
Rose Bowl 

45 percent "were opposed" 

Professor Kinyon reported that a special Conference meeting 
would be held October 1, 1961, to vote on a contract, with 
the wording of the motion along the line Minnesota had 
requested .. 

At that October 1 meeting, Kinyon moved that a contract 
similar to the previous one be signed with the &\WU on the 
condition that the last sentence of Regulation II be amended 
to read "Nothing herein shall apply to the Rose Bowl so long 
as a contract with the AAWU remains in force .. n The vote was 
6-4, Minnesota casting the decisive vote, and the matter was 
referred back under the White Resolution~ 

When the issue came back to Minnesota, Chairman Schultze 
reported, for information only, to the Senate on November 2, 
1961, on the Conference action.. Although a question was 
raised about the need for another vote, President Wilson 
ruled that the action of the orevious June was adequate& 

I. 

On December 8, 1961, at the Joint Group meeting, the 
faculty representatives voted by the same 6-4 margin to 
reaffirm the October action & Negotiations with the AA~vu took 
place over the next several months, and a contract was signed 
August 1, 1962» It remains in place to this day. 



The final chapter in the story remains~ Chairman 
Schultze reported (to the Senate on December l, 1961) that he 
had again been requested by President Wilson to poll SCIA on 
accepting a Rose Bowl invitiation if it were offered (the new 
contract had not been signed and the permissive clause still 
controlled)~ He had done so on November 21; it had voted 
unanimously to recommend to the Senate that Minnesota accept,. 

The invitation came--to Ohio State, on Saturday, 
November 25, 1961,. On Wednesday, the Ohio State Faculty 
Council voted 28-25 to deny permission to the team to play in 
the Rose Bowl,. (The history of faculty control of athletics 
at Ohio State in the late l950ts is an interesting story in 
itself.) After Ohio State declined, the invitation went to 
Minnesota~ SCIA voted again on November 30--again 
unanimously--to recomrnend acceptance to the Senate, which 
voted 108-33 to accept the invitation at a special meeting on 
December 1, 1961~ 

When the Rose Bowl issue came before the Senate, 
Schultze recalls, President Wilson "was asked from the floor 
to make his views known .. " Wilson ~$asked if he should speak 
before or after the decisive vote was taken~ He was told by 
majority vote tyou speak after we vote .. ~" 

Following the vote, President Wilson made some remarks 
to the Senate which, as recorded in its minutes, present a 
stark contrast with the views of his predecessor» 

The President indicated his gratitude for the 
careful consideration that had been given to this 
matter~ He indicated that he shared, in part, some 
of the opposing points of view~ He expressed his 
conviction that our success or failure in football 
is not at all significant in terms of our relations 
with the state and the legislature~ He recognized 
that some people would be disappointed that we did 
not do as Ohio State did .... ~ ,. He expressed the 
hope that the academic faculty would take a 
positive view as it considers our athletic program 
and the image of the University~ He thought 
academic control of athletics was more logically 
applied when dealing with criteria for eligibility 
for extra-curricular activities than in handling 
invitations to post season games.. The effective 
athletic policy has already been determined and 
probably in favor of big time athletics at the time 
an invitation is received~ 

Whether or not Morrill ever communicated with Wilson on this 
view is not in the records of the University of Minnesota,. 
It seems likely that Morrill might have agreed with Wilson's 
closing comments--while protesting all the same~ 
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CHAPTER TEN 

PRESIDENT MORRILL, THE FOOTBALL COACH, 
AND THE ALUMNI 

The following parable, from Bertrand Russell, was found, 
very neatly typed out, in President Morrill's files for 
1958-59 on "the football controversy~" 

Mass hysteria is a phenomenon not confined to human 
beings; it may be seen in any gregarious species. 
I once saw a photograph of a large herd of wild 
elephants in Central Africa seeing an aeroplane for 
the first time, and all in a state of wild 
collective terror~ The elephant, at most times, is 
a calm and sagacious beast, but this unprecedented 
phenomenon of a noisy, unknown animal in the sky 
had thrown the whole herd completely off balance~ 
Each separate animal was terrified, and its terror 
communicated itself to the others,. causing a vast 
multiplication of panic* As, however, there were 
no journalists among them, the terror died down 
when the aeroplane was out of sight~ 

Doubtless President Coffman would have appreciated the story 
as well, had he had it at hand in 1925 and the early 1930s* 
Morrill, in 1958, was going to find himself in circumstances 
almost identical to those in which Coffman found himself in 
1924-25: under strong public pressure to fire his football 
coach .. 

It is perhaps only a coincidence of what remains in the 
files, but the first correspondent to raise the question of 
Murray Warmath's continuation as coach was, as in 1924, 
Richard L. Griggs of Duluth~ Griggs, now a regent, wrote to 
Vice President William Middlebrook on September 3, 1958-
before the football season had begun--to ask for tickets for 
a legislator for one of the games and to comment on the 
athletic staff vis-a-vis the possibility of building a new 
stadium~ Griggs told Middlebrook that it would "be very hard 
to sell me on any large outlay for a Stadium with our present 
set-up of Murray Warmath and Ike Armstrong~" He recalled for 
Middlebrook his opposition to a contract extension that had 
been granted to Warmath (a five-year renewal, through 1961, 
that had been approved one year before the lapse of his first 
four-year contract granted in 1954)~ Griggs told Middlebrook 
that 

I have lost confidence in Warmath, as a coach, and 
I have some reservations, as related to football, 
about Ike Armstrong$s management» I like him and 
respect him, but there are some things in his 
public relations that have not been adequate, to my 
thinking~ 
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Griggs concluded by asking for 
public appearances of Warmath 
two years .. 

specific data on the outstate 
and Armstrong for the previous 

Middlebrook wrote 
Grigg~s concerns could 
the Board of Regents .. 
pages cannot and do not 
not necessarily present 

back a week later to suggest that 
be aired in an executive session of 

He also commented that nthe sports 
represent all public attitudes and do 
sound interpretations~" 

Apparently Griggs and Middlebrook talked about 
athletics, because Griggs wrote again to him on October 8, a 
long letter amplifying on the points he had made a month 
before~ He told Middlebrook he would make no public 
statements, and would not embarrass Morrill and Middlebrook 
by seeking discussion before the Board until the President 
had a chance to consider and respond to his criticisms .. 
Griggs also urged Middlebrook to give Armstrong a copy of the 
letter, saying he wasn~t going to hide behind the President~ 

Griggs went on to outline several major points~ 

Because athletics involved 
"big money," the conduct of 
matter of joint 
jurisdiction~ 

public relations and 
the department was a 

administrative-regental 

In northeastern Minnesota there had been a shocking 
loss of prestige for football~ 

Ike and Murray should be two of the University 1 s 
"greatest ambassadors of goodwill"; neither of them 
seemed to ever show up in the northern part of the 
state .. 

Griggs said he was not talking about winning and losing; "I 
am talking about the lack of good public relations .. " He 
concluded by declaring that "the Regents should join with the 
Administration in considering a change of football coach at 
the end of this season" and that Armstrong should reconsider 
his public relations strategies if he was to keep his job~ 
He reiterated his request for exact chronological information 
on where and when both the director and coach had apepear 
outside the Twin Cities .. 

The exchange of letters continued~ Middlebrook wrote 
back to say he had given Griggs' letter to Morrill.. Griggs 
wrote again on October 17 and warned Middlebrook that he 
would not remain silent on the matter once the football 
season was over, and urged again that his October 8 letter be 
given to Armstrong~ He repeated, in stronger language, his 
opinions in earlier letters~ 

As far as I am concerned, Itd feel happier if both 
were to depart~ I like them but I care more for 
the University welfare and in public opinion and 
public relations, the Athletic Dept. is "sliding 
down the cellar door" and fast~ I have not one 
word of criticism of their character or conduct, 
fine men personally--doing a bad job~ Ike can save 
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himself by reformation--getting 
chair and taking to the "sticks." 
hope for Murray .. 

off his swivel 
I don 1 t see any 

Middlebrook must have talked with Armstrong, because on 
October 22 the director sent a letter and considerable data 
to Griggs about recruiting and public relations~ Armstrong 
commented that they were making a sincere effort1 but "it 
seems as if when our teams are winning there is nothing wrong 
with our public relations; when we lose everything is wrong." 

Griggs responded to Armstrong with another lengthy 
letter on November 5, in which he reiterated his views of the 
problems that existed» He also sent a copy of his letter of 
October 8, since Middlebrook and Morrill had not done so~ 
The gist of the letter was that football was far too 
important to the University to permit continued poor 
performance and that "the future under Murray is without 
promise"; he "must go." Griggs assured Armstrong that he 
had no personal animosity toward either of them, and that "if 
we have fallen on evil days in football and face no brighter 
future, you must share the blame with the rest of us~" 

Although not reviewed here, the public press had been 
critical of Warmath and Armstrong for some time» On November 
3, Alumni Director Ed Haislet called for a "rallying of 
support'* for the athletic department. As reported in the 
Daily on November 4, the 

statement came in the face of mounting public and 
student sentiment for a football-coaching change~ ~ 

Saturday~s 6-0 loss to Indiana caused the most 
violent reaction yet, including more effigy 
hangings .. 

Haislet was said to have acknowledged that the trouble 
nstemmed back to the failure to getn Bierman as director and 
Wilkinson as coach~ He echoed, of course 1 the comments of 
LeVoir, et al, about the selections in 1950 .. 

Stan Wenberg dropped a note to Morrill a week later, 
apropos WilkinsonQ One of the regents had spoken with a 
member of the St~ Paul press corps, who did not believe 
Minnesota could not have gotten Wilkinson. Upon calling 
Wilkinson directly, the reporter was told that Wilkinson 
"would not come to Minnesota under any circumstances." 
Wenberg concluded that this statement should put the issue to 
restQ 

By mid-November the situation began to heat up~ The 
football season was not going well (it was, at this point, 
0-6 with two games remaining)« On November 13 a group of "M" 
Club members "unofficially" sent out a questionnaire to over 
2,000 "M" Club members~ Included was a statement which 
read: 

In the face of circumstances since 1950, our group 
feels that the "M" Club has functioned in too 
passive a manner and has not forcefully voiced 
opposition to the University executive 
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administrative decisions which has resulted in the 
removal of Minnesota as a power in intercollegiate 
athletics,. 

Recipients were asked to respond yes or no to five points, 
four of them having to do with a stronger role for the club 
and the fifth asserting HAn injustice of long standing exists 
in the cause of Bernie Bierman and that every sincere effort 
possible should be made to him as athletic director at the 
University of Minnesota«" There was no call for a change in 
the football coach~ 

Upon learning of this item, Bierman announced that nr am 
not interested in the job and would not accept it if it were 
offered~" According to the Dailv, on November 14, Bierman 
also said he was opposed to the move to put him back in the 
picture~ 

The Board of Regents met on November 15~ Middlebrook 
wrote a memo to the files recording 

At the meeting of the Board of Regents on November 
15, 1958, the President reported briefly on certain 
aspects of the current athletic situation 
indicating that he is not in a position at this 
time to make any recommendation but desires further 
discussion with the Board~ 

There were, on November 24-25, a variety of newspaper 
articles about football~ Some dealt with Coach Warmath's 
views on the season just completed (a 1-8 record) and his 
optimism about the prospects for 1959« Others addressed the 
results of the "Mn Club survey (now named "Operation Hike") 
and a statement formally issued by the uMu Club board of 
directors .. 

One-third of those who received the survey had responded 
(749) and, by 90+ percent margins, supported a more active 
and vocal role for the group.. Eighty-eight percent concurred 
with the sentiment about appointing Bierman as athletic 
director* The organizer of the effort, Bud Smith, said the 
results would be presented to the nHH Club and that, 
according to the Daily, "there is no intention of creating 
dissention or embarrassment to any individual or group~u The 
Tribune reported, in addition, that Smith said "From this 
point on, any change in Minnesota athletic policy is up to 
public opinion,." The "M" Club, meanwhile, said it had not 
had a chance to study the results but might have to act once 
it had time to do so~ 

Simultaneous with the release of the survey results came 
a formal statement from the "M" Club* 

The board of directors of the graduate "M" club, 
representing 2,200 members, is very disappointed 
and disturbed with certain aspects of the presently 
existing athletic situation at the University of 
Minnesota,. 

This board has been working with the University of 
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Minnesota administration and with alumni groups 
toward a mutually agreeable solution» We shall 
continue to offer our assistance to the University 
administration and other interested groups~ 

The Tribune report on November 25, the day after the 
statement was issued, also quoted "M" Club president Lee 
Johnson as saying they had not, in meetigs with Morrill, 
asked for any staff changes and that "they appreciated 
Morrill's cooperation in discussing the situation~" The "M" 
Club had presented its statement to Morrill before making it 
public~ Neither Morrill nor Armstrong had any comments on 
either the survey or the statement~ 

In the course of questioning by members of the press, 
Johnson "refused to be pinpointed on just what aspects the 
directors regard as 'disturbing and disappointing,' but said 
it was not entirely" the won-lost record, according to the 
St~ Paul Pioneer Press~ The Daily quoted him as saying 
"there was not elaboration on 'certain aspectst or a 
'mutually agreeable solution,' but Johnson said the 
implications were obvious~" A Daily editorial the same day, 
November 25, labelled this statement a nconfusing double-talk 
that does more harm than good«" The editorial condemned both 
the club and the survey for "pussy-footing ~ ~ • , officially 
standing in the middle of nowhere • ~ ~ , vaguely condemning 
wrongs while not saying what they are and at the same time 
offering no solution." Joe Hennessy, writing a column in the 
Pioneer Press, concluded that "nothin* happened~" 

Charles Johnson, in the Star, said that there was a need 
for unity, for everyone to wo~for one cause, but he noted 
that "there is doubt whether this can be accomplished under 
the present regime«" Johnson reported that Morrill 
recognized the problems and that he might recommend changes, 
although, Johnson wrote, the contract with Warmath would nnot 
be broken unless the regents demand such action at their 
December meeting or Warmath himself asks to be released~" 

Over the next four days, November 26-29, 1958, Johnson 
ran a "People's Column," publishing several dozen letters 
from individuals around the state commenting on Minnesota 
football* It was remarkable similar to the Daily npig-Skin 
Post-Mortem" run November 27-30, 1921. 

Dick Gordon of the St~r wrote an article on November 26 
analyzing the nMn Club statement and responding to the paily 
editorial criticizing it& Gordon noted that the "M" Club had 
"a problem of its own~n That is, "the last time the nM" men 
took a firm stand in directing administration athletic 
decisions thay remember what happened. They backed Bernie 
Bierman to the hilt for athletic director and Dr$ Morrill 
passed up Bierman in favor of Ike Armstrong&" So, they were 
trying to be diplomatic and avoid any ill-will that might be 
created by an ultimatum~ That was the reason, he explained, 
why the Daily broadside was unjustified~ Gordon said that 
Lee Johnson and his associates recognized that Morrill "will 
never--and probably should not--accede to pressure&n Morrill 
will "never be pushed, not by the "M" Club nor any other 
group," but, Gordon wrote, he was not indifferent~ 



President Morrillts own views were expressed in a letter 
he wrote in early December to an "M" Club member who had 
resigned from the group upon receiving the survey and who had 
sent a copy of his response to the President~ Morrill 
thanked him for the copy and added that "no one enjoys 
winning a football game more than I do but I wish so much the 
good common sense you have expressed in your letter would be 
contagious~n He also revealed that in the previous month he 
had "at least three meetings" with "M" Club Leaders and that 
they were "most helpful and interested in the welfare of the 
University and for this I am most grateful .. ~~ 

Regent Griggs was not letting up; he wrote to Wenberg 
twice in late November enclosing critical editorials from the 
Duluth newspaper and passing along his alarm that the 
football situation would have a negative impact on the 1959 
legislative appropriation$ He warned that legislators will 
"judge the management of administration and Regents somewhat 
on how we manage our athletics~ Too bad but true" (emphasis 
in original)J> 

Whatever the amiable relationship that might have 
existed between Morrill and the "M" Club was not shared by 
everyone~ About the first of December began "Operation 
Shift," led by several alumni who were not "M" men* "Shift" 
consisted of statewide circulation of about 150 petitions-
worded the same--addressed to the Board of Regents demanding 
the removal of Armstrong and Warmath.. It also called for the 
appointment of Bierman as athletic director and for him to be 
given a free hand in selecting a Minnesota alumnus as 
football coach~ One of the organizers, John Gould, told the 
Star that they hoped to have 5,000 to 10,000 signatures on 
the petitions, which would be presented to Regents in time 
for their discussion of the athletic situation 1 scheduled for 
December 12 .. 

The "M" Club got back into action in early December, 
too; on the fourth they mailed a questionnaire to 465 high 
school coaches soliciting their opinions about the football 
coaching staff, the treatment of their players, and whether 
or not they encouraged their athletes to go to Minnesota~ 
The results were to "be tabulated and then presented to Dr .. 
J~ L~ Morrill • before he meets with the regents next 
Friday" according to an article in the Star on December 5 .. 

President Morrill finally heard directly from Regent 
Griggs 1 who wrote to him on December 4~ Griggs again warned 
about the legislative reaction and urged that Warmath be 
removed.. He penned a postscript a day later, reporting that 
warmath had visited him at home~ "I heard him play the same 
old record--all of which I knew by heart. He doesn*t seem 
to sense a thing wrong--even to public relations*" Griggs 
concluded that Warmath was "a fine fellow but 'thick~ 
tupstairsi !" and that he had not changed his mind as a 
result of the coachls visit. 

The idea of appointing a study committee must have been 
circulating through the President~s office 1 because Ed 
Haislet wrote a letter to Wenberg on December 5 following up 



'a conversation the two of them had had just previously. 
Haislet said the idea of a committee was a "great mistake" 
because it would not satisfy the fans 1 would weaken support 
for the president, and would be seen as ducking the 
controversy~ Haislet counseled that the President should 
instead take a firm stand to either support the athletic 
people or to change the program~ Haislet urged the latter~ 

On December 8, the Monday before the Friday the Regents 
would meet, the St. Paul Disoatch carried an article citing 
"one of the most influential alumni~ as being certain that 
Armstrong would be moved to a new position and that another 
athletic director would be appointed« Also reported were 
efforts by a group of "key" alumni to contact the regents to 
obtain the removal of both Armstrong and Warmath. Because 
there were contractual obligations to Warrnath, money was to 
be raised to buy out the remainder of the. University's 
commitment... "They would need to raise $54,000,~~ the reporter 
wrote, "and they estimate it would only take a matter of 
days~ ~Already wefve had offers for contributions totalling 
$25,000 and these were all voluntary,~ the spokesman said~" 
Following the contemporary trend, the group of "approximately 
25 businessmen and ardent followers of the Gophers" announced 
that they had launched "Operation Telephone" (urging 
individuals to contact their legislators} and were preparing 
to start "Operation Buck" (to raise money to buy out the 
contract)~ 

The Pioneer Press also looked over the whole picture on 
December 8, and cited the backers of "Operation Shift": 

Although it has been indicated that Bud Wilkinson, 
a former Gopher star and Minnesota alumnus, now 
coaching so successfully at Oklahoma, is no longer 
interested in returning to his alma mater, some 
members of the unofficial group do not believe this 
to be so~ They even would like to see the regents 
go on record Friday as saying the athletic 
directorship is open to him if he will accept it ... 

The President, during this period, was responding daily 
to dozens of letters he was rece1v1ng* To cite one which 
seems to summarize his views succinctly: Morrill wrote to a 
Minneapolis banker who had expressed his support for the 
beleaguered administration and regents~ 

Long since I have learned that in the world of 
intercollegiate athletics there is precious little 
reason or good common sense~ There is in higher 
education some tremendous inconsistency whereby, 
when the scoreboard flashes green everything is 
right with the world and when the football 
scoreboard flashes red everything is wrong~ 

Somewhere in the midst of all this there are 
friends of education who also enjoy 
intercollegiate athletics« 

good 
their 

Morrill wrote to the Regents on 
that their discussion of athletics on 

December 9 and asked 
Friday be held in 



'"executive session*" He suggested that a press conference 
could be arranged to follow the meeting, and that he hoped 
they would agree on some statement that could be issued~ He 
promised to prepare a draft for them to consider~ 

"Operation Telephone" may have had some impact, because 
on December 10 ten Hennepin County--Minnneapolis-
legislators signed and sent a joint public letter to the 
Board of Regents* They wrote, on the basis of "repeated 
calls from constituents," that they wished to see an alumnus 
as football coach and listed the reasons for their view« 
This letter was, of course, widely reported, and it prompted 
a condemning editorial from the Star entitled "Crude Pressure 
on the 'U*'n The editorial writer rebuked the legislators 
for trying to tell the University how to conduct its business 
when its representatives would be appearing shortly with the 
budget request~ One of the legislators then wrote back to 
the Star, President Morrill, and ten radio and television 
stations- calling the editorial "naive*' and replying that to 
be fair, the Star should editorialize about the pressure 
placed on the legislators by University administrators during 
the session~ 

As is normal during periods of such heightened interest 
in athletics, the newspapers had many articles on the 
situation during the days preceding the Regents' meeting~ 
Herewith, again, a sampling and summaries: 

December 9, Minneapolis Tribune {Sid Hartman): 

"Rumors continued to fly in the Twin Cities that 
Ike Armstrong will be replace as athletic director~ 
This fact couldn't be verified by authorities at 
the University*" 

December 10, Minneapolis Star: 

Clarence "Biggie" Munn, athletic director at 
Michigan State, is rumored to be in line to replace 
Armstrong« 

December 10, Dailv: 

Several regents supposedly favor a change in coach 
and director~ "Morrill has not made public his 
sentiments, though he is known to be opposed to any 
direct pressure that would insist on a change now." 

If Warmath "really wants to stay it is doubtful 
anything short of a demand by the president could 
force him to leave& And there is little chance of 
such a move by Morrill~" 

December 10, Duluth~ 

Morrill "held to a position of cool and rigid 
propriety today in the midst of a breathless 
guessing game among the statets football fans~ ~ ~ 
~ Morrill has shunned any public announcement 
during all the maneuvering and speculation of the 



past three weeks ~ ~ ~ Morrill 
Minnesota play winning football 
suggestion that he wouldn~t~ 

would like to have 
and resents any 

December 11, Minneapolis Sta£_ (Charles Johnson): 

The regents are the court of last appeal~ Johnson 
reviewed all the uncoordinated activities that had 
been taking place and said that if nothing were 
done it would wreck recruiting and it "could be 
most serious and set back university sports for 
many years~u 

December 11, Minneapolis Star: 

Lee Johnson met with President Morrill the day 
before and presented the result of the survey of 
high school coaches; neither would reveal what they 
were or how the meeting went~ Johnson had also 
called a meeting of the "M" Club board for the day 
after the Regents meeting~ On another phase, those 
who had been circulating the ouster petitions 
around the state were disappointed~ they had only 
obtained about 1500 signatures~ 

December 12, Minneapolis Star: 

The petitions were presented to President MorrillJ 
they had 2,451 signatures~ (All of the original 
and signed petitions are in Morrill's files~) 

December 12, Minneapolis Tri~~ne (Sid Hartman): 

"The best guess is that neither Armstrong nor 
Warmath will be removed~ Campus rumors were that 
Morrill would appoint a committee of regents, 
faculty, alumni, and H.MH men to study the problem~ 
~ * ~ Several Regents ~ ~ ~ would like to see some 
changes made~ In the past, however, the Regents 
have gone along 100 percent with Morrill's policy~ 

December 12, St~ Paul Pioneer Pres~: 

There "has been a move afoot to get the legislature 
--which convenes next month--to step into the 
picture, but leaders of both houses say they will 
not become involved,." 

December 12, St,. Paul Pioneer :t:_ress (Joe Hennessy): 

"Make any guess you wish,." 

As expected, the Regents did meet on Friday, December 
12, and closed their meeting when they began to talk about 
athletics,. The Presidentts very orderly handwritten notes of 
his opening comments to the Board have survived; what follows 
is a reconstruction of his speech, from those notes& (The 
only words added are those which make his notes into complete 
and readable sentences)« 
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We are all aware we have an athletic problem. It 
is a Regents 1 Problem, as fundamental issues always 
are~ Both of us are harrassed~ It is a 
distraction from the real business of the 
University and it is a pitiful distortion and 
degradation of what the University is all about~ 
This is: 

1~ A problem of personnel~ 

2. A problem of "public relations." 

3. A problem of University fairness and 
contractual integrity. 

4~ A problem of Regents~ authority and 
responsibility to manage the policies 
and programs of the University versus 
outside demands and presssures. 

You know some of the developments: 

1~ The Hennepin County legislative 
petition. 

2. The various "operations"--"Hike," 
"Shift," "Buck"; the titles themselves a 
tip-off of their sloganeering and 
juvenility. 

3. The letters in the newspapers and sports 
editorsl slants (notably Johnson, 
Hartman, Reidar Lund versus the St. Paul 
paper attitudes)~ 

4. The interest and activity of the "M" 
Club~ 

This is nothing new; it is as old as the hills~ It 
is rather specially acute in Minnesota because we 
are bemused by the Bernie Bierman tradition of 
championship nGolden Gophers~* and by the futile 
idea that Bud Wilkinson could solve all our 
problems and that he could be, or could have been 
had .. 

This has been the worst football season ever, 
although there were close scores and there was team 
play we can all be proud of$ We are undermanned 
and crippled with critical injuries~ 

JMorr ill then described the n!-1n Club as the 
"spearhead of agitation" and told the Regents of 
his various meetings with Lee Johnson and others~ 
At the most recent conference with Johnson, they 
presented the coaches* questionnaire and talked of 
future "M" Club activities, and apparently said 
something to the effect that they wanted to "run 
Warmath and Armstrong out of town*"] 



We are at the stage of witch-burning, of throwing 
the Christians to the lions, of the lynch-mob~ 

I have had conferences with Warmath and Armstrong~ 
They have had no run for their money or a chance to 
tell their story$ There has been no chance of 
decent appraisal~ There has been no publicity of 
anything in their favor~ 

The issue now: 

1~ A howling mob to run us out of the 
ball-park~ 

2» The dignity and unsurrendable authority 
and autonomy of the University$ 

3~ Where will we go if we give 
pressure: the implications 
areas and the implication 
legislature~ 

in under 
in other 
in the 

4~ The "Minnesota man"--what about the 
Presidency? We have had four the 
athletic directors jLuehring, Crisler, 
McCormick, and Armstrong] and two 
coaches [Crisler and Warmath] not from 
Minnesota .. 

The reaction Jto keeping Armstrong and Warmath] is 
the beginning of what it will be: public letters 
and telephone calls, legislative, and alumni and 
the '*Mn Club"' 

The Regents or I should issue a statement~ It 
should not be written to be defiant or 
inflammatory; it should be sensible, clearly 
definitive, and constructively intended~ 

Morrill then read a draft statement and proposed to 
appoint the study committee that Wenberg had mentioned 
earlier to Haislet~ Before they finally agreed, however, 
Griggs moved that Morrill "be instructed to negotiate" the 
resignation of Warmath and the retirement of Armstrong from 
the directorship~ According to Middlebrookfs file memo after 
the meeting, Grigg's motion was not secondedw the Board 
adopted a statement, and Griggs "asked to be recorded as not 
favoring" it~ 
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The statement issued after the meeting basically said 
the coach and director would not be fired and that there 
would be an "objective and fact-finding appraisal" of the 
athletic department, with representation from faculty, 
students 1 the alumni association, and the ~*t1u Club+ The 
release acknowledged the public desire for a change in staff, 
noted the ups and downs of Big Ten football, pointed out that 
athletics were not the primary purpose of the University and 
that contractual obligations were honored, that neither men 
had breached their contracts, and finally agreed that there 
was room for improvement+ So the committee would be 
appointed and would be free from interference, but it would 
not be nan 'investigating committee@ appointed to consider 
the retention or dismissal of staff members, which is the 
inescapable responsibility of the University." 

Predictably, the events made the front pages of all the 
local newspapers~ The articles reported on some of the 
exchanges that took place during the question-and-answer 
session that followed~ 

The action was a vote of 
and Armstrong, according 
said it was not .. 

confidence in Warmath 
to Morrill; one regent 

The President would oppose accepting money to buy 
out Warmath*s contract (but said that if some group 
raised the money and offered it to Warmath in 
return for his resignation 1 the decision would be 
up to the coach) .. 

The executive session had lasted four hours .. 

Seven of the twelve regents had approved the 
release; three had been absent, one had left for a 
dental appointment, and Griggs admitted that he had 
voted against it .. 

At least one regent worried about the perception 
that the Board would buckle under pressure if they 
had fired the two men. 

General Regent support for the statement was not 
especially strong. 

Also announced at the press conference 1 or very shortly 
thereafter, was the membership on the committee.. It was to 
be chaired by Max Schultze, SCIA chairman; other members were 
Lee Johnson, the president of the Alumni Association (J~D. 
Holtzermann), the chairman of the Greater University Fund, a 
student, and Dean Walter Cook of the College of Education .. 
All but Johnson accepted immediately; Johnson said he had to 
talk to the '*Mn Club board first .. 

As a writer of a Star article on December 13 observed, 
the gJMu Club now had to dec ide uwhether to endorse Johnson* s 
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~appointment" to the committee or "to take a positive stand 
criticizingn the decision of the President and Regents., The 
Tribune polled several prominent "M" Club members for its 
issue the day the group was to meet; the reactions ranged 
from extreme disappointment to support~ 

The "M" Club met on Saturday and afterwards issued a 
statement of its own& They said nthe action taken & & ., was 
arbitrary and ill-advised.," nwe do not feel that it reflects 
the will and wish of the people of Minnesota.," "We would be 
derelict in our duties if we were tq accept without protestn 
the proposal for a committee., nit is imperative that the 
University remove JArmstrong and WarmathJ at the earliest 
possible moment.," The members of the group had presented 
enough facts to warrant a change and had acted with patience 
and good faith while Morrill made up his mind, according to 
an article by Sid Hartman., "We decided to go along with the 
wishes of Dr~ Morrill and let him study the situation. Now 
that he hasn't done anything we had no choice but to act~" 
The "Mn Club did vote to let Johnson serve on the committee, 
if he wished, and a few days later Johnson wrote to Morrill 
to accept. 

In the same Sunday newspapers reporting the "M" Club 
stand, there appeared a brief statement from Morrill 
expressing sorrow and disappointment at its decision~ 

Charles Johnson, in his "Lowdown on Sports" in the 
Sunday Tribune after the "M" Club acted, said this meant "a 
long drawn out fight" about athletics~ He offered comments: 

There is no doubt that University authorities 
refuse to be stampeded by any pressure groups into 
making changes at this time~ 

The committee idea of handling the controversy is 
as old as the school itselfq 

Even those who are most insistent on changes in the 
athletic director and head football coach can't say 
that the fact-finding committee is "loaded" for the 
purpose of "whitewashing" Armstrong and Warmath~ 

Take it from one who has been in the thick of every 
row over coaches and athletics at Minnesota for 
more than 35 years, pressure groups never have won 
a single argument from the University. 

The campaign against Warmath and Armstrong in 
recent months has been tame compared to some of 
those in the past. 

The available evidence suggests that the "M" Club was 
determined to see Armstrong and Warmath removed, and it only 
waited to speak out until after the Regents meeting because 
its members hoped Morrill would accede to their wishes., 
Morrillls recollection of the "run them out of town" comment 
in his speech lends credence to the perception& 

It also seems that Armstrong did not know of the "M" 
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·Club sentiment, and that the University had tried to stave 
off any extreme statements from it~ An undated letter from 
Ed Haislet to Morrill, but written some time after the 
events, recounts a conversation that Haislet had had with 
Armstrong "about a week or ten days before the date that the 
"M" Club first set to release their statement., 18 Haislet told 
Morrill that Armstrong talked to him about putting together a 
special committee on athletics, and ~*from what Ike said it 
was evident to me that Ike did not know what was going on-
what the "M" Club was about to do~" Haislet related that he 
and Holtzermann of the Alumni Association had "sat in on a 
number of meetings with '*Mu Club leaders .. our whole 
purpose being to keep the "M" Club from taking any overt 
action~" So Haislet had then told Armstrong what was going 
on .. 

Armstrong was "visibly disturbed," according to Haislet~ 
He then went on to recount for the President Armstrong,s 
exact words, as he remembered them* 

I have been 
thirty-five 
crumbles .. 

in the 
years--and 

athletic business over 
that*s the way the cookie 

I 1 m not the best athletic director in the country 
--but I'm not the worst~ However, if President 
Morrill asks me to resign r~ll be glad to do so-
or if for the best interests of athletics at the 
University I should resign--r~ll do so~ However, I 
don't want to be fired--and I do want a job~ 

I*ll tell you something else--and I have never told 
this to another person--this whole situation is not 
all my fault~ I get the blame for hiring Warmath 
--actually, I recommended several other coaches 
first--and they were all turned down by President 
Morrill~ My first choice was Paul Brown~ I 
haventt cried about this--and I won't--but my hands 
have been tied in other ways 1 too~ 

For the next two weeks around Christmas, 1958, and New 
Year's, 1959, the situation settled down* On January 2, 
1959, the study committee held its first meeting, with the 
President in attendance~ As with the Regents 1 meeting, his 
handwritten notes have survived* He told the committee that 
the athletic department needed help, both in strengthening 
the program and in its relationships with various constituent 
groups~ Their report, he said, should not be a white-wash, 
but it should provide both commendations and criticism~ The 
issue of staff replacements had been resolved by the Regents~ 
He concluded by pointing out, as he had to the Regents, that 
the issue for the committee was "one of University integrity, 
autonomy, excellence and success in athletics" and that he 
and the University needed also to know how its final 
.recommendations could be implemented~ The committee was thus 
charged with a task and went about doing it., 

The "M" Club, the next day, sent to 
made public, a seven-page letter from Lee 

its members, and 
Johnson renewing 

its call for the removal of Armstrong and Warmath, 
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~numerating the reasons in each case, and reviewing the 
events that had led them to their current position~ It is 
worth quoting at length, both because it provides the "M" 
Club perspective and how long the dispute had existed~ It 
also illustrates how deeply involved the President was~ The 
letter bears a remarkable similarity to the lengthy letter 
sent to President Coffman and the Board of Regents in 1925 by 
LQ A~ Page demanding the removal of coach William Spaulding~ 

Before quoting from the letter, however, the comments 
from individuals cited or quoted in it, as reported in the 
press afterwards, should be presented in order to let one 
judge its accuracy~ Morrill declared, in a statement, that 
it was "a completely false misrepresentation of my attitudes 
and of statements made by me~" Leif Strand (Holtzermannts 
predecessor as president of the Alumni Association) and Ed 
Haislet were quoted in the Tribune as saying the letter was 
"substantially correct~" Holtzermann said there was 
"misrepresentation of fact~" 

After reciting twelve reasons for replacing Warrnath and 
six for Armstrong Johnson presented a thirteen-month history~ 

1& December, 1957 -- Four members of the "M" Club 
Board after studying the situation and 
consideration of problems presented to the entire 
Board a resolution of disappointment with the 
athletic situation at the University~ At this 
meeting the Board deferred voting on the resolution 
and appointed committee of Board ruembers to prepare 
a questionnaire to be sent to all "M" Club members 
to determine, in an objective and fact-finding 
manner, the attitude of the individual nMu Club 
members at that time~ This committee met 
frequently and worked out such a questionnaire, but 
the Board subsequently decided to further delay 
this project since the Alumni Association was 
planning action on this same problem~ The 
questionnaires which you received from "Operation 
Hikeu \vere not sent out by your uMn Club Board of 
Directors but were circulated by a group of loyal 
and interested "M" men~ The results of these 
questionnaires have been helpful to the Board~ 

2« April, 1958 -- Dr» Lei£ Strand, then President of 
the University Alumni Association, appeared at the 
regular ltMn Club Board meeting and reported that he 
and Ed Haislet, Permanent Alumni Secretary, ~~t 
with Presid~!l~Morr.l.:hL_?n Harch 7, 1959 and had 
presented to the President, at that time, some 
twenty-three points of criticism followed by a 
recommendation from the Alumni Board of Directors 
that the President review the entire athletic 
situation and clearly set forth th~- athleti£..J22.~ 
of the Universit ~ Dr& Strand told us that 
President Morrill was very receptive to his 
comments at this meeting 1 that the President 
indicated at this time his own disappointment in 
Athletic Director, Ike Armstrong, and that he 
intended to take active steps to correct the 
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problems which, he recognized, existed in the 
Athletic Department~ Dr« Strand requested that the 
"M" Club act in cooperation with the Alumni 
Association and that the "M" Club Board take no 
further action at that time which might destroy 
further cooperative efforts with President Morrill. 
The "M" Club Board with some reluctance voted to 
accept Dr« Strand's recommendation and, except for 
continuing to study the problem, decided to, at 
least temporarily, table the resolution of 
disappointment and questionnaire« 

3~ November 3, 1958 -- At the regular November meeting 
the "M" Club Board unanimously passed a resolution 
to be presented to President Morrill and thereafter 
to be made public, stating our disappointment with 
the athletic situation and recommending the 
replacement of Ike Armstrong and Murray Warmath~ 
The "M" Club Board unanimously decided that this 
resolution should not be made public until November 
24, 1958, after the football season was over~ 

4~ November 7, 1958 --Meeting with President Morrill, 
~M~ Club President, Lee Johnson, and Mr~ J« D« 
Holtzermann, President of the Alumni Association. 
At this meeting Lee Johnson and J~ D~ Holtzermann 
stated to the President the complete 
dissatisfaction and disappointment of their 
respective groups in the intercollegiate athletic 
situation, and President Morrill, at that time, 
indicated to both of these men that he was 
disappointed in Ike Armstrong and informed them 
that he (Ike) could be moved from Athletic Director 
to some other position in the Athletic Department 
and definitely implied that he favored such a move~ 
Dr» Morrill said that he could not recommend that 
the University break Murray Warmath's contract, but 
he indicated that he would be more than happy to 
accept Mr. Warmathts resignation if it were 
offered« President Lee Johnson then left town for 
a week business trip and Norb Koch, First Vice 
President of the "M" Club, took over as the 
official representative of the "M" Club in meetings 
with Dr~ Morrill and J~ D~ Holtzermann during Lee 
Johnson•s absence» 

5~ November 10, 1958 Meeting with President 
Morrill, Norb Koch and JQ D« Holtzermann, at which 
time the athletic problem was further discussed~ 
President Morrill was informed at that time that 
Mr~ Clayton Tonnemaker, Second Vice-President of 
the "M" Club, representing the ~M" club, and the 
Alumni Association jointly, was going to contact 
two possible replacements for Ike Armstrong as 
Athletic Director at the University~ President 
Morrill indicated an interest in such interviews 
and certainly voiced no objections to this 
procedure~ 

6~ On November 10 and 11, 1958, Clayton Tonnemaker 
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interviewed these men» In spite of the 
semi-official nature of this initial approach, both 
indicated a definite interest in the jab of 
Athletic Director if it became available« 

7~ November 19, 1958 Meeting with President 
Morrill, Norb Koch, Clayton Tonnemaker and J* D» 
Holtzermann* Tonnemaker reported at this meeting 
that the men contacted had indicated a definite 
interest in this report and indicated that he was 
pleased that this action had been takerL After 
further discussion President Morrill presented 
three definite points of decision which he had 
reached and which all those present at the meetings 
were to maintain in the strictest confidence 
because he had not as vet had an opportunity to 
meet with either Ike Armstrong or Murray Warmath to 
discuss t~is,matter with them }n seit9 of the fact 
that he 1nd1cated to Dr~ Strand on March 7, 195~, 
he intended to do something about this situation 
and to discuss it with both men~ The following 
points were then made by the President at the 
November 19 meeting: 

(1) That he certainly would do nothing until 
after the football season, November 22nd~ 

(2) He would not recommend breaking Murray 
Warmathts contract but would be glad to accept 
Murrayfs resignation, if offered. He would 
not oppose interests outside the University 
raising money to *~buy upu the Warmath 
contract~ 

(3) He realized that a problem existed in 
connection with the Athletic Director, Ike 
Armstrong, and that he was certainly going to 
have a conference with Ike and thereafter 
indicated to the three men present that he was 
going to act to correct the existing problems~ 
At this time, the President by his statements 
indicated to those present that some changes 
would be made and that specifically a change 
in the Athletic directorship would be 
forthcoming .. 

8. Friday, November 21, 1958 -- special meeting of the 
~~M~~ Club Board of Directors at Hhich time the 
Executive Committee including Koch, Tonnernaker and 
Johnson, in reliance upon the statements of 
President Morrill, recommended that the "M" Club 
Board continue to cooperate with the University and 
that we should not take a strong stand in 
opposition to the Athletic Department 
administration and personnel. In reliance on this 
recommendation, the Board unanimously approved a 
"soft" treatment, and presented it to Dr* Morrill 
for approval» 

9* November 24, 1958 -- This "soft" statement was 
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released oy the "M" Club Board~ 

10~ December 7, 1958 J» D~ Holtzermann and Lee 
Johnson met to draft a statement which was to be 
presented to the Board of Regents after being 
reviewed by Dr~ Morrill.. This statement expressed 
a definite concern over the "deplorable athletic 
situation at the 1 U ~ of Hinn .. n and spec if ic£tl.±Y 
asked for the removal of Ike Armstrong and M~rr~ 
Warmath~ Subse~uently this statement was reviewed 
by ·Dr.. Morrill, and thereafter altered. 
LHoltzermann specifically ~old the Tribune that 
this recounting of his involvement was inaccurate~] 

11. December 9, 1958 -- Lee Johnson, President of the 
nMn Club, had a 3 l/2 hour meeting with Dr. 
Morrill~ In response to a request by Dr~ Morrill 
at an earlier meeting, Lee presented documented 
facts which have led the "Mn Club to arrive at its 
position against Ike and Murray. These facts were 
in the form of excerpts from letters received from 
the Minnesota high school football coaches, 
statements from former athletes 1 staff members, 
etc. After all these facts had been presented to 
Dr~ Morrill, he was asked what his recommendation 
was going to be at the December 12th Board of 
Regents' meeting~ Dr« Morrill at that time told 
Lee that he was going to recommend that Ike and 
Murray be retained in their present positions and 
that a committee be set up to look into the entire 
athletic situation~ At the same time, Dr~ Morrill 
asked Lee not to divulge this information to anyone 
until after the Board of Regentst meeting~ This 
confidence was kept* 

12. December 12, 1958, Board of Regents 1 meeting« The 
statement of the Alumni Association was read by J« 
D& Holtzermann and while it expressed 
dissatisfaction with the athletic situation, it did 
not ask for the removal of Ike Armstrong and Murray 
Warmath. At this meeting the Board of Regents 
approved a "vote of confidence" to Mr. Ike 
Armstrong and Mr. Warmath and appointed a fact 
finding committee to study athletic conditions at 
the University., 

13~ December 13, 1958 "M" Club Board's meeting and 
issuance of protest statement, recommending the 
removal of Ike and Murray., In response to 
statement Dr~ Morrill was quoted in the paper as 
saying he thought the more "loyal and thoughtful" 
members of the "M" Club would be sorry about this 
action of the "M" Club Board~ We feel that the 
nloyal and thoughtful" members will approve our 
action~ 

The gist of 
course, that 
intentions& 

this January, 
Morrill had 

1959, recapitulation 
misled the nM*~ Club 
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Holtzermann took the "M" Club to task immediatelv. He 
told Dick Gordon of the Tribune that he regretted the~letter 
had been published., He~--charged that it constituted a 
"serious breach of confidence" and that the use of his name 
without his consent and "without consulting me • • • as to 
accuracy, is uncalled for and a violation of corfu110n courtesy 
and decency." The same day the article appeared, January 4, 
Holtzermann also talked with Lee Johnson, because he sent a 
note to Johnson on January 5 recounting their conversation. 
Holtzermann told Johnson that "I hope you will have seen Dr~ 
Morrill by this time, and made your amends to him, and the 
corrections of fact to set the record straight." It was, 
Holtzermann said, necessary if he were to "restore the good 
name of the 'M' Club, because of your grave errors, the 
unfairness and the wrongness of the misrepresentations in 
your statement~" Holtzermann closed his note by saying 
"Thank you for your apology to me yesterday, and lil trust 
you offer the same to Dr~ Morrill, which is more important to 
me~u 

It began to appear that the "M" Club had blundered, 
because expressions of support for the President began to 
come from many quarters~ Perhaps least unexpectedly, SCIA 
adopted a resolution approving the December 12 Regent's 
meeting decision and deploring "the recent public attacks 
made upon the integrity of the President," which elicited a 
note from Morrill to SCIA Chairman Max Schultze conveying his 
"grateful appreciation" and his increased conviction that the 
University had done the right thing* The student 
All-University Congress did likewise~ The Daily said the 
decision was uinfinitely preferable to the ill-considered 
actions" of the critics~ Stan Wenberg told the newspapers 
that Morrill had received 72 letters, 61 of which supported 
the stance by the University~ Joe Hennessy, writing in the 
Pioneer Press, in a column entitled "Tone of This Thing Seems 
to be Discharge Everyone," observed that "there may be some 
other ways of interpreting this latest prepared statement ~ ~ 
~ but to put it briefly it seems to add up to this--President 
James L~ Morrill also must go* This seems carrying 
things a bit far~" He concluded: 

The target now apparently has been shifted to the 
president himself~ Think what you will about teams 
winning or losing, and certainly no sports writers 
in the Twin Cities are happy about losing teams, 
but not quite to the extent of shooting the top man 
out of the saddle« 

The Star described the attack on Morrill "unfortunate, to 
say the least~'* 

As evidenced by a report in the Star later in January, 
1959 1 however, the uMn Club was not relenting,. According to 
the article, about 25 speeches had been given, since the 
January 3 letter, to various groups around the state by 
members of the Club~ The purpose was, among others, "to get 
across the point the tMt Club is not trying to dictate 
administration policies~u 

The same day the Star article was written, several "M" 
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'Club officials, including Lee Johnson~ appeared on "Open 
Mike," a telephone call-in talk show conducted by radio 
station WCCO® The "M" Club representatives continued to 
level criticisms of Morrill, the football coaching and 
recruiting, and said they wanted a voice in the selection of 
a new athletic director~ Johnson reportedly "denied that his 
group wants to dictate policy~" 

The radio show remarks elicited several reactions« Dick 
Cullum, writing two days later, added to the impression that 
the J*Mu Club was making a mistake,. ~~If you happen to be one 
who wants a change in the athletic staff at the state 
university, you had better call off the "M" Club« This group 
of mumbling crusaders is doing your side of the case no 
good»" Cullum criticized the use of anonymous quotations 
from letters the "M" Club had received from its survey of 
high school coaches, and anonymous callers to the show, as 
unfairly accusing without knowing who was doing it~ 
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The following day, January 29 1 the Star reported the *tMa 

Club had released all 113 letters it had received from the 
high school coaches, although it did not reveal the authors 
because they had been promised confidentiality~ Cullum 
promptly took the Club to task again~ 

The public, here, is asked to condemn certain 
members of the athletic department on the testimony 
of men who will not identify themselves~ No doubt 
the American sense of fair play will react with 
scorn against people who shoot from ambush, then 
jump into the saddle and take to the bills~ 

J~ D~ Holtzermann wrote to Morrill on January 29 to tell 
the President he was leaving the country for awhile and 
expressing regret that the committee was not done with its 
work~ He also told Morrill that 

I deeply regret the ~mess' 

this whole situation* I 
radio participation by the 
deplorable, as have been his 
and I hope he will see fit 
you~ 

which has resulted from 
think the most recent 
~M~ Club President is 
other recent efforts 
to make his amends to 

Holtzermann signed off by extending his "apologies to you for 
some of the misdeeds of certain Alumni who have so badly 
aggravated this situation by their unfairness and bad 
judgement~" Morrill replied, thanking him for the support 
and commenting that nthe fi!'Jhole thing continues to pain and 
perplex me and at a time when every element of energy and 
intelligence I can muster is so badly required for our 
legislative problems and negotiations~" The President told 
Holtzermann he hoped the trip relieved him "from the miseries 
which have added so much to the burdens of your alumni 
presidency .. n 

The repercussions of the radio appearance reached 
Schultze's study committee, too; it prompted a spat about 
Johnson's continued service as a member of the committee* 
Three full pages of its meeting minutes for January 30 were 
devoted to committee members discussion with Johnson~ 
Schultze sent the minutes to Morrill under a cover letter 
reporting that the committee could not "carry our their 
assignment of an objective and fact-finding appraisal" if 
Johnson remained a member.. He also told Morrill that Johnson 
refused to resign~ Although admitting "discouragement and 
perplexity" at the difficulties, Morrill wrote back to 
Schultze that Johnson must remain on the committee; " have 
made our bed and now must lie in it, so to say~ ~ If I 
have made a mistake in asking him to serve, if I have 
misjudged his desire and ability to be helpful to the 
University ~ ~ ~ , then all this is a mistake that we must 
live with~n Schultze and the committee accepted Morrill~s 

decision., 
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Early in February Dick Cullum took note of a letter in 
the Dailz from a faculty member who "wondered if this would 
not be a good time for the University to consider abolishing 
intercollegiate football*" Cullum said the "M" Club had been 
"warned in conversation that they were creating an atmosphere 
on the campus which could carry over beyond the current 
situation~u Cullum spoke then to the faculty, and took a 
swipe at the "M" Club, by pointing our that 

the persons on the "M" Club Board of directors 
were, in the main, rather obscure in their athletic 
careers at Minnesota« Only a small minority had 
any distinction as athletes. * ~ q We may say that 
they did not make a great total contribution while 
in school« 

Cullum also reminded the faculty that "many 'Mf Club members, 
more mature, more stable, more prominent while .in school and 
still more prominent after graduation, wish their board of 
directors had used better judgement*" That was written on 
February 9; on February 13 Cullum followed up by commenting 
on how 

it is sad to stand by and watch the future of 
intercollegiate athletics at Minnesota suffer 
perhaps irreparable damage* * q « From now on, in 
this sickening controversy, it is not a question of 
who is right and who is wrong* Nobody is right~ 
When two puppies fight over a rag doll one may get 
the doll in the end, but by that time what is left 
of the doll? 

One of the principal phases of the program being harmed 
was the football recruiting, as the Star reported on February 
12~ In a series of three articles written for the Associated 
Press by Jim Klobuchar and printed in the Star, however, 
Warmath said the recruiting was going extremely well~ 

Klobuchar also reported, in his series, on the 
continuing activities in the nfeud,.n He quoted Norb Koch 
{whos~ name appeared in the aMn Club history} as admitting 
that "it seems now as though there might have been a 
misunderstanding in our talks with Dr* Morrill~" He also 
reported that na lot of 'M' Club members feel now that moving 
against Morrill was a tactical mistake q *~ War math and 
Armstrong were also putting more efforts into their own 
public relations, and they uhave refused to get involved in a 
public slugging match with the 'Mf Club5" In the last of his 
three articles, Klobuchar related that the ~~Mu Club had nno 
plans to apply pressure in the selection of the next 
University of Minnesota president"--although it was only 
mid-February of 1959, the Club was hoping "for future action" 
by Morrillts successor~ Morrill was scheduled to retire in 
the summer of 1960. Koch said they wanted a "clear statement 
of athletic policy" from the next president, and "have an 
interest in the selection and would welcome a chance to be 
heard~n 

The 
relayed 

day after the articles were completed, Stan Wenberg 
to Morrill Klobucharfs irritation with Charles 
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, Johnson of the Star.. Klobucha.r had called Armstrong to tell 
him that the articles had been written to be balanced but 
that Johnson edited out favorable material~ Wenberg also 
provided a copy of one article as it had appeared in the 
Rochester, Minnesota paper; large chunks had been cut from 
the Star edition.. Morrill jotted a note: nThis is really 
tpolicy-editing* .. ~ ~ ~ I may want to show it to .. 
Cowles" lowner of the Minneapolis newspaper] ~ 

Charles Johnson also got involved in an exchange with 
Morrill at this point~ He wrote _one of his "Lowdown on 
Sports" columns on February 12.. Se~eral of his observations 
bear repeating; the last one provoked Morrill to contact him~ 

The current dispute between University of Minnesota 
administration and the "M" club is not doing the 
school§s intercollegiate athletic program any good~ 

President J.. L~ Morrill, as the University*s 
president, certainly had authority to give director 
Ike Armstrong and football coach Murray Warmath a 
vote of confidence* Whether it was the popular or 
wise thing to do is something else again* 

The board of directors of the "M" club was entitled 
to say publicly it was dissatisfied with the 
school's athletic setup* 

The "Mn club didn~t handle its case too 
diplomatically.. The board did do quite a little 
negotiating behind the scenes to get some action~ 
Failing in this approach, the former athletes came 
out slugging .. 

They demanded the immediate ouster of Warmath and 
Armstrong~ They had that right* But they should 
have stopped there.. Instead they launched an 
attack on President Morrill because they felt there 
had been a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of 
agreements or promises reached in earlier 
negotiations~ 

That attack brought many to Morrill's defense .. 

As one who has been close to every athletic 
controversy affecting the University of Minnesota 
for 40 years, we feel most of them could have been 
avoided if the "M" club men had been allowed just a 
small role as consultants or advisers on many 
occasions~ 

The former athletes never have wanted the final say 
on appointments* They merely have asked a little 
consideration in expressing their opinions-
publicly or off the record« 

In a few cases, they were given limited 
opportunities~ Not so in the last two decades~ 
One rebuff after another has made the "M" men so 
bitter that they have put on their fighting 
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clothes .. 

Morrill protested to Johnson that it was unfair to say 
that the "M" Club had not been given an opportunity to 
express its opinions.. He recalled that there had been a Club 
representative on the advisory committee to choose a 
successor to Frank McCormick, that he had then spent "many, 
many hours with eMt Club leaders," that he had done so again 
in the current controversy, and that he had put Johnson on 
the study committee and "insisted that he must remain on the 
committee" despite the wishes of the other members that he 
"could no longer serve with any usefulness .. " The President 
chided Johnson: "I do think, Charles, I was entitled to a 
better break than you gave me~" 

Johnson wrote back to Morrill and made a number of 
comments which shed interesting light both on the situation 
and on the role of the press.. Johnson agreed that he should 
have udifferentiated more clearly than I did between the 
Athletic Department and the University Administration" when 
alluding to the "rebuff" of the "M" Club* He also 
acknowledged the extent to which Morrill had involved the 
Club members both in 1950 and recently.. Johnson confirmed, 
too, an already widely reported fact that in the current 
situation: "In conversation with (Lee Johnson and Norm 
Koch}, I get the impression that they misinterpreted 
conversations that they had with you on some phases of the 
problem~" Johnson went on to give Morrill a different 
perspective~ 

I think down through the years we in the Sports 
Department have gone far beyond the call of duty in 
trying to cover the many controversies that have 
developed in the neighborhood.. I have the feeling 
now and have had it for a long time, that it has 
been pretty much a one way street. It has been 
pretty much give on our part and too much "take" as 
far as the Athletic Department is concerned in 
relationship with the newspapers~ 

However, I don~t want you to get the idea that it 
is anything personal in any comment I have written. 
It may interest you to know that I did everything 
in my power to head off the drastic action by the M 
Club but I failed. Of late I have tried to delay 
other moves by the M Club which I think did no one 
any good. 

He closed by suggesting that he and Morrill have an 
off-the-record chat~ Morrill responded that he would "like 
nothing better," and told Johnson "maybe you'll even be able 
to give me some comfort and encouragement in just about the 
roughest experience this year in all my Minnesota years!" 

The President reported to the Board of Regents in 
February on the status of the study committee~ 

In the first of his tripartite series of 
mid-February, Klobuchar reported also that "to 
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l ·· " ·" damage" done by their at tack on Mor r i 1.1 1 the nMs~ Club leaders 
had hired a local public relations man, Paul Sevareid, to 
work with them~ On April 1, in a public declaration, 
Sevareid quit~ He wrote to Koch, and made known the contents 
of the letter., 

It was my hope that your cause could be advanced 
effectively and with purpose for the common good~ 
It has become apparent that such is not possible 
under existing circumstances, for pronouncements 
from members of your board of directors, as quoted 
in the press and in other media, give evidence that 
your people and those dedicated to your purpose are 
unwilling to accept any position other than your 
own .. 

Sevareid sent the letter to r.1orr ill as well .. 

Shortly after Sevareid~s act of disassociation, the "M" 
Club cause got a boost from Representative Stanley Fudro of 
Minneapolis~ Fudro had, immediately following the December 
Regents meeting retaining Warmath and Armstrong, let go a 
"blast" at Morrill, so-described and reported in the Tribune 
by Sid Hartman. Fudro had said then that the "failure to 
dismiss Warmath and Armstrong was *pressured through by 
Morrill'" and Fudro "charged that Morrill ~callously intends 
to flagrantly ignore the overwhelming wishes of the citizens 
of Minnesota~'" Now, four months later, Fudro got back into 
the act; on April 7 he introduced a resolution in the 
Minnesota House of Representatives expressing "disappointment 
in the current conduct, policies, and practices of the 
athletic department'* and urging the Regents to restore 
"athletics to acceptable standards of proficiency," 
particularly football~ The Tribune reported the next day 
that the resolution was "understood to have originated with 
the University 'M' Club«" 

At the end of April Morrill finally responded in writing 
to Sevareid (they had talked earlier)~ Morrill told Sevareid 
of his own retrospective view of what had occured. 

As I look back over our athletic difficulties, 
vis-a-vis the "M" Club, in recent months I feel a 
disheartening depression over the developments~ • ~ 

I suppose it is a matter of leadership on both 
sides and I am aware of deficiencies on my own part 
and feel deeply that the "M" Club Board and 
officers were not really representative of either 
the intelligence or loyalty of the great body of 
"M" Club and especially so many leading figures in 
the Club whom I know so well and respect so 
sincerely~ 

How stimulating and creditable, for example, it 
would have been for the nM" Club to pledge its 
support of the University's legislative program and 
the Regents§ request for appropriations! Instead, 
the Club seems to have stimulated the introduction 
of a resolution in the Legislature which, while 
never really considered or adopted, yet provoked a 
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wave of controversy and criticism deeply 
disadvantagous to the University~s cause which is 
in great extremity~ 

The same day Morrill sent his letter to Sevareid the 
study committee presented its final report to the President; 
the original copy carries the personal signatures of each 
member of the committee~ The 58-page report examined every 
nook and cranny of the department.. The committee interviewed 
dozens of people {the Star said nhundredsu) and reviewed the 
organization and accomplishments of the athletic program, 
intramurals, physical education, student participation, 
public relations, financial aid to athletes, recruiting, and 
the place of athletics at the University~ The report was 
similar to the one that Coffman had sought in 1930 (but 
received only part of) and the departmental review in 1982~ 
Some excerpts from the report will illustrate how the 
committee dealt with the issues pertinent to this chapter~ 

In the statement released by the President of the 
University on 12 December 1958, which announced the 
formation of this committee, specific reference was 
made to the Director and the Head Football Coach~ 
The committee has taken full account of this in its 
work and in its report, without neglecting other 
aspects of its assignment~ 

Allegations of "de-emphasis" of intercollegiate 
athletics have been made in public against the 
Administration of the University and against those 
who are responsible for the formation and 
implementation of policy pertaining to 
intercollegiate athletics~ The committee took full 
cognizance of these allegations in its first 
meeting and it has been alert to them throughout 
its work~ It finds that thev have no substance in 
fact~ .lin Cliff Somm~r~s view 1 however, 
de-emohasis was what resulted, although not 
intended .. ] 

The public, including many people who are intensely 
interested in sports, are not generally familiar 
with the rules which govern intercollegiate 
athletics and with their effect on local 
operations~ This has led to misunderstandings 
among those who have special concern for individual 
student-athlete or for athletics in general~ When 
the team is not winning, misunderstandings can 
easily grow into accusations of incompetence and 
malpractice~ Then the pressures increase~ 

Much of the criticism directed publicly and to this 
committee against the Department, particularly 
against the Director and the Head Football Coach, 
was expressed in such phrases as "their public 
relations are badu or nthey have failed in public 
relations." Although none of the members of the 
committee are experts in public relations and 
therefore perhaps not well-qualified to address 
themselves to this issue, the committee could not 
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ignore the frequency with which public relations 
have been mentioned. The committee has sought to 
evaluate the validity of such criticism and to find 
the reasons for it~ 

"When you are winning public relations take care of 
themselves" is one attitude expressed. 
Diametrically opposed views have also been 
presented to the committee« The committee believes 
that alleged "poor public relations" have been 
tolerated when the team was winning~ or at least 
criticism was subdued in view of a winning 
scoreboard; such tolerance wanes when losses occur~ 
In times of stress the desire for perfection 
becomes intensified; reasons for imperfection are 
rightfully sought. This has been the case 
recently. The committee also believes that, if the 
University desires to continue competition with 
other Conference universities on an equitable 
basis, good public relations of the Department as 
defined above are essential~ 

The committee cannot escape the conclusion that the 
Department has in general not been successful in 
its public relations as defined above. 

The appointments of the present 
Head Football Coach did not meet 
of many people who publicly 
preference for other men~ Both 
aware of this handicap when they 
here; they have not succeeded in 

Director and the 
with the approval 
expressed their 
of these men were 

assumed their work 
overcoming it» 

A critical attitude has been taken by some segments 
of the press toward the Director and the Head 
Football Coach0 The committee has no objection to 
criticism per se; it believes, however, that 
criticism should be fair, unbiased and 
constructive~ The committee is fully aware of the 
fact that there always will be a constant search 
for news by aggressive reporters. 

Until recently the Director and the Head Football 
Coach did not appreciate sufficiently the 
importance of their personal participation in 
public relations for the long-range success of the 
program in intercollegiate athletics and of the 
University as a whole~ 

The committee had an opportunity to become 
acquainted, in a manner which did not disclose the 
identity of the respondents, with most of the 
replies to the questionnaire which was sent by the 
Board of Directors of the Graduate "M" Club to 
football coaches in Minnesota last December. 

The committee cannot overlook the frequency with 
which high school coaches mentioned that they had 
not been contacted by personnel of the Department 
for several or many years, that correspondence 
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concerning potential players had not been answered, 
and that apparently no successfully organized and 
effective system had in the past been developed by 
the Department to establish a close liaison with 
all high school coaches, many of whom consider this 
to be a serious shortcoming~ 

The Department has provided extens~ve assistance to 
the "M" Club in many ways; this 1s continuing at 
the present t i me » The Graduate n M !* Club , in turn , 
has helped and continues to help the Department in 
very tangible and effective manner through contacts 
with prospective athletes, with high school coaches 
and in many other ways~ ~ The committee 
considers it most unfortunate that the recent 
public statements and actions by the Board of 
Directors of the Graduate HM 13 Club have jeopardized 
effective cooperation with the Department at a time 
when it needs support~ 

The committee is fully aware of the fact that it 
was asked to do its work mainly because of 
circumstances relating to football and because of 
criticisms directed against the Director of the 
Department and the Head Football Coach pertaining 
to the results and conduct of football* Without 
neglecting other aspects of the policies and 
operations of the Department the committee has 
given major attention to matters pertaining to 
football .. 

Much criticism has been voiced publicly concerning 
the initial selection of the present Head Football 
Coach~ Much comment has also been made 
publicly that the Head Football Coach should be a 
Minnesota graduate, and "M" man~ While the 
committee recognizes that a locally well-known 
reputation in sports and acquaintance with local 
conditions and people are very valuable assets to a 
coach, it rejects the view that a man who does not 
have this background should not merit consideration 
and appointment~ Minnesota has no monopoly in 
producing able men .. 

This committee is not competent to judge the 
technical aspects of football play and it takes 
therefore no issue with this matter* It is only 
proper to report, however, that no criticism 
against the technical competence of the Head 
Football Coach was expressed by people whom the 
committee believes to be highly qualified .. 

The committee believes that the Head Football Coach 
found it difficult to adjust to personnel and 
conditions at Minnesota which are apparently 
somewhat different from those he encountered 
elsewhere~ It required some time, evidently, 
before he became aware of this~ 

Last December the highest competent authority 
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rejected open requests for changes in personnel in 
the Department~ Under these circumstances there is 
only one course open& That is to work for 
immediate improvement of conditions, in every 
respect,. 

In the light of this report, let those who we 
criticized take stock of their situation; let those 
who have criticized likewise appraise their stand~ 

Let us all forget past dis~greements~ 

The committee found that while there have been 
definite weaknesses in the conduct of some of the 
operations of the Department, many of the past 
public criticisms were exaggerated and not based on 
factual, unbiased information. 

The committee reported that the Director and the 
Head Football Coach are sensitive to the criticisms 
which have been expressed; sincere and effective 
measures are in progress to improve conditions~ 

After some internal maneuvering to try to ensure that 
the Regents could read the report before reading about it in 
the paper, President Morrill presented it to them at their 
May 8 meeting and then released it to the press~ The news 
reports took quick note of a specific recommendation to hire 
a director of public relations and began to speculate who 
might get the job~ Charles Johnson concluded that Armstrong 
and Warmath "didnjt escape censure" but said that the 
committee and its reports "may not have healed all the 
wounds, but may have set the stage for a temporary truce 
among the various factions involved~" Armstrong publicly 
commended the report as nhelp:tul,n while Warmath had no 
comment., Horrill, in his press release, said the committee 
had udone a good and useful jobn and that the recommendations 
were nsound and worthy of favorable consideration .. u 
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The "M" Club board of directors met the Monday after the 
Regents' meeting to review the report and adopted a 
statement~ They decided they were "in agreement with a 
substantial number of the points which are made and we feel 
they confirm our stand that all is not as it should be in the 
athletic department~" But, "the few brief recommendations ~ 

seem to us inadequate and incomplete~" They also 
concluded that nthe University administration within its own 
group desires to determine the complete corrective course of 
action in as much detail as is deemed necessary~ We 
respectfully urge that this be done with all possible speed~" 
The Club did not renew its call for the removal of Armstrong 
and Warmath and did pledge its continuing cooperation~ 

The Regents met on June 13, 1959, and one of the 
subjects of discussion was the financial situation of Ike 
Armstrong if he were to retire early or assume a professional 
appointment at a reduced salary« They also agreed that the 
President should proceed with implementing committee 
recommendations having to do with physical education and 
intramurals and asking SCIA to frame a statement on athletic 
policy~ The Board was scheduled to meet again on June 26; 
according to Sid Hartment of the Tribune, one of the agenda 
items was Armstrong~s future as a director~ "One group of 
regents is determined to have Armstrong resign as athletic 
director effective June 1960" when he would be 65* That 
group of regents, said Hartman, felt "it will be much easier 
to hire a new president to replace the retiring J* L~ Morrill 
if the incoming proxy believes he can correct problems in the 
athletic department by hiring a new director«" Morrill was 
reportedly opposed to forcing Armstrong to retire at age 65 
rather than the normal 68~ Because several regents were 
absent, however, the subject of athletics came up only 
briefly at the June 26 meeting~ 

The rather terse memo to the files that routinely 
followed Regents~ meetings only noted, after the July 24 
meeting, that Morrill was authorized to proceed on n1s 
recommendations as he saw fit* What actually transpired, 
however, was revealed in a subsequent exchange of 
correspondence Morrill had with two Regents, Griggs and 
Daniel Gainey* 

Griggs, whose strongly held views were well known, 
missed part of the discussion and wrote to ask the President 
to tell him what had happened~ In his note, Griggs advocated 
a transfer of Armstrong to some other position« Morrill 
wrote back, and related that Regent Gainey had made a motion, 
which was seconded, directing the administration to do what 
Griggs had asked: transfer Armstrong to a professorial spot 
at age 65« "There was then considerable discussion of the 
motion~ I pleaded that the Regents would not adopt it and I 
won't repeat my arguments here for that although I believe 
they were cogent and persuasive»" Six of the Regents spoke 
against the motion; then "Dr~ Mayo clearly indicated his 
opposition and called for a vote~ The discussion had made it 
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pretty apparent, I think, that Mr« Gaineyts motion would not 
prevail and indeed would receive only three affirmative 
votes~" At that point the seconder withdrew the second, so 
there was no motion on which to vote~ 

Harrill concluded his letter with two comments of note,. 
"Athletic issues are never really settled, I suppose, and I 
would judge that if our football season is not a very 
successful one 1 the whole issue \vould be likely to recur~ n 

Morrill predicted accurately,. He also revealed his own 
fatigue: "I am really tired out and have never looked 
forward more eagerly to a vacation than this one." (In 
another letter, written earlier, Morrill said it was "a 
vacation for which I sorely long after the most miserable and 
discouraging year of my Hinnesota experience, what with 
athletics and our legislative struggles«") 

Griggs wrote back again to assure the President that 
"the outcome was about what I expected and I shall, of 
course 1 abide by it* I will make no further statements or be 
drawn into any«" Bespeaking his own great respect for 
Morrill, Griggs went on to say that "if I had felt that my 
position would be acceptable to the Board over your own 
judgement and your position as President, I would not have 
wanted it to ever have come to a vote~ At no time have I 
wanted the Board to repudiate your judgement~" He told 
Morrill he hoped that in the Presidentts last year he could 
go out in 'a blaze of glory' and that the two great 
Presidents--~and I have known every single one'--were Coffman 
and Harrill« 

Regent Gainey also wrote to Morrill to compliment him on 
the effectiveness of his speech in opposing his--Gainey's-
motion,. The two men wrote back and forth on removal of 
people from positions at the University and the elements of 
leadership,. Gainey closed the exchange in mid-August with 
the observation that he had never been and "am not now 
particularly opposed to Armstrong» I have felt that we ~ • » 

should not have allowed ourselves to get mousetrapped into 
the current situation, and it seemed advisable to face up to 
it as strongly as possible«" 

Running concurrently with the regental deliberations was 
a series of written exchanges between Morrill and the four 
men whose names have appeared earlier: LeVoir, Lund, Sommer 1 

and Wright« Sommer opened the correspondence, on April 29, 
by transmitting a seven-page statement that the four of them 
had privately written.. asome of us have been rather silent 
during the last few months but, nevertheless, we have been 
thinkingu was the first paragraph of Sommer's letter.. He 
told Morrill that the appended statement could be used in any 
way the President wished« They wrote to him only because 
they did not wish to take up any of his time~ 

The four men clearly put much thought into their 
statement 1 because it was a reflective piece on what the 
University was about, the quality of its programs, and the 
extent to which there could and should be legitimate alumni 
involvement with the school» 



Naturally, they also reviewed the athletic problem, in 
the context of their broader expressions~ They described it 
as "widespread, intense and critical interest that has 
culminated in misunderstandings, harsh words, unfortunate 
rumors and accusations. ~ ~ * Statements have been made and 
challenged* Integrity has been questioned. Harm has been 
done. All this is regrettable~ • . • We wish this matter to 
be properly resolved*" Some of their other observations: 

We suggest that the citizenry of the state of 
Minnesota should expect and there should be at all 
times the very best University leadership that can 
be obtained, that the staff be competent, that each 
staff member be responsible individually for able 
performance, that all departments be strong, that 
policies be pointed solely for the good of the 
state of Minnesota and its citizens, that major 
policies be clearly defined publicly and understood 
and that a strong liaison be maintained with the 
interested people of the state~ 

If the citizens and interested groups in Minnesota 
are entitled to this high effort and performance 
then they also have responsibilities~ They must 
evidence a positive interest in the welfare of the 
University and the students~ They must support its 
programs. They must be sober in their judgements& 
They must not be so ready to criticize that they 
look not at the far reaching effects of a 
University policy and at the traditions and 
deliberations that are a part of all major 
decisions4 

For the University ever to shut itself off from the 
people is disastrous. For the people to unduly 
interfere with normal operation of the University 
is equally unsound~ Both of these positions have 
been strained& 

To the University of Minnesota Administration we 
suggest the following» We believe they merit the 
utmost consideration immediately~ 

(1) Decide, as a University, the philosophy of an 
athletic program of intercollegiate athletics, 
intramural athletics a department of physical 
education~ 

(2) 

(3} 

Make public to the 
explicit attitude 
Administration as 
athletics~ 

people of Minnesota the 
of the University 

to intercollegiate 

Athletics 
hasn*t? 
It is not 
zeal. 

has some faults. Which of us 
Athletics is being derided by some~ 

being defended effectively or with 

(4) The University of Minnesota should set optimum 
standards for all staff members of the 



athletic department as for any department of 
the University« Nothing less than the very 
best available at any time will do~ 

(5) A liaison program with the people of the state 
and interested groups should be started, 
strongly expanded, continued and constantly 
upgraded~ We do not feel this has been done 
effectively or in sufficient measure~ 

To all of us outside the University of Minnesota we 
suggest: 

(l) Maintain strong support of Minnesota athletics 
in a down cycle as well as an up cycle* This 
has not always been done* 

(2) Do not challenge the integrity of University 
administration* This has been unwisely done. 

(3} Speak positively for the University Athletic 
program~ If you feel criticism is justified 
make it thoughtful and constructive* 

(4) Be vigilant of your interest and 
responsibility in University affairs~ 
Differentiate, however, between policy and 
normal operations~ Normal operations is the 
responsibility of the University. 

(5) Policy is also the responsibility of the 
University~ Here, we believe the University 
has an obligation to all of us to make clear 
their policies« Here is the area in which we 
feel citizens and groups have a right to pass 
considered judgement~ 

This is our definition and feeling of the rights 
and responsibilities of the University of Minnesota 
and the people of Minnesota. 

The report was dated the same day as that of the study 
committee, April 27* 

Morrill wrote back to Sommers on May 12~ He described 
their memo, and the committee report, as "grist for the 
mill," and said the best use he could make of it would be 
private~ The President said he wished they had spoken out 
earlier~ 

I can't help wishing that you, Pug, Wells, and Babe 
had come to the front with this kind of good will 
and common sense much earlier in the face of the 
outrageous campaign by the present officers and 
directors of the "M" Club~ I have felt myself a 
rather lonely target and have not been able to 
understand the silence and the acquiesence in that 
campaign by "M" Club men like yourself whom I have 
so much admired and respected~ 



Morrill related his uncertainty about whether the situation 
would improve and whether people would "close ranks and move 
ahead .. ~* 

The four men were not pleased with Morrillts response; 
they wrote jointly to him again at the end of May, in a 
letter again authored by Sommers« 

As we read and re-read your letter of May 12, 
together we conclude that: 

(1) We have not penetrated to you that we continue 
to think Minnesota~s Athletic situation is 
serious .. 

(2) You have not 
consideration .. 

given our proposal serious 

(3) Further we are in no way encouraged to believe 
that you have recognized that anything needs 
to be done to correct this situation, nor that 
any particular action will be forthcoming .. 

It was not our intention to write further but you 
raised questions as to our lack of support and 
loyalty so we are obligated to speak our thoughts 
and be more specifc« 

You mention our acquiescence and silence~ Our 
silence cannot be construed as acquiescence* We 
have not acquiesced in many of the tactics of the 
"M" Club and we promptly and vigorously voiced our 
opinions.. It is unfortunate that some actions were 
ill-advised~ We do, however, feel that a number of 
the purposes of "H~* Club officials in approaching 
the University Administration last fall had merit~ 

It is true we were publicly silent~ We had good 
reasons« We discussed making public statements at 
various times but always concluded they might not 
be beneficial., 

Personally 1 I lthat is, Sommer] have no further 
reasons for my silence« As I read the 
recommendations of the committee I find that I have 
been for all of them for years and some of them I 
have actively commented upon frequently~ 

I have always been courteously received by you and 
time has been made available whenever suggested~ 
Yet, in a period of years, I have not seen any 
effect of these particular suggestions~ Hence, my 
silence .. 

You asked us to interview the seven candidates for 
athletic director in 1950~ This, we four did~ To 
this date no person connected with the University 
of Minnesota has yet asked for our opinion on any 
one of the candidates .. 



One way or another, all of us have expressed our 
opinions~ We have not enjoyed the definite feeling 
we have that our athletic department administration 
has been weak and that the department has been 
retrogressing rather than progressing for some 
years« We have maintained our enthusiasm, 
interest, and support of the Athletic Department 
and the zeal with which we have recruited 
student-athletes to Minnesota~ Recently, it has 
not been easy .. 

We do not favor breaking specific term contracts~ 
We do however feel that you could have avoided many 
problems and criticism if the athletic situation 
had been studied and appropriate action taken at an 
earlier date~ ~ ~ » Please do not be misled into 
thinking that because many good thinking people 
disapprove of the "M" Club methods that they do not 
want much more vigorous action in Minnesota 
athletics and want changes, because they do~ 

As said earlier, we did not expect to get into 
specifics as we have but felt it necessary, after 
your reply, to inform you that these many months 
have not been easy for us$ We suggest that the 
contents of this letter reflect the opinion of a 
much greater percentage of the good people in the 
state than you may think~ 

They closed by reaffirming their loyalty to the University 
and their willingness to help~ Both Wright and Lund wrote 
separate letters to the President confirming their 
disappointment that he did not seem to understand the 
problems« 

Morrill was perturbed by their comments and told them so 
in a letter a month later~ He said he had reread their 
letters nat least three times 11 and 11 it seems to me there is a 
failure of understanding between us that appalls and 
discourages me terribly.,B He gently chided them for na great 
many thoughtful generalizations about Minnesota athletics and 
two or three constructive recommendations, but no clearcut 
major suggestion of what you believe the University should 
do .. n nunless," Morrill added, !lyou subscribe to the demand 
.. « that !1-rmstrong and \"Jarmath should be f ired'.?n He recalled 
the hundreds of hours in conference and correspondence marked 
by uanxiety and anguish., n He sugqe~Jted that the five of them 
get together for dinner in the autumn.. They all agreed to do 
so, but never did~ In March of 1960, Morrill again wrote to 
Sommers regretting their failure to meet, pointing to his 
upcoming retirement as rendering any action now as futile, 
and urging them to work with the incoming President~ 

The 1959 season brought a mild repetition of the 
atmosohere that had existed the preceding fall.. On November 
12 wc~o Television broadcast an editorial rebuking "external 
sophomores," the "Grand and Exalted Order of Curbstone 
Quarterbacks," for reportedly gathering funds to pay off the 
remaining two years of Warmath 8 s contract~ The speaker 



pointed out that Warmath was nnot theirs to hire or :Eire,a 
but called on the University to issue, "once and for all," a 
statement that it and it alone was responsible for the 
athletic department~ 

Three days later a Dakota County legislator wrote to 
Morrill to support the University "in the present uproar of 
criticism,.H If Warmath were to simply resign, or the Regents 
were to ask him to do so, it would be unfortunate but there 
would be no cause for "serious quarrel~" For businessmen to 
attempt to buy him out, however, or for the Regents to do so, 
would be to recognize that "the fundamental, coldblooded 
purpose of any school~s athletic program is to go out and 
beat the other fellow at whatever cost~" He finished by 
saying that "the public positions of the Regents have been 
such as to command respect.. I trust they shall continue to 
do so*" Morrill said the University would not be a party to 
any such deal .. 

It was widely reported in the Twin Cities newspapers on 
November 21 that Warmath would not accept the rumored deal, 
either,. He spoke to the "M" Club and told them he had not 
been contacted about being paid off and that "my contract has 
two years to run and I intend to fulfill it," according to 
Sid Hartman.. The majority of the nMu Club members, said the 
sports writers, applauded the statement,. The StQ Paul 
Dispatch writer expected trouble® "Turmoil such as the 
University never has experienced in its athletic 
affairs is expected to follow the close of the football 
season~" Interviews with "M" Club members indicated that 
there will be no letup in the pressure" and also "indicated 
that the clamor will be far greater than a year ago .. " 

Other press commentary followed over the next few days, 
including a column in the Star by Cedric Adams describing the 
treatment being accorded ~Warrnath and his family.. Drunks 
throwing beer cans on their home steps at 2:00 a~m .. , chants, 
abusive letters, anonymous and obscene telephone calls, 
blackboard notes at his children~s school, and so on~ Joe 
Hennessy, in the Pioneer Press after the last and losing 
game, simply concluded tha"f-"Mur ray you got ta resign,. u It 
would not be right, or reasonable, and it must be despite the 
fact that "few people are held in more personal esteem than 
you are~" Warmath declined to resign,. 

Towards the end of November, 1959, Charles Johnson did a 
piece which echoed the views Regent Griggs had made known to 
Middlebrook fourteen months earlier,. Johnson averred that 
the difficulties stemmed from the fact that in 1956, "late in 
the season--specifically on the morning of the Michigan State 
game--Ike Armstrong walked into President J~ L® Morrillls 
office and recommended that Warmathts contract, which was to 
run through the 1957 season, be torn up and a new one for 
five years be signed~" Johnson now described it as 
"unusual," especially since there was neither npressure or 
criticism .. " Morrill and the Regents approved the 
recommendation (although not without Griggst dissent, as he 
pointed out).. Johnson said the renewal "took everyone by 
surpriseQ Q + • It was a cleverly engineered deal that 
looked harmless at the time~u 
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In the same article Johnson asserted that "Armstrong 
personally picked Warmath as his gridiron boss in 1954. 
There was opposition from the few individuals Ike talked with 
before making the decision~ There was considerable 
unfavorable comment after ••• Ike stood his ground~" If 
Haislet's iteration of Armstrong~s co~~ents were correct, of 
course, this was not true, and to a certain extent Armstrong 
was not as blameworthy as some held him~ At no time, however 
did Armstrong make any public statement--as he had told 
Haislet he would not» 

On December 8, 1959, the President met 'with the ne~u uMn 

Club president, Norb Koch, as well as Clifford Sommer and 
Clayton Tonnemaker.. It followed the inclusion of *'t-1n Club 
leaders at a general alumni meeting, and was characterized by 
cordiality and understanding« Koch wrote to Morrill 
afterward to thank him "for the time and courtesy" of the 
meeting~ "In a reign different from that which had prevailed 
earlier," Koch said, "we know that any decision you may have 
to make will be your own~ We only hope that ~ ~ ~ 
anything we may have said will help determine its ultimate 
course~" The "decision" was, apparently, retention of the 
football coach~ 

That gathering was followed shortly by the Regents' 
meeting~ No enlightening correspondence serves to expand on 
the brief file memo recording that Morrill reported the 
discussion with "M" Club representatives, reviewed fall 
developments in athletics, and that the Regents "voted to 
support the administrationts handling of the athletic 
situation~ Regent Griggs, abstaining~" 

The finale to nMn Club activity seems to have come with 
a January 2, 1960, letter to its members from Koch* The Club 
had, at Morrill's request, deferred any action until SCIA 
could adopt a statement of policy$ The Club had done so, and 
was now writing to endorse the new statement. Although it 
also contained a line correcting any impression that Club 
silence implied a change of heart or view from the 1958 
protest--which Koch said it did not--the point was not 
belabored and there was no call for anyonets removal. Koch 
sent the letter to Morrill, in fact, who wrote back to 
compliment him on the statement~ 

In his March, 1960, letter to Clifford Sommers, Morrill 
provided a revealing summary, all the more remarkable because 
of its brevity~ "The train of events set in motion by the 
officers and directors of the ~M~ Club a year ago last autumn 
drove the administration and the Regents of the University 
into a position which otherwise might have been different-
and that for me at least, a surrender and retreat from that 
position would be unwise, stultifying and not now supportable 
by the Regents.*' 

As is often the case with such episodes, history 
orovided an ironical twist which no doubt amused Morrill, in 
his retirement, and probably many others as well~ Warmath~s 
team, 1-8 in 1958 and 2-7 in 1959, went to the Rose Bowl in 
1961 (on an B-1 record for 1960) and 1962 (on a 7-2 record 
for 1961) and was A~ P~ and U~P~l~ national champion in 1960~ 



CHAPTER 11 

CHOOSING A FOOTBALL COACH: 1983 

Author§s note: There arises the natural question about 
whether one can write a chapter, for a book intended to be a 
"history," when the events being recounted are recent~ This 
chapter was written in the late summer of 1984 1 ten months 
after Coach Joe Salem resigned and the search for his 
successor began& Doubts about the validity of such an 
enterprise are increased when the author was himself 
intimately involved with the events& I was the staff to the 
search committee, and as such privy to many of the details of 
the search& 

Despite these drawbacks, I decided to do this chapter 
anyway, primarily to get on the record at least an outline of 
what occurred~ As anyone reading this book knows there was 
little documentation available for previous searches; this 
chapter is an attempt to remedy that gap in the information 
available* Writing it now also permits me to draw 
comparisons and note parallels with prior searches, to the 
extent they seem valid and noteworthy& 

Finally, however, this chapter may include entries and 
observations that border on personal narrative--which is 
precisely what they are~ While this chapter was circulated, 
in draft form, to the members of the search committee for 
their comments, opinions and additions, it nonetheless must 
perforce remain my own recounting~ 

Even with the foregoing co~nents intended to warn the 
reader, I want to note that I have attempted to write this 
chapter in as dispassionate and disinterested a tone as 
possible« I have not used the first person; when the term 
~t staff . to the comm i t tee , u '* ass i s tan t a or a stat f to Vice 
President Wilderson 1 " or some similar phrase is used, you may 
assume it was me& 

- Gary Engstrand 



CHOOSING A FOOTBALL COACH: 1983 
~ .. ...,. .. ---..,,.,.""" .. .....,...~-~-

By the middle of the 1983 football season people began 
to wonder if there would be a new football coach$ In 1982 
Minnesota won its first three games and then lost the next 
eight~ Seven games into the 1983 season, Minnesota had won 
the first game and had lost the next six~ That year one 
magazine had ranked Rice University as the worst NCA/\. 
Division I-A football team; Minnesota was second from the 
bottom in the 120-odd long list of schools~ The one victory 
Minnesota had in 1983 was over Rice~ 

Given what was a disastrous won-lost record over two 
seasons, there was remarkably little public outcry demanding 
that Coach Joe Salem be fired~ Sid Hartman~s view was that 
Salem was personally popular: "You never hear anybody say a 
word against him~" 

That there had been some thought given to the future of 
football, however, is evidenced by internal administrative 
memoranda~ Early in October, 1983, University Vice President 
Frank Wilderson, who had line responsibility for 
intercollegiate athletics, wrote to President C~ Peter 
Magrath following a discussion he, Wilderson, had had with 
athletic director Paul Giel~ While he had made no decision 
about changing football coaches, Giel wanted to be certain 
that the administration would stand behind him if he did so~ 
More important, probably, was Gielts request that the 
University begin to consider a great deal more support for 
the football program, in ways both small and large* Revenues 
in ments athletics had recently begun to outstrip expenses 
(Giel had finally wiped out a deficit of nearly one-half 
million dollars accrued during the late 1960s and early to 
mid-70s); the director wanted to use some of the resources 
to improve the practice and office facilities for football* 
Vice President Wilderson recommended to the President that he 
approve these requests~ 

Also suggestive of the possibility of a coaching change 
were discussions held by Wilderson and his staff, and others, 
about the possible membership on a search committee, should 
the need to appoint one arise~ The Vice President asked his 
assistant, when the question arose, to anonymously contact 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association about rules 
governing who might be on such search committees~ 
Specifically, was there any legislation which barred someone 
currently active in the management of a professional football 
team from serving on a college search committee? (The answer 
was that there was no rule prohibiting it but that to choose 
such an individual would certainly violate the spirit of NCAA 
rules which attempt to keep college and professional football 
apart& Wilderson concluded it would not be worth provoking 
even the frowns of the NCAA, so consideration of such an 
individual was dropped~) 

On Monday morning October 24 Giel met with Salem® The 



team was 1-6 thus far in the season and the losses had 
occasionally been by wide margins; Giel asked Salem to 
resign~ According to Sid Hartman, Salem knew the request was 
coming; he had told Hartman on Sunday, October 23, that "I~m 
not going to be here next year"" Salem agreed to Giel's 
request, and the announcement was made the following Tuesday 
morning~ Salem was quoted as saying that "we were going 
downhill, not uphill;" ni felt it was in the best interests 
of myself and the whole staff~" 

PART I: The Search 
AJ'h,.~ ..... _.. ... ~._,_.~~. --« 

The search for a new coach was announced 
who said a search committee would be appointed 
Press speculation on possible successors 
immediately; for the first time since 1950, Bud 
not among those who were seen as likely 
candidates., 

by Nilderson, 
immediately., 
also begin 

tvilkinson was 
or potential 

By the 1980s the University's regulations governing 
hiring procedures had become more formalized 1 so there was no 
question that a committee would be appointed.. The normal 
practice at the time was this: The appointing authority (in 
this case, Giel) would appoint a committee 1 meet with it to 
give it instructions about qualifications for the position~ 
timing, and so forth, and then let the committee go about the 
business of accepting applications, soliciting nominations, 
screening individuals and conducting interviews.. Following 
this, the committee would then present the administrator with 
a slate of candidates from whom Giel, in this instance, could 
make his choice~ The director would then recommend to the 
Vice President, the President, and eventually the Board of 
Regents, one of the candidates whose name had appeared on the 
slate submitted by the search committee~ It was understood 
by all involved in every hire that the commitee was to 
search; it was not a selection committee~ The slate should 
only include the names of individuals who met the 
publicly-announced criteria for the position and all of whom 
were acceptable to at least a majority of the search 
committee members~ 

As had been the case since Henry Williams was replaced 
after the 1921 season, there was presidential involvement in 
the selection process~ In a variation on the usual search 
procedure, approved by the Universityls Equal Employment 
Opportunity and Affirmative Action office (which was charged 
with responsibility for insuring that all searches were 
conducted fairly, correctly, and in conformity with 
applicable state and federal laws), President Magrath 
appointed Vice President Wilderson as chairman of the search 
committee and asked Wilderson to appoint the other members® 
Magrath asked that a slate of candidates be submitted to 
Giel, from which he could make a choice and recommendation to 
the Unversity.. Wilderson agreed to do so .. 

The President, in his October 27 letter to Wilderson 
asking him to chair the search committee, made several other 
comments .. 
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The "objective must be to field a football team ~ . 
~ that wins more games than it loses~ ~ ~ ~ Sooner 
or later ~ ~ our new coach should build a team 
strong enough to be invited to bowl games, and 
~ the Rose Bowl~" 

There must be a demonstrated commitment, on the 
part of the new coach, to the welfare of the 
athletes as students» 

It must be a "clean" program, run within the rules~ 

He also declared, noting "the enormous amount of speculation 
in the media about likely successors,~~ that "you and I know 
that no decison of any kind has been made~" Finally, Magrath 
admonished the committee to actively seek candidates and '3 not 
be limited to the names of those who may apply for the 
position~" By the language of his letter, the President 
confirmed a statement in Sid Hartmants column a few days 
before: "Magrath is in favor of a winning football team at 
Minnesota~~* 

Because he had already given some thought to the 
membership of a committee, and because he had immediately 
begun to contact individuals about serving, Wilderson was 
able to send a letter the following day to the ten people 
selected conveying his appreciation for "your willingness to 
serve as members of the search comrnittee .. a This polite and 
gracious language does not, of course, reveal that there was 
a great deal of interest expressed, by a large number of 
people, in being chosen as members of the committee~ Hore 
than one individual contacted friends at the University in an 
attempt to exercise influence and obtain a seat~ With only 
one exception, to be mentioned shortly, Wilderson did not 
respond to these efforts and made his own selections (in 
consultation with Magrath, with Giel, and with his staff). 

A ten-member search committee was large compared to the 
norm for the University~ Wilderson, however, believed that 
as many of the intersted and constituent groups as possible 
should be represented.. He also felt that there should be as 
many people as possible on the committee who were experts on 
football and who could, because of their experience, bring 
candidates, advice, and contacts to work on behalf of the 
University.. (This latter consideration would serve to 
forestall the criticisms levelled against the Pierce 
committee when it selected Fritz Crisler in 1930, which were 
that the committee didn't know anything about football~ The 
inclusion of expertise on football, in the 1983 choice of 
committee members, it must be said, was not made with the 
1930 exoerience in mind~ This was not wisdom based on the 
knowled~e of history; no one involved in 1983 knew of that 
episode. Rather, such expertise was sought simply because it 
seemed the logical thing to do~) 

Wildersonts choices were these: Jim Anderson (student 
body president), Herrily Baker (director of women's 
athletics), Billy Bye and Mike Wright (both former Minnesota 
football stars; Wright had also played professional football 
and had served on the 1978 search committee; both were active 
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in supporting athletics and the University), Alan Page 
(former Notre Dame and Minnesota Viking football great), Bob 
Stein {Dean of the Law School and faculty representative for 
men to the Big Ten, who had previously been a vice president 
with responsibility for athletics and who had also served on 
the search committee in 1978), and the late Lillian Williams 
(director of the Affirmative Action office; she died in July 
of 1984) ~ The committee, in short, included representation 
for students, faculty, the administration, and alumni and 
simultaneously, men and women and Blacks and Whites~ 

In another unusual but not illegal or even unacceptable 
step, Wilderson appointed Giel as an ex-officio non-voting 
member of the committee« Magrath~s October 27 letter to 
Wilderson had asked that he work closely with the director. 
Giel had, in the past, commented somewhat ruefully that 
someone in his position usually got nthree strikesn and then 
he was out; that is, the next football coach would be his 
third such appointment, and if this coach did not succeed, 
Giel felt his own position would be at risk~ A Daily 
editorial writer quoted Giel on this very point~ "If Giel 
misses for a third consecutive time at bringing in a savior, 
Giel and his new coach will probably walk off the plank 
together~ ~ ~ ~ 'I know the next time they'll be asking for 
someone to replace me~§" 

While no one in the University administration had ever 
made such a statement to him, and Giel's felt pressure was 
self-imposed, Wilderson nonetheless believed that the coach 
would have to work so closely with the director, and would be 
so important to the future of the department, that it was 
necessary and appropriate that Giel serve on the committee~ 
It was Wilderson*s plan that only when deliberation about the 
final slate took place, after all screening and interviewing 
was complete, would Giel be excluded~ He advised the 
committee of this plan in his initial letter to it~ 

The interest of the "M" Club in the selection of the 
football coach has been noted frequently in preceding 
chapters~ In formulating his initial list of search 
committee members, Wilderson had not included a 
representative from that group~ In response to a request 
from a member of the legislature, however, he agreed to 
appoint Bob Stein, incoming "M" Club president~ Although 
inclusion of an '*Mu Club representative was no guarantee that 
its members would support the final selection, as Morrill§s 
experience in 1951 demonstrated, to exclude it altogether 
would, if history were any guide, increase the chances of 
opposition and intrigue~ Although the fact that Stein, a 
practicing attorney, acted as an agent for a number of 
professional athletes was a concern (in light of the exchange 
with the NCAA), his experience as a former Minnesota and 
professional football player and his widespread network of 
friends and acquaintances in football ranks was seen as a 
decided advantage~ 

The search committee hald its first meeting on November 
1; its guest was President Magrath~ A brief synopsis of the 
meeting: 



The President repeated the institutional commitment 
to a winning program within the rules, and his 
request that it go beyond applicants~ 

Committee members discussed salary, improvements in 
facilities, and the need for a school focus on 
football~ 

The job would be a better one now than when either 
Stoll or Salem took it: "It has been a sputtering 
program; now it*s in the pits« « « Perhaps we 
can make a virtue out of necessity~" 

There would be a need to negotiate with a 
prospective coach about what commitments he would 
want and what the University could guarantee~ 

The new coach must be a good administrator~ 

There was a need for absolute confidentialityQ 

It was unclear how to approach "big name" coaches, 
but anyone on the committee was free to contact 
anyone they wished about possible candidatesQ 

The notice of the position would be circulated to 
all NCAA Division I and professional football 
teams, and experience at that level would be a 
minimum requirement~ 

For the purpose of the search, anyone nominated by 
a committee member would be considered an 
"applicant," whether or not the nominee were aware 
of the '*candidacy .. n 

The committee would, at its next meeting, formulate 
a nwish listu of candidates, putting aside all 
questions of salary or availability--if only to use 
the list as one means to identify the 
characteristics of the individual being sought~ 

The deadline for applications and nominations would 
be three weeks hence: November 21~ 

When asked by one committee member what sort of candidate he 
would like, ideally, Giel said it would be someone like Lou 
Holtz~ 

By the close of the second meeting, on November 7, the 
committee had comoiled an initial list of 60 names of 
"candidates," some-of whom had applied--but most of whom had 
not~ The list ranged from relatively unknown coaches and 
assistant coaches, who had been recommended by credible 
sources, to some very famous football names (Dick Vermeil, 
Joe Paterno, Johnny Majors, Hank Stram, Bill Walsh, and John 
Madden) and head coaches at successful Division I programs 
(Texas, Miami, Maryland, UCLA, Berkeley, Washington, North 
Carolina, etc~)Q The committee had concluded it would 
consider everyone it wanted to, whether or not the 
individuals knew it or cared* 



In addition to compiling a list, the committee developed 
four criteria it agreed would be used in judging prospective 
candidates~ They were coaching skills, administrative 
skills, recruiting skills, and personal characteristics (a 
commitment to academic values and a sensitivity to minorities 
and women)~ 

The committee also decided, after talking about the idea 
during its two meetings thus far, that it would invite both 
former coaches Salem and Stoll in to explain what went wrong 
and what improvements would be needed~ Four days later they 
met with the two men, for over an hour each, to get an 
appraisal~ In response to a question from Stoll, one 
committee member explained that the group would not only act 
as a search committee, it would also tender advice to the 
University on how the football team and program could be 
improved~ Both coaches had a long list of suggestions~ 

On Saturday, November 12, the committee held its fourth 
meeting~ Wilderson summarized the results of informal 
conversations he had been having with members of the Board of 
Regents; all had expressed support for significant 
programmatic improvements in the football program~ Dean 
Stein wryly observed that the Regents were more enthusiastic 
about improving the football team than had been the 
University administration (including, he admitted, himself, 
during his vice presidential tenure from 1978 to 1980)~ 

The Dean then reviewed the major items mentioned by 
Salem and Stoll during the meeting the day before~ Along 
with academic aid and housing, the biggest single problem 
appeared to be practice, training, and meeting facilities~ 
One committee member said the University should build a 
separate football building; the proposal was met with 
considerable reluctance, primarily for financial reasons, 
although it was agreed the possibility should be explored~ 

In the five days since the previous meeting to discuss 
candidates, the committee members had begun to seek out 
information on the 60 people who had beeen on the initial 
list» In the intervening period, other names had been 
suggested after University staff memebers had made calls to 
personal friends and committee members had made their own 
inquiries~ By the end of the three and one-half hour meeting 
the list had 54 names; some from the first list had been 
deleted and others had been added as a result of inquiry by 
committee members and University staff members~ Of the 54, 
14 had formally applied~ Ea~h applicant or prospective 
candidate was reviewed~ At this same meeting the committee 
examined a list of every active Division I football coach~ 

The committee also dealt at length with two other issues 
One was whether or not the University would ("was ready to") 
hire a black head coach, and the concommitant concern about 
whether or not minority group candidates might be "used*" 
There was no "decision," but the cautions were noted and the 
sentiment seemed to be that a black coach would receive the 
institutional and community support needed~ 



The other matter was leaks to the press.. One committee 
member brought up the subject by expressing dismay that the 
names of potential candidates kept appearing in Sid Hartman*s 
column. Another said he was very irritated at the 
publication of the names, and warned sternly that their 
premature release would kill off the chances of hiring a good 
coach and doom the University to medocrityQ He added that 
his frustration was such that he was prepared to vote against 
anyone whose name appeared; Hartman, he complained, was 
chasing candidates away and doing a serious disservice to the 
University$ Vice President Wilderson told the committee that 
the President had told Mr$ Hartman he was damaging the 
search$ 

By the end of the meeting the committee identified 19 of 
the people on the list (none of whom had applied) who were to 
be contacted and which committee member was to make the 
contact .. 

The fifth meeting of the committee was held November 15 
at Eastcliff, the University president~s residence, and 
lasted from 7:00 p~m« to after midnight.. The 19 assignments 
were discussed, and a variety of information about others was 
made available$ Several of the committee nominees were 
removed because they had said 1 either directly to a search 
committee member or through friends, that they would not 
consider moving$ By the end of the meeting the list of 
candidates stood at 48, of whom 17 had applied~ 

Another discussion that was to recur was about the 
media~ The continued publication of the names of possible 
candidates remained a concern; the committee members wondered 
who was responsible and quizzed Giel.. The director said he 
was not a source~ Two committee members also reported of a 
radio show they had heard the Sunday two days earlier; Sid 
Hartman had first commended the committee, but had then said 
the Minnesota job was terrible, he would advise anyone not to 
take it, berated the committee for considering individuals it 
could not obtain, and called the corru1tittee njerks,n which 
provoked considerable ire among committee members .. 

At its November 22 meeting, a week later, the committee 
had available a significant pool of information on its 
candidates: 

Conference publications; 

Coaching records; 

Committee interviews with people knowledgeable 
about the candidates; and 

A large set of ratings on each from telephone 
conversations held by two University staff members 
with ten colleagues around the country; each 
candidate, where known, was ranked on the criteria 
the committee had earlier established. 

Corning into the meeting, 
people: Those who had 

the committee had 
themselves applied 

two groups of 
(37 names) and 



those whose names had been put in by the committee (31 
names)~ Vice President Wilderson had made it known at the 
outset that all the aoolicants would have to be considered. 
(As noted, 17 of the-aoolicants were also on the committee 
list, from the previous meeting, so the total committee list 
was 48: 31 nominees and 17 applicants~} 

The first task undertaken by the committee was to review 
all additional information that had been obtained~ As a 
result of these discussions, 9 of the 31 committee 
nominations were removed from the list, reducing it to 22; 
most, again, had taken themselves out~ 

The second task was a review of the 37 applicants+ At 
the request of the committee, two University staff members 
had been asked to review the applicant files after the 
November 21 closing date; they had done so and informed the 
committee that 13 of the 37 \vere not qualified (did not meet 
the minimum criteria of experience or education set by the 
committee) or gave no indication of qualifications~ That 
left 24 applicants warranting consideration* 

The third and most time-consuming task was to review all 
46 files--24 applicants and 22 committee nominees. Each 
committee member ranked each of the 46, on a scale of 1-5, on 
each of the four criteria that had been established earlier; 
a perfect candidate score would have been 20. If all nine 
members of the committee awarded a score of 20 to the same 
candidate, he would receive a perfect 180~ 

During the approximately three hours it took the 
committee members to individually review each file, one 
member stepped out to make a call to Lou Holtz at a time that 
had been prearranged. Following the conversation, it was 
reported that Holtz was interested in at least thinking about 
the possibility and asked to have the upcoming Thanksgiving 
weekend to mull it over. 

Before the candidate review began, the committee members 
continued a discussion begun at the previous meeting: How 
were they to deal with the potential candidacy of one 
individual, respected in the ranks of football, but whom the 
committee was uncertain could do the job needed at Minnesota~ 
He had provided the materials to Giel about his career but he 
had not formally applied« The opinions that committee 
members had received seemed to be either strongly in favor of 
him or strongly opposed~ Giel had talked to him, also~ 

Weighing heavily on the committee was the fact that he had a 
record as a winner; militating against him was the question 
about whether an older individual would have the energy to 
rebuild a football program that was in a shambles~ Perhaps 
most troubling to the committee was the likely public impact 
if a well-known individual were not to be included on the 
list of people to be interviewed~ Already under sharp 
scrutiny, and with almost constant leaks to the press, some 
committee members felt the group would look foolish if it 
didn't even give him a chance. Others suggested interviewing 
him, but it was pointed out that to cut him out before 
forwarding the slate to Giel would create equally intense 
pressure, if not more, and might be considered an insult to 



the individual~ And to interview and put him or, the slate 
would put Giel under pressure, even though he might find 
another candidate better able to tackle the problems at 
Minnesota~ The result, in all instances, was that the 
committee, or Giel, would be perceived as avoiding a coach of 
some stature~ Such intimations had already appeared in the 
local press~ The committee came to no resolution on him, and 
decided to rate the candidates to see where the situation was 
after that~ 

After the rankings were done, the list of 46 sorted 
itself out reasonably neatlv~ One candidate received a 
rating of 176 out ~f the ~possible maximum of 180; eight 
others ranged from 162 to 132~ Three were at 126-127 and 
seven ranged from 116-122~ The committee decided it would 
interview the top nine candidates as soon as possible, hold 
the second ten in abeyance pending the outcome of those 
interviews, and inform the remainder (of those who had 
actually applied) that they were not being considered~ 

Of the top nine candidates, three had applied, six had 
not~ Of those six, four had indicated a willingness to talk; 
two had not yet been contacted~ 

It was agreed that interviews would be scheduled; where 
a candidate (who was not an applicant) was willing to talk 
but not publicly, the committee agreed to go to him at a 
location and time agreeable; whoever from the committee was 
available at those times would go. 

The committee moved quickly4 Three days later, Friday, 
November 25, the first interview was scheduled {the day after 
Thanksgiving) and three more followed, one on each of the 
succeeding three days~ By the Monday night, following the 
fourth interview, the committee had learned three additional 
facts: 

That one their top nine candidates had taken 
himself out; upon being contacted, he thanked the 
committee but said he would not move~ 

That another of the top nine, Lou Holtz, declined 
after thinking about the position, primarily, he 
told the committee, because of the weather~ The 
committee was disappointed, decided to ask 
President Magrath to call to give it one final try, 
but agreed to proceed on its interviewing schedule. 

That Paul Giel would soon have to undergo heart 
bypass surgery. The director~s health became of 
great concern to the committee; it also appeared 
that if the surgery needed to be scheduled in the 
very near future, it would complicate the selection 
timing~ The committee members deliberated at some 
length with the director on what might occur; he 
felt he needed to see and interveiw whoever would 
be on the final list before making a choice; the 
committee agreed, but was also concerned that if 
Giel were hospitalized for a period of several 
weeks, the University could not afford to wait and 



might have to act« 

In addition to interviewing candidates, the committee 
agreed to receive a contingent from the Minnesota High School 
Football Coaches Association~ Five high school coaches met 
with the committee, with the understanding that they would 
not lobby for any particular candidate; they explained at 
length the difficulties and problems they had observed in the 
Minnesota football program~ 

The last. four interviews were completed Wednesday, 
November 30, and December 1; the first three were out of the 
state and the last was on Thursday night in Bloomington, 
Minensota« Following the final interview, Giel left and 
committee members met until 1:30 a«m« discussing the eight 
interviews; not all committee memoers had been at all 
interviews~ (The original top nine had been reduced to seven 
by the withdrawal of Holtz and the one other; the committee 
had decided, along the way, to interview one additional 
individual, so there were eight*) Despite the wish of 
several, two of the University members of the committee 
warned that it would be unacceptable to submit a ranked slate 
to the director; he must be given an unranked list of 
acceptable candidates and then be permitted the discretion to 
choose whoever he wanted from that list« To rank them would 
be to dictate the selection, because Giel would almost be 
forced to choose the top-ranked candidate whether or not he 
could work with the individual or whether or not he brought 
what attributes were needed« A slate would be public; to 
choose someone not ranked first would also invite lawsuits® 
The committee concurred~ 
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On the basis of the discussion and interviews, each 
committee member was asked to write do\vn his or her top five 
choices; it was agreed beforehand that any candidate who 
received less than five votes (i~e~, majority support from 
the committee) would not be on the slate* After the tallying 
was complete, ·four of the eight candidates had received 
majority support: two had received nine votes, one received 
seven, and one received five~ The slate was complete, 
exactly one month after the first committee meeting* 

After this meeting, the only accurate description of 
events, from the committee perspective, was that all hell 
broke loose~ 

The committee was startled to read, in Sid Hartman's 
column the next morning, December 2, that it had interviewed 
Dan Devine the night before8 Its members were even more 
astonished to see the names of all of the eight top 
candidates who had been interviewed over the preceding week8 
While Hartman's only gap in knowledge was that the interviews 
had already been completed--he wrote that they "have been or 
will be interviewed*'--the list was accurate~ Perhaps most 
galling to the committee members--apart from the leak itself 
--was the violation of the guarantee of confidentiality that 
had been extended to three or four of the coaches, men who 
had not applied, who currently had jobs, and who had extended 
the courtesy of meeting with delegations of the search 
committee at its request~ 

With the appearance of Hartman§s next column, on 
December 3, it was clear that the serious breach in the 
confidentiality of the committee proceedings had turned into 
a complete collapse~ Hartman outlined the itinerary that had 
been followed in conducting the out-of-state interviews and 
named the search committee members who had conducted them~ 
Hartman also identified the names of fhe four candidates who 
had been submitted to Giel, decided upon at the late night 
meeting two days earlier: Rick Carter, at Holy CroSSi LaVell 
Edwards, at Brigham Young; Les Steckel, on the Minnesota 
Vikings staff; and Bobby Ross, at Maryland~ Hartmanls only 
error was the statement that Edwards had applied for the 
Minnesota job; he had not done so~ Hartman also commented 
that "a surprise absentee from the list is Pittsburgh Steeler 
offensive coordinator Tom Moore, who was considered a certain 
finalist .. n Hoare had been touted in the Twin Cities press, 
but the committee had never been of the view that anyone 
would be a "certain finalist~" 

The publication of such detailed information about the 
actions and decisions of the committee provoked an uproar 
among its members~ They were furious~ While some of the 
earlier leaks, less serious in scope and impact, had caused 
flickering doubts among committee members about each otherst 
ability to remain close-mouthed, there had been no real 
question of the integrity and commitment of each individual 
to the search process,. 
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With the appearance of the two Hartman columns, however, 
those doubts, previously muted, flared into open 
recriminations~ One committee member conveyed to the staff 
to the committee his own feelings; although a paraphrase 1 

most of the words are his: 

I§m so goddam mad at everyone associated with this 
search that I can hardly see straight« I can no 
longer trust anyone in that room* I want to clear 
my own name, which has been hurt by being involved; 
I want lie detector tests administered to everyone 
on the committee* This is the worst possible 
outcome* Our ability to recruit an outstanding 
coach has been badly damaged~ We are now being 
hurt by not talking about the process we used~ 
President Magrath should hold a press conference~ 
This is really a fiasco~ 

Committee members speculated on who had given out the 
information* 

The "damage" anticipated was that the three candidates, 
on the final slate of four 1 who had not applied for the job 
would now refuse to consider it* All three were subjected to 
public questioning at home about their intentions~ Vice 
President Wilderson sent to all four of the individuals on 
the slate a letter of apology for the release of their names~ 
He wrote: 

It is apparent that someone on the Search Committee 
is determined to destroy the confidentiality of our 
proceedings. • Those of us ~ •• who made 
promises in good faith that our efforts would 
remain confidential until formal steps were taken 
are saddened and angry about what has happened~ 

He expressed the hope that they would remain open-minded, and 
told them "we profoundly regret any embarrassment that this 
may have caused you~" 

With the University's endorsement, the committee had 
also been evolving into an advisory group to propose steps to 
improve the football team apart from producing a slate of 
candidates for coach. It needed one more meeting to approve 
the final wording of its recommendations* A draft had been 
circulated, some telephone discussions had taken place, and 
the committee agreed to meet December 8 to recast the 
language for the committee letter to the President~ 

There were press comments over 
following the reevaluations about the 
slate., 

the next 
finalists 

few 
and 

days 
the 

Minneapolis Star a!l~fibune 1 December 4 (Joe 
Soucheray): 

There is infinite wisdom only in the appointment of 
Edwards~ 



H Y.l e are rna ·v in g in the r i g h t d i r e c t ion , a ~1 i l de r son 
said Friday., 

The reason for calling Wilderson in the first place 
was the pleasantly surprising news that Edwards had 
suddenly appeared on the list of candidates~ Why 
Edwards would appear as a candidate at this late 
date, almost offhandedly, was a mystery worth 
running down, especially if the committee of 10 was 
genuinely interested in a hot coach, or if the 
names of all the other candidates simply were 
intended to camouflage Tom Moore, the Pittsburgh 
Steeler's offensive coordinator, until he signed a 
contract., But as surprising as the candidacy of 
Edwards was the slipping back of Moore, who, 
despite all his favorable prerace publicity, was 
not a finalist after all., 

But I'm not looking for work," Edwards said Friday 
from Provo, Utah~ "Yes, Minnesota did approach me, 
but I haventt decided at this point just what my 
interests are concerning Minnesota~ r•m happy here 
and I have no intention of leaving~" 

It not only seemed logical to inquire further of 
Edwards, but to insist that if he were a candidate 
in good standing, then why has the committee of 10 
even bothered to interview anyone else~ 

nThat's great 
told Friday,. 
seriously?n 

news about Edwards,~~ Wilder son was 
"Is he a candidate you are regarding 

"Our ground rules,n Wilderson said, "don't permit 
us to reveal who is or isn't a serious candidateQ 
We've talked with a lot of people, but we cantt 
afford to have any candidatets name surface in the 
paper.,H 

But the name of LaVell Edwards already surfaced 
Friday in the newspaper, before Wilderson was 
called, which placed other newspapermen in the 
somewhat confusing position of getting search 
committee news out of the newspaper, or just where 
it wasn't supposed to beQ Wilderson wouldn't 
budgeQ 

"I cantt tell you one way or another,n said Alan 
Page, also a member of the committee. "I do find 
it aggravating to spend until 2 a.,m., on a commitee 
meeting and then read in the paper the next day 
about that meeting.," 

Minneapolis Star and Tribune, December 4, (Sid 
Hartman): 

At LSU, where they fired football Coach Jerry 
Stovall and hired Miami Dolphines defensive 
coordinator Bill Arnsparger, Athletic Director Bob 
Brodhead made the decision~ 
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Brodhead had been a member of the Dolphins~ 
executive staff and had watched Arnsparger operate 8 

So when he needed a coach, he hired who he thought 
was the best man available~ 

At Minnesota, they named a search committee~ This 
isn~t any criticism of any member of the search 
committee~ It had a number of outstanding people 
on it., 

But how can one expect a committee 
ability of a football coach on the 
presentation he makes before a group., 

to judge the 
basis of the 

Tom Moore, the offensive coordinator at Pittsburgh, 
and Dan Devine, the former Notre Dame coach, are 
two people I know well., I wouldn~t expect either 
one of them to see a committee made up of some 
academic people who aren*t in a position to judge a 
football coach., 

On the other hand, Vikings assistant Les Steckel is 
a handsome, personable, sharp and smart young man 
who could sell anybody., I'm not saying Steckel is 
not a good football man., He is* And if he is 
named to the Gophers position, as expected, he will 
do an outstanding job~ 

But Moore has such great credentials it is almost 
impossible to understand why he was not ranked with 
the top four coaches interviewedq 

Itm willing to take all bets that once Edwards, 
Carter and Ross check out the problems at Minnesota 
they will say no thanks» 

Edwards, 52, told friends he wants to make one move 
before he retires from coaching~ He doesn't get 
paid big money at BYU and doesnft have a lucrative 
television contract» He gets an annual 6 percent 
raise as do all of the other professors at BYU» 
Stanford is interested in Edwards« And if he 
decides to move, rest assured he will pick Stanford 
over Minnesota .. 

What the commit tee ordered Giel to do ~.;as to hire 
Steckel, who is the best candidate of the four for 
the job« But Steckel is too smart to take the job 
unless a lot of changes are made~ 

Minnesota Daily, December 5: 

Minnesota athletic director Paul Giel Sunday 
confirmed earlier reports that Pittsburgh Steelers 
assistant coach Tom Moore was not among those 
recommended by a search committee for the next 
Gopher football coach8 

Moore's absence from the list was a surprise 
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because, along with Steckel, ne was considered a 
leading candidate for the job. Apparently, Moore 
did not present himself well in the committee's 
interview, and he was asking for too much money. 

~~r•m disappointed,H Giel said of Moore's absence., 
"That's all r~ll say. 

Steckel is probably Giel's first choice anyway~ 

But Moore also had several strong points, not the 
least of which is his association with the 
Steelers, one of the most successful franchises in 
the National Football League. 

Giel wanted the option of making a choice between 
the two. Even if Steckel were given the nod over 
Moore, there is still the chance, however remote, 
that Steckel would decline the offer. Giel would 
have had Moore to fall back on. 

As it is, Giel knows very little about Edwards, 
Ross, or Carter. Hets spoken with each on the 
phone but has never met any of them face-to-face$ 

Minneapolis Star and Tr~bune, December 6: 

Frank Wilderson, chairman of the University of 
Minnesota football coach search committee, said 
Monday night that the committee*s work has been 
completed and that four names have been submitted 
to Paul Giel for consideration. 

Giel said yesterday that he has met only Steckel in 
person and hopes to be able to meet personally with 
Carter and Ross as soon as possible. 

"Right now it doesnft look good for Edwards," Giel 
said. "I have gotten permission from their 
athletic directors to talk to Carter and Ross, but 
I haven't been able to get in touch with them to 
set up anything$H 

It was reported yesterday that over the weekend 
Edwards withdrew his name from consideration and 
Giels 's corru11ents would seem to confirm that$ 

When asked if there actually was only one available 
candidate--Steckel--for the job at Minnesota, 
Wilderson said, nEach of the people, whose names 
have been submitted to Mr~ Giel, has met with at 
least some of the members of the committee and they 
are convinced that he is a candidate for the job»" 

Minneapolis Star a_~Q~!E. .. ibune, December 6 (Sid 
Hartman): 

Rick Carter 
Maryland, two 
Paul Giel by 

of 
of 
the 

Holy Cross and Bobby Ross of 
the four coaches recommended to 
University of Minnesota Search 



Committee, are under contrac~« 

BYU Coach LaVell Edwards, one of the four 
recommended, withdrew as a candidate Sunday~ So 
now Vikings assistant Les Steckel is the only one 
of the four the committee recommented who likely 
will be available for Giel to hire~ 

Minneapolis Star and Tribune, December 7: 

The search for 
football coach 
Steckel,n menls 
Tuesday .. 

the next University of Minnesota 
is "slowly zeroing in on Les 
athletic director Paul Giel said 

"Right now he~s on the back burner," Giel said of 
Carter~ "I had the real strong feeling that hefd 
like a shot at the job, but he wanted me to say 
that the job was his« That's really something I 
can't promise him® I§ve only talked to him on the 
telephone and ltd like to meet him face-to-face~ 
He said he understood that I couldn 1 t make that 
kind of a promise«" 

Giel said that he has tried for the last two days 
to reach Bobby Ross, head coach at Maryland, but 
has been unsuccessful« 

Giel said he also would like to talk again with 
LaVell Edwards, head coach at Brigham Young, the 
fourth candidate« Edwards told university official 
last weekend that he was withdrawing his name from 
consideration, however~ 

u All of his family is in Utah, t~ Giel said of 
Edwards, "and I think that blood is thicker than 
water~ He would just as soon stay where he is 
right now~ But I am supposed to talk to him again~ 

Steckel, an assistant coach with the Vikings, is 
the only one of the four candidates who has 
officially applied for the job~ He is also the 
only candidate who has been interviewed by the 
entire screening committee~ 

Steckel told Viking public relations officials 
yesterday that he doesn't want to talk to reporters 
about the Gopher position, other than to say that 
he has applied and is interested~ 

"It's your deduction," Giel said& 
viable candidate is Steckel~" lGiel 
said anything like this~] 

aBut the last 
denies having 

In the atmosphere of mistrust that had come to prevail 
with the release of the names, two lines of thought had 
developed to explain the unwelcome publicity~ One was 
focused on Giel, who, it was suspected by some, had wanted 
Tom Moore all along and who was now trying to drive off all 
four of the finalists in the hope that the search would be 



started over and Moore's name would appear on a new slate~ 
The second was directed toward one of the committee members, 
who had strongly supported Steckel, and who, it was presumed, 
hoped to eliminate the three non-applicants (Carter, Edwards, 
and Ross), leaving Giel with only Steckel« 

When the committee met, on December 8, the draft 
recommendations were set aside for a time in order to discuss 
the situation® ~rhe one committee member about whom there had 
been some suspicions angrily denied their validity* He 
acknowledged that he had supported Steckel, but it had been 
in the context of committee discussions about candidates, 
that he had no apologies to make for his views, and that he 
had not and would not undermine the search process* He said 
"I unequivocally assert that I am not the source of the 
names" and insisted that if committee members were going to 
challenge one another, they should confront the issue and 
have it out then and there~ He also said he disliked the 
phrase in Vice President Wildersonts letter about someone on 
the committee being determined to destroy the confidentiality 
of its activities$ 

Another of the committee members accused the director of 
releasing the names and excoriated him for not publicly 
supporting the committee and its work~ The committee 1 he 
said, was left "twisting in the wind" and the University was 
being discredited* Giel also angrily denied he had given out 
the names and said he believed there were four viable 
candidates .. 

As the discussion calmed down, several members of the 
committee made comments.. One said the this was not 
"Gophergate" but that there should be concern that rebuilding 
the football team was getting off to a very bad start.. That 
committee member also endorsed the language of Wilderson*s 
letter® Another said that irrespective of the press comments 
the committee had conducted a fair and honest search and, in 
response to public questions asked by a member of the Board 
of Regents, said the Board should be told that the committee 
had done a good job« Vice President Wilderson suggested he 
could make a statement about the work of the committee; one 
member expressed doubt that it would do much good because he 
was one of the "vilified academics" on the committee» He 
did, however, commend Wilderson for having done Ba hell of a 
job" even thought he was being vilified~ 

Another member of the committee related the substance of 
recent conversations that had been held with some other Big 
Ten athletic people~ They were of the view, after discussing 
the names, that the committee had considered ~E-Y potential 
head coach it should have and the individuals selected were 
excellent .. 

All of the members of the committee seemed to agree that 
in their view the reporters had crossed the line between 
reporting and making news, and that it would be known 
beforehand that the release of the three names would very 
likely lead to their withdrawal~ And even Steckel, it was 
pointed out, was beginning to come under criticism; there was 
a need to act quickly .. 
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The committee also was of a mind to disagree with the 
charge that it did not know football~ As one of the members 
commented, nr know more than they do jthe sportswriters} 
about football and so do others here~n Another concurred, 
and added that one didntt need to know football--the 
candidates all clearly did--and observed that the committee 
was also looking for an administrator and an individual who 
possessed certain characteristics and personal attributes not 
related to technical knowledge of the game~ 

After spending time venting their emotions, the 
committee members turned to their appointed task of putting 
together a set of recommendations~ The letter that was 
approved, and President Magrath~s response, are appended to 
this chapter~ The committee drew its points from the 
interviews with Salem and Stoll, from the high school coaches 
and from the interviews it had conducted with its candidates~ 

Evidence of the fear that the press would start taking 
shots at Steckel were quickly confirmed~ The day of the last 
meeting also featured two columnists~ review of the result of 
the search committee and the apparent lone candidacy of the 
Vikings assistant~ Doug Grow recalled Giel had gotten in a 
dispute with President Moos twelve years earlier about the 
use of a search COilli"TTittee, and at another time would have 
told this one '*it could take its list of football coaching 
candidates and punt it~" Now, though, Giel was "too harried, 
too concerned about his health Jthe prospective heart 
surgery] to fight the committee, n So, Grow wrote, "Giel, 
with only a grimace, will accept the insult that was handed 
him by a screening committee that, for practical purposes, 
left Giel with one choice to be the next Gopher coach~ That 
choice is Les Steckel~" Grow then reviewed with critical 
scrutiny what he perceived to be Steckel's lack of 
credentials~ 

In the St~ Paul Disp~~ch, columnist Pat Reusse also 
anlyzed the circumstances in caustic language~ 

This _[search co11t11ittee was brought to us by C~ 
Peter Magrath, the University president and a man 
who serves as a reminder of that small-town caution 
about never trusting a fellow using a first initial 
in front of a middle name~ As with all university 
committees, there was a requirement for a clear 
majority of cross-bearing, ax-grinding 
pseudo-liberals--and this group easily made the 
quota .. 

There were those of us on the outside who believed 
the task of the com.rn i ttee \vas to search for a 
football coach with the background to turn around a 
major program that has descended to a point of 
lameness now surpassed only by Rice University~ In 
the last several days, this impression has been 
proven incorrect~ We have learned it was not the 
committee's goal to find a highly qualified head 
coach, but to make a public display of its 
independence.. JThis echoes similar charges 
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against President 
every time he 
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Coffman 
had an 

that were 
athletic 

made almost 
personnel 

The problem is that, in the process of making sure 
Giel did not get his man, Tom Moore, the search 
committee has left as the only active candidate an 
articulate, attractive, God-fearing gentleman with 
extremely feeble credentials for the position of 
Division 1-A football coach~ 

Steckel's name appeared among the committee's final 
choices, along with three current head coaches .. 
Their presence on the list of finalists proved to 
be a considerable mystery to Jthem] since they had 
not bothered to make applications for the job nor 
to make a journey to the Twin Cities to express an 
interest$ 

What Edwards, Ross and Carter had done \vas extend 
the courtesy of talking with members of the 
committee when they came to visit~ Since the 
committee was in such a travelling and sociable 
mood, it is curious they didntt journey to Ann 
Arbor to visit Bo Schembechler, to the Poconos to 
visit Joe Paterno and to Eden Prairie to visit H« 
Peter Grant, not Les Steckel~ Schembechler, 
Paterno and Grant would not have been interested in 
the job, but--as demonstrated by Edwards, Ross and 
Carter--that little roadblock was not enough to 
keep a coach off the lists of choices the committee 
left for Giel, 

All of this could be marked down as a bit of comic 
stubbornness, but in the process of rendering Giel 
powerless, the committee has rejected, in Moore, 
the best of the legitimate candidates, 

jQuoting a high school coach who was surprised at 
the outcome:] ni canlt understand how a committee 
that includes several people who know nothing about 
football can spend 30 minutes with a coach of Tom 
Moore's credentials and decide he is less viable of 
a candidate than three guys who apparently did not 
want the job~ How can they expect people to watch 
this fiasco and take the selection process 
seriously? ,. .. ., I can~ t believe a com111i ttee can 
spend that much time researching candidates and 
then wind up giving the athletic director one 
choice.. It was either a hell of a railroad job or 
someone was out to get Giel .. 

The committee balked because it figured Moore was 
wired in from the start.. If Giel was given a 
choice that included Moore, he would have been 
hired and the com.rni t tee could not have boasted of 
its independence~ For the sake of not being 
referred to as rubber stamps for Giel, the 
committee sold out Moore~ 



PART II; The Selection 

Once the Search Co:m..rnittee had qiven Giel the four names, 
the Univeresity (in some part) and its athletic department 
supporters (in larger part) began to act~ 

After thinking about the candidates, and following a 
number of conversations, Giel focused his efforts on hiring 
Les Steckel. Steckel met with Giel, Wilderson and Magrath at 
Eastcliff on the evening of Wednesday, December 7, to discuss 
Steckel's interest in the job. According to a note Wilderson 
sent to Magrath the next morning, an understanding with 
Steckel had been reached and contract language would be 
prepared. 

Nothing would be done immediately, however, because 
Bobby Ross (at Maryland} had called Giel late in the evening 
after the meeting at Eastcliff to confirm his continued 
interest in the position~ Ross wanted to meet with Giel, and 
they agreed to try to set up a time to do so. 

Jaye Dyer, a friend of Giel*s and long-time supporter of 
the athletic program, recalled that he had been drawn into 
the selection process right around the time the meeting at 
Eastcliff took place~ Dyer was a friend of Steckel's and 
a lot of people were calling him and urging him to not let 
the University let Steckel get awayQ 

On Friday, December 9--two days after the apparent 
understanding with Steckel, Dyer received a call from Giel 
telling him that Steckel had withdrawn~ Dyer knew that 
Steckel had been an eager candidate for the job, up to the 
meeting at Eastcliff; Giel, according to Dyer, was 
disappointed~ He had talked with Steckel about the 
Universityts commitment to building a new football program, 
changes in the schedule 1 new facilities and solving academic 
problems .. 

Dyer, by his own recollection, must have spent almost 
the entire day that Friday on the telephone~ He spoke with 
one of Steckel's friends--and a colleque on the Vikings~ 
staff--who had, in turn, previously spoken with SteckelQ 
Steckelts coaching friend told Dyer that Steckel didn't feel 
that there was a positive commitment to turn the program 
around~ Magrath, Dyer was told, didn't have the right 
perspective on the circumstances and that the head coaching 
job was suicidal .. 

Dyer talked also with University Vice President David 
Lilly, and told him that the central officers did not realize 
how serious the situation was.. The University, Dyer told 
Lilly, "would be lucky to get Joe Salem back." Among the 
other people Dyer spoke with were two search committee 
members and several "M" men and other department supporters~ 

The next morning, a Saturday, Wilderson called Dyer at 



home to tell him Giel would be going 1nco the hospital~ He 
also told Dyer that the President thought he had persuaded 
Steckel to take the job, and asked Dyer, as a friend of 
Steckelis, to find out if the decision to withdraw as a 
candidate was irreversible~ Wilderson assured Dyer that the 
University was committed to giving football the highest 
priority and that funds for new facilities were available* 

In a conversation the same day with Giel, Dyer told him 
that several people had asked him to intercede with Steckel, 
to get him to change his mind~ Dyer wanted to know if Giel 
still wanted Steckel as his coachi Giel told Dyer he would 
need a long conversation with Steckel, because he was 
concerned about someone who could be an enthusiastic 
candidate one minute and withdrawing from consideration the 
next~ 

Dyer talked to Steckel, and was told the same thing he 
had heard earlier second-hand~ Steckel felt he had gotten 
"wishy-washy" answers to his questions, and he was concerned 
about the top administrators~ He needed to be convinced that 
the President wanted a winning football team~ 

The following Monday morning, December 12, Dyer spoke 
again with Wilderson. Dyer, according to Wilderson, said "I 
became concerned that Les did not have the complete backing 
of Paul at that point~" Wilderson assured Dyer that Giel 
wanted Steckel and was "in favor of our working on Les, and 
if we were successful, he jPaul] would sign him as soon as he 
was physically able to see him again~n (That is, after the 
heart surgery«) 

Magrath, the same day, sent Dyer a letter~ He told Dyer 
he was "distressed at the outcome, at least at the moment, 
with regard to the football coach search~ ~ ~ ~ I was 
convinced that the meeting ~ ~ » last Wednesday night with 
Coach Steckel was absolutely successful, that Les wanted the 
job, and that we could clarify in discussions between Les and 
Paul any outstanding issues that needed to be resolved~" The 
President concluded by telling Dyer that ni very much hope 
that special efforts can be made » ~ ~ to keep Coach Steckel 
interested in the position" and by thanking him for his help~ 

In that same letter, Magrath tried to reassure Dyer (as 
had Wilderson) that "we are able and prepared to make the 
kind of commitments that are necessary to get the program 
turned around and moving dramatically in new and good 
directions»" 

Again, Dyer spent a good part of the day on the 
telephone~ He was told bv another friend of Steckel's that 
Steckel was reluctant no~, in part, because he did not want 
to be perceived as taking advantage of the University (by 
holding out for commitments it would not otherwise make), 
although he still wanted "an unequivocal statement" from 
Magrath~ It was also bad timing, coming in the midst of the 
Vikings' season~ 

At a breakfast meeting in his office the next morning, 
Dyer, along with search committee members Mike Wright, Billy 
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Bye, and Bob Stein, agreed to try to obtain a sta~ement from 
Magrath endorsing the search committee program 
recommendations, and to appeal to the legislature and regents 
for support~ In a conversation the following day, Dyer, 
Magarth, and Wilderson agreed that the University would draft 
a statement of the commitments to football {which Magrath 
would support) and which Giel could then use to talk once 
again with Steckel~ 

Dyer then 
conversations« 

sent a letter to Steckel following 
He told Steckel this: 

up his 

As you know, Frank Wilderson, chairman of the 
Search Committee, called me to attempt to reinstate 
your candidacy~ He confirmed that you became 
everyone's first choice for the position and that 
he saw no barriers to your getting everything you 
need to make the University of Minnesota a winner« 

Our small unofficial group met with Bob Stein, 
Billy Bye, and Mike Wright~ They convinced us that 
the Committee did its work thoroughly and 
diligently and that your presentation was "music to 
their ears«" They stressed that the members~ 
enthusiasm for you was equally shared by the 
academic and former athlete members« 

Following that, we have had an extended conference 
telephone conversation among President Magrath, Dr* 
Wilderson, Dean Stein, Mike Wright, and myself~ 
From this, we are absolutely convinced they can and 
will deliver on every item on the Committee's 
recommended list and on any reasonable supplement 
you may wish to add« 

Members of the group have spoken with the Chairman 
of the Board of Regents, Mr~ Lauris Krenik, who 
"applauds and supports" our last-ditch efforts to 
obtain Les Steckel~ Wendy Anderson has encouraged 
us that Governor Perpich and key members of the 
State Legislature will look favorably on assuming 
some of the financial pressures that would 
otherwise distract from football~ 

Les, our undertaking has been an effort to 
determine how much or how little support a new 
coach can count on, for sure. Our group will 
assure you that the commitment, enthusiasm, and 
sense of urgency is overwhelming~ You will be 
struck by the responses our members have obtained 
from University officials, the Regents, and 
governmental leaders~ 

To evidence his unwavering commitment to an 
excellent program, President Magrath is preparing a 
letter setting out the specifics of his commitment 
which we will have in hand to review with you& 

Betty JDyer] and I would like you and Chris to join 



the Burnses and a few friends in our Metrodome 
suite after your game Saturday* At that time, we 
can arrange a time for you to meet with our group 
in a sincere effort to remove .C!n,Y impediment to 
your becoming the man to head up Minnesota football 
for many, many years« 

All of these efforts, however, did not work, because 
Dyer talked again with Steckel on Friday, December 16 {two 
days after the call between Dyer, Wilderson and Magrath); 
Steckel said the answer was "no." Steckel told Dyer he had 
thought about it a lot, but the process had gone on too long, 
he had given his word to the Vikings~ staff that he would 
stay and that his mind was made up« Dyer asked if Steckel 
would wait until after the last Viking game, and continue to 
think it over~ Steckel declined, and asked that he not be 
considered further. 

On one point, Dyer was adamant: Steckel did not turn 
down the Minnesota job because he knew he would be offered 
the head coaching position with the Vikings« Magrath, 
reflecting on these events later, wrote that "it's now clear 
that Mr~ Steckel withdrew because he knew that he was going 
to be made an offer to take the Vikings position--at least he 
was made that offer, I'm quite sure, after Giel, Wilderson, 
and I met with him~" Search committee member Mike Wright 
inclines also to the view that even if there was yet no 
offer, Steckel had reason to believe it would come* 

In addition to the efforts being made to convince 
Steckel to change his mind, the University was taking steps 
to keep its options open~ The same day that Dyer sent his 
letter to Steckel, Wilderson wrote to Ross to tell him that 
"we are extremely interested in the fact that you are willing 
to talk with us further about becoming Head Coach here at the 
University«" Wilderson went on to lay out a compensation 
package that the University could offer~ He urged Ross to 
call with any questions, and told him that "Paul Giel is 
eager to hear from you and to continue whatever negotiations 
he has begun with you~" 

Magrath also confirmed that there were a number of 
conversations he, Wilderson, and others had had with Ross 1 

and that Ross "was a very alive prospect until the end~" 

The day after the last search committee meeting, Friday, 
December 9, Hartman reported that Steckel had withdrawn as a 
candidate. It was, according to the article, after a meeting 
with Magrath and Giel the previous evening; the reason, 
according to the article, was that "it would be a big gamble 
for him JSteckelJ to leave his secure job with the Vikings to 
tackle the Goher position~" Hartman again reviewed the 
status of the other three candidates and said that "there is 
every indication now that the search committee will have to 
start over~" JAuthor's note: Soorts Illustrated, in August, 
1984, reported that Steckel, subsequently appointed head 
coach of the Minnesota Vikings, turned the University job 
down because he had received hints that precisely such an 
opoortunity would be available upon the retirement of 
th~n-head coach Bud Grant~ As noted previously, Dyer did not 



believe this, but Wright and Magrath did~] 

During the period of the private negotiations with Steckel 
and Ross, no news leaked to the press, and this silence 
continued into the following week~ Several articles and 
columns did appear, however, in the St~ Paul papers which 
added to the color of the enterprise* 

St* Paul Pioneer Press, December 15 (Charley Walters): 

jFormer Coach Cal] Stoll strongly favors Pittsburgh 
Steelers offensive coordinator Tom Moore, whom 
Stoll hired as an assistant at Wake Forest and 
Minnesota* "Quite frankly, r~m going to do every
thing I can to help Tom Moore get that job because 
I feel he's the best qualified person available," 
Stoll said~ 

Influential people close to the Gopher football 
program are extremely upset concerning what th~y 
believe to be a sabotaging of the process 1n 
selecting a new coach~ The feeling is that certain 
people close to the university still are determined 
to get Moore hired despite the fact Moore wasn't 
among the four finalists selected by the screening 
committee~ The committee believes it did a very 
thorough job and has no doubts the finalists-
LaVell Edwards, Rick Carter 1 Bobby Ross and Les 
Steckel--are quality candidates who had genuine 
interest in pursuing the job~ Those candidates 
publicly dropped out of contention, however, when a 
source very friendly with the Gopher athletic 
department brass tipped off the media~ The feeling 
is that by doing so, the source, who has told 
people in Minneapolis he will get Moore named as 
Minnesotats next coach, got the finalists to back 
off~ It is believed Edwards, Carter and Ross 
desired to negotiate privately~ Making their names 
public, some insiders feel, will open the door 
again for Moore~ 

St~ Paul Pioneer Press, December 19 (Charley Walters): 

Vikings offensive coordinator Jerry Burns and Lou 
Holtz, who resigned Sunday as Arkansas head coach, 
are extremely close friends~ Holtz was an 
assistant to Burns when Burns was head coach at 
Iowa~ Does Burns think Holtz, who was paid 
$250,000 a season at Arkansas, would be interested 
in coaching at Minnesota? ur can't say anything 
about that ~ ~ ~," Burns said~ 

St~ Paul Pioneer Press, December 20 (Charley Walters}: 

Although it seems improbable that former Arkansas 
football coach Lou Holtz could become a candidate 
for the University of Minnesota job, the 
possibility is greeted by silence when mentioned to 
Gopher insiders~ It is a fact that influential 
Minnesota football supporters have telephoned Holtz 



several times seeking his interest in replacing Joe 
Salem, and you can be sure another call will be 
made today~ 

It also is not unreasonable to think that Holtz, 
who had an option in his five-year Arkansas 
contract to become assistant athletic director, 
could become athletic director at Minnesota and 
coach football if the opportunities were right~ 

It is interesting to note that Holtz's resignation 
was sudden, and because the Razorbacks are so 
concerned about the current critical recruiting 
period, Arkansas intends to name his replacement-
probably Air Force's Ken Hatfield--within a week~ 
Consider that LSU named Bill Arnsparger as coach 
the day it was announced it was firing Jerry 
Stovall~ Salem's Minnesota resignation was public 
nearly two months ago and today the Gophers still 
do not even have a coaching candidate. 

There is talk that Vikings assistant Les Steckel 
withdrew as a candidate for the Gophers job because 
he received indications he might be the heir 
apparent to Bud Grant, who is expected to remain as 
coach for another five years. 

St~ Paul Pioneer Press, December 21 {Don Riley): 

I came back from vacation aghast that the 
University of Minnesota had not made move toward 
finding a head football coach. The U has become 
the laughingstock of major college athletics~ 

You can say the u selection committee is the only 
one in the world that could name four candidates, 
none of whom wanted the job~ But, baby, this whole 
mess falls right in the lap of weak-kneed, 
vacillating president C* Peter Magrath* 

My Lord! Can you imagine the Rev~ Hesburgh of 
Notre Dame twiddling his thumbs for two months 
without a new football coach? Can you imagine 
Alabama going six weeks without a leading 
candidate? Can you envision Michigan without a 
herd of candidates battering down the doors? 
Magrath shows less courage, initiative and leader
ship on this issue than he did on the Metrodome 
controversy when he could have landed the super 
stadium of all time for his own Memorial Stadium 
site~ 

In plain truth, Magrath is running scared~ His 
vacillation is that of a man not big enough for the 
job« If he were a coach, his superiors long ago 
would have given him the ax~ How in the hell the 
taxpayers let him last, ducking and tip-toeing 
through the tulips, is beyond my comprehension~ 

St« Paul Pioneer Press, December 22 (Charley Walters): 



Paul Giel said Wednesday he expected to be released 
today from Abbott-Northwestern Hospital in 
Minneapolis~ ~ • • He said he*ll remain at his 
Minnetonka home for two to three weeks and continue 
trying to find a new football coach~ "It 1 s just in 
a state of flux," Giel said of the coaching 
situation~ Giel said he has no timetable to name a 
new coach~ He said he has not talked to Lou Holtz, 
who resigned as coach at Arkansas this week$ 

St» Paul Pioneer Press, December 22 (Don Riley): 

It*s no fun to come down on an educator like U of M 
president C~ Peter Magrath~ But out of 64 calls, 
letters and wires, 87 percent favored my criticism 
of him over his feeble handling of the open 
coaching berth,. 

Meanwhile, I'd still like to know how they shuffled 
the deck against Roger French, the red-hot BYU aide 
who*s sought by major schools all over the country. 
He wanted the job, his credentials are in order, he 
played here, he knows the recruiting systems and 
he's a class act. But then, who has ever accused 
the Gophers of making the logical move? 

While these sundry opinions were being expressed 1 people 
began to act~ As Charley Walters noted, Lou Holtz had 
resigned at Arkansas; that happened Saturday morning, 
December 17» He had been one of the committee's top nine 
original candidates (indeed, one of the top three), and it 
had been Holtz whom Giel had named when asked at the first 
search committee meeting what kind of coach he ideally 
wanted» 

When Vice President Wilderson learned, Sunday evening 
December 18, that Holtz has resigned, he called Holtz~ 
According to Wilderson, he told Holtz that as chairman of the 
search committee, with Giel in the hospital 1 he would put the 
search on hold~ He urged Holtz to come to Minnesota, 
secretly if need be, to look at the situation$ Holtz replied 
that he did not want to do anything--but that if he did, he 
would want his family involved. Wilderson agreed; Holtz said 
he would call back the next day~ 

Wilderson also placed a call that same evening to Harvey 
Mackay, a prominent local businessman long involved with 
Minnesota athletics and a friend of Giel's~ He asked Mackay 
to set up whatever business contacts might be appropriate& 

On Monday morning, \.Vi thout any prompting by the 
University, another local businessman and friend of Giel~s 
put in a call to Holtz~ Bill Maddux recalled that Holtz was 
not at home, so he left his name and number® When Holtz 
later returned the call, Maddux related, it was a mistake; 
Holtz thought the call was a coaching friend named Gary 
Maddux at Mississippi State~ 

Maddux says he had never talked to Holtz before, but did 



so when Holtz returned his call~ Maddux knew two of Holtz~s 
friends, and had talked to them» He asked Holtz for three 
minutes, and if he was still willing to listen, for another 
three minutes, and so on~ Holtz listened« Maddux ended by 
asking Holtz to come up to Minnesota that day {Monday)~ 
Holtz said he couldntt but would try to do so the next day~ 
He mentioned that he might bring his wife. Maddux told Holtz 
that he would come under no obligation, but also told him 
that he wouldn't leave Minnesota without taking the job~ 

Later that afternoon, Holtz called Maddux back and told 
him he got the last four seats on a flight out of Tulsa, and 
was bringing not only his wife but also his son and daughter~ 
He told Maddux he would arrive at 2:00 on Tuesday afternoons 

On Monday, after talking to Holtz 1 Maddux called Giel at 
the hospital that morning» He also called Magrath~ Both men 
approved the contact~ Maddux also called Harvey Mackay 1 and 
asked him to meet Holtz at the hotel~ Maddux had registered 
Holtz at the Amfac under the name Robert Wood~ 

When Holtz arrived, despite the snowstorm and the bitter 
cold Minnesota weather 1 he was cheerful& At the hotel, 
Mackay put a hat and coat on Holtz so that no one would 
recognize him~ They told no one Holtz was here» 

After this point, there are conflicting recollections 
about the precise sequence of events~ There is agreement, by 
the participants, about what occurred& 

Both Maddux and Mackay spent considerable time with 
the Holtzes» 

Mackay made arrangements for Holtz to talk with and 
meet local businessmen~ Holtz also talked with 
Governor Rudy Perpich~ 

One evening--Tuesday or Wednesday--included 
cocktails at Eastcliff and dinner with the 
Magraths, Wildersons, Dean Robert and Sandy Stein, 
and Nancy Giel and a later conversation among 
Magrath, Wilderson, and Holtz~ 

Holtz was shown the Metrodome~ his family was shown 
the area& 

On Wednesday evening, back at the hotel, after much 
discussion, the Holtz family retired to their rooms to 
deliberate~ About 9:30 Holtz came out and told those present 
(Maddux, Nancy Giel, Wilderson) that he would accept the job» 

The search committee had been notified of Holtz's 
presence and were convened Wednesday evening December 21 to 
meet him~ Although the meeting never took place, and Holtz 
accepted the position without the benefit of a full formal 
interview, he had met or spoken with at least three members 
of the committee~ This was as many as had been;present at 
meetings with Carter, Ross, and one other candidate who was 
not on the final list& Ironically, one of the search 
co~nittee members was vacationing with his family out of 



state and had arranged a meeting with LaVell Edwards, who had 
agreed to continue the discussions. That rendezvous was 
cancelled. 

A press conference was held Thursday morning December 22 
to announce the appointment and to introduce Holtz~ It was a 
success. 

Joe Soucheray, writing in the R--t.9 __ 1='~?rgl_ ___ Tr i_bune the 
following day, wondered if the search process had really 
worked as well as several members of the committee had been 
quoted as saying it had. He had been told anonymously by one 
committee member that "Holtz was not present at the 
committee's meeting Wednesday evening, that there r.vas no 
opportunity for most of the committee members to question 
Holtz and that the committee was left in the position of 
endorsing the appointment of a candidate whom most of the 
committee had regarded as an inactive prospect throughout the 
autumn." Soucheray also took note of Holtz's mention of the 
name of Harvey Mackay, an "M" man and alumnus who had long 
been active in University activities, including athletics. 

Among those meeting with Holtz Wednesday night in his 
hotel was Mackay; absent, because he was still in the 
hospital, was Giel. The explanation proffered to Soucheray 
by committee member Mike Wright was that Mackay and Giel were 
longtime personal friends and nwith Paul recovering from 
surgery, Itm sure that Harvey was acting to greet Holtz and 
welcome him here." Holtz acknowledged in his remarks to the 
press that he was "impressed" with Mackay« According to 
Soucheray, nmost of the committee members said ~no comment' 
when they were asked their reaction to Holtz's mention of 
Mackay*" Soucheray concluded that the Wednesday night hotel 
discussions, ended when Holtz and his family retired to talk 
alone and to pray, "wasn*t exactly the process the search 
committee had in mind." 

Footnotes to the Hiring of Holtz 

The search committee never did ascertain who had 
provided the names and information to the press in early 
December~ The members of the press corps did not indicate 
the source. (Author~s note: Nor have I bothered to ask any 
of them, positive that sports writers will jealously guard 
their sources in the time-honored fashion of reporters* 
Inasmuch as I am in philosophical agreement that such sources 
should be permitted to remain secr9t in order to serve the 
larger public good of a free press, I have no intention of 
asking~ I do not know whether or not the members of the 
search committee have queried the reporters; I haven't asked 
them, either .. ) 

Holtz*s appointment met with almost unanimous praise 
from every imagineable quarter« One exception was one member 
of the search committee (and others may have shared the 
reservation).. Holtz, earlier in the year, had made filmed 
political endorsements for North Carolina Senator Jesse 
Helms.. Helms, a conservative Republican, had lobbied hard 
against making Martin Luther Kingls birthday a national 



holiday~ There was some fear that the endorsements would 
hurt Holtz*s recruiting when he was dealing with black 
athletes~ (Holtz explained that he had made the endorsements 
based on friendship with Helms, before the campaign against 
the King holiday; he had later asked that they not be used 
and they were not aired~) The association was noted in the 
press, it did not cause great uproar, and appeared to have 
quickly passed from public attention~ 

Pat Reusse of the St~ Paul Pioneer Press wrote a 
commentary on the search that appeared the same day as the 
news accounts of Holtz~s hiring~ He was still skeptical, 
even though search committee member Mike Wright apparently 
talked to him at some length& 

The people involved in the announcement--University 
president C~ Peter Magrath, athletic director Paul 
Giel, search chairman Frank Wilderson and committee 
members such as former Gophers Mike Wright and 
Billy Bye--would not be adverse to rece1v1ng 
apologies for the criticism they had taken from the 
media .. 

They would like you to believe 1 in fact, that the 
committee was never in the chaos the media 
described, and that Holtz's hiring is the result 
of a selection process that worked as planned~ 

Until Holtz's availability became known Sunday, 
there remains no indication the search committee 
was close to having its coach.. Steckel backed off 
on the job on the eve of the day Giel was ready to 
announce his appointment; Edwards, Ross and Carter 
told reporters they were not interested in coming 
to Minnesota~ 

Mike Wright and other members of the search 
committee continue to deny they turned over a list 
to Giel that had only one interested candidate-
Steckel .. 

"We gave Paul Giel a list of four strong 
candidates," Wright said~ "The problem was nobody 
gave it a chance» The committee decided early we 
were going to seek a coach of this caliber~ We 
have LaVell Edwards, one of the established winning 
coaches in the country.. We had Ross and Carter, 
considered to be two of the best young head coaches 
anywhere~ And, we had Steckel, who is going to be 
a great head coach some day~ 

"Unfortunately, the names became public before the 
process had a chance to work~ It made things more 
complicated& But, I can say this: Discussions 
were going on with people on the list long after 
the oublic was told we didntt have candidates that 
stili were interested .. " 

Wright suggested that Steckel's public disavowal of 
the Gophersf job did not necessarily put an end to 



"If Lou Holtz had come here 
take the job, we weren't pre

search all over," Wright said. 
had viable candidates from the 

his interest in it~ 
and decided not to 
pared to start the 
"We felt we still 
original list*" 

Reusse said the reason Holtz had come was not because of 
the co~~ittee but because Mackay had played a persuasive, 
even perhaps dispositive, role~ That charge could only have 
been confirmed or denied by Holtz; Wright's comments, 
however, reflected the circumstances that were understood by 
the committee to exist as late as mid-December. 

It should be noted, too, that President Magrath, Vice 
President Wilderson, and others had had continuing 
conversations with Ross and Edwards right up to the time 
Holtz selected~ Carter had made public his interest~ It is 
inaccurate to say there was only one candidate. 

It is interesting to speculate whether the role of 
alumni/outsiders was different in 1983 than in previous 
searches~ For example, Coffman reported to Regent Snyder 
that he had sent a contingent of alumni to Chicago to 
persuade Crisler to come to Minnesota~ Morrill used alumni 
--although they would say he did not listen to them--in 1950~ 
Alumni also prayed a significant, if not critical, role in 
the creation of the position of athletic director» It seems 
unlikely 1983 differed very much from previous personnel 
changes; what is different is only that the alumni role is 
better documented~ 

Finally, there is no question that Holtz could not have 
been hired had not the search committee already given its 
endorsement, in the voting much earlier, to Holtz~ Any 
contact with Holtz about the Minnesota job, under University 
rules, would have required eventual search committee approval 
before actual negotiations could be entered into~ On this 
point, Vice President Wilderson was adamant~ 
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Football Goat 
r 

OI tinnesota 
:.:eitrn:-r Srudents 2\:or o~lun1ni Can Agree \Vhether T s f D. 

Leadership or System··Is Responsible for Gopher _ \VO easons 0 · l~a__?ter 
Gridiron S1~mr>:-\Vill Adopt~on··of_ Atf.Je:ic .Di~ Bring Storm of .... Criticisn1 
rector Ptan 1n. Use .ar Sorr1e B1g Jfen .Schools Re"' · · 
store \faroon Pigskin Prestige.?: .. ·· ·· . : 

·. ~ 

One Facri~n Bla~1es \\<"illiams, Secdnd Bbmcis Paige. 
Third Blan.1es Bor:h. Fourth Blame$ Administrative 
ScHeme and ' Fifth t

4 

Blames o~lumiii-Regem:s 
Tackle Question Dec. 13---Head Coach Decision 
~{ust Be :r_1ad~ _by J"?-n, 1 - • . .-

Jif:hat is the matter -.,vith football at tn~·,· University of 
\fi.nne~w. ~ - --~· . .:··, · , ·_, · ··, · ··, · ;~:-<:...~ ·. :;<.;;; ·.:_' 
• r.:t'...i'Y'e;~it) reg~nts are' planning to discuss thi.S"much.Bebated 
question at their next me-eting. Dec. 13. · ' ~~-·: · . .· · 

Five alumni. acting as a com.tnittee from the Gen~1 'A!:umni 
.association, have -L>wn studying the subject and are about ~ady 
tJ"make a ren::n:t. '1d'or:mal c6r..ierentes of alumni have -been 
"alled, and at- <;:to::: attended by b<-·o score former football stars, last 
Tue~.day, re!!oluLi::ms were aclopt'ed asking for the app:Jintmeut of 
a director of athletics to take over full c:m::roL 

lndk:ations iavc·r working out of such :1 plan within the ne>..."t 
:r~.ar, :pc.Jssibiy this winter. \Yhether Dr. H. L. ~Villiams Will be 
retained as foot~D coach next vear must be decided this month, 
a.i, notice for termination of his contract n:rust be given before 
Jan. L Otherv:ise it is rene'w·ed automatJc;:_lly, and the "new 
ceal" couid z~ot ta;...e effect until 192$, 
Evtr;·ood~· LoC!l-dn;; for a G(!a.t 

Two disa~tro;E, hea.rt-breaki:::g sea:-;on;:, of defeat for ~Iinne
sr..;ta footb:.~:: teams have produced t~H~ na~ural reaction. E·•:erY~ 
ood.y is lvoidn.g for a ;roat. Qpinio::-Js differ, and the debate has 
>;een wag~d ~Yorciily e\'~!?r sine~ ·the 'sea~on dosed >:o,-. 19. !t has 

~:f~;:.:J~U~~~i~~:S~:;~:~~;~J:~~~:~4i~~n~~~~i~~{~2:·: 
~;~ .;,.s~t ~~~:~; -::ea~c:'l:-L T;zn cf th~m ~.,·er>e C~ieat.s fc? tta~ ~~Il\t~trn ~M<l ~}~;l:i 
·'';nne~<>!.& }_,:;~ .,,·ery &:-.:-.m~ ;n 19:!0. Thou;-:-h l~'2t -'P~n·d rnon~ ;mzrn(:lO'.l*lr, 

;~~£1;~:::~:5~~~1:,;r?:J~~;r~~~~if~~~~~\~1:{:~f~~s~~~~ 
?-t.~::.-,;s;-~n ·· .::x t.~~&t~n :~~~t:.:n~s<-:t::a. in th~ ;~:~~ ~'.-<'(> R'Urr!':"S., rcd1ir:t; ur: 3S 

r;~.;.~~~t:. 

.:.·~\·aL ~Js \\·.o~ '::\' ;..J ~~~·*,:.."r!'t ;;-tn1'H ... ~ :lnc. p1~ed ~p a 
y~zr. :~5 t~ C. 

- &l the- ~u.rm ~;f erltiei~, ~tb•H'~ 
m~r &ll J;.hro<.lgh. th.& ~n. tm~k.a 
~tur t.ht< flMi ~>srne-, and it. hu ~en 
h,~Wti!',.f f,~r-;ely 10~\l.t 'tWO d<:r\li'QtJ!d 
hud.&, T.:'l~ debz.te hu hN!lgtt a~t 
di'!'~r~tin~t ~pinior,.s. , 
On~ f~ct'i<;m bid?> Dr9 WnliarliU! n

~~mncie- fur th~ ud e.haitl !;[ ""' 
'r~~ 

Anothn '-!lern.;:nt 8<3&}'5 that :f.aeulty 
tOtlt"t(;l ¢( !i.t..t'lltW<.::3S &3S leX!etCi.»ed b-y 
Pro!~lSI;l:t' JlS...-ct:~ Paig-e i~> at th€e root 
#:f u-.~ narnt>, 

Still >:<th.;:n, inelud,ing nun-..u·~~' 
and i.dlnwtiAl ~1umru, &&1 that hoth 
Wmi:un.a and P>s~~ a"' at fault, Th*!y 
think th~no: ear> ~ n~ isr.~prov~ent 
until hc~h tht~ o\d timen ·a:re e-1i.m.in~ 
aw. 

SQm~e blam~ th*! alumni for !ai!une 
~ ~~'r>t<r&te and ~ve Dr. WHiiam1 
tht P'"Op~tz baek.i.n,g, !;.::,ybg' he ha." not 
~~n £'1\"Hl. thO!! rnat>e::"l-ll for winning 
tumt. 

One Construttin~ Id~a 
Comes Out.of Chaos 

All thi?O dtb~w hu . been i~n· 
tl<.Jti»e:. It could rl~dd-!e nothing. It 
might ?iig't [::;r y~&r!S WlUwUt 31. Vt'l'o 

di>::t ~mg n;sd:d. But o!Jt d the 
cMM o! dtsttucn~~ tritlei~m h.a"' 
~mng!!d O:M, C:)r>Str<.lctiv.;: ide~. lt i~ 
t<llt a ncew idea. b<.1t tin::urr,e:uncc:s 
h$Vtt r:-:.;gj~ th~ .\lir:tH:~vta. men re<:-tP"" 
;:~~~ t.t~ ~t. and t\·~r:~hing po~nt~ to 'lt-3 

a.Jopt:<;n, 1~ r:-,;;y nw-c be eff<:::ted thi!> 
i~~~~\1 ~~~~~th~:;ba0~y i~ cnly 4.. '-iU~S" 

Th~ ~ ,;•~;;~,-,,)'-'"' i3 tha~ th<: old -,y~
t~m b~ ~:: .. ~pe-d c·1t z.7.!::: z. :1~"\~· on~ cz-~ ... 
!lted, :. dep:>n:c:;,n~ cf a;.1l.]e:ics wi~i'. 
a dire:::wr n1 h::ll >:h:J:&:'i:. r!:~lXm$ible 
to the rre:"Oidl!!<; ;,;nd t~e bo:tr-c or rce• 
~~·nt.~, ~nci :::-z.nki~:~ t ... s :g. rr,e~, ... ~)~r $)f tht 
{~H~ulty, l·r~ ~\t'Ct.dd ~e a ~~full t.irnt'·~ 

m30:::t, hHing- fwll chut;e c.:t all 
hnnch~!> of sp<2.::-t. 

Director Phn \rins i.n 
Other Conference Schools 

Sevens~ ~~h~•::d~ ir1 th~ w~'?~rvern con ... 

~;;1r~:a-r;~ \~;d;~ '\, .. ~~/t~~'"~~;d l~~.~;. :! 
s.sto ~t .\1inne~'2t~. but rejec<.e<i. Slf!(~ 
~')" ~ . tw1e , lll;:--:ois. l1;_wa, !ndiMs. . 
A<tn<;;-ar: .. Uhv> .:.nd ,_h:c.a;::n h~ve 
!ldl,pted the Pi:H~. anci Wi~rcn~m l~ 



!.;ni¥"'f"~it'(' .:w~r,cntioe" ~t~ f<t¥t)r~· 
t;;~. Th~ th&n!<:~ h!u t-<ef<'n th~e ~utl~ 
~<>:'<:'t ~t $.,q,ni con{e-N!ntt.s \n the i:sst 
f~ew d.ay~. w;tn r~i<f!nt.s, .ta•:dty 
m~zr:i:oen ar.d ;::L.1m11i cCMI.!l~int<. AH 
l!.r~ reac '-' >o caci< ::.: ~-?H!n tn~ dtt~ds 
h~J."·l~ b~e-:, ,,,·nr~;~Q JUt... ~t. ~ .. \~_a, cr·..,_ 
t.Larf'd. \'~?::~~:rC:..:6\ .... 

Dr. '\\';lliam)l- !:><:M$ a dir<?ct.l;):t c{ 
athlet~f:·;.~ ::~ ~asd. 1&~~ 1;\'~t-k o~~fof~ 
h:&-rrn£' :·a? ~ht' Chi~1.go (Onftr!fnc:~ 
m~."etlMI::'. 

"'A c:::--..•::tm· of ath!to:::3 g-i~il'!~ his 
1·:-la t~m~ :..:..1 ~n~ >~·c~x. wos .. dd ~ ~ hn~ 
thing-, ,;: eM!! ~:!C'ht m.ln .:m.;ld he oo, 
Ult~ed," he nio.. "But tta clinecw~ 
d~:oes n:::t new w be tht< football 
i:~Mfl." 

William~ \Va.nts to Show 
He Can \Vin ~ext Ye:ar 

Dr. Wlllil<m& d!!>CliMd tn disc\H!I 
t:h~ issues in the con~tot>en;y, but H 
it wel.l know-n that he want.'! at l~ut 
~o fill >:lut.hi$ com.ract term ~tnd ~how 
t~u:t yt.at that he can "come bult" 
'llrlili .a winning- t~L"'fl. He objoct~ 
~!3UllUSly .t{) b-.eltlg '''!tids:~ O<Jt" ·~. 
i~n ti-l~ end of thto l':<::mtnct ?trimi. 
afttr 21 :f<.'M'$ of l!l!Mee. 

The N"~fltlS han -;aid Httle IH~"~<-
tiou w the a.i..hli>!tic 18lt'<Jation f·::sr y~n .• 
h~t !'!&~ deeid~d now 'O.n ~ppli! "'m.h 
it. !h<?y wiU t.a~t- •Jp tht tootb~tH trtoti• 
iem at i.£iiF·er:€!ititli' Dei:. u· !or '-dit·· 
C'C!uicii, &t"-i~~···~,~·· 

Alnnuii c~~t~ .. ;) .. :~.,_·_; 
To Report Soon ,._.., .. · ; · 

FM--i>! a!-::!::nni, avpf.!uated . .u a svecal 
CQmmitwe on athleti~, .hM'<e< ~ 
!!Wdyin!f the football l'littJAClt'>!l for 
th& a.!um::-.~ l<$&O>CiAti{)n, and .ar!! ~«.t 
n.&ri}' U:• make·· '!S""'N~ . .,Jhe~ ar<e 
con1w..iez-in)Z' ~he ):'ll&n fot an -i~1et~>: 
di~r. srembtn of t::m. <.'O!'!l!'ll.!tte<!: 
Uti! John .f. Hayatn, Henry F. !\uh
tril:'b, Arthur E. Lukin, Orr-eo l5d~ 
ford and Jcrtn Sc!"lu!mecl:!t... 

'Tw~r~ty ... five ai:JmYn., moot <>f t}aem 
"!>{" zr:~n <ond incl>Hiing ~eV!!t<.al &!!· 

~i~unt foot:l.o_il cc·»Cht.Z. h.attld '*gh 
~he -orll::>iem for two no:.J.l":!, !a!SC Tue~ 
J~~ ·&t th~ Ar:drl:'"~'<'!! houel, and at th!! 
('?'ld cf ~:-.~ d<>:J.::<.~e no one opposed «. 
:tE-.'!:<ltJti<.:n !)~~~:J~1T"ing for a l~r:~w dear( 
w;th ~ c:ten•:Jt of ;~~hletiC! in cha~ge. 
Thf ah~tf'Lt~; con":~-dtt.e:?' '\t'.a~ asX.ed ~s-; 
:._~;~·-'e ·:;}vv~-.:::.~:r· cc·?"'~iciQt:l'don to thi~ 
::~:~ .. ::~·.r~ ;·;:.o: ;..!-~;::.:~-:T~an re?1i~d tt':.3.t 
~:.:~ ..... :. ·~;.~:;y ·.·.;_;. .. ).)~~n ::.;or~~. Ih~ com" 
:-.~:n~" ;, '.\·,;r;:;:-.:: U1i~ pJs.n out iro d!!· 
~.:.ii fc.:-- pr€2!:e0~~th·:::r: w tne G~n~r~:. 

"£.!i<...>c:;.;~;>;m. th~ AthldlC 
o .. C~:\~:c..',. u::::.i f:"l~ hoa:::U ::::f 

Decisin~ Defeat$ :\Iav 
L:: Hed s;~ssi0g- · 

··::.~w~-::-;.. ;;~·-!.'" <.fie- U!-t?':; :..1f a:l~~r~n~y.}' 
~.:~.·: ::--·..::~:ri~t:~f: ::-::-~~~"ir-.1!!.3 i~ ~.he \:ttd: .. l' 
~,\~.:~1~~. t~. ~~·.::.' ~>e--. :e.:;;.:1~n~ .::..:umr.:~ 

Y<'<t~r:~:....:· ~~~t .:.zh··~r:t:~rf~.a had 
:~f::'- ~<::--~~rs:-1 c: t~H:~~ t'.>.'C. hurni

:<:t:;;~~ ~(:'a~c~-:~ ~o btt~lt .about thf:" 
f< •. ,,.,,.,.c r!?c~~t::\r-.:<..:.;t;(ln. Had th!! d~:~ 

~~ :;;,:' ·':.'~;-~~:!~~;~;~~~;;. ;:1~~~;n~:~~~~~~; 
&~!V"Hl..:1~ ... f:d ~"'~t~rn. 

~:·:.~.~ ~c~?! 0~~- The tTrd ... 
... · ::·: r:~")ened n:2 ;."(.du~n~ 

~-. :.._:ut'r::.. (}j·, ::·:\.· ~-..:~.~t:ct. C}th~r pub
, ... · .. ;~~~ .:; r·.· ~P.-i?.~. -"~.3.t::lf to ~it. 

l; i:s l& ?i>!<:Uil~:t utl>4t4\', Evi>!rybcd>::
tal~~ f:-~f!lY~ $~ ~v~ry~)dy ::HS<U~" 
~<?~ p<?r~onalitl&S- Tiut ili<l' mo:-11 mo$; 
.:::on<:totnt<d, ~nd th'!': men :n t:C~ mot~t 
r-~'e.;x·rn!,Olt" pj&e€s) :-~fs.Js~ $lbtohlt~}y 
u, calk. for ?l.Wl<C;H<OtL Tb~ <ieb~t.<e 
ha~ be~n heate<i l&r:d ~c many >.;r,)ond 
th;ngs have W.-<?n sal<-\ t.h;ot me:1 >nth 

~~=nu~~;·;1~~,i~;·s{~l!l'!i~d;,_ a~;~:a;.;t~,~~~: 
ti~~ .r(:'fu~~ t~.) b~ quot~ct t"YF1!:~u~.e th~y 
f"'-*.r t~.at anyt.hw.~r t.l'H!Y s~r 'l><"iH ~ 
mu:~on~true:d~ 

F *~~' ~r~ t;:} he h.~d by tN'! b~rr~L 
by t.i::.~ ton, or if l'!Ct f~c~, as~er(iM~. 
But to ?ln ,;ief\nite st.at~::~·aenu on any 
!ll'lie :!! :.lmoH irnvoss1b!~. 

Th~v're AU •·Good 
Frie.nds of Doc. but-" 

"l'm u ).('c-~<1 'a Lv-l~nd a:s Do::: V>i1-
!i.am~ hu m thl! world." on~ aluml),il::.!; 
'<Viii ~y, and .t!;:,en t>~n t-~...> Sf!')'! hi:s 
JNe.a~Of\ll why th~ veuta!! t~o;s.ch :>h!!u.i¢ 
be ret)r~, ·<not to b~ qMu-;d," 

"Jimmy f'~&i&"'-" ~ll tb<e< ~t!ul of hon~r, 
an*! of tht< m<.>~t t&ithf;.~! and wn· 
&e:H?ntlo~s m'!n l.l''<&t e·•~t> \iYed. but--·' 
will !:a! the pt~~m:lie ot %!'le>tbi>!r !:.ld
timl!r, · wilo then pt-~~ci:s 'W demo!l~ 
atntt hi.& beh~f ;.t.a• ilit! ?aig~ ng1me 
h.&.'$ t>e~n a biight en <.mivtrsiry at.\· 
1ttic.s. But h~ "m~;.:stn't be qu!!U<i."' 
· Tho~e ~·bo w2m both men retin~d 
from uninn~ry Achlet.i~ »d!tl:tt t.hsrt 
1!;\ll':.h £ ~.:ours~ wi.H <k injustice. But 
it i4 nec~?!!!.!U1', &~~, eonteTid, w wi~ 
thi? &iat~ dean iu orcier to gt:t mnninsr 
turns .and (r; lr91t the support Qf 
aJumm thrcuorh tile z·wrt.hwe:st., 

The't'. h.av~ ·r.aill!'ci tht< ;:;lan for • 
"'full >ime" C.it«'t.o1." C>t a.thletk?< u a 
~.r ca.t, Ji..~&ilmH~g .that it wr;uid mear. 
th~ O'J~-.m~ d t•:::-. W!Uiam:s &nd Mr. 
Pai~e-:-Ti:~~s n.:Jc foll~;:,h\.lw~\"~t. 
As Dr-. ~Villil<:::~ pr.<lfitl! QUto tht< d.irt'Z• 
t-or o! !!~hl~(jc:t, ;.;oe:s T>Ot h~>¥e tt! Ue 
tbe footbaH wadL A~ itst !>tr. Pa.itr91. 
he t~ Minne~ct..a'~ t~pt-t<!!en::ath·e m 
the ~:•.:n:lt'nence, and hi!:< ~'2tTH \tl th§,t. 
r-upee'. wr;u:d nt~t b~ Chl&tl1oed hy ap-
!H>inting- .a C.ir-oc'(Jn d athkt1es, 

Stadium ?ian Gives 
Alumni Big \' oke 

Th!! ai:.rr:::-.i >l!''! a bigger !>l:::Wl" in 
!he ->i~u~tHJ~ ju3t n~r~--: :_han ~v~t b~ .. 
f,~·tl!- Th:::t is b~.:t~utl! ct ~he imptnd· 
;n~ dti·:~ for f\Jn,;;: to build 3.fl Jad~
.:·..1~»te ~:«d.:t;.r;.:.. Sc~ .. ~.~ time XH?A:: }ta~ 
;,~,~ >l(:lJ:liZ:l~ "''ill b<e m:.de. G!:()Und. fur 

~;:o~l;/r:F;o.£~:\.,-~rl<~~~¥::~J~:;~E 
rtH w:ll b-; t;;;.k.en Ci!.t(l of. 'B1;t th~e 
~t.H~ can n·~·t be ia~ked :;o budd l& 
~~.at:i~;rr: 3nd th-e t::!'~h'" ~x~~'( t(> do it ;~ 
~1·y· pe:pu:ar s:.~b~~:~riptl:.JYL ~!:sn;." ~lt!rt:n: 
:::~Y~ :!r:r''\'e _! "'"1(;~; .... ~ a:rt-ad:v~ th~~ t~~"f 
art n<:t g;_:~:n~ tc, ccr:.tr~ir:;t.:~ unlt~.s. 
;:,ne is a~:;-.:rr>lt':l:e oi & new mJt:ll.f.<!
mcm and _.. new poi:~:;; in '\.!!1i~tn>~7 
>lthie,in. 

Dr. W:Lias$ 1:3.!1 toubeci ~.nnnn>:lt3. 
foe-ttl&:! !'.eam:s fer 2::! con~!eC'.JtiY<:' !!~l&· 
~S'n~. !.>:"rAl"!<~r;r P:\ige h.M ht<?t: .:>lin
nMo~a 'f"!!',)l''?5N1t-llt~ve ln the w~~ 
conf<'rer<ce for 16 -;ear:$. ~,fr, Paige 

;:~~:~ ~; \[,;:·'"~: :~~i:~~c<~~ci }'~:e;:~;1~~~~ 
.a-:; coa('h~ t;.r. it~~ h~~ eorJtrnt~ IS t('t .. 
m·:r.l&>ed hdore J:;.n. L To t>l.:'plate or 

~t;~et"c~d-:-- ~i~htr o! th'f!Sf' ~4!n }J an 
~t~· T'!(;.t t)~ h* !i~ht!y u.nd~...J&ken .. Th~ 
pr?.Sttst ~~ U·.d~"::J:: ~rs~m Zt ~.!.i:nt!-t'u~ 
hM grown. up aix>u~ c.:<U?. t~'o men • 

Authoride~ Aq.:ue 
System b Obsolete 
Th~ :e.~::;~(;:~. :-n~~t of t}H' ~-~;..,~t~-si:y 

»:.<thor:t;;,~ .:.~re~, lS '';,n~q=~;::,:." lt 
~!! ~~ ~ut~to\'.'tr.: ¢! Ul~ rd~ ::~hletit a8.-. 
~(:C~~~~iJ·:-~ ~~ .. =---~~h \"/a~ ~~~~-~~t~· -ccn ... 
:--rr<:l!d t :· :..;~:.;Jt·.~t\!, ~~d.~~"Mdf:~: ~f 
fand~-.· ~or-~~oL O~ner tmh-'!!Nitiez 
h~1 t.tt~ ~»t:~e ~~...-~tfm~ ~.:.-~~1 ~~~e :zca~ fo?' 
-~,.·~<"').<).~;: led. ':':t·~: .. a~nt3 :::1t::-t ::?Otrr~e:s t....,at 

~:~;;~;~(~,~~~;! ~'t~~;f:::~ ~ .. ~~}~~~ 
sen~ci, s~-:::c: amz.teu::- mitt ~~e 
m~tci>!, elit:ioilitr wa!S dt1~e!y cieimed. 
tt~inin;,; t.'4b;u wtre Abo~i?S~ed, .tte:~h~ 
me~ w~rt< b.;l.rr~d from m~li!!gillt.¢ 
t:tlrH~~u. 

. T~; ~r,t~;::o~~triat~ Conf~ "OOW 
tn~ .S;g ; l.:'n, ::ame {)Ul:: G!. a mfl!r,.. 
ing- qf f-ff>t~!;~t?lt&tiv<l"S of :S~!:! ~£.. 
!!:tn nm...-e'f'Sltiu in Cllica~!l m J.3ll:!ll~ 
u:r, li3S:). :>lmneJSoa ta.& ~ts • 
!rH>.mb~r f~~m ~lH! ata:rt. ~ of the 
rn1e:s cf th~ N>?tfn--en<:~e ~~ tuN 
-r;lty ;::ontrol n:f athl~tit$. Mttm~':~ 
~1:!-~tm w~! r~:-n~l!d to eom-ply with it, 
hut ;u u~mplilince is on.ly wm..uu..t· 
Stu.cief!t~ hS~.>91 11. gtl!'.!lttt "'lli~ in th~ 
matt>&~ement d athi~ti:::s !U: :llin.n-e. 
~ot.a .. ~~ is claimed, than st &:!l'1 o<.nu 
in.sti~t.ior&. 

Two /.(;terlqeltine boU'I'h b.&•t 
~hat-~ of J&th1tti~, On!!! i! tile Ut:ru~ 
tr N.!llt!:'l!rtfl! llU .int.&rw~ ath~ 
letit$, Thl! ton~ia't4 o! tiv"" f.aeuit'li 
m$!m~n n&med hy th~e ~:::li>!u: of 
t!-:1:' \mivenit::. :Wt> •lumci Mmteri hr· 
~h~ l&thle~.k C'(lrr:.mitte~ of ~ al:immJ 
M$~i.atwl~ and t:wo stu~ nam,<!:(;i. 
by t.,\$! IJ.thlHie bOAN of ~ntt'tll.: T'~ 
!artuity htH .< mo.jcrity o:f·an~ <::.n t.his
<.'llmmit.t'~. whith toml)iie!! 11t:ith a tll'! 
ecn:fne?ll:~ ;-<Jle. But its fruleti~<:M a.n 
1i.rnme6. t-:, tli~:oillty m~t~t'$, (!t!Xlfter
en-::se mattt"ts, ;mcl ~ v't"'-0 ~'a'f!l' OY!!.l:' 
H;¢ oth$!l' i;::.><J~·. whieh {1! til.e Athl~ 
na~rd of ControL 

T.b~ A thle!k Beard ol C€!na~i ~:1;). 
:~lsts !:.! ei;i'r~ ~~-cdtuts. t'iected h:t? t.~tll 
di.ffen.n> coil<.!l!'~~. J:'>'<O aium~l ~d two 
m'!':.mbl.:'r:;: <.·f t.'l~ !acuity. Th11S bt~rci 
hir?.-"> n1~,~~>H. fixe~ d;~eir !'lllJu··ks. llflC 
u:eniMs i)ew:;~fi contr-ol o-.n .ath, 
ltti.::~ at ~\e u::i~·tr$iF. I~:s ct' .. '1.irm;;r. 
i~ .o_ nuc~'n:, He~!'Y :--:or~o.":'l. Dr.~ of 
~~tH~ ~ ~-..·.3 f~·.::-:;!t:· ~~!"':~~::'?':.:. hOtt"{.'"\"e't'.., i~ 
.::·r:$ ~rr:1an (:-;: ~:"le:c ti~Kttt c:~rru:n~~ .. ~u:J 
~he othtr ,1ns ;;s .::.udt>-s;r. ?1-oie::;,;cr 
f;;Hti! i:> ~he c\airsatl tYf tht! ~icket 
~ommitt<'e. He i!l a mtm~r of b>:lth 
.c-~Jo·:e~f z.·;;:J S;) · ..-: -;.:~e <.i.\hl~:..~r"' ~o-w .?r~:. 
!~?f~Or V, .. '. L. s~~.-..~d. 'Whf; rer-~.::ed P1':"0<> 
feswr E. P. H~rdin~; in ~·.:r:: C".Op.&cit)', 

Present Pbn faib to 
Correbte '·::-- Sporb 

Thert< '"' t1o corr;<).(l.t,cn ~on~ th~e 
dJfferen~ :>port~ a> tre ut~i~~~Jt;.· 1.xn· 
der t·~i~ p ::m. A dire~:>r.<r cl .aililetics. 
!!\lch as o=:.hH t\'~~t~:m l1nivenit:u 

~;~-~;\~~~*~?:;"~~P}[~~;i~i~~u!f~m~l,; 
m;,;.n, ;3. ;;-:<:>mh~~ d :.he f.u:ulry. Ht< 
h&:-;. ~r: t'-~-~~r~ .. ~ cz.~t :-=-':.?::e ~~or-t w! ~ 

t:.~ a~<-"i?E~ .ar.d sdn!~ bnn. ~b:J..~ 
)s. n~;,Jr onl.:'<!tl&n cr.ntroL 



l lo"xj; 2:2 ::':1 :;-:-h$(·r~~ .-.:sr..~tt.r::\ E.w~~v~ 
-trt1 J('""""· H~ ~:.1pn-:m~ <:13mmand. H~ 
l~ ?1ar-.<:-::l 'l:· J. ;:;.:.3.rci cnn!ilH:n~ of :he 
~~~cul'.\' r:H~mo'!'r:s. one H"dt'M a.nd or'"' 
..lh;rnr;~~. 

IHiMod h«.1 .a?: athlet~t: dir"tf:t.vr( 

Cs.:orsr~ Hu~ . .-:~H;:'3~;··~~~hl~tiz 
br;~r-!.L 7ht~ 2:::-.s.:l?"fl n: .. n-~~0-ets four !~c .. 
t..:.lt;· :t':l!rr:· .. :e~~. :\~.:o 3~umr.i .and $iA 
~~~C~r..t ::.3.:""-~~e·t3 0f V;.t't:OUl §}>~"!:'t.S. 

~ra;; ~;~-~: "~~~~;,;;.'\~-h~~~.:-nu~p~~.;~; 
~cht"-d'"".J.t.! \"? ":otcf: of cf:;a;ches anci nas 
-_·e:o i)!l«'f::.' av.-r il~he:' .e.c~ Qt tht 
:-.ol!n.L 

trdl&~a !':Sl.• J d.i::ot'<::tor r:.f a~hie~in 
a.;>pol:'\~!!C. o~· t:-:~ r!!g~:nt.!l. on r~C.Qm· 
m<te:ndat:o!'. cf tn~ prt'~ld!!nt wd the 
.athl~<!~.ic ClHnmi~~~e. which cor;lmttz ~:Jf 
eii;iH fa.eul~;- mt.mh~r~. fl\'f ~iurnl\! 
~x-d. two ~tuclen~ wno r:n. on the ~~m· 
mitt~ i.Ju;; t-,;ss~ no "ote. 

Students Ha...-e ~o Voice 
In Chicago Sp_o:rt Conlrt~l 
· Chi::~go univH~lcy' has ~u-s &t.hhetie 

ciir~wr. -el~ctd by a b-oard !.'lf 19, all 
:taewcy mem~~ u:c~pt eM &hunnua. 
The boa..~ mt.m~n at!! nomma~d by 
the pre?Siden~ d the m'li~!!:nity Ami 
&ppro->e<i by- the tr.l5U:!-e.s, Th~ :;._e. 
talty h..a~ llp~l.a~ j\lrilciiot.ion I:JYW'th* 
&c:u of thl;! bc.al"io :So :studeut.s arr 
mem~n. 

Wiscon.sin hu $!. ciirl;d.e:lr cf athl*t• 
it& wb<) i~ c:h~;!St!l by th~e pneJSicieot on 
Arl'<"it4: o! t..'le &thl~tlc: c:cundio Thi! 
C®X!Ct Ct11'ltli8U <>f fiv~ !<U:ttlty 1%ltm• 
ben. o·M ahmmu JUUi c.ne $trult'!~t. ' 

Micititran i:w! 10 dir~m- o(*t.'il~ 
Um~ by a ¢:")Meli, Whi:JU pt8ut" t:.U 
b~tt chM~f>d t'~~MJ.y, w.d thse ~tli.ilJS 
~~.~ rwt 8fva:;.,.an;t,. ~ut t.ll.'fi'"~ u en'(;).re 
!&eulcy eont:orol, 

Dir~tnrs at 4!i Sdwoh~ 
Are Good Coaches., Too 

lt happe13s th~t the rlire~::tor of &th
lt:ics \5 allY<'> football coach ~>t Iow&, 
Chica.:-o, India.nz !i;d ~>~ichi;pH'",. That 
i.s ni:Jt enen::1ai, but is. t.hotS.:-ht ~t 
I! the right m;a:; <::~n be found to ftll 
the <i<H.:.bl!! bertlL 
Thi~ sor: of ~y~m hi~.!> betn &R"io 

tat-ed a> ~-li=t-!<i:<t.& before. E. R 
Pit.~e, no~~· )S<eC~tU!ry of ~he Gene-nl 
. .;.lu~~i ;s.~~~;;.:~<.:.~,~on) :.:;:-g-td it ~(r'-... ~ra~ 
~-~~~! ag-o~ b'i.~~ ':)'~$ Qr;.·~rrule-ci~ 1-:: "t\·a~ 

:.htn.t~h~ ~~e:-:: :!"-~at th~ \:D.ang~ "-.t-~(}uld 
tio .l\·<::.1y \ ... ·;:;;. H~-;:~ci~tr:: Hu:ig ~iY~~Jo ana 

~E:~'~iii,iF~:i~~ :~!~~!!! ~~~~c~~~~ 
<:l:l;~·~cj ;:1e.'-' n;,Y!! ~l.l:!<>red n!l b~s o! 
.0~vr~.e ... 

L:·"t. v·:i:;:.:::.~~~ ~}~~~n :t.is :\L.nn~~h)Q 
• .. :;~-:--~~?" :.1~ d::::-:c~~~ ;.:,'! ;,;~;-;.ie-:ic~~ :;~~ hi-d 
:--~<.: ~a~tt- f•_.r- ~,jp~~'\·~~l~~ !.Jt~--'!r '5{>'Xtt.a~ 
~~d dS n~ "'"'a'S 0~~y ~ _pt.rt tnT:e rnar:.. 
t '"'·~ fHl~ ;-:.w~ ~ucc~·~fu\. Dr. L. J. 

<'~··<"J~~~ ts :A~o~::-.~1l~y at .. }-:de~j;: di·r~~tot' 
:l(}~~·. "nut t~e ha~ Vf:fY L!:~:~ authornr 
ct.::..~,Ct of :-.;s (:.'.~ ,r('&~rn ~~ b<1sket .. 
~>a;~ ;,·(:&d"l~ 

Pitre~ Fa,tors Sing!~ 
C'oundl and Director 

;'>!r. P~nre, ~'hu h st~ongly ;o,;:·;o~·a
Ung :he ;:han!l;"t' rww, ~&y~ thH!! &r,.,~uki 
be :o ~1ng;e cc~nc~l, ~tt .advi:rory body 
t~; ¥-~w;t the dire~or >.>f &t.hl~ti:::s, :t 
~lso '.',.ol.lld har:cllt' i::-.t(!t~Oll!!gi.at;: rei.3· 
tion:s 

In f:l.ot.. ~!!l~ctlOU of an ;a;hlMk dio 
rect<>r would . not disturb Prcfe!=.~o~ 
Paige 1n hi$ pi~>ce u .\{itmn<H£ rep. 
~t$t'ntati~-.., in ;he c:onfcrenc~. The 
r-1l~ <::! the ~nfntnct fod;Jici rind 
f&eulty mtmbu rlr.awin~ any income 
frl3m ~thlt&ic W{;J:'k l&tttir.t:: ~ · ~dl;!r· 
en~ a;~.uwn~ with IV'"Q~. CoJOi:'hes. .and 
~athlet..i.-: d.ir-eot<m: antnd but hu~ !lO 

"0k; 

Friends Begin -tn. Turn 
Against Dr;-WillianuJ 

frt. WtlUa.mi' biu' m~dt! .&<:J~t "'~*""' 
mi6 ·in hiss· 2'2 ye~n ~:f CQ!l('hin~ ~t 
MinmeJSotoa. and th<~:y n~ ~ini heud 
trom. TheN iSI $!. r:tw cle"el!3;>rn~ent in 
hi$ ea~. howe~'fi'". MlllnF lon'"·tunt 
hiand# Md I&U\>130~3"$ {}f tht vtt:.enn 
eo~b. ha~* eorn!! '"W th-e- ~int whe!"'l! 
they ~-m u.y that . he hu ·~{}utli~w 
hi¥ uMfu!.neu" aucl :sh{)u!d t'rllt>~v 
. Every ¢ne ot. tb~-e- m>!:n ~n ~~ 
!&Cfl hilS remuk3 b~ ulling how mn:::h 
be thin.h-o:f Dr, Wi!!iarru • .and what 
& ~t: ooaeh ht 'bAll ~n, with tm• 
ph.ua on t.he "'h.&Js.." , 

Thtv C¢!'lcecl~t.tha~ Dr. WiUiamSI l.s 
on• o! tht~ -~t- &t..."'&t~gi~' <.Jf th~e 
p.mt!. ancl that l:!~ · has ~f>d san 
:::n&t3Y wondn:tw tum~ · 

But th~y eh£~ hi:m With mu.eh ~f 
the b!•m~ f{J't th# j.'oOOr ~hQW1ng o! th~ 
lut two yt:111~, and incii~ h.a rnl~ u 
heo~d !t'X>ti.lall ccuh ~n tile f!3UoWl.nt 
Ct!l.l!"lt?<: 

Th:H lw: i1<1:<o f*l)~ !<> >1<'"\'l!'l~r< th>" 
l'*"»il'>!Hti~ M !Me m~!<"nl M~«'n 
,n,m~. ~)<l h$1o> &ilow!'><.i hi& hmW~* 
lor"!><~~: m<"N"" !G lntll.l~f'!"'!' h~ !!>!.'!~ 
tk>n of rol&;e>"t.. 

Th:llt .'!ittn,.,..,!~ ;mM~ n·;m:m>:>< 
h"'" f<>iit<d us s.i<'~'."lop n Hw~nu::!s 
w~!iiNf!' 1\~"l.'!l!m 1mti'l !>"> nth1"f hig: 
lll'li'>'~O""' h!!r,ft-, wlt~ ""'<iM&l'l~ 
~th<'"' dri.!Hoa:: ,._,., ... rx! ~~"""'· d...,. 
~ehm>n~: !I>"W ma!,.r"<:<l, :1~rl ;:ivi11; 
lnt!h·ldu&! ~t! .. nHrw r" !is<" m!<n. 

ThAt Dr. \\'iWxm~ :;k~~ >"l<'"Y1"S1 
m"n :ll'Hi. <hii!" !h1"m in :s s·m~srd;.. 
!';l!:><i :.<:ri"'"' "t ;>l:lJ'.,, ds;;.~szNI h
fn~t- ft:\'"$1-t'\~ ~!~fll!". -.,., hH~-.. lh(Oo "h;t~~ 
~cun)' nt 'Ht~-..H~n~e~ Ju·.nk.-.. flU. ~tot.-. 

t!f!~ n» ddll ~l><'>l :3" wi!! m til<'m !<~ 

"I"'' in!n tho.< !lr•r !<'~m pln<'l'" 'l"!wn 
n~.-<J.,,L 

Th»! Or. \\"iHi,.m• !<~.,. ;,-~~ <:I'I'B« 

Pi<"<! in til~> !:h/ '~"" ·"'';!~'"" ._, lli""'" 
tritf !n,..!li>':}l i'((><'N' in:' !Bo> ~·. :-i. 
\'>'t<:"r;.Hs~ Hur':':> a. :>!Hi h:l~ h•:'"O! \!!~· 
.3ulo:< t:; chi' a~ ml><·h tim<! h1 •·o:~~-h~ 
in~: a, h!' 'ls<>ni:l. ~vw~tim~ l;<'in:e: 
hu~ ~ur !H".al!·~~"*-

T!:a! Dr-. \\'\Hw:Sl"l ;::cf'~ I« !'~w 
H'"v.n,f'~ ... if~ ''U-r--<-~a~}~;n'" :"ln~A h~ t'"H~H~ 

p!k:H<'<l Vl:l~'.,, <dHl>' !h~ !>h~<':"« '"'"" 
w .. :.!;. in hllHlamn!!:sls <J( fon~h~1H. 

Th.u 1·o!nHl$:<!<' .10.lHmni <"0"!:111'" 
\\'hV'><" !st<lC iK :<,KW ,:,r.- l;i\'o>!! :>~1\nl 
"!l'l'l<ltr:Hkm wh,.n !ho.<r th.l <.b~w 
!l?. ~·~~! :'V"l' <,<Jmed:no>" od\·N-s :l~H~~· 
I·~· \.>ru'~qU<~e h'"1:'&l!W:'nC 

There 1!5. .an::lther ~id~ to t)$C t\";:_. 
~i;..-:.:1~~ !~or~.~, ~f -:nur~~~ \f.it;~~ Dr. \Yn~ 
::an:~ r.i<:"dir;es na~!:; t<> t;ll-o> tht ~~:>:-."'\ 
:a hi~ ;.>Wfl defl;!n~e, J\o> s<til ha~ s:.-r.:'!' 
fYiN1d~ who l&ft' !l;.1t at ;::;; b?tcl<w:.r:i. 

Friends Sav Coach Has 
B~en To~ Succ~ssful 

"!he trouble with DL Willi$!.n1:s,'" 
on"' ~:Jf th~m ~ll.id. ""is that h~ h:u b«-n 
teo ~uct~<:~:>.f;JL ;.nrm'!~ou •Jnri!!t h:SI 
r>'>::iYl<<> h:>:<: ~c~nir<:d tn~ hab!~ ot win
n;.rs;;. S:nct· ri~ c.:1me to .)tjnnwt~-ot&.o; our 
t~~ms h3·,·~ w'~" ~h>i! '<>.:~.s-:.ern rh.li..m!)>
iG:<~hip mm·.., than .sn~- .:)thttr >Hii-rn. 
~ity. Cntil til~ bst tw13 ,-~;an the1.· 
M""~ i.l~eo .~ :f.sn...r \r. ~i;t- • ,;lam-vion· 
8h;p f":l~e N;tht up t~ the tini~h of the 
~e&1'·~n. 

''Our :.fi;)na.,•wu peor>ie Me po"'l' 
1"!'len. f:y~ry schooi h.;at itS! b.sd ~Sell!~ 
~...,:::a. Th~~ · :tN part of tb~ ;;a m-e, Dr . 
Wl.lli.am:$ b~S! haci liorn~ rni~tht..- l'~rd 
luc:~ in til~ lut t~(l Yt!U'$.. Xo<A':t>'n!M~ 
boor i* jl.lm?in;: Nl h.im. Ther <h:nl't 
~~n~nt-·to ~i<re hltn tB:nt or- a eh~an:<!$1 w 
e~me b.aek with a wm:nitt$::' tum tl!!X't 
yur, but "W~:nt him fi.rt!d Odlln~ hit 
C®tn~:t ruJ:~!S QUt. -.t 

*~!en ~·h>::l l~nH•d all th~ footbart 
th~y kru:.~w :frmn l:n'. · W's:Ham:s Jan 
h$etn nnri.en~in~ w ull hi:m l\l")w> 
tt-am:s ~hodd hto ~.:s:.w:::hecl. They he.•• 
~~'~ ontie~~ing' hi:s ev~ry mm -: 

Says WiHiams.Has~ '!'' 

Vigorously Critieil.td .. , -.·-
.. Do-eJS h.., h.&'Ve w · "~n ·to n~ry 

!Sl1trn.nt!.l> ~-h~ 'risit!l _the_ eamput-, and 
~rn am !MX:(>~Jnt l1f hiJ tunie- ~ ~ ~.av 
au lll~~ fu. Will..iJs..lm: !sa:~~ w 
be late w ~~ w~ bn'! of ba 
;t"r.ner pl~ey~ 'f'lliU!ti th~ fWd. Th~>t 
wu the t>=t 1m an ~ ~# 
:.lli, Willial'm!.. 'l'la aitie did n<rt hap.. 
1pt'"l1 w knO"<::f . that Dr-. Wlll:i~ M.d 
h~~ rlet.llin~ by a et'l~ "Wlth 
h~Hi!!nt Cotfnu.n a:nd 'Jimmy> P~ 
"t$:~"W!e Bomot lett..t!' wri~ hM eh4l~ 
le?>p.d the -ehg<...bilit>r of Arnold, Oft;" 
and it bad to bo.t lt~i~hten*!'d ~ut. 

.,OIJ:t 11thl~t:.k OO$!.:tli -w~uld hot I& 
buneh at PMt' l"j}~rts w k~ Dr, wn. 
lilun.s out b~ca~Ut Q! "M ~~ tw'o hAd 
fiU&O?l.$, \'>"~ &n l'lf;t tht! o:nJ:~ ~llU. 
All the U?li¥!!rsitie!l havt ~n t:hzeyQdt 
th~ u.:me th•r.g. Y o:st h#.:s: l-..a&i .hla 
troubl~!l' with Mkhig"C"< almnni, and 
St.td:Z:l? hu heCl'l ttnd~er fl~. So hu 
.Zu;:rph ~~tt HlinoiSI, and i:f hi.a tewm 
h~~.~ not. ~C(!f!!~ 1:3::1 Ohio SuU~ by a 
Dru:e thl..l& fall Jl.lZ~ $!.t the cioase ()£ t.hlll 

Sii!.U<Hl.., he wrmid be getting' paxmw as 
b.~<! a~ D~. Wilha.'"tl:s." 

.&r...t>':~t:r ~ilppot'l:<!r of th~ -nt~e!tllln 
e""'~h ~aHeci at.tentior. to th~ fact th~~tt 
)fi!'.!~t"SOl:.'l W<3k I:JX't th~ hu'Si~&t l¢h,W~ 
\lle ot an~·. e:::r.fe:tt!nee uam thl$ Y~Ul', 
pllo;:inr.; su: hard t;:z.mes, an;:! a& -' 
r~sult ha5 m:>~<!t as net }'1'ofit of tno,. 
IX.}() trn~ yul' on ff;{ltball, U.:.'s,OOO mi:J~ie 
thru; -en~r <:lta:tecl h~f;ne. This. sehll<iu.le 
wor_><:~ out fM next ~·'!'at to gxTe gam~ 
:<H ·',i;:nnuo~~. :'?'~ Ohio Stat~e, Wi!S<-
1.:>'.l:O&:" <~nd ,,l~C!'Ilgan, 

Williams Put )!innesota 
On the :\tap 21 Years At:o 

The WiHiamt r!!;;ime began in 1~00, 
at1:.<8r a :>l;!n~~ c:( J.W-3:t' :real'S !e.~ 
Min\le~ob 1\x;tl..alL ~!ir,:n~wt.a has :M 
U&Min~,t in im~rcollegiJHe BtlaltticJS 
:and thlS .athlt'tk u?Scci;ation wa1 in 
ci~b~ fn tnat fl:r:st !?.uon !.!innuot:.& 
won the w~~t&m ch.arnpioru:hip, m3.ci~ 
f-.4,000 proflt &nd got on tht: ma-p, 
ThiJ W&.JS :foi)ow<":d by '$'eAr$ 1.1! !Uad:v· 
p~otr-ess in ::~.thl:Hlt~, lll~tl.usiti.;)tl of 
:\'".::sr-::h-:'l>p Fle.~d. &ncl l.tt.d)• mth plan& 



!~;;;: iu <>-s;"";f:nsion. Or-~ly !.i.at sprin~_t 
,,,1 ""I) .-~ za;;:~:Ul.l:~d p;;:of:t$ !r;sr::.. 
f~~;tb~;l ;;~~e -p1Jt into ~&nci fe:t" th1 ~n~ 
:~t~tJ stz.,j~~m. ...

0
• . . 

T.:a ca.H ft.·:r o~. \'l;:u:~rn:t \~ !urth'U' 
~t;6te<i by :~ friend~ i~ subsan~~ -~.~ 

f.;:,].!r;_s;Wi::i:oms i~ natiartiil:> te~~~
r~:>-'d .1~ c,,e of th9.' g!'eat .:;saches. tli$ 

:"am<>u~ s.:~~f~ ~c-r~~~:~:n, or;linat~d. 
';~H>. nas ::>~!!n ~uJ<.d:;' adopt~ in 
:~r:n~:r:l~ b:· :Y:<.1St. <)f th~. iesucimg- ~oi
:~;rl!~ ct :.:-.t c:oun:rr. Mmne~~u. :~l:! 

~:~~l~!;r,:r~:.~~~~~~;~\.~.:~tt~h7~~~.a~U~~ 
!l ~<'!ntl ;:,! c<cse- o&ttru •mtn )t!clupn. 
::-Lrt?lew:~ won in 1G19 by 34c to 1. 

"~.;:..'1ee<·:l~ ~.t-eat Chiea~ro aa oftle~ 
~ard :w t,~i~· that Chicag" finally e\lt 
.:'>!irme~w~ r;ff its ~>-thl'Hiu1e. ~cru d 
~9 t.t) 0 and 3.3 tc 0 n~ reeorcl~:<d.. 

.. Y:et dur:tt~t l:ohe yur~ Pt. \VlUiur.)! 
his ~~ \l:<Cet- fir~ mor!:' than. OMl!.. 
~~ ti..'nee~ <>t tere::xrt-ary :te'l>'i!nel!, The 
!':r:!""~ t.i.:oe wu u::. "tsoz, when ;.;~.b~u 
~Itt Mir ... "lf'M~.& by a~e toueM<l~ 
'rhii Ah:un!ll W ~eidy atae~t'ci Wilii&roSI 
-"\!:lci d~er.nanci<e-<i ht~ umovat. Bat ot..l!e:
bi~ pme:s. (ln the schedull.! Wterl.! Wt:l~ 
~d t.l:le agitoation Iii~ ocyt., · ·. 

Futile Atta.cks Mane - \ . , 
On Coach. in the Past.~ :"" __;_. ; 

.. A~i:t:. b 190g, :Mim:S~~Wt&. W£.ll 
~t~ by Wi.8eonsin, a.n4 Ch}Neo~t 
tu ZS t.<l 0. Th~re ••nu 1-t~ •iu.cls: 
on WiDi.n'l~ lt .fu.aaHf wu ~ fu 
!''!Sill~cl )'JdgtnMt lLnril Jter ~e.-·Cu
JG!~ ~l'l. fl!.w ~~~d. Mtn!le.$0U. 
to ~t tht ~t lzldian tum. !:rat 
th~ey tum~ pe trick and ~ri~ 
the ~ert.£ li; .s.howing a brilliwt for· 
~m pa,a! ~a.rra. Mi!'l."l~!:lto& wu a coc~ 
f~rlm.et 6amplll!ll'!hi~ eo~cl~ thl1!# 
f-tn.izht y~rl! ~it~!:' that. &nd 01'. 
~.Villi-l>."'t!~ w;u osc:claun!:d a ~t; c;:meh. 

"'!'~ere wu aMlt.'1er fnron in 1913, 
aft!!"f !·;tb~ka but u:s again. Thi! 
tuuo<.U Dt::.!llth ahtmni let"Ur e-~.m~ out. 
C.et:13UHiH.Jg t\rilia.m11' cl.inni!».L It 
t:ame jJ:Ut two cia~ be!nn ~he Wi~ 
~n:::a.:. g-nme. Wil:!eott.lin haci th~ hu•~ 
ier t~..ar;:, .<. .. nd w.u :t:n6;ed t.() win. 
!>!ir.n~ot.a <ieteat~ il~, 21 til< ~. &nd 
tht D;:J..ll;~ nsol:rti(;)n.t wui made so 
joke. 
"Th~ l.art tw{) Y~-lH'I ha~~ btl!ll h.$4 

en~. due- w a pecuii!l.r cm:cbinat!an 
of nrozu.mS"..ane~. In l!JZO th* pro,_ 
~u w~t~ ~o<L bl.lt ~fon-- thS~. '"""'· 
~o~ >:>pe~l!i the tu!n's captain ~·u 
1'.~~~'..;;;,\;die~. Ed~ie .R~be!l, wu hurt ~n 
:~<> :-:nt ~G''t .. 'Tlrr.,;q;:-" aMi h.am-p'!l"<Ki soU 
~ho,o ~usc;-... Ar-noid o~%. all·WSI~U!rn 
kdf b:H:k, w;ss: hurt m th!:! nrM: ¢0/l• 
:'~rl'1!o:Je ;,ra~.<t osnd pu; ~ut for t\9J<&ri'f 
:.ii s~uOl'L in lSJ:ll~ et th.u~ h.-;ary 
;..,~~~JS the team ptarw hard *lHi well. 
>rr~a~c:r~ ~~~~~R' ~very ;.;ame~ thty !(;Jt 
i :· t.rr;H ~argm~ S~.o4 fought e~>'~ey 
~~:r.;~t<> 

1-'\'lHiams LC!st AU Hl~ 
~t:1r-s in Disaster Y~?ar 

"'Th!?.:-0 "nrt ;rr~at i-..op~.1 bt thil; 
~ ~ &?'~ ;,::,r ·.:--~~· rr:.:~~!";~~ ~·as :n ~(h.tw1. 
;..~.c. a hu,·;; ~<:C!>d;.Jl?. w.as .anan~d. 
~' ~ .. ~;p :1r:ar.ee~ and br-mg better 
~~f~ to )l:.;-:r:~a)lolL~. Bu~; a!tl!t t.h!! 
::,;,:o ~~~~c:; tLw-en. Z:~Co.er-~t, .Fn.~Er 
::'·C. O"En~n !dt sclwd. Nt!lata and 
:r>~::~r. <:-O"-'-~~ec: on M :ine st.ars. ~
t::.~l! Jr,o,o'~wibt!'J .. Ou ~~rt~ct in beat 
; r-rr:: W<.?ll;:';<:<l<: 1!'1.3 poumh, hut Ail'"'n 
'· ~~ ~-,.,O<:k'.'·:Z oc;t in the f:.rst .:m:d!lr• 
'-~~ ;:~~e. ,;;ncl 1%t !~:>!: the ~ealWn. 

"~Jlnn.-;w>a WS~?lt hw the ~uson 
«>'idl. " ;;r~~n e~n~r, gr~e:n end:t, 31. 
qual'ttrbad: ~·h(l Mv~r h&cl pl&y«i 
the po&i~ion belore, And ~niy ont! ~X· 
pet:~nc~d ~ck1e. Stilt they t><";&t 
};on;Jlwe~t~ru !!Xld !11rllji,~'Ja., C>hi~ St.a~ 
W<&:s ~nt:!ru.Mt<rni <•ta he::- gr<31.m<i~ 
""'T't)tt!fht ~;p r)wer tn~ Qberhn oS~fe-~.t. 
'rh~ ch;a::r:pit!rt~ (lf l~<~O outpl<&yeci ti;e 
f;t'N~!'l }fi.n<JtSOl;.i tum. 

"'Our tS~lll.m met tVi!eon.!'in and 1ow& 
till!! be$t, tum~ thou instit'Jtit!J:BS eY&l' 
tAd. 'Th~y outdaued Minne~n~.a lllncl 
v..on hy b:g <;cor&!<, E:Jt i"' isn't J>O 
lor;g ag<.:> that Mi~nuot.a <>lltdM&eci 
them. de{eating Wil!~r;n$i!l ;'54 r..o (} 
at1d low• 68 t.() (L ?\il~hi~J!..tl i<J~..d eulr 
r-tYe:t'*es. au& w i,!"ljunu. b'..Jt c:ur11~ 
b.ack Wlth a lft'!>Jit U?.aro, tie<i Wi~cota~ 
tit! and beat MinnesotA .. 

Clamor Against YO$t 
StQpped by Vktory 
· ,.That sa->?~ Yo1t .from Jlli.l'....t!inr. 
Boat it wu only .-wo yearn &ilf> that 
he wu !:!n til* e~~t.. Th!W' athles:.ic 
~tuoe:i&tlon d~dd«i t<) ~t<e han an~ 
athH yl!llr'~ triat R~~ n~ufed the 
rnt$a a wiliJ(. but th~ y¢.af ~"'\ mid~ 
~atlml was at".acil:~cl hy the Cn:nd 
ltapldJ ahus:mi., )~at u tile Dui">lt.h 
ialgmni went &ft.S~r WU1i~ TM !ecn~ 
~awe.es w~ t.b.• &.&m&. .Michi~ 
Wott .1(!3n$1 ~ M~ W4 dU!#l' IW)>--

~~ku hn ~tt tn-reun tht WM-
~ At Chiuqt<, Ee wu ill · fo:r- .a 
while, had t.() leue wd g<.:> w f1orida. 
had to ec.a~ :from an auwmcMie.. Eit 
team loS!t. b11t thl$0' 11-.ltnrw .. i w.;t tw~t.h~t. 
~ +11,0Q() W li$1 ·Wtm< UiHJ!t.ilrt 
~ehu, ~t out ~&nd t':l.~.Jd f(;)t 
n:us~r'.&J, and U.ial yea:t tht<y wnn t;ro~ 
f'l'itloou:m and w~~nSiin.. 

"Z;tppkii put DlinQl$ m~ th(l!< map, 
tmt he hAd • b~ &~!:ln >.b..U year, 
i!..t~d was only Q"n•d by rl~ry \Jn:t' 
Oh.\~ Sutf.. 

'"Dr, WiUiA:tm has ~n hi:r!:!d u 
~ch for- th~·:r~ pto:n.xl~ Ee hu 
'I'Ftl:tk*!d t'~l:! yea" :.~nder tl:!e p~s-ent 
~~tract. Thtr1e i~ 1 d&.uu b-y whkh 
it tr--.11 be c.ance:Ul!'l:i, u:ci 1m:nt d th~ 
~umni p:r>:2JX31!t w cio n, M Minn>.t~t£ 
~.a g-t:;; It new t-O£d!. w:<d t:.~m out. 
wuuang turoa, 

Friends Insist on :S~w 
Chance tor Williams-

.. Wh" ahouldn't Willi.&ro.s have a 
d::SI.~t't' • w fill ,cut ln~ time lllnd show 
th~tt t.~e \&l.!t tw:J ~~u1.:1:-.. SE Wi!!r!! n(lth\ng 
but bad t~..:tk? HI! CMl SN~ ~ w-eU u 
any one ·v,·h;,n i~ ti:e matt~er, a11d ho-w 
>to 1 pp\y th~ r"'mditl .. 

"Pr<:lspec-u tor 1 wmnin;g team '.lli· 
4er Williams nen yen &?'<': r,;x'">d. 
BtoW"'!l, G1lst.ad AXld ~~fwrtine&u h~•·e 
anot.h~e~ :-·tar to pl.l!.y. P..,;;,y E~lnnci -nd 
(.:;:::n·a.:i l).;)y!e, t:wr; fir!'!! ~ntis, w:il be 
~:<.lilrible nut Y!!aY, :mci d fh't m~m wM 
-:n~<il'! t:-::>!ir lec-::.er1< -li-t e.:1d this y~ar, 
tc.ur- w.U be back. A..\\S is ciu>"! . f_o~ a 
~r€!!l;t year at ~e:'!U{r n~:a. y<l&r. N!>1&n 
:~ ex~tt;i b~td;:. Hart·:;.;, Clement, 
L.8..no.!1, L,;;,rkin >~.ncl P..;;.lph m~~n, ali 
bit Ln~ m-er<, '~'>"ill b.! bade Sc w-iH 
Cll,P'!!l-ll-11d. !11 th!! b<~.ek tield W!e mn 
btY<l Gro~e, Cy Clson .8nd ,M.~C::'.'!'ery .. 
Th~& othc~:r s.r;lendid. b.a.::k fietd m~n 
ar~ in sigh~,. o~~r. ?tt&r~on <tnd 
Dewe<y J (lh!1~>:2r .. Th~n thete i?S the 
fX't~htr...an ~qu&d wi~h a z~>odly numb>'!r 
)( ~twn~: piayen i« dl:'&W u:;mn. 

Poor Equipment 1s 
Minnesota Hundk:tp ' 

.. Thet!:' ha•~ Ol'<et1 SQmt bad hwlld).. 
e.ara M Dr. Willi<&tru. 1\~h.il>'! t<UH~~ 
~h<:ioh h-i'•'<! irlC1'$U<!d ~u:l~~'l\t., 
Mit:nS~~<:>ta il.u gtme for 18 y~31 -with 
th& okl. ~~;ld .• It. 1~ n~Jed tor pl.a~"'l~ 
JH:cl p·,-anl!!:'. >t IS &l'«'&:J>'S .m ~r r-.on
dhi!:ln. :,!ichig-an hu t-l!n pho"fUlf 
n~ld!!. Illino1~ hu tw!3 Dd<h :fr:.-r t..\'3<!: 
¥4r!litr. Wbt:orlsin. Iow--. );o~~ 
~ru, Chkago :u'1d tnd·ial'lii, •H ru.~e 
twr} f:tldl ar;ieee. MQ~t f;! :han la.•9J 
mdocr Btlci~ wi~ di.rt ~ce~n b.r 
}>:tl&<::~~e. ~r;m$!th.L"'l~ )!it!n<!:SOU ~SI 
W\)ta& ~t.M ~.ny oth.tr uhool. Th!:!' ~ 
,~, i~. e. di~ifrn.ct!. .. 

"AJum.ni clunAtHi wmn~n~ t~, 
hut wl'at ~o they d~ t&) ~t ~1 
The:r~ \~ :stiff ~:omp.:etitt® nt:<W fJtfft 
r~ p11lsn~ :!ftlm hilfh ~<±~Ue.. imt 
alunmt ·:d ~1inneM't.:!. pay li~• a~ 
titm w w~m. Cul~u.m, M.aeale:tta- asW. 
Hamii.nt cft'er incillcemt!ntS U) 1rlP. 
M:hool ~tar~. £om!:! of th$ sc.~oola ~ 
!:!llt sc.aut.:s. Esuti!rn licllool..s S~.n ~ 
t.htm, .rn1 :'ll.JSny who mitht hal'~~ 
~ Mi.'<MliOta han h-egrn art~~ 
~hire, } happ~:n to ll:rlt:lw ct (ffibll! 

Mnmu-pdi.8 hl@ Khooi m-r fu. 
Williams. h.u u~ w t<e~U':t' u 
Wnn~nu, wao M.a net ~n ~ 
~ by • Jeinr,l .. ahnnmn. ,· • 

"'Srudenu ~f Min~u &~ ~ 
tcm<ad to w.n, b12t th.ty de not ~ 
their t~vn J!fflfW!t' !IUJ>f.!Qrt. and ~ 
them when they ]€!1M. '.t'h<e firrt ~ 
tri ~~ th& tam t.o!>k th.is yu.r, ~-la 
Wlll 'IWU M tAt l&t&tion tn tet< tht<m. 
(~if. Footu~.ll rue~ do Mt ~t 11Wp:ir'"~ 
l>t' belv- m thew~ nudiu.. and ~ 
p:H>a!:!nt s~nd.&rds •. MY rtl.!cie.ut At 
Minn~t& hu ~at:Uf· ~ ~ ~ 
.-OJ~!cy is over..erowded 4nd !1:1t ~ 
l't<Mott the gdwlutie ltA:ndarcl$ ~ 
~n rai~ed. Many fail t<> .ec~ o~:tt 
ff)"f' !€!<1t{;~l) ~>::JSUM! th.~y f~A.l" t$,ey 
wiH fall d(;wn in tbtir ~tuciiS~~. ~ 
wil{l. do wrn n':.lt b.il Md ~~~ :m.. 
ehwible. · · 

"'!'he te.am a khmd. th-. WUU.zn:s 
Sl.lld want$ him for at~othn ~:r-. 
'!'hen! w~re 27 m!:'n ¢\>~n f~ 
'M'~ t.b..i.8 Ml.uen, C:Qn<pa:r~ mt:h a 
mu.L>n"m ~:d lS WoN .. ~·hieh ~ 
hc<i~t m5nv men wu-e.u!!~ ~tv 
b1.1il:J & ~nning c:ambin~ation. 

"Dr, WUianu roi.Wed ~me ~ cl 
th.e :>;9J<UO?l thi~ :f<!:&:r, whtn hot 'W'&5 
c&ll~ t~ W M!hinr.~>n for- a ~;cnftnme;t< 
on th& U. S. V ettnnll Bllr~&l.O ~k. 
Pri:J~ tc thzt h"' neve.r had ~ 
bu~ Ot1<a cil!'? cf football p:tli.eti~ Ul 
22 ye:.Y$. in ~;l!t& M some of ~ 
a-iti<:~, he wu cut nta~Iy eve:::-r uay 
l11~:<t Mason and teadr :fer Wt'lfk. when 
v.~ t~>Am l:'?.}lorte-cl." 

Critics S<H' Two Jobs Are 
To~ )Iurh. for Coach 

CritiC$ of Dr. 'Wini.am!! cL:ai~ t.Mt 
hiS! tJ. S. '.;;:,t~ran! Bureau Wi1rk ~ 
et:jft'Msed h<$ timo:e tu- the l'\!'Jl('l«"t of 
!~~b&iL The-.· as!!l':ft th~~ z. !oo~! 
l_'!:l&th ~hcud, be' Ji.. .full tim~:< ~n.ae, so 
he <'O\lld P"\'~ moff pen>:2nal &ttt"n
th>n N t.~~ tum, Thty point u. t.M 
coincidence that Dr. WH!iarns h:u 
tjl,tt:t<,:i thl! ~>Jernm.r.nt #ork tur !,.,~ 
lMt tw'-3 s~U(lll.S., and that the~ n&'S'il!: 
~n 0:-.e wont· fUI'S to: his foo~ 
t~&:'(',:$, 



1n ~"'r;h· t.:"J ;.h\::~, it i~ uid that b~' 
spec;.al ~r-ml~3Wll from tho!! U. S. 
'>~tl??:'\<:S B:.J:-~:~!3, Dr. Wi1h31;m~ w~s 
a lie"-~ e:i t--J ~.aite t.he tlroto !'lleet~u.r: 
f<::r ·r.;~ ti;::Oi;:nw~. and h~~ ~~nt H 
muti: :imle ;;s ~:s,.~t with hii!~ tu.m:>. 
He ~o~ s.zp ~~dy ;ar:d worked en foot~ 
t.JoH pU!.~ ':>~fc':'e l';reakfa:st ~;v~~- u<~.y 
d'arir~ l;;;c seo>ton, ~r:<.l gerHe~al~Y '!I'M 
M th,;; tdd ~.;;r practist by :J p.m.~ .• 

ArHl~he-r ;:>nin' madt' f·:'Jt Or. W H· 
li.e.m% ,-, that ~,!innHota pa~3! l~n fer 
•:OBt':!'il?l~ t;J,)le~t ti'lA_fl &ny '!.',. tl1~ tOSl• 
f-ettnc!' ~,-:;n-:.so,io. I.>r. W;;,a . .tn:s. N~ 
c~:pt~ E.5G0 a year from 'tnt- ~thk· 
tie .as~ot~Wl~. ''Si~t'' Harns, a.uwuo.nr 
to,.,;:h, ge~ ~LSOO. Elght Cltbt'r ahnnni 
a~3 is:z.nt$ h.t v~: l>een pa.icl oniy SSOO 
U~ s;;,.:.o ead~ tor Wt' tun~ they .h&'\>t 

£1'T{:;r* art' a.ssi?<tant eoa.cha .-t ethan~· 
sehocl$, it h d&im.ed, gerurt~f :ttmn 
than Dr. Wii1iam3!. . 

The critic:!! uy that Dr, 'Willi.&ml' 
A&3l!!t&nt-' havt' not l:>~n ut:iHud, tu:!WN 
~ozr, m~t of tl:lem st.%nding around 
'irit.h. tho:e "h.&y tl'..£m."' wa~g Dr, 
WiHi£mS az.d hi-1 d~ven mt!.ll, wrult 
Slg H£ni~ wurkt:li &iune with 65 
!ruh.wen. · 

',' 

Wi11iarns Adhennta 
Pick Paige as Goat 

Tho<1gh ~l&tloM, U11:· t:er:;t&t bls-
~ll Dr~ Wmama and Prot~wr 
P:&.ig"!!" tileir '"'~t" for foot-bAll d!!» 
fuu. They S&Y Mr, hi~ u. w •met 
in !mfardt;g coruer'l!:ll~ r.llU that he 
~cis tmekWJn·ti,,. t.M.t he u p&ni• 
morue<u& it:i cioling out a.thletie fm:~d~t. 
.and h.u falld tc ;.bow p:ro~r A:rm-
patil:r with student athle~: Mt~l'* 
moo!eX'&Ui <:ritl!"!:ll "1' Mr, . .?&~ bu 
don11: tn~Jeh va1u-abl11: worit. b~t' is ru~~ 
fit ~r.:::penmentally t.e< h.a:nille rtudtent 
athl<!ticz. Tbe pr'l!~~nt -s~~U!~ 1~ 
tutlot:h detAil on him. Ra d_O*.! th.U ~ar~ 
in &dciition to flltl work m the~ W~•t€'1! 
trf law, r«:er?ing !5,.500 u..ian u a 

,law __ _pro!wwr, ud nw...h.mg f.():t lui 
athltt:ie <~C..;i'?'iuM. '!'h.r• .me-_ on ~
law t~t:r aN n:aon hle;Wy pt.id. 

Str:detl.;l; e.ns:ic'.$.m o! lli. P&i~ ~--~ 
b-.~ ~T!H'f, Tht>U who h•u worll:at'S 
with him on. the athletic hod!~ •~ 
warm in bi~ .-.ltfe~. u a rule anci 
M :;.he c;,m-r;/M t.he P•igre iu~Ja '!'~ 
'\>OKf~ m,:;;re bif.'Ut"!:lt'U th.!!.n the 'W 11: 
iuws eon.;:rover~y. 'rh~ At:'lletie Eoartt 
cf Cot:~rol, 11! wh.k~ }J:r. Paigt ill oM 
ut the two fa.eultl' memtns, adopU!d 
:tesoi'-l~!lln% o:<iy fut week 4-e<d.arwg 
th1.t <::-.di~·id:.;al me-m~n of t!"l~ ~o!:tci 
h.:ov~ (~!'1 pt!"Slll~ntly b!JAmefi ... or 
~Ct.S. "fer Wnl~h tb~ entit* \ward l~ 
re~pons.ible,'' .. 

"We \H:·~" th~ re.s.o-!'.ltion uid m 
par.,, ''\.\?On !1.\l tN!l3t' WhQ al:'le ci\&• 
poiSed to <:ntidu thit boom$, or !i.t!Y 
memb<er n{ 1t, thl! l'\?..::e:s~a:y ct <;)b· 
:.:w~:n~ ;.;ecu~.ar..e .and cieiimw.! inf::~~· 
t.ion ':-«!fo;re !ormmg or ~x-press.mg 
cpin<cns ;-<:Olaov~ r..o :;he !I-tt& Clt ilia 
l:wa::-<1 or ~h~ "'"'ts nf in~l'id(~lt< Pt"f· 
fo:?TI"><I'd ;n pun:~.auee wero •• 

Some of the Things 
Paige [s mamed For 

:'<Lt. Paig<~' has (:»~en a mtmb--\lr- of 
tl:!~e <"c~:'!"ere:·,\:e H> yes~n., and hu 
haipt<.i to <.i!«W most of its l."'Uies .• H<I' t3l 
eallecl ~t ''hui:''' i:l!l pont) in ;Hhl~t~!C3, 
but h!~ fr~~r.d.~ <:1zim t.r~~&t the ~onf~r,. 
!:!I">Ce rul<~"~ S~n M !Ai:r.~~H· !l~ot in,ltitu~ 
w:m u ~l'l<:r:.,'H!r, ~nd ,,.M tn~. ~<lrl:O~t9 
sou ~uthon::el h.a'l?e n<s eho1ee nv~ 
w eo~piy '1'-"Jth thon rules. Tht- rJie 

says nut mon• ~han ;;s mh'\ sr..H Ia 
~k~n ts;) wothozr unl'11~n!t'11 for li 
g~m~. Tili3 ~Nneta.nu t-"'*11. w~rk~d 
hard~Sh.ip~, Edor~ iliat roie wu mad~ 
f~eshm!ln te:am11 ~.nci tll~ band W9J'r~e 
li<sm!!cimu ..aktn. and &. g-000 J;>$rt o:! 
th~:! ~euon'z l:'!t'e~teip~ wer!l !!p~M ~Yt! 
n.iircad bt-es. lt .s.:ost §3.00\.l thi$ year 
to toskll th!! Z5 mM tl3 ~>fiehi~ran. 

:R;egltrd!eu ot the mnit.:s of t:>Jit 
con~r~-srt'ny, Mr. ?ail'{~ h.&5 ne'l1tr tl!:-
~~eived crNlit from tne student tociy 
for t..'v· labt<r lHe h:!.l P>Jt it~ on 3tu~ 
d~nt atb.letie.3, and p.r!ll:l.l!.tlly ht n~tnr 
wilL bt>tauMl he dces: n(3t know how 
w "jGllZ.''' .~t>Jcie.nts, and WO\Jldn't do 
it l! h~ .:::ou!d. 

OM g-tH:Wance- atsJn$t PrM>.e~t 
Pai§l."~ i~t h~!!~ed on tht< dropping I}{ 
b&~~bi\ll U a.p. inte:rcu!\tg-iM.e :t;>!lrt. 
Tht31 Wt.l in HH. It was (3M rJf the 
two oec&!l!Snii in !7 yur* -wh~t~ thot 
univ-tnity !19J'n8>tA hu ext:r-<:~~4 iu 
"f'etG p<Jwn \1>-ver Wt' athletic boarci 
~f c:ont:t'tlL · 

Etlemi~tli of P:mfu.s..u.r Pai~, by th* 
way, elai.m that thi.a 'S"rt-1) ~"&<>.e:t b!eld 
u a threat onr :stucl~nt !?lt'l".:.l~n 
h.u romp«!lecl th?.m. w toll<::w tht- P&lt"fl 
!~a oil <st..ht.r ~~i.:ms, b·..1t t.\la 1.$ 
dsm.i~ hy m~ wh~ M"V9J' **~mi with 
him. . . 

Want .Baseball Back 
As a Major Sport 

Th~r:8 U! a.¢tation :c.~w for a r~t.u.rn 
w h-t;,;<eball u a tr...ajor 1"9':1-rt. Tht' 
b.uebatl !UJ.J~~ clAim that .Min!"l;e,t.¢1:.£ c= 
~ue .u ~.lfl.d a :sh~ng as any ~~ehoo1 
i.!f' ha:sei<~>H, propnly supp<Jn:ect. tt it 
m &t~tion ~ athte~&. tb~ey clitim 
u ID.!tl'lj.' h<:s}'lS liltt' .to -pl&y ooth foot.
haU a.lld t<u~ha.l.l. They claim that 
Ult11 1po:rt 'Wlll..$ clNp~ ~au~ it did 
not pay, Mji iliat, on ih~ l&me t'edon~ 
l,ng, tuck &th!etk$ W#Uld h..V-~e t4 go. 

Thi!! d&im is denied. Bu.eb~U w~! 
d:roppe<t fl!.ewlcy a.p<s1ojfata uy, J».. 
e&t!$'* ~t W&l turnmg Ul"llVU.JltY !mm 
into pNfeukmal •thl~~~. After ~. 
ci.ng l.a~r~h on t.h~ uttil>'*rl&ity te.&m., 
Ul«Y wo~d ~ ~'il.t &rlci pl.ay PNiet-x 
!!ional tall in the .$U'mmn, ~t. e.aug.bt, 
and :Oe i.H~n-1?-d f:r6m JO.Qtbalt It i$ 
~,~.so aJl,~:f{'ed th.at anulenu ta.k*! liUlse 
mt~r~st in bu~hall and d~ net W.t>-< 
port it at ~tht':t ~iloou. &ito thAt m~ 
t-nmur.td bas*#AB, now q10ite JX!l)U!.in' 
.r~<eey -*Pring, would h!! killtci hy ~~ 
~ntratine Utlmt inw a V11X18icy team. 

Needed Si..adiwn and 
#Gym'• :Sow Certain 

Out of tll« hieb:rin~ thllt hu :fnlN 
lcweci th~ two di!a~"Croulf. football M:<8>• 
&CM, fri~>nds f:lf th~ unlW:t:l!ity l\l}j>'t 
&mn~ ~ may cume.. '!hey hav!! ~n 
w~rio:ing- to h.ul dif.!t<r-enees and .fnm~ 
~'nstrJcr.n·e :re.fli:IJ:""m.$. 

An adequate mdium !t3-r ath.lrli~ 
and an <:~dl!qu~t-t ~&.$hun. win ht< 
~r~ded within th11 next !~w :vuu 
?Jfltie-t pr:-e~t<nt p!Ana.. 'rhat will p\'~ 
'1~~ed~Ht t<{1.Upme~t. Und~r a fl:lll tiro~ 
,:ia~ttlf ~;.f At.hi~tiC:&,. if thot tight tlUW 
a ub\a!f!~d, tht.M'l ~ hop¢$ . o! put,. 
ting Minn~wt.a on Uw m.p m all :stu~ 
d?.nt iporu. 

MlNN'E.S.O:JrA~·'f{OOTJJALL RECORD · .. 
. :. tj.,~·<_,~;7iJ</f~-.;'f..tNDER JJR$ ,H,.·.£ .. WJLLlAA-tS 

.. '·<)"'<.I"·~..- ... ~·~·~~ •• &.~ " ' ( 

. J Dr,,'lt t: William~ ha~' coached· University ot f..Hnncsota 
footbalHtesrn.s tol' 22 consecutive seasons. Ttwugh his teams 
have lo~t ten cuto~ twelve "conference'' :;ames ln. the b."'t two 
\rear$, the ~ord :tor the entire W!Ubrns r~gime shows su~ 
periority for :Minnesota' over all but one rivaL From 1900 to 
1921 indusive. the·.Mi.nneMta. footbal,l record stand;;; as fo!Jo-.,-..·2, 
counting only .. game~ with regular coUep~ teams: 

€hmM w~n, lh: !oM, :'HI: tl?!~, 1. 
("..,:mf<>.l"eue~ !I'IHIH~~ won, 4<; !o,.t, U; ~<.:sl, .:>, 

GJS.m<':!f w~th l!'ailimt :rhm.ll~z 
Mlmu.&o~ 11; WiMonl!ln, 1; sl<'=<l, !. 
!>H!<nll;'l}<>IA, S; JlHrwh;, 1; u~:rJ, L 
,,Hnn~>~&, li: C~it:&l:~, ~; H*<i. L 
_\lJ>wewtg, 19; !"~&. 3. 
~Hu~~~&. 1; !'>ll.rfl!:~n.~; tle<J, L 
Minne>W~& 1 :li; No:rih'-'1~1.,1"'~, L 
MU!mm<>U., · 4s Jnd!an~, l 



i\?PENDIX 2 

Personnel E.istorv 

Presidents 

William Watts Folwell 
Cyrus Northrop 
George Vincent 
Marion L~ Burton 
Lotus D. Coffman 
Guy Stanton Ford 
Walter C~ Coffey 
James Lewis Morr.i11 
0~ Meredith Wilson 
Malcom Moos 
C. Peter Magrath 

Athletic Directors (Men) 

Henry L. Williams 
Fred Luehring 
H .. 0. Crisler 
Frank HcCogmick 
Lou Keller 
Frank McCormick 
Ike Armstrong 
Marshall W. Ryman 
Paul R~ Gie1 

1900-19225 

1922-1930 
1930-1932 
1932-1941 
1941-1946 
1946-1950 
1950-1963 
1963-1971 
1971-

Athletic Directors (Women) 

6 Belmar Gunderson 
Vivian t-L Barfield 7 
M~ Catherine Mathison 
Merrily Dean Baker 

1975-1976 
1976-1981 
1981-1982 
1982-

1869-1884 
1884-1911 
1911-1917 
1917-1920 
1920-1938 
1938-1941 
1941-1945 
1945-1960 
1960-19671 
1967-1974"' 
1974-

Facultv Renresentatives (Men) 

Con"..;ay :t-tacHillan 
Frederick Denton 
F~ J. E~ Woodbridge 
Frederick S. Jones 
James Paige 
Henry Rottschaefer 
Stanley V~ Kinyon, 
Hax 0~ Schultze 
Herle K~ Loken 
Robert A~ Stein 

2 
18963 
1896, 
18974 

1897-1906 
1906-1934 
1934-1957 
1957-1962 
1962-1974 
1974-1981 
1981-

Fa~.Jltv Henresen.tatives (Women) 

Andrea Hind.ing 
Julie Garson 

6 r"iari.on Freeman 
Jo-Ida C. Hansen 

1975-1977 
1977-1979 
1979-1981 
1981-

1 E~ W6 Ziebarth served as interim president during the summer of 1974,. 
2 Attended first Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Representatives meeting 

only. 
3 Attended second Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Repri:~Sentatives meeting 

on.ly,. 
4 Attended third Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Representatives meeting 

only .. 
5 Appointed as Athletic Director, but never really served in the position. 
6 Acting. 
7 Interim Director. 
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